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THIEL Engineering Series No.4 of 4: Design Philosophy

THIEL Design

for Excellence

The difference is our engineering
THIEL's excellence in engineering and design is what separates us from other loudspeaker
companies. All our efforts are directed toward achieving extremely faithful translation of tonal,
spatial, transient, and dynamic information supplied to the loudspeaker. This design philosophy is
thoroughly executed by state-of-the-art engineering that provides the potential of experiencing all the
subtle aspects that make reproduced music and video sound amost enjoyable human experience.
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THE THIEL PHILOSOPHY
To provide acomplete and faithful sonic experience, and to avoid imposing
its own sonic character, a loudspeaker must preserve all of several
independent musical characteristics—tonal, spatial, transient, and dynamic
fidelity. While some speakers reproduce one or two of these characteristics
well, our approach is to design loudspeakers that provide ahigh level of
accuracy of all of these characteristics. Both sophisticated computer-aided
measurements and the human ear are used to critically evaluate if these
goals are met.
THE THIEL APPROACH: EXECUTION
TONAL: THIEL designed and built drivers with very uniform response and
unusually complex crossover networks ensure the faithful reproduction of
the exact timbre of each specific sound.
SPATIAL: THIEL's time and phase coherence achieved by proper driver
alignment and phase correct crossover design preserves the sound's natural
spatial clues ensuring the accurate recreation of the positions and "feel"
of instruments in three dimensional space.
TRANSIENT: THIEL's very low distortion driver motor systems, non-resonant
driver diaphragms, extremely rigid cabinets, time and phase coherence,
and very high quality crossover components all contribute to the clarity of
subtle musical details and proper reproduction of the sound's initial "attack"
necessary for asense of realism.
DYNAMIC: THIEL's high output drivers, very low distortion, and
exceptional clarity preserve the music's contrasts of loud and soft sounds
that are crucial to music's emotional impact and excitement.

"Ijim Thiell is clearly the kind of speaker designer who never stops improving his products. Each new
generation of THIEL speakers has sounded more detailed, more coherent, more transparent... Each
added refinement has been another step toward making the musical experience more real."'
—Anthony Cordessnan, Audio, August '97

THIEL

Ultimate Performance Loudspeakers
Call or write for our 36-page full-line brochure, design white papers, reviews, and the name of your nearest 111IEL dealer.
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his is the last issue of Stereophile to be
published in 1999, so, at the risk of
adding to your millennial fatigue,' it
is appropriate to devote much of this
month's magazine to navel-gazing. Robert
Baird, Chip Stern, David Patrick Stearns,
and Larry Birnbaum examine the state of
recorded music, while in the first of two
articles, Markus Sauer questions the beliefs
that underpin the audiophile world. And
this "As We See ft" offers an overview of
what used to be called "high fidelity"
January 1, 2000 is not adate for the
numerologists of the audio world to get particularly excited about. It is not the beginning of sound reproduction's second century, whidi took place on Christmas Eve 1977,
100 years after Thomas Edison filed his
"Phonographs" patent, which was itself a
few months after the Frenchman Charles
Cros had written on the same subject It is
not even the beginning of stereo's second
100 years, which this writer estimates doesn't start until 2031, the centenary of the filing of the classic Alan Dower Blumlein
patent in the UK. However, it is dose to the
50th anniversary of high-end audio, if you
define the birth as Columbia's introduction
of the microgroove vinyl LP in 1948, or as
—more controversially for some audiophiles —Brattain, Bardeen, and Schoddey's
invention of the junction transistor in 1949.
Since the first high-fidelity boom in the
1950s, which planted the seeds for this
magazine's own birth in 1962, there has
been aprocess of continual refinement in
both audio hardware and software, pwicmated by decade-spaced paradigm shifts:
the introduction of stereo LPs and FM
broadcasting in the late 1950s/early '60s;
the ill-fated launch of quadraphony in the
early 70s; the widespread shift from analog to digital technology in the '80s; and
the introduction of perceptually coded
media in the '90s. In fact, if you were to
read the recent pronouncements of some
of the more "conservative" audio commentators, you might be led to believe
that the hi-fi goal has been reached, that
playing back a recording in the home
results in an experience identical to what
the listener would have experienced live
in the concert hall. If you believe that, I
have abridge to sell you—with an extended warranty plan!
But it is unarguable that every aspect of
1Ihave given up explaining that the year 2000 is really the final year of the second Christian Millennium,
not the first of the Third.
Stereophile, January 2000
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mance, while the discs themselves may
have had even less resolution than that?
But now, when you consider the measured performance not only of high-end
players and processors like the Mark
Levinson No30.6 (which Ireviewed in
October and November '99), but also of
relatively inexpensive components like
the MSB LinkDAC (one of this magazine's "Joint Budget Components of
19991, it's hard not to conclude that 16bit digital is a"solved problem." But if so,
then why, as you can read in Markus
Sauer's article, do so many audiophiles still
The art of two-channel
complain about CD sound? If the current
implementation of 16-bit discs and players
classical recording
is indeed as good as it can get, then it can
is currently experiencing
only be concluded that 16-bit digital audio
is insufficient for the highest fidelity.
anew Golden Age.
Hence this magazine's advocacy of SACD
and DVD-Audio!
But the medium is not the message. I
When it comes to fundamental design,
mentioned last month that the state of
loudspeakers have changed very little.
recording of rock music at the turn of the
There is not much about any modern
century is woefully compromised by the
dynamic drive-unit that would come as
desire for unrelenting loudness. But that
much of asurprise to Rice and Kellogg,
doesn't mean that other forms of nondassiwho invented the concept in 1927. Yet the
cal music recording have not benefited from
last 10 years have seen adramatic increase
late-20th-century technology. Jazz, in panicin overall speaker system sound quality, trigulat is very well served these days, and much
gered by the availability of inexpensive,
of the product coming out of Nashville rouPC-based measuring systems. It is very rare
tinely offers superb souncl quality.
to come across aloudspeaker these days
Imay be an avid purchaser of classical
that sounds colored in the ways that were
CDs, but even so, Ican sample only atiny
typical in the 1970s. The only question left
fraction of the current releases. But from
with respect to speaker performance is
the evidence of the compilation CD that I
whether it is time for anew paradigm to
receive each month with my copy of
emerge. But whether this will be the soGramophone magazine, the art of two-chancalled "distributed-mode" loudspeaker,
nel classical recording is currently experiwhich is as different from aconventional
encing anew Golden Age. The widespread
speaker as afluorescent light is from an
use of uncolored, quieter microphones,
incandescent bulb, or even for atrue digital
higher-resolution and high-sample-rate
speaker, remains to be seen... and heard.
digital geai; and the coming of age of agenIronically, the 17 years since the introduceration of balance and mixing engineers
tion of the CD have seen an astonishing
who learned their craft at the feet of the
improvement in the playback of vinyl LPs.
masters in the second hi-fi boom in the
A couple of days before Iwrote these
1970s have dramatically raised standards.
words, Ivisited Brian Damkroger to listen
As we move into an age of surroundto the Thiel CS72 loudspeakers he will be
sound reproduction, Ihope that the audio
reviewing in the February Stereophile The
and record industries can build on what
sound of LPs played on his VPI TNT rig
has been achieved, and that we don't
was awesome —not atrace of surface noise,
experience asonic step back before we
enormous dynamic range, and wide, deep
soundstaging. Most important, there was a can go two strides forward.
Happy New Year, and Happy Third
sense of ease to the presentation that had us
Millennium.
Ca
reaching for LP after LP. It is arare CDbased system, in my experience, that can
compete with this kind of vinyl experience.
2To avoid confusion: Though all CDs conform to the
In those same 17 years, CD has also
16-bit "Red Book" standard, the last few bits of early
been refined tremendously. The first playdiscs did not convey musical information, but instead
consisted predominandy of noise and distortion.
ers did well to achieve 14-bit perfor-

recording and playback technology is very
much better, or at least more accurate, than
what was available 50 years ago. With
electronics, as Tom Norton mentions in
the measurements section accompanying
Jonathan Scull's review of the Mark
Levinson No32 preamplifier (p.98), there
are now products that measure dose to
perfection. The puzzle, then, is why such
amplifiers and preamplifiers still sound
different from one another—why differences of quality still exist.
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Sony ES is aplace where precision and performance are always aligned and totally in balance. The new multichannel A/V
receiver, the STRDA771ES, is the infest example of the Elevated Standard. Its amplifier provides powerful full-bandwidth
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God is in the Nuances
Markus Sauer offers some millennial musings on what attracts audiophiles
to certain types of music and components.
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Judy Spotheim, analog maven extraordinaire talks with Jonathan Scull.
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The Speed of Sound
Robert Baird, Lany Birnbaum, David Patrick Stearns, and Chip Stern
weigh in on music's next hundred years.
Rick Visits... Jerry Wexler
RichardJ. Rosen interviews the producer who brought R&B and soul
to theforefront.

163 The King of Soul Reclaims His Throne
John Swenson reports on the return of Wilson Pickett.
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Since its introduction in 1996 Paradigm®Reference's
rise to prominence has been nothing short of
astonishing! Never before have a range of high-end
speakers been so quickly embraced by listeners
and critics alike.

xcellence

But even with the many raves and awards, our
engineers never ceased in pushing toward further
improvement. And now the result is the next generation
of Paradigm®Reference. New speaker systems that are,
in aword, spectacular! Sound reproduction is even more
natural, detailed and clear. Imaging is more spacious;
localization, more precise. And — since high-end
speakers should be visually, and not just sonically,
arresting — sleek, elegant enclosures were created to
house the technological advances. Whether for music or
home theater, there is no more sonically coherent
choice than ParadigmeReference.
With all of the tremendous accolades it would have
been easy to become complacent, but we simply
refused to be lulled by success into astate of lingering
satisfaction. Why? The pursuit of perfection is relentless;
even excellence itself must be exceeded!

vvww_paradigm.ca
In the US, contact AudioStream MPO Box 2410, Niagara Falls, NY 14302 tel 905.632.0180
In Canada, contact Paradigm 205 Annagem Blvd., Missismuga, ON 151 201 tel 905.564.1994

PARADIGM

Copyright s1998 Paradigm Electronics Inc. and Bacon Corp.

REFERENCE

THE ULTIMATE IN HIGH-END SOUND FOR MUSIC AND HOME THEATER"'
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Letters
Gordon will be missed
Editor:
What asad day to read your prosaic announcement, in the October 1999 issue,
that J. Gordon Holt had left the magazine. After 37 years and amost distinguished career in audio journalism, I
think something alittle warmer and a
lot longer should have been written by
the tweako freaks left behind...
Please, Stereophile, find some writers
who have agrip on reality. Most of the
stuff you rave about will never interest
ordinary mortals. A Grand Utopia
speaker system the size of my Volvo
ain't gonna sell alot of copies. And spare
us the purple prose. Gordon Holt will
be missed.
Walter Bergman
wabergman@yahoo.com

only up to the usual audiology limit of 8kHz
However, Ido not intend toforce all the reviewers to undergo such atest as amatter ofpolicy.
What matters to me is that Iremain convinced
that their opinions are reliable; repeatable; and
transportable. As long as Ido, their reviews continue to appear in the magazine
Where's that Adcom review?
Editor:
In the last two "Recommended Components" listings, you indicated that you
would be testing the Adcom GCD-750
CD player. Jeez, guys, that was seven
months ago!
Icertainly understand that you folks
must be crammed to the rafters with
equipment waiting for review. But why
is apiece of equipment that came along
only afew months ago, the superb Sony
SCD-1, reviewed almost immediately,
while us beer-and-pretzel consumers
are patiently waiting for a review of
what we can afford ... ?
Iwon't be renewing my subscription.
Bob Koons
Edmonton, Canada

issue. Cover to covet it was excellent
I particularly enjoyed the articles
about Wynton Kelly, Sonny Clark,
Dave Douglas, and the music reviews.
Jonathan Scull's review of the Sony
SCD-1 SACD player was just superb,
by far the best of the three reviews of
this product Ihave read to date. And
George Reisch's "Undercurrents" column was even better than usual.
Keep up the good work.
Mike Koonce
Denver, CO
mkoonce@denverelu.edu

Keep up the good work
Editor:
Ireally enjoyed Jonathan Scull's "Fine
Tunes" column in the November '99
issue. Here is my favorite quote about
music:
By us, too, Mr Bergman. A somewhat longer
The man that hath no music in himself
appreciation did appear on wwwstereophile
Nor is not moved with concord of sweet
com. In addition, our website's free '14rchives"
sounds,
section indudes both Steven Stone's long 1997
Lsfitfor treasons, stratagems, and spoils;
interview with Gordon and many of the artiThe motions of his spirit are dull as night,
cles Gordon contributed to Stereophile in the
And his ejections dark as Erebus.
past four decades.
—JA
Let no such man be trusted.
—William Shakespeare
The Adcom was originally on the docket of a
More testing required?
The Merchant of Venice, Act V,i
reviewer who then left the magazine. Brian
Editor:
It's writing like Jonathan's that causes
Iwould like to suggest that all Stereophile Damkroger offers his thoughts on the GCDme to renew my Stereophile subscription.
—JA
music and equipment reviewers take a 750 elsewhere in this issue.
Please keep up the good work.
comprehensive hearing exam (ie, from
Mike Trent
Heat
20Hz to 20kHz). Publish the frequenRiverside; IL
cy-response curves for the reviewers so Editor:
mtrent@interarrPss.com
Stereophile takes alot of heat for its editorithat readers can correlate the subjective
al content and policies. Some of it, in my
comments areviewer has made with his
Can't wait
opinion, is well deserved. However, Iwant
frequency-response curve.
Editor:
to praise you for the November 1999
For example, if a specific reviewer
Today, Ireceived asubscription solicitawrote that acomponent's highs sounded
tion offer to Stereophile in the mail. Since
alittle rolled-off; but asubsequent viewI'd never heard of your publication, I
ing of his frequency-response graph
Letters to the Editor should be
headed to my PC and did some reshowed adip in his high-frequency hearsent to The Edito4 Stereophile, P.O.
search. Iliked what Isaw on your webing acuity, areader might then conclude
Box 5529, Santa Fe, NM 87502site, so Ihappily walked out to my mailthat perhaps it is the reviewer's hearing
5529. Fax: (505) 983-6327. E-mail:
box and sent off my subscription to
that leads to the "rolled-off' comment,
Letters@stereophile.com. Unless
Stereophile magazine. Can't wait for my
not the component being reviewed.
marked otherwise, all letters are
first issue!
Tommy
Tim O'Connor
assumed to be for possible publicaAurora, IL
Tim.Oconnor@ecolab.com
tion. If you have problems with
kozmo4us@yahoo.com
your subscription, call (800) 666By coincidence, Mt O'Connor, elsewhere in this
3746 or e-mail sreosubs@petersen
One of the dogs heard from
issue Stereophile reviewer Kalman Rubinson
pub.com. Please note: We are
Editor:
gives the results ofsuch a
fiell-range hearing-senunable to answer requests for
Now that I've signed on for atwo-year
sitivity test he took, using the Audio-CD,
information about specific prodtour of duty as aStereophile subscriber, I
which he reviews. Ihave also in the past pubucts or systems.
feel obliged to put in my two cents'
fished my own hearing-sensitivity results, but
Stereophile, January 2000
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Letters
worth about the state of the High End.
Reading Chip Stern's review of the
EAR integrated tube amplifier designed
by Tun Paravicini (October '99), Iwas
amazed to encounter the very words I
had in mind to describe the state of the
High End today: "gilding the lily." There
is so much lily-gilding going on in the
High End that no one is safe. We have
components that are machined out of
solid billets of aluminum, laser-ground on
aircraft-building equipment, coated with
precious metals, encased in rare hardwoods from endangered tropical forests,
drawn from the purest silver wire, and so
on ad nauseam. Long gone are the days
when the faithful reproduction of the
musical experience was the goal, and having fun was integral to the hobby Now,
instead of straightforward, competent
designs that serve the music, we have a
series of "statement" products, or tropes,
which Stereophile takes aperverse delight
in reviewing.
An engineering statement. A class-A
statement. An SET statement. A 300B
statement. A 300B-with-Americanmade-tubes statement. A testosterone
statement. An aesthetic statement. Blah,
blah, blah.
About 30 years ago, when Ifirst got
involved with this hobby and was working for awhile as ahi-fi jock in aspecialist store, Irecall reading astory by
Avery Fisher about how a customer
called one day, frantic that his Fisher
tube amp (which he had owned for
many years) had quit on him, and begging Fisher to fix it. Fisher agreed to perform the repairs himself, then took the
amp around to the owner's business, a
dry-cleaning establishment. The grateful
customer invited him to see his hi-fi
setup, and in the process of inspecting it,
Fisher discovered that the man had one
of the finest collections of recorded
chamber music he had ever seen. (Fisher
was aconnoisseur of chamber music.)
The details of this story may be inexact (this was 30 years ago), but the point
cannot be missed. Before there was
even such athing as the High End, people were involved with the music, manufacturers were involved with their customers, and the whole hobby was alot
more interesting. Today we have the
Web, e-mail, digital sound, and the
most sophisticated materials and manufacturing techniques, but a lot of the
juice has been squeezed out, the fun
missing. That's why people are fiddling
around with tubes that blow up, turntables that play scratchy records, and other
devices with designs older than Iam. It's
simply more involving and more fun
10

than $60k worth of perfection in a
sealed box machined out of asolid billet
of aluminum.
Perhaps perfection is the enemy of
the merely good, or perhaps what's
wrong with the High End is that there's
simply too damned much of it. In any
case, Stereophile has done much to create
this situation and can do agreat deal to
change it. Instead of "Recommended
Components," with its heavy-handed
class system of "A," "B," "C," and so on,
why not "Recommended Systems," consisting of components that work especially well together, or are especially suitable for certain types of music or listening setups? Instead of long-winded reviews followed by "Oh, thank you very
much for your perspicacious review of
our Bottomly Toply MegaBrute One
amplifier" comments from manufacturers, why not seek out and publish some
dissenting views from actual users in the
Follow-Up column? And, most of all,
instead of lavishing all that attention on
amps that cost nearly $10k for one channel, why not seek out something more
sensible, more humane, more in line
with what people who actually like music are likely to find interesting?
Practically every magazine editor you
ask says that he or she edits the magazine to please themselves, and if the
readers find it interesting, well, that's all
to the good. But many amagazine has
also foundered on the shoals of editorial subjectivity, or "It's agreat dog food,
but the dogs just won't eat it" thinking.
Ithought it was time you heard from
one of the dogs.
Bill Huey
Atlanta, GA
bhuey@bellsouth.net
A female audiophile heard from
Editor:
Iam awoman who has enjoyed highfidelity sound for many years, and have
read Stereophile off and on. Ihave noticed
that virtually all of your reviewers are
men, and wonder if you have ademographic breakdown of your subscribers.
[49 out of 50 of our subscribers are male —
Ed.] Perhaps there are more women
out there who might regularly read
Stereophile if the content were more
female-friendly.
We hear anecdotally of comments by
Marina Tellig and Kathleen Scull via
their husband reviewers, but perhaps it
might be interesting to have companion
reviews by them for female readers.
After all, because how something sounds
is such a subjective thing, one might
expect that women would evaluate a
product differently from men. Indeed,
WorldRadioHistory

women are said to have amore acute
sense for high-frequency sound. They
would also view the aesthetics of acomponent differently.
That said, Ifind it surprising that the
very components Ithink offer good
value for money, sound good, and look
good, such as the Bose Lifestyle systems
or many of Cambridge SoundWorks'
speakers, have never been reviewed,
much less mentioned, in Stereophile. 1Do
these manufacturers ignore your requests for review loans? Or, as Isuspect,
are they too familiar to Circuit City
types, so that the snobby editorial staff
places a low priority on reviewing
them? Note that many of the audio systems bought today are chosen by
women for women, who might welcome some suggestions from awoman
Stereophile reviewer about alternatives.
You may be alienating half of your
potential readership!
Dora Smith
Framingham, MA
dorable@ivillage.com
It's what between our ears...
Editor:
In regard to Charles Butler's anti-audiophile rant in the November Stereophile
("Our tireless efforts are bearing fruit,"
pp.18-19), Iwonder if he understands
the reason Stereophile publishes letters like
his, or the pleasure it gives the rest of us.
Seriously, he misses the point. The
scientific advances in this case are driven
by our perceptions being quantified by
measured parameters that continue to
be defined. For most of us, the equipment between our ears is superior to
that which we find in the laboratory. Or
maybe it's just the noise from that pesky
air conditioner.
Bill Coop
San Francisco, CA
... that counts
Editor:
Who is this Butler guy ("Letters," November '99)? Is he from our planet? He
speaks nonsense. Icannot believe he is
an engineer. Ireally do not care how
components are built. As long as Iam
tapping my feet and enjoying the music,
Ireally don't care for A/B or blind comparisons. Idon't care if it does sound
better than what Ihave, unless it gives
me the good feeling my own system
does. Usually, that means vinyl and
tubes. All that distortion, Iguess.
So what? Irepeat: Who careen!!fl
Dr. Butler does not help me understand.
1 My own system comprises a Creek 5250, Rega
Planet, and B&W 302s. But Icould swear the Bose and
Cambridge Sound Works systems sound nearly as good,
and would have been less expensive.
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Berlioz wrote amasterpiece.
We play it with the same passion.
Asymphony worthy of the name.
High fidelity equipment worthy of the music.
Rotel's RCD-991, aCD player worthy of your attention.
Custom-wound toriodal transformers. 11DCD® capability.
Twenty-bit Burr-Brown PCM-63 DiA converters. Adjustable
dither to fine-tune system sound. An analog stage carefully
crafted from the finest parts available. Balanced and single
ended outputs for maximum flexibility.
All this because Rotel listens. Just as Berlioz broke new
ground in percussive orchestration, we break new ground
with exceptionally detailed yet cohesive reproduction.
Regardless of whose music you want to hear.
Berlioz and Rotel. Prize-winning compositions.
Award-winning components.
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The new GTP-750 Home Theater Tuner/Preamplifier
combines ADCOM's legendary high-end audio
performance with the latest advances in digital processing.
Featuring Dolby Digital ® and dts e decoding, advanced
circuitry and user friendly design, the GTP-750 is the
home theater control center for movie and music lovers.
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Letters
with apair of reference Energy bookshelf speakers my local dealer loaned me
to compare with my JBL studio monitors. At first, the JBLs sounded better—
their bigger woofers produced more
bass. Then the Energies sounded better,
because their bass seemed tighter. Ispent
Statistics count
eight hours straight the first day, but
Editor:
pretty soon Icouldn't hear adifference.
Iam afirm believer in and practitioner of
The next morning, Ilistened again.
the double-blind test In an attempt to The JBLs sounded better again. Idecidbring alittle (black) humor to the subject ed to return the Energies. Why spend
$1200 on aspeaker that's no better than
of blind testing, please note the following!
With adouble-blind test, the results my old, reliable, $500 JBLs?
Next day, when Iwas just about to
are almost always stated with a95% probability of being correct Now, 95% is quite return the Energies, pow, it hit me —
ahigh probability, right? Icertainly think right in the treble: The Energies had
so, but watch your reaction (and mine!) to way better highs. The bells sounded
the following comment by Michael bellier, the horns hornier, the female
Rushforcl, president of the Criminal Legal voices much more enticing. Three days
Foundation in Sacramento, California and about 20 hours later, utterly
(from p.4 of the Christian Science Monitor of exhausted — as if I'd just watched the
Wednesday, February 24, 1999): "In 95
Super Bowl, the World Series, and
percent of death-penalty cases, the correct whatever the five-day cricket equivalent
sentence is given."
is—! decided to buy the Energies.
Ididn't think I'd do that again for a
Hey, no problem, unless you're one
of those 5% waiting to be hung, electro- while. Then, one day, my neighbor
cuted, shot, injected with poison, etc.! I asked me to come to his house and
wonder if acertain subwoofer expert's blind-test acouple of interconnects. "No
perspective of a95% probability would way I'm gonna hear the difference in
change if he was convicted (but actually interconnects," Itold him. "I could hardinnocent) of murder and sentenced to ly hear the difference in acouple pairs of
death! Or if, in ajury of 12 people, only speakers."
10 of the 12 jurors (that's a95% confiBut, totally blind —I had my neighdence level in a 12-trial double-blind bor crawling around on his hands and
test) had to agree that the woofer expert knees, sweating, and we almost blew a
was guilty, hence the death penalty!
pair of woofers because we didn't want
Okay, I'm having fun, but a 95% to turn off the amp and then power it
degree of confidence isn't quite the up again — Iheard the difference right
same thing in an audio-related, double- away. Iheard it from the first blind
blind listening test as it is in atrial for minute, and kept hearing the same difmurder, where the death penalty has a ference after Iwas told which intercon5% chance of being decreed incorrectly! nect was made by which company.
Several months later Ibought a
As adouble-blind practitioner in the
audio area, Ifeel very confident that a5% Bedini Clarifier. Immediately my
probability of being incorrect is very neighbor came over, and Iblind-tested
small; if Iwas being tried for murder and him. He knew, 100% of the time, which
CD had been Clarified. Icouldn't hear
was innocent, Iwould think a5% chance
of aguilty verdict being declared is al- adifference. Anyway, now neither of us
most asure thing!
Joseph M Cierniak uses a Clarifier; the difference isn't
Editor/Publisher, Sound Off worth the effort to us.
Wes Phillips wrote areview of the
A/B tests don't count
Audio Research LS22 in the November
Editor:
1996 Sterrophile It wasn't his most posiAfter the initial rush of excitement when tive review. Ilistened to the LS22 and
loved it. It seduced me. To hell with Wes
you're first experimenting with it —
"Wow, Ican really hear adifference ... I Phillips —I bought the thing, thinking
can hear ... Ican hear...I can hear" — my ear was way better than his. It took
A/B testing is atotal pain in the ass. about three months for me to hear what
That's why Ihave to be pushed by agreat Wes heard. Once Iheard it, Icouldn't
dissatisfaction with apiece of equipment shake it. It wasn't so much the boomy
Iown to go shopping to try to find some- lows as the etchy highs. Icouldn't live
thing better. (That and the cost, of with it anymore. Isold it and decided to
get apreamp that Wes Phillips had reccourse ... and my wife, of course.)
The first A/B test Idid at home was ommended, blind sheep that Iam.

Iguess it is because Ido not have a
degree in engineering, or, like 99% of all
audiophiles, do not know what to listen
for!
Gaddy Haymov, MD
Bronx, NY
HCook14179@aol.com
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My point is this: Idon't know why
any of us has to prove anything to anyone about our opinions on audio. If my
neighbor and Ican blind-test things and hear the difference, certainly professional reviewers can. But why bother? The
whole testing process is so difficult, and
often takes so long, why would aperson
who takes equipment into his house for
review put himself through the hassle of
having to do it blind? If the reviewer is
mostly testing things by his lonesome
(and A/B-ing is such alaborious process, Ipromise you he's mostly doing it
alone), how exactly would that reviewer
conduct ablind test? Amps have to be
turned off, cables unplugged, speaker
wires changed, etc., etc.
Ican see why manufacturers might
want to conduct blind tests on components, but at the end of the day these
guys are building things to suit their
own tastes anyway. If all manufacturers
simply developed equipment blind, using only test equipment to evaluate it,
Audio Research wouldn't sound like
Audio Research, Conrad-Johnson
wouldn't sound like Conrad-Johnson. I
mean, we'd be totally into vanilla-land.
They handpick known components to
achieve asound that pleases them, and
hopefully pleases enough other people
to keep them in business.
For anybody who's ever gone through
the ordeal of A/B-ing equipment, we all
know we can hear adifference blind, if
we can hear adifference at all. We also
know that the only way to really get to
know apiece of equipment is to live with
it You're not going to really hear the
characteristics of apiece of equipment in
afew hours or even afew days ...
To the propeller-heads who insist
that blind testing is the only method of
really evaluating stereo equipment,
what can one really say? Should we do a
blind test to determine if Marilyn Monroe was really abeautiful woman? Take
each feature separately and hold it up to
some "objective" criterion? How about
if we require that all reviewers poke out
their eyes like Oedipus so that they can
see the absolute truth? Iguess all Ican
really say is... get alife.
David Del Bono
Woodland Hills, CA
Ddelboutgo@aolcom
Amplifiers &ABX tests
Editor:
Well, here Iis, all set to listen to these
two amplifiers to see which is best; I'm
stubborn as amule and have to find
these things out for myself. So Iputs
these amps behind ascreen, so Ican't
13
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"This is it. Any questions?"

« If you are looking for
the
most musically enjoyable solid
state amp you can buy with
price no object.. this is it.
If, on the other hand,
you're price sensitive and
are looking for the most
economical entry point
to true high end sound...
this is it.
Any questions? »

MINEV
Mir

For more information call
1-800-254-2510 or
1-800-663-9352
USA: Audio Plus Services
RO. Box 3047
Plattsburgh NY 12901
Fax: 514-585-5862
www.audioplusservices.com
Canada: Plurison
C.P. 537 Station Youville
Montreal Qc H2P 2W1
514-585-0098
Fax: 514-585-5862
www.plurison.com

IA R Peter Moncrieff

the Complete system:
tune , S695
cd player S895
50 wpc integrated
amp S995
unified remote
control S50
Also available in black
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Letters
see 'em, you know, with aswitch to
choose A or B; since neither A nor B
has eyes, Ithinks asingle-blind test will
do the job okay. And Ican keep the test
going as long as Ipleeze ... 'long as my
old lady lets me, that is.
Then Ihear the doorbell. Iopens the
door, and this here fellow dressed in a
long black robe and carrying agolden
scepter, he walks right in, no ceremony
or nothing, and he calls me aquack and
acharlatan and anti-experimental and a
Lysenkoist (whatever that is) and promoter of an insidious form of ignorance.
Well, Imakes ready to whack this guy
when another one, wearing asidearm —
jeez, it's like acannon—comes in bearing alittle black box resting on apurple
velvet pillow. The priestly guy, he tells
me that he's aBishop, no less, in the
United Church of Our Lady of Pure
Reason and Science, and that he is here
to rescue me from my benighted state.
"Behold the sacramental ABX
switching device, my child; it is the only
officially certified scientific method that
can be used if you want to separate fact
from superstition in the testing of audio
components."
He goes on about the original sin of
Subjectivity, and after he makes his
pitch, Isez: "Gee, Ithought that asimple single-blind test that gives me direct
and repeatable comparisons of A/B/A/
B/A/B, etc., was plenty good, but now
yer tellin' me that Ihave to do it in the
order of A/B/B/A/A/B/A/A/A/A/B,
etc., or whatever yer little black box
decides to choose all by itself."
"Your approach was much too simple,
my child. If
want to raise yourself to
the state of grace that Scientific Cachet
bestows, then you must always reject the
simple, straightforward experiment in
favor of amore oblique and complex
one. Therein lies your redemption."
"Your Grace," Isez, "that's alot like
playing the lottery, no? Sounds like Lin—
I'll give her atry."
"Very well," sez his Honor. "We are
willing to rent you our ABX box for
only $150 per day, as aspecial introductory rate." That's when Idiscover that
Scientific Cachet requires cash; good
thing he's willing to take plastic.
So Icommences listening, proud of
my new status as an objectivist, but after
many hours of data-taking, my computer tells me that both amplifiers gotta be
identical in sound. Great. So Isends
back the Mark Levinson and keeps my
Bose WaveRadio.
The only problem Ihave now is that
whenever Itry to play Beethoven's Fifth
on my Bose, it comes out sounding alot
Stereophile, January 2000

like Mahlees Fifth. No real problem —I
just drink enough of aJack Daniel's fifth
so Ican't hear no difference. Ain't Science
wunnerful?
Malcolm G. Balfour
Acme PA
Audio revolutions
Editor:
Iopened up my November Stereophile
and found myself pleasantly surprised
(again), in his latest "As We See It," by
John Atkin.son's depth of analysis and
intelligence. The one flaw in his analysis
is that he didn't extend it to its logical
conclusion.
Though he made mention of the
Internet and the MP3 format (and even
of Larry Archibald's departure to an
Internet startup), and though he rightly
questioned whether either SACD or
DVD-Audio will ever win the hearts,
minds, and wallets of consumers (be
they audiophiles or mere mortals), I
don't think that he looked far enough
into his crystal ball.
No mainstream audio revolution was
built solely upon a success among
audiophiles. It's probably one of the few
industries in which this can be said to be
true. Take, for example, the laserdisc,
DAT, DCC, etc. Audiophiles will pay a
premium for atechnology that provides
them with asuperior experience, but
this premium is not one that mainstream folk are willing to absorb. Moreover, the market size of audiophiles is
not sufficient to sustain atechnologically superior but more expensive format.
What the average audio listener is
looking for are freedom and lower cost.
Hence the appeal and success of the
MP3 format.
No traditional retail outlet wants to
be burdened with stocking yet another
audio format, especially one so difficult
to distinguish from CDs. Moreover, it's
going to be afairly difficult hardware
sale to make, even to audiophiles:
"Here, try this new SACD it's far better than aCD. A $15,000 CD player
can't hold acandle to this new, improved, format. Sure, sure, there are
only afew thousand SACDs and the
format has only limited backing, but
hey, it's still worth it... "
No, for areal revolution to occur, a
new technology will most certainly have
to be developed, but it must be built
upon acommon platform — one that
can be shared by mere mortals and
audiophiles alike (like CDs). Maybe this
new format will emerge with SDMI
and maybe it won't. But its basic underpinnings are already clear: It's going to
be an all-digital format, it will provide a
WorldRadioHistory

better-quality experience than either
CDs or MP3s; it will be portable
(through memory sticks or flashcards);
and it will probably be secure somehow.
This is where audio is headed, and it
will be aboon for the High End, allowing the industry to focus on what it does
best In the meantime, I'm going to
keep buying my CDs and ripping my
MP3s.
Joe Faber
New York, NY
joeilber@excitecom
Something special
Editor:
My summary of Stereophiles reaction to
Super Audio CD is: "Rare medium,
well done." It will really take something
special to make me want to buy my
fourth copy of Kind of Blue (so far: LP,
CD, remastered CD).
Ken Ohm
KOhm@Cypress-Digital.com
Asaner place
Editor:
Just as Ithought the world was becoming asaner place with the introduction
of just a single affordable format
(DVD), which allowed better quality in
both audio and video playback while
being compatible with the existing
audio playback medium, Isee that large
manufacturers are proposing another
new audio-only format (SACD) to
spend our money on. Is it obvious only
to me that SACD is not only against the
interests of the consumer, but in the
long run is against the interests of the hifi music lover? Doesn't the latter, without
sacrificing quality, want aformat with
the widest possible consumer acceptance and appeal? Wouldn't this mean
the greater availability of recordings taking advantage of DVD's capabilities?
Just look at the availability today of
high-quality DVD-Video software and
you'll get the picture (pardon the pun).
Shouldn't we cheer for aplayer with
DVD-V, DVD-A, 24/96, DTS, and
HDCD in one package, allowing the
flexibility and choice of five types of
audio reproduction (not to mention the
bonus of video)?
Nicolas Protonotarios
Beirut, Lebanon
hellas.emb@inco.com.lb
CD will still be here
Editor:
My prediction is that the standard CD
will be the preferred audio format for
the next decade. Why? Well, SACD has
no chance of succeeding, in my opinion.
The mass market of teenagers and
music purchasers are happy with CDs,
and most will not spend the extra
15
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Letters
money for an SACD, eiecially since no
appreciable audible s erences can be
heard via aMagnavox boombox. (I did
my own opinion survey of the mass
market by polling my wife.)
Sony tried manufacturing audiophile
gold CDs several years ago, and stopped
due to lack of sales. Add this to the Betamax disastet and even my audiophile
friend (that's singular, Ican't find anybody else who cares about high-quality
music, including my musician friends)
remains eternally skeptical about Sony
following through on asuperior format
So what about DVDs? Well, they
have amuch better chance of succeeding, given the public's acceptance of
DVDs for video and computer applications. Again, given the mass-market
acceptance of CDs and the fact, again,
that most people will not pay extra
money for a DVD-Audio disc, the
number of released titles on DVD-A
will remain extremely limited for many
years to come. Also, most consumers
will want to purchase universal DVD/
CD machines that provide low-quality
audio playback.
The more likely popular application
for DVDs will be music videos. There are
now almost two generations of people
who value the music they purchase by the
quality of the video they see on MTV or
VH1. Think about it: Would ateenager
pay afew extra dollars to get aBritney
Spears DVD with music and afew music
videos packed onto one disc? Ipredict so.
(Maybe that's abad example; Iblow several nonaudiophile people who would
buy the Britney Spears DVD anyway.)
So what remains for our diminishing
group of audiophiles? Probably alimited number of SACDs or DVDs, depending on who wins the format war.
In the meantime, Iplan on expanding
my CD collection.
Eric Teitelman
Minden, NV
ETeitelman @maitco.douglas.nv.us

format Ihave LPs and no turntable to
play them on. Every now and then Iwill
listen to the LPs on my son's system. My
format choice is not the issue. The end
product must not be compromised to satisfy the "convergent technology" forces
that are in the industry today. Music-listening pleasure must be the driving force.
Iam looking for greater pleasure in
music listening. For me, the Super
Audio CD format will provide what I
am looking for.
Bill Brancheau
Toledo, OH

that most innovative classical music, and
nearly all first- and second-generation
jazz music, was, at some point, "classified as weird and meaningless cacophony." Simply because Mr. Elkady has no
ear for contemporary urban music
doesn't mean it's not music.
Needless to say, every generation has
its Mr. Elkadys. The most interesting
thing about them is how consistently
wrong they are. Isuggest that Stereophile
avoid making their mistake, and pay
particular attention to precisely the
music that such arrogant elitists sanctiWhy the push for surround sound?
moniously dismiss. Isuspect that, as in
Editor:
the past, that will be the music that
Idon't understand why there is such a endures.
Eric Treanor
big push to go to a51-channel surSalt Lake City, UT
eric.treanor@m.ccutah.edu
round-sound format for music-only
recordings. Ijust upgraded to the full
surround-sound digital home theater The music that lasts
"thing" recently, and have noticed only Editor:
occasional use of the rear channels, even With great respect to Mr. Treanoes
in most action movies. What is really opinion above, the only music that has
the greatest improvement in sound has survived throughout the ages is classical
been the addition of the front center music and, to avery great extent, jazz.
channel. The soundstage and moveIam not dismissing all contemporary
ment of sound from side to side is so urban music, but only such music that
much more believable. Iwould be satis- does not convey any meaning and fails to
fied if the new DVD-Audio or SACD move the emotions. Itremendously enjust added acenter channel, and jetti- joy and very often listen to most of the
soned the two rear channels.
pop and disco tunes that were prevalent
1) This will allow people who don't in the '60s, '70s, '80s, and some of the
need ahome theate4 or want separate
early '90s. From then on, "commercial"
systems for audio and video, to save alot music has been going downhill. This is a
of money on amplification and extra fact most people will agree with.
speakers. 2) Why do we need music
A great deal of contemporary works
coming from behind us, anyway? Last have also survived, and are still as good
time Iwent to aconcert, Iwasn't allowed today as they were 25 or 30 years ago.
to sit next to the drummer, or the guy Works by bands like the Fagles, Pink
playing the viola. (That would be cool, Floyd, Alan Parsons, Beatles, Barclay
though!) Ifear the addition of rear chan- James Harvest, Santana, Bee Gees, Vaya
nels to musical recordings will give us a Con Dios, and Bob Dylan, just to name
lot of stupid sound effects, and mostly afew, will always remain eternal and lisaudience applause. Idon't spend alot of tened to by many generations to come,
money on my audio-only system just to simply because they are true works of art.
listen to people clapping and shouting.
Please understand that Iam not a
Give me just three front channels of professional music critic or historian. I
24/96 audio, and I'll be very happy.
am just asimple music-lover who is
As will two channels ... on SACD
As an aside, I'd like to add that there inspired and moved by good music,
are those of us under 25 who actually do whether it be pop, classical, country,
Editor:
Whether one listens to LPs or CDs, I listen to classical music and jazz, and blues, jazz, etc. Iam in my late 30s, and
believe two-channel (stereo) listening is greatly appreciate the Stereophile reviews many people in my age group have
amore natural way to listen to music. that focus on those areas. The day Stereo- completely switched to either classical
Stereo recordings played through good, phile starts reviewing Britney Spears is the music or jazz. Ihaven't. On the conbetter, and the best audiophile systems day Iswitch my subscription to Stereo Re- trary, Iam always on the lookout for
view's Sound & Vision. But keep on doing new material, be it contemporary or
will give the listener the pleasure of the
soundstage in anatural-feeling environ- what you're doing, and I'll keep waiting otherwise, to appreciate and, most of all,
ment In amultichannel (surround) sys- by my mailbox.
Evan A. Zamir to enjoy. This is what music is all about
eazl @cecwustledu
In the end, true music is that which
tem there is a surreal environmental
has stood the test of time, and which
feeling. Also, Iam concerned about the
will forever live to be enjoyed by many
recording engineer's interpretations of Weird and meaningless cacophony
generations to come.
ShenfElka4
what the engineer believes Ishould Editor:
Cairo, Egypt
Ihope Sherif Elkady ("Letters," Novhear and where Ishould hear it.
skady@thewayout.net
My music listening is through the CD ember '99) doesn't need to be reminded
Stereophile, January 2000
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jale compares with the power and majesty of an orchestra. And nothing
compares to the sonic picture of the event as stunningly portrayed by
the Grande Utopia or its sibling, the Utopia. The technological
breakthroughs that made them possible -W sandwich cone laminate,
Telar 57 high frequency driver and the luscious exotic hardwood
cabinets -are now available in three new Utopias -the Mezzo, the Mini
and the Sub Utopia. Smaller in size and scale, these new loudspeakers
earn the designation "Utopia" with their natural performance of music.
Batons are optional.

Grande Utopia
S70 000

Mezzo Utopia
S13 000

Mini Utopia

Sub Utopia

$6500

S3500

For more information call 1-800-663-9352
,
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Industry
Industries
Alliance's
Board
of
Governors to allow separate incorporation for its sector associations.
CEA president Gary Shapiro proclaimed "Goodbye CEMA. Hello CEA.
CEMA has served us well, but CEA
better reflects the excitement and innovation of the consumer electronics (CE)
industry. Our membership base is
broadening as we welcome new information technology and Internet companies to our core constituency of traditional CE manufacturers. The flexibility
of the CEA name captures the changes
occurring among our membership and
in our industry as companies move
from solely serving as manufacturing
entities to become e-commerce providers, service companies, and hightechnology enterprises. It allows us to
maintain our leadership position representing the traditional CE space while
positioning us for future growth."
Shapiro said that CEA will continue
many of its projects and conferences,
such as consumer and market research,
the International CES, and the DTV
Summits. Transfer of CEMAs assets to
CEA was scheduled to have been completed by the end of 1999.
In conjunction with the birth of
CEA, Shapiro also announced the
redesign of the association's website,
www.CEAcity.org. In late November,
the site was to have a new domain
name: "CE.org" (http://www.CE.org).
CEA says the site has been reorganized
and streamlined to provide more intuitive access to information and to create
links between specific CEA initiatives
and information about specific products
and product categories. It also serves as
the gateway to other CEA websites,

including Ebrain.org (offering market
and consumer research), DTVweb.org,
CESweb.org, and TechHome.org (covering the integrated home systems and
home networking sectors).
US: MEMPHIS
Barry Willis
The Andra, Stereophile's 1997 Product of
the Year, will soon be back. So will the
Rosa, the Fontaine, the Isabel, and the
Ivy Reference — in fact, the full line of
EgglestonWorks loudspeakers will be
shipping soon to dealers, now that the
company has been rescued from extinction. EgglestonWorks had been in legal
limbo for most of the year as creditors
wrangled over its future.
The good news for EgglestonWorks
fans came on November 1, when
Memphis, Tennessee-based EgglestonAudio LLC announced the acquisition
of the assets of EgglestonWorks Loudspeaker Company. EgglestonAudio
will immediately begin producing
EgglestonWorks' full line, as well as
engaging in new-product R&D. The
Ivy Reference, which debuted at CES
'99, features 23 drivers per channel,
and was designed with the help of
renowned mastering engineer Bob
Ludwig. The company's Rosa and
Isabel designs were very well received
at HI-FI '99, and were objects of particular praise from Stereophile reviewer
Larry Greenhill.
EgglestonAudio has already launched
an aggressive worldwide advertising
campaign and intends to build on its present network of dealers, according to Jim
Thompson, director of sales and marketing. Everything is looking up for the
new venture, says CEO Michael J. Sabre.

Update

"We see this as atremendous opportunity to combine aprofessional management team with proven cutting-edge
designs recognized for their elegance,
quality construction, and musicality. We
are all committed to providing audiophiles with unsurpassed listening pleasure." Dealers can contact Thompson by
telephone at (901) 525-1100, or by email at ewgroup@imetcom.com.
US: INDIANAPOLIS
Larry Archibald
Harman Industries chose the 1999
CEDIA Expo, held last September in
Indianapolis, for its announcement of
two new ventures. Of greatest interest to
Stereophile readers will be Madrigal
Imaging, anew line of video projectors.
Other than their cables and aremote
control, this is the first product line
introduced with the Madrigal brand
name. Other brands produced and marketed by Madrigal have their own
names: Citation, Mark Levinson, Proceed, Auclioaccess, and Revel. In fact, it
was Revel's introduction back at the
1997 WCES that last called forth the
high mucky-mucks from Harman HQ.
No one gets higher in those ranks
than Sidney Harman himself; and the
chairman was on hand to both answer
and deflect questions. As he put it, "Let
me rephrase that question so I can
answer it." Dr. Harman's years in government have been pie to good use.
He obviously takes great pride in the
fine products that issue forth from
Madrigal's production and marketing
facility in Middletown, Connecticut,
and the Madrigal Imaging products
look as if they won't be exceptions. The
Electrohome industrial projectors that

Calendar
7105 or chucksaudio@rnindspring.com.
LOUISIANA

•New Orleans' first and only high-end
audio club holds monthly meetings to
discuss topics of interest and listen to
music. Join the fun by e-mailing
sto4oc@hotmail.com.
MASSACHUSETTS

•For details about the monthly meetings
of the Boston Audio Society, and to inquire about sample articles from their publication, The Speaker, call (603) 899-5121,
visit http://bostonaudiolome.att.net, or
e-mail dbsystems@ibm.net. The January
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16 meeting topic is WCES reports.
NEVADA

The Upper Ear (3900 W. Charleston,
Suite V, Las Vegas) is hosting the following events. Refreshments will be served;
door prizes and special offers will be
announced. Please call (702) 878-8212
for more information or to reserve aseat:
• Tuesday, January 4, 6:30pm: Tor
Sivertsen (and possibly Lew Johnson
himself) from Conrad-Johnson will
discuss the company's role in the future
of high-end audio.
• Monday, January 10, 6:30pm: A
Home-Theater Design and DemonWorldRadioHistory

stration Clinic will feature Dan Miller
of Marantz America, who will showcase Marantz's new A/V products.
NEW JERSEY

• The New Jersey Audio Society welcomes anyone interested in high-performance LP and CD playback systems to
become members and participate in their
monthly meetings. Annual dues are $20,
and indude asubscription to the society's
newslette4 The Source. For more information, please e-mail your mailing address
and telephone number to annalogg@
aol.com or to marljmills@earthlink.net.
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Madrigal uses as the chassis for their
first two products, the MP-8 (with 8"
CRTs, $45,000) and the MP-9 (with 9"
CRTs, $60,000), are already fine products — as you can see by reading about
the Vidikron Visions One and Two, also
based on those chassis (and reviewed in
Stereophile Guide to Home Theater).
But Madrigal has never been merely
are-brander of products created by others. The new projectors will be manufactured by Electiohome but to higher
technical specifications than Electrohome itself uses. Madrigal CEO Phil
Muzio had to persist in his admonition
to the Electrohome engineers: "Imagine
that you don't have to compromise
financially." And Madrigal Imaging is
working with Joe Kane — the best in
the video consulting business.
In addition, the projectors will incorporate interconnective features similar to
those found in other Madrigal products,
notably the Mark Levinson line of preamplifiers and digital processors, which
"talk" to one another and display messages to the user when they encounter
other Levinson products in the system. It
isn't hard to imagine the greater ease of
use that might be afforded a(no doubt
wealthy) consumer who has his MP-9
hooked up to Levinson digital products
and the forthcoming No.40 preamp/
digital-and-surround processor (available sometime in 2000).
These two super-expensive projectors
are the beginning of a line that will,
company officials believe, include products pitched to lower price echelons as
well. LCD projectors, and front projectors based on 7" CRTs (for possibly as
little as $15,000), were mentioned. Not
announced at the press conference but

revealed in subsequent conversations,
Madrigal Imaging will also be making
video processors. In addition, the Mark
Levinson No.40 (see above) will incorporate at least enough video processing
to handle all conceivable video inputs

The Mark Levinson No.40
surround-sound controller
will incorporate at least
enough video processing
to handle all conceivable
video inputs and outputs.
and outputs, with transparent selection.
A "line interpolator" not completely
unlike the products sold by Snell &
Wilcox is being considered as apossible
feature of the No.40. Madrigal Imaging's
products are aimed at an elite group of
12-15 retailers, plus anumber of the
company's international distributors.
If the Madrigal Imaging products are
appearing at the end of a road that
Harman Industries started down three
years ago, the company's other announcement is just at the onramp of aroad
that might extend far into the future:
Custom Central. At its simplest,
Custom Central will be an Internetaccessible database of many of the
Harman product lines, and will be
aimed at the "qualified custom installer"
in need of information about the very
diverse universe of Harman brands. The
database could include standard info àla
Audio's "Equipment Directory," but also

more custom-appropriate things like
electrical consumption, heat output,
mechanical or electrical sound output,
interoperability with other Harman
products, and the like.
Though that list is atall order for a
company as diverse as Harman, Dr.
Harman's long-term ambitions for
Custom Central are not nearly so modest
He would like to see Custom Central
become a clearing house for product
design, so that all Harman products are
readily interoperable with all other
Harman products. In addition, Custom
Central will, sometime in the future,
function as an ordering mechanism —
installers will be able to create arecipe for
any individual home system from the
menu of Harman products. Company
officials went far out of their way to
emphasize that nothing about Custom
Central is intended to change each
brand's distribution pattern —in other
words, just because you're an Audioaccess
dealer doesn't mean you can order
Levinson N°33s over the Internet!
Custom Central will also be run by
the Madrigal division, and is headed up
by Jeff Kussard, formerly employed in
Harman's JBL Synthesis branch.
US: THE INTERNET
Jon Iverson
While it's not exactly astampede just
yet, asmall dust cloud is rising as several consumer-electronics manufacturers
head toward the Internet to sell products (see "Fine Tunes," p.210). Recent
brands to join the club include Roksan,
Chord Electronics, Harman/Kardon,
Celestion, and PS Audio. At the end of
October, citing the need to "maintain
the highest quality customer service in

Calendar
NEW YORK

• For information on the monthly
meetings of the Musicalaudiophile
Society, the Audiophile Society, and the
Gotham Audio Society, call David
Nemzer at (718) 237-1094.
•For information on Audio Syndrome
(East Meadow), amonthly club catering
to obsessive-compulsive audio neurotics
from September through June, call Roy
Harris at (516) 489-9576.
• Saturday, January 22, I2-5pm: Toys
From The Attic (203 Mamaroneck
Avenue, White Plains) will host aseminar featuring Mark O'Brien of Rogue
Audio and Vincent Bruzzese of Totem
24

Acoustic. Mark and Vincent will
demonstrate their new product lines,
including the new Rogue Ninety-Nine
preamplifier and the hot little Arro from
Totem. Representatives from Cardas
Audio and Lightspeed Audio will
also be on hand. For details, call (914)
421-0069, or visit www.tfta.com.
NORTH CAROLIN

•January 23, 1:30pm: The Charlotte
Audiophile Society is hosting Dennis
Had of Cary Audio at the Presbyterian
Hospital Auditorium in Charlotte.
Nonmembers welcome. Fantastic door
prizes! For more information on the meetWorldRadioHistory

ing, or on becoming amembet please
contact Tom Moore at (704)543-0551 or
TMoore@American-appraisaLcom.
WASHINGTON

•The Pacific Northwest Audio Society
meetings have been permanently
changed to the second Thursday of each
month. Usual start time is 7:30pm at
4545 Island Crest Way, on Mercer Island.
For more information, call Tom at (425)
481-8512 or Earl at (206) 907-8026.
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It takes intense discipline, years of experience and the right "feel" to give a standout
performance. Simply getting the notes right is uninspiring. At B&W, we understand how
hard that task is. It took five years to design and perfect the original $40,000 per pair
NautiLs and three more to bring this technology to earth in the new Nautilus 800
Series. Our incomparable Nautilus tweeter substantially reduces high frequency
distortion. A new FST midrange driver design features our famous Kevlar'" cones with
bullet-nosed dispersion modifier. Curved cabinets braced with Matrix"' virtually
eliminate cabinet resonances. Finally, we spent hundreds of hours listening
and adjusting components to bring you closer to the
source— both technically and emotionally.

echnicglly correct"
isn't enough.

Tel. 978.664.2870 -Fax 978.664.4109
www.bwspeakers.com

LISTEN
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AND

YOU'LL

SEE

Home theater speakers specifically designed to meet
the new demands of digitally recorded soundtracks.
Today's Dolby® Digital and DTSe encoding

unique advances in sound design with the

requires both low distortion and extended

ultimate flexibility in placement so that every

bandwidth sound from all speakers in ahome

seat in the house enjoys the most realistic

theater configuration. It was upon this
inviolable precept that Mirage ® developed the

sound imaginable. High Definition Theater
from Mirage. The sharpest dialog. The most

incredible new HDT system. Timbre-balanced

explosive special effects. The most magnificent

L/C/R and rear speakers — all marry together

musical reproduction. All defining the true

seamlessly, integrating Mirage's latest, most

state of the art in digital home theater sound.

SEE

THE

MUSIC!

AUDMON THE HDT HOME THEATER SYSTEM AT THE AUTHORIZED M IRAGE DEALER IN YOUR AREA OR LOOK US UP ON THE W EB: www.miragespeakers.com
A DIVISION OF AUDIO PRODUCTS INTERNATIONAL CORP., 3641 M cN IcoLL AVENUE, SCARBOROUGH, O NTARIO, CANADA MIX IG5
TELEPHONE (416)321-1800 FAx (416)321-1500
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the new e-commerce era," Denon
Electronics joined the online sales herd.
In an effort to keep track of e-commerce vendors, the company has announced that it will establish aseparate
authorization agreement for retailers
handling Denon and/or Mission products on the Internet.
Denon's Stephen Baker states that
"E-commerce is an exciting new frontier for consumers and for Denon, but
we are adamant that consumers purchasing Denon products via the Web
receive the same level of value-added
service and information they receive
from traditional bricks-and-mortar outlets." Baker adds that "only by establishing specific criteria for online retailers
can we be assured of maintaining our
reputation for excellence."
In the initial stages of its e-commerce
rollout, Denon says it will choose its
online retailers from the ranks of its
bricks-and-mortar accounts. The company states that retailers will be selected
based on their capability to meet "rigorous" standards, including: adedicated
Internet staff with live technical assistance available aminimum of 12 hours
aday, six days aweek; in-house Denon
authorized service; assurance that all
items offered for sale on the websites
are kept in stock; prohibition of auctions
or shipments to other resellers; prompt
shipment with access to order tracking-,
and secure transactions.
Denon's approach of using only currently authorized bricks-and-mortar
dealers differs from the tack taken by
most manufacturers who have gone to
online sales so far. Celestion America and
Hifi.com, sister company to Cambridge
SoundWorks (itself founded by Henry
ICloss of ICLH fame), also announced in
October an exclusive agreement whereby Hffi.com will be the "first and only etailer of Celestion products."
While some have characterized online
retailing as "mail order with aWeb address," important to any virtual or distant
sales venture through which customers
can not touch and feel real products in
the flesh is having brands that customers
already recognize and want. Tom
Hannahe4 Hifi.com's VP of merchandising, remarks that "we are honored that a
company so rich in tradition as Celestion
has named us as their exclusive online
retailer. In atime when most websites
focus only on entry-level conunodity
items, I'm proud to offer apremium line
like Celestion at Flifi.com."
For their part, Celestion appears to
not have made the decision lightly. "We
have been hesitant to enter the online
Stereophile, January 2000

market due to the lack of customer support offered by e-tailers," said Rob Ain,
executive VP of Celestion America.
"We were impressed when we saw
what Hifi.com was doing to reinvent
the online customer experience for consumers...it's a natural to have our
name associated with their service."
US: THE INTERNET
Jon Iverson
As you might have inferred from the
previous story, these are perilous times
for the independent audio dealer. With
customers being siphoned off by large
megastores and, eventually, the Internet,
success will favor the dealer with afew
clever tricks up his or her sleeve. One of
those tricks for dealers in Dallas, Texas
is a new group formed by Stephen
Slaughter of The Audio Consortium.
Slaughter describes the Lone Star
group, called the Dallas Audio Association, as "a new concept in cooperation within the high-end audio industry.
We will be providing public education
on various audio topics, including how
to listen, how to set up systems, basic
audio concepts, and various scientific
concepts. By promoting the audio
industry in this way, we plan to increase
exposure of various ideas pervasive in
the audio industry
"Our organization also ushers in a
new era of cooperation between previously competing high-end audio dealers," continues Slaughter. "Strategic
alliances have been formed to assure
maximum exposure and ultimately
offer greater access to the consumer.
Planned offerings include new standards
of how to do business locally and over
the Internet, referral services, common
lines, and more. We feel this is the
future of the audio industry."
According to Slaughter, the Dallas
Audio Association is developing abusiness model that can and will be expanded nationwide. Currendy, the DAA
comprises three Dallas high-end audio
dealers and asix-member information
technology group. "This represents over
30 years' combined experience in the
audio business and over 75 years' combined experience in the computer and
technologies industry," states Slaughter.
'Talks are ongoing with several manufacturers for strategic partnerships. We feel
these relationships are key to moving the
audio industry into the 21st century"
The group says it is currently in negotiations with several manufacturers to set
up "buyers' club" volume purchasing.
This, they expect, will allow several consumers to coordinate avolume purchase
WorldRadioHistory
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at prices lower than full retail. "By so
doing, we are offering atransition for
manufacturers to Internet sales, which
will have minimal impact on their local
dealers since single units can still sell for
retail," says Slaughter. "This plan can provide buyers with what they want while
maintaining the integrity of the industry"
Folks interested in more information
about The Audio Consortium and the
Associations they are forming can contact
Slaughter at www.theaudioconsortium.
corn. "We feel that typical resale models
are changing rapidly. Our plan provides a
path for keeping the audio industry
healthy and growing in this environment"
UNITED KINGDOM
Paul Messenger
Loudspeaker/room interaction is a
perennial source of interest and angst.
Responsible reviewers pepper their prose
with earnest "do try this at home"
entreaties before final commitment, simply because the listening room plays such
an important role. Indeed, for the freelance reviewer, moving home is far more
disruptive than it is for a"civilian." Ireckon it takes acouple of months to "learn"
and internalize the innate character of a
new room.
This is one reason adealer's demonstration facilities, however good, can
never give the whole truth. While adecent demo room is fine for comparing
source components and amplification,
its value is much more limited when it
comes to speaker evaluation. Moreoverr,
the "decent demo room" has proved a
very elusive quarry. Many dealers, manufacturers, and some magazines have
invested heavily in such facilities, only to
end up with disappointing results.
Why do purpose-built demo rooms
so often turn out to be problematic?
There are probably several factors, but
one possible reason, at least here in the
UK, may be that they're constructed
within commercial premises using commercial building methods that are
(again, here in the UK) quite different
from the techniques and materials used
in domestic dwellings.
Specifically, it's the method of ceiling
construction in the two environments
that is, Ibelieve, most important, and
where the greatest differences are. UK
houses use either concrete slabs with
plaster facing, or wallboard (gypsum)
panels fixed to wooden joists. In contrast, most commercial properties have
"false" ceilings: large, lightweight ceiling
tiles resting on ametal framework.
I've measured a huge number of
speakers in my own listening room,
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Funny, with all the synthetic effects and gimmicks
available on today's A/V receivers -no one is talking
about what really counts -delivering the best sound
for the dollar. The NAD T770 surround sound receiver's
unique design provides everything you need to enjoy
agreat movie or music. And, as with all NAD products,
it maintains areputation for true value, performance
and simplicity.
NAD -to the rescue.

NAD

NAD T770 Surround Sound Receiver
70 watts into 8 ohms (all 5 channels), Motorola DSP processors,

pure. and simple.

Dolby Digital and Pro Logic decoding, pre outs (all 5 channels),
5.1 input for external decoder, 5video inputs, 2 video outputs. 3 digital inputs,
4 audio inputs. 2 tape outputs, EARS. (Enhanced Ambience Recovery System),
Impedance Sensing Circuit (ISC) topology, remote control with NAD link.

NAD Electronics of America

6 Merchant Street
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Sharon, MA 02067

Dolby Digital and Dolby Pro Logic are tradernaes o. Dolby Laboratolies Licensing COW." Ilion.

800.263.4641

www.NADelectronics.com
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using afarfield-averaged technique that's
cruder but not dissimilar to the practices
adopted by John Atkinson and Martin
Colloms. In virtually every case, peaks
are generated centered on 55Hz and
30Hz, which, Ibelieve, correspond to
the main floor-to-ceiling and sidewallto-sidewall room modes, respectively
(the back-wall-to-front-wall mode is
below 20Hz). However, I recently
repeated my usual measurements in a
dealer's demo room with dimensions
very similar to my own room (14' W by
8'h' H by 18' L): the 30Hz width mode
was still there, but Iwas surprised to find
no sign whatsoever of the height mode.
The most obvious inference is that
commercial ceiling-tile construction is
just too flimsy and lightweight to sustain
the sort of room mode one would find
in amuch more stiff and heavy domestic construction.
Losing the main floor-to-ceiling
mode might not be such abad thing—
it nearly always has the highest frequency of the three, and is therefore the most
intrusive. But that's not really the issue.
Just as car hi-fi speakers are designed to
work in acat hi-fi loudspeakers ought to
be designed with domestic listening
rooms in mind. Auditioning them in a
commercially built, false-ceilinged demo
room could therefore give results unrepresentative of what we get in our homes,
especially through the midbass region.
This might be just one small piece of
the multidimensional speaker/roominteraction jigsaw puzzle. The whole
scenario is so dauntingly complex, I
don't envy the hi-fi loudspeaker designer, especially one whose creations are
distributed globally — it's clearly impossible to come up with products that will
perform under such awide range of
room sizes, shapes, and construction
methods. But Ido believe our hi-fi systems are now potentially so good that
we need to take speaker/room matching much more seriously than hitherto,
and that the onus is on the speaker companies to take the lead in producing
more specific and detailed guidelines.
THE NETHERLANDS
Peter van INillenswaard
HDCD discs cannot be copied properly
by most audio CD recorders. This is due
to the established popularity of the sample-rate converters (SRCs) used by many
manufacturers, which allow their machines to effortlessly accept any digital
source sampled at afrequency between
15 and 55kHz. Though the SRCs' resampling of the incoming digital music
signal is of relatively little harm to music,
Stereophile, January 2000

it destroys the coding carefully hidden in
the Least Significant Bit that controls the
action of the HDCD decoder chip in
HDCD-equipped CD players.
Philips has only recently pointed out
that, through the use of what they term a
"Direct Line Recording" topology, their
latest range of four new CD recorders
(see "Industry Update," October 1999)
can create perfect HDCD copies. Direct
Line Recording locks on hard to an

Through the use
of what they term a
"Direct Line Recording"
topology, Philip's latest
range of four new CD
recorders can create
perfect HDCD copies.

incoming 44.1kHz signal and switches
off the SRC, thus enabling abit-to-bit
copy. However, Philips CD recorders
themselves do not include HDCD decoders; to enjoy the effects of HDCD,
the copy must be played on aCD player
that is so equipped.
The Belgian Pioneer distributor has
informed me that Pioneer, too, is about
to introduce its first CD recorder able to
copy HDCD codes, the PDR-509. It
should have hit US stores by the time
you read this.
US: THE DESKTOP
Barry Willis
People love to make their own compilation recordings. That fact helped make
the cassette deck the most successful
audio format of all time, and it is driving
sales of CD recorders, aproduct category new to most consumers. As predicted
last summer, CD recorders have become
one of the hottest niches in consumer
audio, exceeding MiniDisc machines in
total sales dollars. Sales are brisk despite
the fact that CD recorders are among
the priciest components on the market,
ranging from $500 to $600. MiniDisc
recorders for home use are priced at
about $250 and up.
Electronics retailers are especially
happy about the trend because demand
is high and supplies are tight, which
means few, if any, CD recorders are
being sold at discount. Dual-well machines are especially popular, and dealWorldRadioHistory
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ers are having ahard time keeping them
in stock.
Until recently, Netherlands-based
Philips Electronics NV dominated the
CD-recorder market (see Peter van
Willenswaard's story above), offering
the only dual-well machine. Now
Kenwood and Onkyo are shipping
dual-well disc dubbers of their own.
Other manufacturers will soon follow.
Aiwa has announced a mini-system
incorporating both aCD recorder and a
three-disc changer. Philips will soon
ship asimilarly configured system.
A recent survey of consumer-electronics retailers by sales-tracking and reporting service NPD Intelect confirms the
trend, which was expected to accelerate
during the holiday season, when the bulk
of consumer electronics are purchased in
the US. A merchandising executive with
Florida's Sound Advice audio chain told
industry trade journal This Week In Consumer Electronics in November that he expects sales of CD recorders to triple in
the fourth quartet The category should
be relatively immune to the industry's
traditional winter slump.
NPD's survey covered about 80% of
the bricks-and-mortar dealers in the
US, and ignored online and mail-order
operations. Retailers like Best Buy, who
mix consumer electronics with computer gear on the same floor, haven't noticed as big asurge in CD-recorder sales
as specialty audio shops have. CD-burners, the far less expensive personal-computer equivalents, seem to sell better in
mixed-inventory situations. Both types
are moving well throughout the market.
Philips executives announced in midSeptember that sales of CD recorders
had reached the 1million mark for the
previous 21 months.
So how would you like to make afull
650Mb compilation CD of your favorite music in less than 10 minutes?
That's what TDK is promising with its
new veloCD ReWriter drive.
The 8432ai CD-RW burner will be
priced at about $350 retail, according to
advance publicity. In addition to 8x
write, 4x rewrite, and 32x read speeds,
the veloCD offers a24x digital audio
extraction speed — meaning a threeminute track on an ordinary CD can be
converted into aWAV file and burned
onto aCD-R or CD-RW in less than 10
seconds. A 200MHz or faster Pentium
microprocessor and 32Mb of memory
are necessary for full performance from
the drive, TDK cautions.
Users will be able to make an entire
70-minute compilation CD in about 10
minutes, with most of the time spent
29
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inserting and removing discs from the
computer. The veloCD will also compile MP3 files, digital photos, video
clips, or any other data users wish to
save. All the necessary software for
click-and-drag copying is included,
according to TDK.
The device is adeparture from standard marketing practice for TDK,
which has long concentrated on blank
media. "TDK in the 21st century will
be anew and exciting company, drawing on the technologies and expertise
we have gained in our decades of recording media leadership. This announcement represents afirst step in a
limitless future as we help shape the
future of digital convergence electronics," said TDK Electronics Corporation
president Kuni Matsui.
UNITED KINGDOM
Paul Messenger
Precious few specialist hi-fi companies
survive aquarter century under the same
control, and individual hi-fi components
that remain essentially unchanged for 25
years are even rarer — Ican think ofjust
ahandful, most of them speakers. Naim
Audio's NAP250 might well be the first
stereo transistor power amplifier to celebrate its silver jubilee.
There may be other contenders, but
the facts remain: the first NAP250 was
made way back in 1974, the design
changes made since have been remarkably few, and the power amp is still selling in very healthy numbers, despite the
considerable expansion of the Naim
line. An estimated 10,000 or so
NAP250s have been built and sold, and
new production continues at an annual
rate of 400-500 units.
Naim did make afew power amps
before 1974, but in the early 1970s its
main activities were focused on supplying professional equipment like mixing
desks, monitoring loudspeakers, and
other bespoke components for an
expanding radio industry. The hi-fi
establishment of the day was firmly
convinced that "properly designed"
amplifiers had anegligible influence on
sound quality.
Nairn founder and chief designer
Julian Vereker had been hanging out
with musicians for years and messing
around with all sorts of electronics,
including amplifiers, since building
himself acheap Sinclair kit amp with an
unusually large power supply, then buying the "classic" UK hi-fi amp of the
era, the Quad 303. A major musical
interest of Verekees at the time were
the big variations in the sound and ac30

tion of the different guitars his fiends
were playing, and he was quite startled
to discover that these variations in guitar
sound were altogether less audible
when he played his tapes through the
newer true hi-fi amp.

ondhand NAP160 — until 1977 or so,
but once it alit, the bug hit deeply: I'd
soon traded the NAP160 for aNAP250,
and afew years later bought two more,
when Iwent over to active PMS Isobarik
speakers. For more than adecade this
system gave me oodles of pleasure with
exceptional reliability, and was ruthless
Naim Audio's NAP250
for reviewing phono cartridges. However, active drive became less practical
might well be the
when Istarted doing loudspeaker refirst stereo transistor
viewing more or less full-time in the late
1980s, so Iswitched to NAP135 monopower amplifier
blocks, which to this day continue to
serve me very well. (Despite the deliberto celebrate
ate and accidental abuse that reviewing
inevitably involves, Ican't recall asingle
its silver jubilee.
breakdown in over 20 years —a strong
argument for brand loyalty!)
That early focus on the power-supply
While the NAP250's circuit has reside of amplifiers is areflection of one of mained the same between 1974 and
Verekees pet analogies: that an amplifi1999, there have been significant comer itself is essentially a"faucet" operat- ponent changes in that time, including
ing between the power supply and the
such key components as the pre-drivers,
speakers. This concept is directly reflectthe drivers, and the highly critical and
ed in the NAP250, which is arare beast carefully matched input pair of transisin using four separate regulated suptors. The earliest versions of the amp
plies, along with four extra power trancould be temperamental; in those days,
sistors in the supply that mirrored the
it was hard to find output/power transismain output power transistors.
tors with sufficient speed, current capaIremember first seeing an NAP250
bility and stability The ultimate (ie, curat ahi-fi show in the mid-1970s. To this
rent) output devices were finally discovthen-simple consumer, and in the marered and instituted in 1981, at around the
ket context of the time, it looked eletime Vereker came to appreciate just
gant enough, but otherwise seemed a how crucial the mechanical mounting
rather outrageous proposition. In those
arrangements were in maximizing the
days, amplifiers were sold on the
performance of the power transistors.
strength of their features and power vs
The other big change had come abit
price, and the 250 cost close to £400 —
earlier, in 1980, when the casework was
roughly three times the price of the
changed from aset of six alloy panels
Quad 303. (The partnering NAC12
bolted together to an extruded-alloy
preamp, incidentally, was atiny three"sleeve"-and-tray arrangement, with a
input affair that heretically ditched tone
new crackle finish to soften the "blackcontrols, and which needed to be used
ness." The printed circuit boards were
with an external power-supply unit.)
changed at this time, the power transisGiven such an oddball package, not tors were mounted inside rather than
to mention that the most savage receson the case, the Canon AC mains jack
sion ever to hit the UK hi-fi market became a standard LEC socket, and
arrived in the mid-1970s, it's not sur4nun sockets (at the standard US spacprising that the 250 took awhile to
ing) replaced the earlier binding posts.
become established. Though its claimed
In 1989, the faceplate was changed to an
sonic superiority was often masked by
olive/camouflage that has since become
the inadequacies of the source compoNaim's "house style."
nents and speakers common at the time,
However, the sound has also changed
crucial elements in establishing the
somewhat. Indeed, one good friend still
NAP250's reputation were Naim's
swears by his very early example, and
alliance with Scottish company Linn won't give it up. Itherefore borrowed a
Products. In combination with Nairn
couple of NAP250s from Naim. One
pre- and power amplification, the Linn was abrand-new 1999 sample; the other
Sondek LP12 turntable, Linn Isobarik
dated back to 1974, and came after a
speaker, Grace 707 tonearm, and Supex wash and brush-up in Naim's service
900 low-output moving-coil cartridge
department The sources were Naim and
(the last two imported by Linn) formed
Linn/Naim, the preamp an NAC52.
asynergistically system partnership.
After 10 years with my NAP135s, I
Ididn't buy my first Naim —a secwas surprised by just how similar to
WorldRadioHistory
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"I
'VE HEARD HIGHLY REGARDED
$2,000 2-WAY 6-INCHERS THAT
COULD NOT KEEP UP..."
-

Audio, on the Pahhiei

!

NOW, SPECTACULAR HIGH-PERFORMANCE
SPEAKERS CAN BE YOURS FOR AS LITTLE
AS $149 PER PAIR. COMPLETE HOME
THEATER SPEAKER SYSTEMS - POWERED
SUBVVOOFER AND

ADP

REVERBERANT

SURROUNDS INCLUDED - BEGIN AT A
SHOCKING $816. BUT DON'T LET THE
PRICE FOOL YOU. SPENDING MORE MAY
ACTUALLY GET YOU LESS.
HEAR THE MOST AWARD-WINNING
SPEAKERS OF THE '90S AT YOUR LOCAL
AUTHORIZED PARADIGM DEALER TODAY.

vvvvvv.paradigm.ca

In the US, contact AIKNOS7MAt MPO Box 24 lo,•;g“tgaicifelts.,
• - ,
In Canada, contact PAznolge.4, 205 AnnugerrrBlie, leks'isoce:ON L5T2V1 .t8 9(
Copyright t1998 Parerr
Prices reflect monuloC4ie...
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THE ULTIMATE IN HIGH-PERFORMANCE SOUND

The conrad-johnson Anniversary Reference Triode preamplifier, with its novel
composite triode audio circuit, achieved astunning breakthrough in audio performance.

Works of ART

The ART earned top rankings from every critic who
reviewed it. In 1998, the ART won the Audio Video

Academy Golden Note award for Best Tube Component of the Year, and Stereophile's
coveted Product of the Year award. The composite triode circuit developed for the
ART is also featured in conrad-johnson's new and surprisingly affordable Premier 17LS.
In circuit approach, component quality, ease of use, and distinctive styling,
the Premier 17LS approaches near state of the ART, but at afraction of the price.

_
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conrad-johnson
Premier I7LS

conrad-johnson It just sounds right.
WorldRadioHistory

www.conradjohnson.com •2733 Merrilee Drive •Fairfax, VA 22031 •Phone: 703-698-8581 •Fax: 703-560-5360

Industry
them the new 250 sounded. (So was
Vereker when Itold him; he suggested
that the 135s must be well overdue for a
tune-up!) The 135s did edge ahead, particularly in top-end resolution and perceived bandwidth, but fundamentally the
three amps sounded surprisingly similar.
But the old 250 didn't really sound
like the saine amplifier. Indeed, my first
reaction was how "nice" the old 250
sounded — sweeter, more transparent,
more delicate, and all those other "highend" adjectives Nairnites love to despise.
But it was also less substantial, more soft
and soggy. Iactually rather preferred the
sound — it was somehow kinder and
therefore more palatable through my
rather fierce Rehdeko 175 speakers —
but quickly had to concede that the new
250 was much more musically informative and communicative. It was altogether tauter and tighter, both in terms
of transient timing and in the delineation of dynamic contrasts.
This dichotomy between sonic presentation and musical communication is
the very essence of Naim's "differentness" from the high-end mainstream.
From Naim's viewpoint, the sound is
merely the medium for the musical
message, and for attempting the much

more difficult task of conveying the performers' intentions.
But Iwas worried — anew 250 ought
to sound more obviously superior to its
forebear. So Ispent an unpleasant afternoon ferreting around behind and be-

The dichotomy between
sonic presentation and
musical communication
is the very essence
of Naim's "differentness"
from the high-end
mainstream.
neath all my equipment, plugging and
unplugging the leads to make sure that
all contacts were dean, and carefully
going right back down all the AC connections too. The overall improvement
was startling, in the way that hash and
hardness were deaned up. Now the
newer power amp was obviously and
dramatically superior, and the older one

Update

seemed altogether less acceptable,
sounding rather old-fashioned.
Detractors have often criticized the
NAP250 because its basic circuit is simple "application note" stuff, but the commercial success and exceptional longevity of the design surely provide the best
possible justification for the approach.
In any case, Vereker's view is that the
circuit topology per se is much less significant than the specific details of the
application: how the elements work
together to create acoherent whole, and
how that whole always stays under total
control, whatever the complexities of
the music signal or loudspeaker load.
Unlike most of their 1970s rivals, the
NAP250 and its manufacturer have
reached the end of their first quarter
century in excellent health. The power
amp's price has roughly quadrupled in
that period —pretty good going when
adjusted for inflation — and the fact that
it continues to chalk up nearly £1 million in annual retail sales would tend to
suggest that it has become something of
abargain in today's high-end marketplace. Naim's new amplifier, the
NAP500, will be priced at £10,000; the
future of the under-£2000 NAP250
looks very secure indeed.

Perfect Harmony
The dream of awonderful "bi-wire" system is now reality.

WBT has aperfect contact system!
This system allows the use of spade terminals
and banana plugs AT THE SAME TIME in any
combination with or without the NEW
WBT-0725 Biwire Bridge in place.

4t
err:

You don't need to worry that this system
conforms to CE and other international safety
standards, you don't need to know about the
Patented features. Pay no mind to the Made
in Germany precision. Don't bother reading
the rave reviews. Don't fret the fact that you
can change from spades to bananas and back
again on your speaker cables.
Your only requirement is the enjoyment of
perfect harmony, in both function and fidelity!

lididgeT
WBT-USA - 2752 South 1900 West -Ogden Utah 84.401 -8o1-621-15oo - Fax 801-627-6980 - www.wbtusa.com
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The Music You
Listen To Says A
Lot
r tYou.
You Listen Says

Even More.

CAD -300-SE

Signature
15 Watt
Single -Ended

SLP 50A

Preariplifier

Mono-Blocs

An important event in music history
occurred when Beethoven gave us his love
letters in music.
Without adoubt, the most important
event in the history of Cary Audio was the
creation, in 1989, of the single-ended, class
A, zero feedback triode amplifier: the
CAD-300-SE. Ever since, the Cary sound has
given amuch greater meaning and purpose
to music reproduction in homes
throughout the world.
The distinguishing
characteristic of the Cary
sound is the ease, warmth,
and emotional impact
the music will have on
you, the listener. Cary
Audio is honored to
help you share
musical history.

•

CAD2A3-SE
5-Watt
Single-Ended
Mono-Blocs
CAD-805C
50-Watt SingleEnded Mono-Blocs

4.

ÇARy

CAD-300-SEI
15-Watt

Single -Ended
Integrated
WorldRadioHistory
Amplifier

diudioghesign
Ute Autlio Autptifiee &yogi) Coutpossiee
111A Woodwinds Industrial Court
Cary, NC 27511

Phone: 919 481 4494 •Fax: 919-460-3828
www.caryaudio.com
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D

oes anyone remember what the
initials "NAD" stand for?
Now tha(s an audio trivia
question for you.
The brand was launched in the early
1970s as New Acoustic Dimension. The
idea was to make hi-fi gear that was
simple, good, cheap... and not sold by
discounters.
The early '70s were tough times in
the hi-fi trade. Much like now.
If you're an old-timer; like me, you
may remember: High-end brands such
as Fisher, Scott, Sherwood, and Marantz
all fell on hard times and came under the
control of offshore owners, who used
once-proud marques to sell products of
no particular distinction. (NAD, it should
be noted, was recently purchased by
Lenbrook Industries, the Canadian electronics company that also produces PSB
loudspeakers.) Upstart high-end companies like Audio Research and ConradJohnson were yet in their infancy.
Meanwhile, so-called "fair trade"
laws were ruled —well, unfair —which
meant that carriage-trade hi-fi shops
could no longer sell certain high-profile
brands at full list price.
NAD to the rescue.
You couldn't buy NAD at Crazy Eddie's. Distribution was limited. NAD
products were, and still are, engineered
to sound good rather than to impress
with flashy features or arbitrary specs.
The NAD 3020 integrated amplifier
became acategory killer—especially in
England, the rest of Europe, and Asia.
Iremember the NAD 3020 well. I
advised afriend to buy one, along with
apair of Spendor SP2 speakers. He was
aDutch-born professor of international
law — amusic-lover, but no audiophile.
He wanted quality, but didn't like to
spend, ah, much money.
The professor flipped over the amp...
and the speakers.
"Times have changed," as NAD says
in its product poop sheet, and now the
3020 has been replaced by the C320
and C340 integrated amplifiers. Countries have changed, too. The 3020 was
made in Taiwan. The C320 and C340
are produced in Malaysia.
Unlike the 3020, neither of the new
models has abuilt-in phono section, alStereophile, January 2000

NAD C340 integrated amplifier

recognizes and adjusts for the impedance of whatever loudspeaker it is
asked to drive.
Iasked Stidsen for more information
on this circuit, but he said he had to remain mum — at least until patent protection is firmly established.
He did tell me that the idea is to optimize current and voltage for each particDesign of NAD gear
ular speaker load. The C340 will deliver
more current into a4ohm load than an
has been and will
8ohm load.
Why notjust provide as much current
remain an international
as possible into any load?
collaborative effort.
Unfortunately, that approach doesn't
always result in the best sound. Ireasked Greg Stidsen why we're getting member the original B&K ST-140 amthe short end of the stick. He's director plifier —which couldn't kick much current into low-impedance loads. Give this
of sales and marketing for NAD Elecchamp of an amp an easy 8ohm speaktronics of America. "We decided to offer
er, though, and it could sound more
only the more powerful C340, with
musical than certain high-current amps
50Wpc. It's a bargain at $399. If we
selling for four or five times the price.
brought in the C320, it would cost only
The C340 (and C320) also incorpoafew dollars less," Greg explained.
In Britain, the magazine What Hi Fi rates NAD's long-established Soft Clipreviewed both models, loved the C320, ping feature, which senses when the
amplifier is going into clipping and rebut considered the C340 a"useful step
duces current accordingly. This helps
up." In their April 1999 issue, the C340
emerged the "winner" in ashoot-out avoid nasty clipping artifacts — always a
concern with small solid-state ampliwith nine other integrated amplifiers.
So maybe Sam would like to take a fiers. It could save your speakers.
On the other hand, if you're careful
listen ... ?
not to play your amp too loud, the
Sure would!
C340 will sound better without the Soft
Design of NAD gear has been and
Clipping feature. (You can switch it out
will remain an international collaborative effort. The brains behind the C320 via aswitch on the back.) The sound is
more open, more dynamic.
and C340 is aNorwegian by the name
The difference is subtle, however. "If
of Bjorn "Erik" Edvardsen, who joined
NAD after some involvement with, I you have atendency to live dangerously
and push things to the limit at all times,
believe, the Advent receiver in the late
Soft Clipping can save you an expensive
'70s and still remains with the company.
learning experience with expensive
Erik's baby is something called "ISC
loudspeakers," NAD notes in its prodtopology" — Impedance Sensing Ciruct literature.
cuit. This smart circuit automatically

though an outboard phono stage is
available from NAD in the form of the
PP1 for $129.
The C320 is rated at 40Wpc into 8
ohms. While it has been highly acclaimed in England and elsewhere, it's
not available in North America. Sorry. I
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REACHING BEYOND.
Again and again reviewers rate the performance of the PSB Stratus Series
equal to that of loudspeakers many times their price -an out of this world value.

"The midrange was clean and uncolored, the stereo
imaging well defined and stable, and the bass generous
without being boomy....This is one fine design.... The Goldi
is going to put aserious crimp in the sales ofits more
expensive competitors. Enthusiastically recommended:"
John Atkinson, Stereophile, Vol.20 No.1 0

PA!
888 772 0000
www.psbspeakers.com
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Sam's
This C340 is asophisticated design
for such abudget product. Goodies include relay input switching for short signal paths, alarge power-supply transforme; and over-specified bipolar output transistors.
Since the C340 is meant for nonaudiophik music-lovers like my professor
friend, it comes with bass and treble tone
controls. These work only at the frequency extremes, leaving the midrange
alone. You can bypass them with atonedefeat switch. Idon't know about you,
but Ifind tone controls occasionally useful — some recordings are just too bloated in the bass or tizzy on top.
The C340 is remote controlled, via
the NAD C Series system remote control. This incorporates the NAD Link,
which lets you use asingle remote to
operate many other NAD products, like
CD players, tuners, and cassette decks.
Iknow — 50Wpc doesn't sound like
much for apower amplifier. (NAD says
the amp clips at 55W maximum continuous power per channel.) But there's
headroom. IHF dynamic power (maximum short-term power per channel) is
specified as 100W into 8ohms, 130 into
4ohms, 170 into 2ohms. In practice, the
040 should be able to drive most
speakers to reasonably loud levels in
most rooms.
Ifound, for instance, that the C340
was quite capable of driving the Verity
Audio Fidelio speakers. For most of my
listening, Iused the 92dB-sensitive Triangle Anta! speakers — arated 6 ohm
load that seemed an ideal match for the
040. The Triangle Zephyr II would
likely be an ideal match, too —these
Contacts
NAD Electronics ofAmerica, 6
Merchant Street, Sharon, MA
02067. Tel: (800) 263-4641 or (781)
784-8586. Fax: (781) 784-8386.
NAD Electronics International,
The Lenbrook Group, 633 Granite
Court, Pickering, Ontario L1W
3K1, Canada. Tel: (905) 831-0799.
Fax: (800) 263-1555. Web: wvvw.
NADelectronics.com.
B&W of America, 54 Concord
Street, N. Reading, MA 01864. Tel:
(800) 370-3740 or (978) 664-2870.
Fax: (978) 664-4109. B&W
Loudspeakers Ltd., Meadow Road,
Worthing BN11 2RX, England,
UK. Tel: (44) (0)1903-524801. Fax
(44) (0)1903-524725. Web: wwvv.
bwspeakers.com.
-Sam Tellig
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is the Rudy Giuliani of integrated amps:
you may not always like what it says or,
particularly, how it says it, but your system is usually better off because of it. To
put it another way, the Pathos satisfies,
even if it doesn't always please.
And despite its reticence on top, the
NM) C340, like the Electrocompaniet
ECI 3, is good at spatial resolution. This
is one of the first things Marina noticed
when Iturned on the NAD.
"I hear the hall," she said. (After seven years of marriage, she's becoming an
audiophile.)
For a$399
A more useful comparison might be
with the Creek 4330, which sells for
integrated amplifier,
$495 without remote, $595 with rethe NAD C340 sounds,
mote. (In the What Hi Fi shoot-out, the
Creek, too, emerged as afavorite, and
in aword, glorious.
might have "won," except for price.)
The Creek is different. More lively.
More extended on top. More space.
Good two-channel integrated amps
with full facilities and reasonable power More air. Okay, Ithink there's more
low-level resolution, too. But the Creek
aren't easy to come by these days — eslacks the NAD's richness of tone, its
pecially for $399. This could be the ideal
amplifier for your second system — or full-bodied harmonic presentation. A
classical listener might prefer the NAD's
for amusic-loving friend who cannot or
richer, more liquid sound.
will not fork over big bucks.
Complaints about the NAD?
How does it sound?
None, considering the price. I'm
For a $399 integrated amplifie; it
astonished that sound this good is availsounds, in aword, glorious. Fm nuts
able for so little money. True, the NAD
over the NAD for the same reason Fm
isn't much on looks —NAD gear looks
big on the much more expensive
the same way it did 25 years ago, and it
($1995) Electrocompaniet ECI 3 intedidn't look like much then. Some of the
grated amplifier: tonal quality.
best design studios in the world are
Like the Electrocompaniet, the NAD
located in London. Too bad NAD didoffers the antithesis of thin, hard, sterile,
n't use one of them before moving to
fatiguing solid-state sound. The sound is
Pickering, Ontario.
rich and full-bodied. It has alovely lict
The speaker binding posts don't take
uidity that's especially welcome with
spade lugs —just banana plugs or bare
female voices and woodwinds. Strings,
too, are handled nicely —no fatigue lis- wire. They're flimsy. You wouldn't want
to be changing speaker cables every day.
tening to string quartets.
But this is quibbling. Some audioLimitations? Sure. At $399, you can't
expect the NAD 040 to equal, say, the philes pay more than $399 for apair of
speaker cables.
Electrocompaniet ECI3, and it doesn't.
What would Ido, as acash-strapped
The Electro has more power, gets abetaudiophile? Iwould audition both the
ter grip on speakers like my reference
NAD and the Creek. (And rd consider,
Verity Audio Fidelios. There's more
too, the Musical Fidelity XA-1, for $599
resolution of low-level information.
from Audio Advisor.)
The amazing thing about the NAD
Your own preferences will come into
040 is how close it comes ... for oneplay. Do you like sound that's open, airy,
fifth the price.
fast, and detailed? Then the Creek may
Yeah, there could be more life on top.
The highs do seem rolled-off. (And at be more for you. Do you want richness,
age 57, my hearing is rolled-off too.) I sweetness, afull-bodied sound? Then
hear much less of the recorded acousti- the NAD will likely get your nod.
Bottom line? This integrated is too
cal environment than Ido with my reference (in the living room) Pathos Twin good to be Class D. The tonal quality,
especially, is absolutely superb. It
Towers integrated amplifier.
But we're talking $4950 for the basic belongs in Class C. That would make it
the least expensive Class C integrated
Pathos model — more than 10 Urnes the
amp in "Recommended Components."
money. The Pathos is extraordinary in
If that's not awinner, Idon't know
the way it can create asense of space
and resolve the most subtle details. This what is.

outstanding French floorstanders retail
for amere $1099/pair.
There are seven line-level inputs
(generous), two tape loops, and preampout/power-amp-in RCA jacks. Headphone jack, too —a useful feature omitted from any integrated amplifiers. I
found the headphone sound quite satisfactory with my Sennheiser HD600 and
Grado Reference RS-1 headphones. No,
not the ultimate in transparency, but
good nonetheless.
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At Madrigal,® the term Reference carries special meaning. In the literal sense, Mark Levinson®
Reference products serve as benchmarks. They are designed to be the best available in their
product category — regardless of price. All Reference components feature amodular architecture that allows them to be updated as technology evolves. Our commitment to Reference
product owners is now amatter of record. Audition Madrigal's benchmark components at your
Mark Levinson dealer soon. It will change your point of reference.
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IADRIGAL AUDIO

Shown above
and to the right:

LABORATORIES

Mark Levinson products
are designed and manufactured by
Madrigal Audio Laboratories, Inc.

N°32
Reference
Preamplifier

P.O. Box 781
Middletown. CT 06457 U.S.A.
Fax, (860) 346-1540
www.madrigal.com

N° 31.5
Reference
CD Transport
N°30.6
Reference
Digital
Processor

MADRIGAL
H A Harman

N°33
Reference
Monaural
Power
Amplifiers
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Sam's
B&W LM-1 Leisure Monitor
While lusting after a review pair of
B&W Nautilus 803 speakers (recommended by none other than Antony
Michaelson, of Musical Fidelity), Ireceived apress release from B&W announcing their new LM-1 Leisure Monitor for $350/pair.
Ha! Ithought. Yet another pair of desktop computer speakers.
No sooner had Iperused the press
release than the doorbell rang. The UPS
man handed me abox with apair of
B&W LM-1 Monitors in silver finish.
It was late Friday afternoon, my
mood was low, and this was just what I
needed — anew toy for the weekend! I
unboxed the speakers and hooked them
up to my Audio Electronic Supply SE-1
single-ended triode amplifier: 5Wpc
with 2A3 output tubes.
B&W recommends aminimum of
20W, but ignorance is bliss. "Let's see
how they run on 5W," Isaid to myself.
(This is what Iintend to do with every
speaker from now on: try it with 51X/I)
As Iunboxed the LM-ls, Isaw right
away that these were not the kind of
crummy little speakers that most people
hook up to their computers to cry out,
"You've got mail."
For one thing, the B&W LM-ls are
not self-powered. You've gotta drive
them with something other than your
soundcard. Give them at least 5W.
And they're absolutely gorgeous.
The look of these little speakers is
fabulous. Someone actually designed
them — NAD could take some lessons
here. So could Creek.
The LM-1 comes in different colors—
or colours, as B&W says. Take your
pick: white, black, silver, turquoise (»,
burgundy red. The silver that Ireceived
is quite handsome, but Iwould have
opted for the burgundy had B&W
asked me first.
The speaker is reminiscent of such
classic B&W models as the DM 7,
which Iowned for several years, and the
CDM 1SE, which is one of the finest
speaker values on the market today.
Think of a CDM 1SE in plastic and
you'll get the idea.
The tweeter is on top, partially open,
not surrounded by the cabinet. (The cabinet is said to be well braced, by the way.)
Gad, this thing is clever!
The base, which is an integral part of
the speaker, can be adjusted with an
Allen wrench, which sits partially concealed within the base. (You snap open
the base from the top to make an adjustment Loosen anut and you can adjust
the speaker's tilt.) The same adjustment
Stereophile, January 2000
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decided to run them in overnight.
Next morning, the rawness was gone
and Iwas left with amidrange and treble that fell not that much short of
B&W at its best. Iknow this is hard to
believe, but Ihave owned or heard lots
of B&W speakers. (I bought my DM 7s
in 1977.)
What sound! So smooth, so sweet, so
able to fill the room on 5W of SET
The look of these little
power. (As Isaid, B&W recommends a
minimum of 25Wpc. So much for what
speakers is fabulous.
speaker manufacturers know.) Impedance is stated as 8 ohms. Sensitivity is
given as 91dB.
"weather-resistant." (No, you don't
Ifell in love with these speakers.
want to mount it outside where it
Couldn't take them out of my system.
would get rained on.)
Marina pronounced them "cute."
Ah —the bathroom!
(Wife acceptance factor: 100%.) There
Too bad our house is getting old, like
was certainly no objection when I
me; our bathrooms are small. (In case
talked about alittle seestem for the dinyou hadn't noticed, bathrooms these
ing room or kitchen. (Now, where do I
days are getting bigger and bigger.
Sometimes they're bigger than bed- place the Audio Electronic Supply SE1amplifier ... )
rooms.) Iwould just love to install these
"You could play your friend Dmitri
speakers in aJacuzzi-equipped bathMooshkayev on these," Isaid. He's a
room. Pure decadence! Next house,
maybe. For us, the LM-ls will likely end Russian pop star from Marina's native
St. Petersburg — abard in the tradition
up in the dining room or kitchen.
Meanwhile, Iperched them atop a of Alexander Rosenbaum or the late
Vladimir Vysotsky.
20" stand and hooked them up to the
"ft's Mitayev, not Mooshkayev. And
Audio Electronic Supply SE-1.
Alyek Oleg, not Dmitri."
How would they compare, say, to the
(I know it's Mitayev. Sometimes IdeVerity Audio Fidelios or to the B&W
liberately mangle Russian names just to
Nautilus 805s, which Irecently had in
be bad.)
my system? Honestly, Ididn't know
"It's all the same to me," Isaid.
what to expect.
"It wouldn't be the same to you if you
Perhaps it was dumb luck —just getting the speakers in the right spot right weren't so lazy about mastering Russian.
away —but the B&W LM-ls absolute- Then you'd understand all the words.
ly delighted me right out of the box. They're very deep."
According to Marina, Americans canWith the little SET amp equipped with
not fathom "Russian soul." When she
new Sovtek 2A3 output tubes, the
talks about soul, Ichange the topic to
soundstage was as wide and spacious as
sole, as in fresh fish —cvyeshaya riba —
could be. The speakers weren't bad
and how there is virtually no fresh fish in
tonally either. A little raw — but hey,
they were new. Right out of the box. I Russia. Only in Brighton Beach. "I may

also lets you mount the speaker on a
wall. There's even apaper template included for drilling the requisite holes in
awall to accommodate the speaker base.
B&W recommends the speakers for
an office, bedroom, dorm, or even the
bathroom, noting that the drivers, enclosure, and electrical components are

B&W LM-1 Leisure Monitor loudspeaker
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Sam's
not have soul, but Ihave sole," Isay.
Isuggested we get apair of B&W
LM-ls for Marina's Uncle Sam. They'd
be perfect for placing atop one of his
other speakers. (Sam likes to add each
new pair of speakers to whatever he
already has. Never gets rid of anything,
even what he brought from Russia.)
Okay, seriously — you want facts,
specs, right?
The LM-1's drive-units are a 5"
polypropylene bass-midrange driver
and a 1" polyester-dome ferrofluidcooled tweeter. As Imentioned, the
tweeter is mounted away from the cabinet. B&W r2111% this a"pod" design (as
in Invasion of the Body Snatchers) and says
it promotes smooth off-axis treble.
No argument from me.
The treble extension (flat to 20kHz,
says B&W) is remarkable, as is the
openness and airiness of the presentation. You might want to take care about
the quality of your amplification,
though. A tweeter this good could be
trouble with alousy amp. (The NAD
C340 was wonderful.)
And the LM1 adores single-ended
triode!
Now, don't forget — this is "deep triode" we're talking about: 2A3, not powerhouse 300B; 5Wpc max. (I'm lusting
after the possibility of new "45" output
tubes: two watts max!)
Ican't imagine abetter speaker for an
office system using the SE-1 amplifier!
And with the LM-1, you don't need
stands. That's audiophile stuff. Just place
speakers atop a filing cabinet or bolt
them to the wall.
As for wall mounting, we may have
to resort to that if we install the speakers
in the keetchen. (Needless to say, they are
not going back to B&W.) Ibet we'll lose
some of the soundstage and imaging
with the speakers up against the wall.
But, as Marina points out, it's the soul
(not the sole) that's important.
"Maybe I'll take these for my office,"
she suggested.
"And leave us without sound in the
keetchen? Wouldn't it be gr-?yet to leesten
to Dmitri Mooshkayev during deenner?"
"Mitayev," she corrected. "Alyek."
Now, any drawbacks to the LM-1?
They just don't go low, I'm afraid.
How could they? The frequency response is stated as 75Hz-20kHz, ±3dB.
Many small minimonitors will give you
flat bass down to 50 or 60Hz.
When you lose those last few hertz,
you lose much of the foundation of the
music. Sorry. These speakers do cry out
for sub-woofs, woof-woof.
(Did you know that Russian dogs say
Stereophile, January 2000

"Gaf-gaf," not "Bow-wow"? And that
Russian pigs (like me) say "Khroo-khroo,"
not "Oink-oink"? One of Marina's favorite names for me is khrooshik, which
can be translated as "oinkster.")
See what I'm getting at? These
speakers are fun. They're almost guaranteed to put you in a party mood,
maybe even make you silly. They sound
much better than you'd ever expect.

B&W recommends
the LM-ls to
restaurant owners.
They sure beat the
nasty little speakers
they stick inside
the ceiling—usually
over your table!
They're versatile — you can use them
on a boat or at poolside, as long as
they're sheltered.
B&W recommends the LM- 1sto
restaurant owners. They sure beat the
nasty little speakers they stick inside the
ceiling — usually over your table!
Maybe you should start thinking
about where you can use apain Or two.
Office? Enclosed porch or patio? Bath?
Bing Crosby!
Ihave to get this out of my seestem (my
sole) before the R2D4 issue.
Iam aBing Crosby fanatic, and have
been ever since Ifirst heard Der Bingle
on my Uncle Stan's wind-up gramophone. (Stanley Robinson, of Liverpool,
England, never did take to tubes. He
died before transistors.)
So Igive you this tip: The year 2000
is the year of Der Bingle's return.
A new biography of Bing Crosby by
the great jazz writer, Will Friedwald, is
scheduled to appear later this year. Who
knows —it may spark aCrosby revival.
And if Bing revives, so will alot of other
American music from the 1920s and
'30s, because Bing, who sang with Paul
Whiteman, was at the center of it all.
The best Bing is early Bing, and the
best early Bing on CD is on Jonzo Records, of England, which has been issuing
The Chronological Bing Crosby on CD.
Don't look for these discs — there will
eventually be 25 or more — in record
stores, on the Internet, or even from
that worthy source of 1920s and '30s
music, www.worldsrecorcis.com.
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Nope. If you want these discs, you
need to contact F.B. Wiggins —"Wig"
Wiggins, to his friends and fellow Crosbyphiles. Write: F.B. Wiggins, 5608
North 34th Street, Arlington, VA
22207. No e-mail or Web address. Tell
Wig that Sam sent you.
If you're aCrosby fan, do it You'll be
richly rewarded. The discs are alabor of
love. The sound quality —considering
the age of the recordings —is superb.
And this is from someone who, as achild,
heard many of the original 78s on Unde
Stan's gramophone. What Iwouldn't give
to have that old shellac now!
Where to start? You aren't going to
buy 10 or 20 CDs all at once, after all. I'd
start with Volumes 7 and 8. Vol.7
(I ZCD-7) has such treasures as "Great
Day," with Bing and the Whiteman band.
The disc is worth it for this track alone.
Vol.8 (JZCD-8) contains such gems
as "I Surrender, Dear," "Wrap Your
Troubles in Dreams," "I'm Through
with Love," and "I Found a Million
Dollar Baby." In a five-and-ten-cent
store. Where else? Want to start with
three discs? Take Vol.5 as well.
Marina has now listened to hours of
Crosby, along with Al Bowlly (another
Uncle Stan fave), Rudy Vallee, and
many others from the 1920s and '30s.
She's finally warmed to Bing. Meanwhile, her father can't get enough of
Crosby — even though he understands
few of the words.
Ilook forward to Friedwald's biography. In my opinion, Bing was the greatest. Yup. Better than you-know-who.
What ajoy to have the complete, chronological Bing, with alternate takes of
many of the numbers!
One piece of advice: If you want to
start collecting this series, do so now.
These CDs are said to be limited editions.
They're priced at $18.50 or $20 each, plus
shipping. Write to Wig right now.
"Bing Crosby, eh?" said Lars, one
night over dinner, with Der Bingle playing in the background. "I heard this
story... there was ashopping mall that
had aproblem with teenagers congregating and making anuisance of themselves — loitering."
"And?"
"The solution was to play Bing
Crosby records. It chased the kids right
out of the mall."
"Bing can chase Marina out of the
kitchen."
"It's ayenerational thing, Isuppose,"
said Lars.
Don't you believe it! Whatever your
age — or accent —Bing is great. And
Bing is back. You heard it here first.
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hotels are jumping the hi-fi ship.
Tropicana Nights—and why there are so
Whatever the reason, while the locamany new, small faces trying to translate
their sonic idealism and passion into a tion of the Novotel London West was
more convenient, the individual exhibit
way to make a(semi) living.
rooms were smaller, and all of them
were on one densely packed floor.
This made the show seem much
from the rest of the music-loving pack
smaller than last year's, but Iwas
is our passion for the visceral pleasure
assured that it actually was larger.
of sound —something that has never
[The official figures, mentioned by Paul
translated to the average consume4
Messenger in December's Industry Upand probably never will. And that's
date" revealed that public attendance was
fine; most are happy to hear just the
up alittlefrom 1998, but not quite as high
bare outlines of the music As Joni
as Stereophile's lastfew high-end HI-FI
Mitchell sang, "Some get the gravy
Shows. —Ed.]
and some get the gristle."
On the mezzanine level, afloor
Which is not to say there couldn't
below the lobby, B&W's large, opube alarger fan base for high-quality
lent exhibition befitted acompany of
audio, if the industry would only
its stature, the centerpiece of which
indulge itself in an image makeover
was abig-screen home-theater setup
and some good PR — perhaps a
few Brits could afford or, in their
celebrity-driven ad campaign. "Got
small flats, even accommodate. But,
hi-fi?"
after all, this was ahi-fi show —AbWhile some industry veterans,
solute Sounds Ltd., which imports
like Krell's Dan D'Agostino, have
mostly American big-ticket goods
talked about the "death of high-end
like Krell, Wilson Audio, Audio Reaudio," what's really dying is the
search, MartinLogan, and Trans"mine's bigger than yours" mentaliparent Audio — had transformed
ty. Face it: Hi-fi is no longer the statheir large space into an Egyptiantus symbol it was a decade ago.
style desert oasis complete with
Those folks have moved on to home
swaying (plastic) palm trees. Home
theater, where theirs can be five point
theater was the centerpiece there too,
one times bigger. Were they ever
with aVidikron DLP projector and
really music lovers? Are they really
amegawatt sound system that incinema buffs? Nah. They've just
cluded an enormous cratelike Krell
Mikey visits Beano's record store and says it's agas!'
traded in Jazz at the Pawnshop for the
subwoofer packaged to look as if it
car chase in Ronin.
Certainly there was ahealthy dose of could be shipped merely by slapping a
The "if it's new it must be better"
technodweeb crowd is cozying up to those folks at the Novotel, along with label on it.
The lobby-level exhibitors in the more
MP3, which, when done right, in case the "big" players. The "hi-fi as hobby"
you don't know (and rm raising my notion really jumps out at you in asffiall spacious convention center rooms inirony finger really high here), really is country in asmall hotel, in which typi- cluded many British names familiar to
"indistinguishable" from CD, which is cally small, European-sized rooms are Americans, among them Acoustic Ener"indistinguishable" from master tapes. occupied by mostly small manufacturers gy (highlighting its "all-natural" ap"Perfection" was reached in 1984, and of small audio gear designed for the proach to speaker-building materials
now all that's left to do is put it in a small listening rooms of Europeans who with aspectacularly large photo display
seem to take alarger interest in music of anaked young woman with impossismaller, more convenient package.
bly perky breasts), Arcam, C,elestion, and
Which leaves the hard core: those reproduction than do Americans.
Roksan. The second-floor exhibition
This
show
has
been
called
the
truly interested in exploring both good
music and atruly "musical" listening ex- "Ramada" or "Heathrow" show, after its area featured more well-known British
perience, wherever that leads to — even prior venues. So why was it moved to badges: Chord, KEF, Linn, Meridian,
London proper? The official explana- Nairn, ProAc, Qii1, and REL. Given the
if it means tubes and turntables.
That's why you rarely hear "audio- tion was "better location," but various size of the country, the diversity and
phile" musical drivel at hi-fi shows any- exhibitors — mostly those unhappy seeming vitality of the British hi-fi indusmore, and it's why the "audiophile" with the small rooms — said it was sim- try is truly impressive. Conspicuously
labels are serving up good music —like ply acase of the Ramada not wanting absent this year was TAG McLaren,
Cheslcy's recent Paquito D'Rivera disc, the Hi-Fi Show anymore. Even the which made abig, splashy debut at last

ttook atrip to the Hi-Fi News and
Record Review Hi-Fi Show at the
Novotel London West this past September to remind me that hi-fi is, above
all else, ahobby. We're music lovers
(hopefully!), but what separates us g
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REL ACOUSTICS SUB BASS SYSTEMS
Do one thing, do it perfectly. At REL Acoustics, we understand this simple truth. Our
passion, our obsession, is the reproduction of perfect deep bass. The secret to RELI success
lies in adeeper understanding of how asubwoofer should perform. Deep bass is not effective unless
it integrates seamlessly with the higher frequencies from your main speaker. Our patented ABC
crossover allows for no less than 24 individual points, starting as low as 22 Hz and moving upwards
in musical semi-tones.
Construction is beyond anything seen before. Drivers are endowed with robust chassis and magnetic
structures, and our internal power amplifiers are massively engineered. All to one effect. Deep, taut,
structural bass. After all, isn't this the foundation your music and film sound system should be built on?
To learn more about REL subwoofers, please contact us or visit our web site at www.rel.net.

Sputa Ill $1295
and Storm Ill $1795,
available in black or
optional walnut. rosenut
or cherry (shown). Add $200
for optional wood finishes.
Q201E about $1595.

in black only

SUMIK 0
SUMIKO IS THE EXCLUSIVE NORTH AMERICAN IMPORTER OF REL AUDIO PRODUCTS
2431 FIFTH STREET, BERKELEY, CALIFORNIA 94710
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Analog
year's show, complete with racing cars,
scantily clad babes, and, of course, reconfigured Audiolab gear, along with anew,
B&O-like "lifestyle" line.
Established names and dreamers alike
held court on the crowded third floor,
with names like ATC Loudspeakers,
EAR, Harbeth, Musical Fidelity, Tannoy, and TDL sharing the floor with
unfamiliar (to me, anyway) names like
Fuss Speaker Systems, Living Voice,
South Coast Speakers, and others.
Unlike the High-End HI-FI Show —
which spread exhibitors out over a
number of hotel floors, mostly in corner
suites — this show packed them into
every room, as in abaza2r. The crowded
hallways added to the sense of excitement and community, while sounds
from adjoining rooms did not seem to
interfere with each other. But then, the
British are amore polite and considerate
people. In the same setting, Idon't think
American exhibitors would be so accommodating of each other.
The analog scene
Iwas trolling for analog —of course.
Even without along line Ipulled up
plenty of big fish, beginning with the
finished version of Kuzma's massive —
and, Ithink, beautiful —Stabi XL turntable, on display in the Audiofreaks
room. (Audiofreaks imports to the UK
Kuzma 'tables, Triplaner tonearms,
Avalon speakers, and Cardas, ConradJohnson, Finite Elemente, Muse, and
Shun Moak.)
The Stabi XL includes an ultra-precision measuring device with digital readout from Japanese manufacturer Mitu-

In Heavy Rotation
Wood: Songs From Stamford Hill
(Columbia CD)
The Beatles: Yellow Submarine Songtrack (Apple/EMI yellow vinyl
import LP)
XTC: Homespun-Apple Venus Home
Demos (Cooking Vinyl import LP)
Captain Beefheart: Grow Fins Volume 2(Xeric, 2LPs)
Jason Fallmer: Can You Still Feel?
(Lovitt LP)
Him: Swam Eyes (Bubblecore 2LPs)
Gomez: Liquid Skin (Virgin 2LP
import)
Patricia Barber: Companion (Blue
Note/Premonition CD)
Paquito D'Rivera: Tropicana Nights
(Chesky CD)
Esquivel: See it in Sound (7N CD)
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toyo that allows for absolutely precise I _
and repeatable VTA adjustments. Note I
the lever on the side of the arm pillar;
this secondary, independent VTA ad- ;
justment raises and lowers the arm illar by an amount equal to the •erence between a"standard"-weight LP
and a180gm disc. Pretty cool. Retail
cost in America should be around
[gulp 1$15,000.
Last year Iwrote about the AVID
Acutus turntable (4000-£6000),
which is currently not imported domestically. This year AVID was showing the
Volvere, a new, less expensive, but
equally attractive 'table priced between
£1200 and £1500, depending on finish.
Like the more expensive Acutus, the
Volvere is abelt-drive design with a
sprung cast subchassis, and features similar clamping and tungsten/carbide/
sapphire bearing arrangements. Money
is saved with asmaller motor, a5kg platter in place of the Acutus' 10kg spinner,
and an onboard, two-speed power supply instead of an outboard one. Unlike
the more expensive 'table, the Volvere
features interchangeable armboarcis.
AVID also showed the Isoschelf
(that's how they spell it), an intriguing
and attractive equipment rack that includes three sprung, isolated shelves
whose heights are infinitely adjustable,
along with fixed top and bottom shelves.
The design uses adamper system comprising springs and rubber 0-rings, similar to the system used in the turntables.
Hopefully this line will find its way to
Three intriguing options from the
News and
our shores.
Record Review Hi.Fi Show: Top: The Kuzma Stabi XL
Iwandered into the Loth-X room Center: AVID's Acutus. Bottom: The Loth-X Aida with
and discovered aline of gleaming, clear- Dynavector arm.
acrylic turntables designed in Singapore
by Jagdeep Singh, who was on hand to ings. Speed regulation is electronic and
run me through his impressive-looking adjustable. The feet are adjustable cones
progeny: the Aida, the Carmen, and the with a steel/nylon pad and rubberdamped mounts. The spindle bearing
entry-level Othello.
These appear to be not just bearing features a bearing shaft of polished,
housings screwed into slabs of acrylic, case-hardened stainless steel, abearing
but carefully thought-out nonsprung de- of diamond-polished bronze alloy, acarsigns. The basic building block is clear- bide thrust pad, and ahardened steel
cast acrylic —which Singh claims is self- ball—shafts and bearings are manufacdamping and has no resonance problems tured as matched sets. The armboard,
when carefully used — but the imple- too, is stainless steel. Because the 'table
uses aspecial, highly viscous oil that
mentation is quite sophisticated.
The top-of-the-line Aida has eight both damps and lubricates, designer
mechanical filtering stages between Singh recommends leaving the platter
tonearm and plinth, and 10 filter stages spinning at all times. This intriguingbetween them and the platter surface looking design costs $11,695 with the
using mechanical, viscous oil coupling very cool Dynavector DV507 tonearm,
and adouble-platter design in which $7195 without.
The two lesser if equally intriguing
the upper, playing platter is connected
to the lower, drive platter by vibration- designs are far less expensive: $3595 for
absorbing dampers. Drive is via aSwiss the Carmen, about $1395 for the
24V DC motor that uses precious- Othello. These prices iudnde Loth-X
metal brushes and sintered bronze bear- arms that look like the AudioQuest PTWorldRadioHistory
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Start with Rectangular Solid Coree conductors, the most revealing and
Less cable; more air.

musically accurate design in the world. Suspend them inside TARA Labs'
exclusive Isolation Air-Tubem, with only pure air between. The large span
A/lore,air; less distortion.

of air eliminates the dielectric distortion and coloration you hear in cable,
filled with plastic or fiber. The result is dramatic. Sound that's open and
Less distortion; more music.
spacious,

revealing subtle detail and ambient information like never before.

RSCe Air interconnects from $295/m pair. Speaker cable from $1,200/8 ft pair.

RSC

Less is more.

TARAIABS
541/488-6465
www.taralabs.com

"Rectangular Solid Core and RSC are registered trademarks ofWorldRadioHistory
TARA Labs, Inc. T"RSC Air and Isolation Air-Tube are trademarks af TARA Labs, In

Analog
6or variations thereof. The American
importer is 0.5. Services of Toluca
Lake, California. Go to wwwlothxusa.
corn to see the line of 'tables and extremely sensitive (up to 104dB claimed)
loudspeakers, as well as an $18,000 battery-powered, tube-driven preamp.
From the sublime to the
analog theater of the absurd
While walking the halls, Iwas often
stopped and pointed toward the Silvernote room by various individuals, all of
whom gave me strange looks complete
with raised eyebrows and rolling eyeballs. Ifinally made it there and was not
disappointed—at least in terms of sheer
entertainment. There Imet agentleman showing aline of unique turntables
and aseries of gene-spliced tonearms,
all of which were highly modified versions of familiar designs.
One had started life as aRega RB250.
The bearing assembly was intact, but the
armtube had been replaced with along,
gleaming aluminum shaft with integral
headshelL Another was amodified SME
3009 — also with along, straight armtube transplant, but with adiscrete headshell attached and apair of side-by-side
counterweights. There was even aversion of the Well Tempered Arm with
the same long shaft, and aclunky lineartracking design featuring large inline
wheels that kept falling off the tracks.
The tall, double-flanged aluminum
platters look something like train wheels
and gave the impression of having been
originally manufactured for some other
purpose. Iheld that idea in check until
my eye was caught by the display's centerpiece, the turntable's outboard "motor mount." Could it be ... ?
Yes! The guy had taken an apple
corer/slicer, removed the blades, turned
it upside down, and stuck in amotor. I
called him over.
"Hey! That's agoddamned apple corer
you're using for amotor mount!"
The next day, Iwent back for another
look. The corer was gone.
Do you have any idea how expensive
it was to rent aroom at this show and
mount adisplay? And what aroyal pain
it must have been to carry all of those
heavy, Corian-plinthed Silvernote
'tables up to the room? And here was
this guy with his wacky assemblage of
Gyro Gearloose turntable/tonearm
mods (there was even one that, for
some reason, used the chassis of a
Thorens TD 124, but not the guts),
none of which were being used to actually play music. Iasked him what he
hoped to accomplish with his exhibit.
Stereophile, January 2000
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"To find an American distributor."
But to distribute what, Inever did
quite figure out —the display was such a
confusing pastiche of analog body parts.

While walking the halls,
Iwas often stopped
and pointed toward
the Silvernote room
by various individuals,
all of whom gave me
strange looks complete
with raised eyebrows
and rolling eyeballs.
His price sheet listed four turntables costing from £4995 up to £19,995 —about
$30,000! Prices didn't include arms.
Later, in another room, someone
handed me asheet entitled "Discover
Good Sound," which extolled the
virtues of the IO-J cartridge — first introduced in Denmark in 1981,
launched in the UK in 1992, and "
this year 1998... presents you FRESH
SOUND with much musical information ... "Iforgave them the year problem, but while perusing the blow-up
diagram of the cartridge Iread this:
"10' is derived from planet Jupiter."
Having just left the Twilight Zone a
few minutes before, can you blame me
for thinking that these folks were actually claiming the cartridge came from
Jupiter? What they were trying to say,
of course, is that the name comes from
Jupiter — it's one of the planet's moons.
It turns out (or so Iwas told) that the
IO-J is an old Audionote design that
looks remarkably similar to the later
Goldring Excel VX, which Ireviewed
in the March 1998 "Analog Corner"
(Vo121 No3). The $995 Excel VX is
really an outstanding MC cartridge, and
one you should consider if you're
thinking of spending up to $1500.
Later that day Iran into Golciring's
importer, Music Hall's Roy Hall, who
told me that Goldring does not plan to
build any more Excel XVs when the
current supply is gone. Because of the
number of parts it would have to commit to buying, Goldring is afraid it
would get stuck with too many unsold
cartridges. Roy asked if I'd be willing to
speak with Goldring and "encourage"
WorldRadioHistory

More show discoveries: Top: An "apple" product
that will not concern Steven Jobs. Center:
Another Silvernote creation. Bottom: The IDNM
turntable and Domo stand combo, aka
the "snack table'

them to keep the cartridge in production. Iwas happy to — Ithink the Excel
XV sounds outstanding, and it's agreat
value for the money.
Snack on this!
How about a turntable/snack-table
combo? That's what the DNM turntable/Domo stand combo looks like.
There are two DNM turntables: the
Reson and the Rota. At least Ithink
that's what the company's called and
what its products are named—their
brochure is the single most confusing
one I've encountered in some time. I've
gone over it again and again, and I'm
not sure if the company's name is
DNM or Reson. One sheet says
"DNM Reson vinyl replay," but the
front of the catalog lists "DNM Rota"
and plain "Reson" as the two turntables. 1 Elsewhere it talks about how
47

"How do they get this kind of bass out of such a tiny
box? Deep, tight, tuneful, and loud enough to rattle
pictures on the wall—this is serious subwoofing!"
Stereophile Guide to Home Theater,
September 1998

Explore ,New

Depths.

e

e

For over 15 years, Velodyne servo subwoofers have
defined—and redefined—the state of the art in
low-frequency performance. Now, with the introduction
of the HGS Series, we're offering you a chance to explore
valcdyne -'
4

new depths. With over 3000 watts of power. Two full
inches of linear excursion. Thirty times less distortion.
Ruler-flat response to below 20 Hz. They are nothing less
than the redefinition of the best subwoofers in the world.

Velodyne
1070 Commercial Street, #101
San Jose, CA 95112
Phone (408) 436-7270
Web www.velodyne.com

Velodyne invites you to experience them at select
dealers worldwide.
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about the snack-table look, but
this kind of "plug'n'play" system —it does appear that a
great deal of care goes into the
setup — could really help
increase analog's popularity in
the US, especially given how
few dealers are willing to, or
know how to, set up an analog front-end.
Also spotted on home turf:
Nottingham Analogue's
full line; the thoughtful
Simon Yorke himself,
along with his S9 and S7
,\‘.
turntables; van den Hul
Of course, there was plenty of vinyl at the show.
the man and his cartridges,
and Peter Suchy and his Clearaudio
turntables and cartridges.
Missing in action: Rega, which
DNM questioned current turntable
never does shows, and, somewhat surthinking.
Whatever. The 'tables were devel- prisingly, SME.
But, all things considered, a good
oped by Karlev Audio AG in Switzerland and, Iassume, built there as showing for analog!
well. There are two of them, the Rota
New and exciting
and the Reson; three tonearms, the
Mita, the Reta (a Rega derivative), and A prototype DVD recorder from Piothe Yota (no, it's not THX-certified); neer; the absolutely gorgeous-looking
and five cartridges: the Mica, Reca, Chord DSC 1500E D/A converter,
Adore, Etile, and the Lexe. When you fitted with Analog Devices 24-bit
buy aDNM or Reson or whatever it's 961cHz converters and with an optional 192kHz, 3841cHz, and SACD/DSD
called, you order acomplete system —
the company sets it up so it's ready to plug-in module. (That's the way it's
play when you get it home. That's a gotta go, folks.) Technics' DVDAudio demonstration was singularly
good idea!
These compact designs are intriguing, unimpressive.
and, at least from the brochure, appear
Also of interest: ProAc's new line of
to include some innovative ideas. The sloping Futures loudspeakers — a demotor is aspecially made low-vibration parture from previous designs — and
design, and its mount is an interesting The Thbe, an absolutely gorgeous, limicombination of bushings designed to ted-edition tubed preamp, fully balprovide enough stiffness to prevent anced and remote controlled, from Einspeed changes due to movement, and stein Audio Elektronik. It also feaenough compliance to isolate it from tures point-to-point signal-path wiring.
Ray Kitnber was on hand in the
the plinth.
A show report like this is not the Evett & Shaw room to demonstrate
proper venue to discuss the inner work- his Diaural crossover for me. He used
ings of any complex turntable, especial- two pairs of E&S Pesaro speakers: one
ly one not yet imported (to the best of with the standard crossover, one with
my knowledge) to the US. But both the Diaural. Using Patricia Barber's "Ode
Reson RS1 and, especially, the more ex- to Billy Joe," the standard speaker
(played first) sounded cloudy and offpensive Rota feature ahost of unique
and innovative ideas. UK prices for timed; Barber's finger-snaps were wacomplete systems range from £695 for terlogged, and her voice was unusually
the Reson/Mita/Mica combo to £4500 diffuse. The Diaural improvement was
for the Rota/Yota/Lexe combo — com- overwhelming, but it made me think
plete with Domo wall stand. Ijoked that the standard crossover had simply
not been well implemented to begin
with. Nonetheless, this was an impres1In afollow-up e-mail, Iwas told that DNM Design
sive demo.
is the design company run by Denis Morecroft. All the
amps and ',scamps and the DNM turntable have been
And finally, Milcey got to visit Beano's
designed by DNM. Reson is the brand name of aSwiss
record store in Croydon. Ken Kessler is
company called Karlev Audio, which manufactures
DNM products under license in Switzerland. They also
right: Beano's is a"must visit" for any anproduce Reson-branded products such as the caralog rock fan visiting the UK.
tridges. Virtual Reality is the UK distributor of both

Corner

bm
From top to bottom: Pioneer's recordable DVD
prototype; the Chord DSC 1500E DIA converter;
ProAc's sloping Futures loudspeaker; and the
Einstein Audio Efektronik tubed preamp.

DNM and Reson and also owns Crimson Products.
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Undercurrents
George

T

wo scientists are racing for the
good of all mankind —both of
them working side by side, so determined, locked in heated battle for the
cure that is the prize. It's so dangerous,
but they're driven —theirs is to win, if it
kills them. They're just human, with
wives and children.
No, I'm not breaking into fiction or
poetry. This is the beginning of the
greatest pop album since Radiohead's
OK Computer, XTC's Skylarking, Elvis
Costello's Imperial Bedroom —possibly
even Sgt. Pepper's Lonely Hearts Club Band.
Is that last one premature? Maybe. But
the latest CD from the Flaming Lips,
The Soft Bulletin (Warner Bros. 46876-2),
is agold mine.
It's easy to miss. Except for their hit,
"She Don't Use Vaseline," this Oklahoma band has had little mainstream exposure. The Soft Bulletin hasn't changed
that, at least here in Chicago. A friend
passed it along, and Ilearned why the
Lips hadn't appeared on my radar screen:
Images of white lab coats and Nobel
prizes don't work in rock music, and the
soaring, heroic synthesizers remind me
of the Moody Blues' relentless, doying
Mellotron. And the singing? Ikid you
not, Iflashed back to watching Alfalfa
struggle with "A Bicycle Built for Two"
in the old Spanley and Our Gang TV
shows. Wayne Coyne's voice is scratchy
and adolescent, as if he'd written these
melodies before he hit puberty and now
can't hit the high notes. Ifigured the
Flaming Lips were just some band being
cool and ironic (read: sloppy).
But something intrigued me. The
drumming is propulsive. It seems you
can hear the walls shaking in the
recording studio. And beneath Coyne's
odd vocals, the production is lush and
meticulous, with bells, harps, and gongs
carefully woven into guitars, piano,
drums, and keyboards. Whatever the
Lips think they're doing, their bulletin
went through many drafts and tweaks
before it was released. That's enough to
endear them to any writer — Iput the
disc next to my CD player and gave it a
few more chances.
Boom! As Iputtered around my apartment one Saturday morning, The Soft Bulletin blindsided me. The songs came
Stereophile, January 2000
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Chernobyl? The string synthesizer that
dominates the song agrees that something's not right Every now and then, it
wanders slightly sharp or flat
Fear not Science saves us in track two.
"A Spoonful Weighs aTon" tells of agreat
rescue. They gave it all they had, exceeded known limits, and "lifted up the sun."
Even though they were "drunk on their
plan," it worked. The sun's life-giving
Aw, shucks. This album is
light and warmth were restored. "The
doubters all were stunned, the sound they
going after the objectivist
made was love." Science serves humanity
in the role of alifetime. Visions of warm,
audiophile's heart.
fuzzy equations drift across the sunlit
soundstage as Coyne brims with enthusiThe experience was like the one asm and strains to hit the high notes.
Aw, shucks. This album is going after
Coyne sings about in "The Spark that
Bled": He accidentally touched his head the objectivist audiophile's heart Science
and noticed that he was bleeding, "for —knowledge — seems to be everything
how long Ididn't know. /What was this, we need. That's what "The Spark that
Ithought, that struck me? /What kind Bled" is really about Coyne's wound sigof weapons have they got? /The softest nals an archetypal revelation that spreads
bullet ever shot." Instead of finding a around the globe: "From this moment
bandage, he "stood up and said, `Yeah!'" on, blaring like atrumpet, /cumin' from
Born again? A moment of existential above us and somewhere below. /The
clarity? Whatever it means, The Soft Bul- confidence of knowing, descending to
letin is like this soft bullet It gets inside relieve us /of the struggle to believe it's
so." If the light and knowledge of science
your musical psyche and explodes.
What does the bulletin report? Music- hold the key to our salvation, science can
ally (get ready, J-10), it's afin de siècle surely give us better power amps and
tour de force. The best of everything in speakers. Who am Ito have doubted, to
pop is layered inside. Look at the songs have written columns questioning meaone way and you hear the art-rock of Yes surements and double-blind testing?
with grandiose synthesizers, noodling Coyne's strange tales of light sparks, and
guitars, and angelic harmonies; from an- limitless knowledge are seductive. (Just
other angle you find show-tune modula- one worry: Why is he bleeding?)
Science can even explain love. "What is
tions, codas, and gentleman choruses.
Some songs are quiet, minimalist inter- the Light?" asks, "Is it chemically deludes; others rock like early Led Zep- rived?" The song's =an, Spock-like
tive, Captain."
pelin. It's all held together by avague, subtitle answers, "
cinematic plan, like the Moody Blues' The Light is "an untested hypothesis sugDays ofFuture Past (a favorite of Coyne's). gesting that the chemical [in our brains]
Billed as "music and songs," The Soft by which we are able to experience the
Bulletin feels like aconcept album or sensation of being in love is the same
soundtrack. But the soundtrack to what? chemical that caused the Big Bang' that
Life with science. "The Race for the was the birth of the accelerating uniPrize" gets the ball rolling. Two scien- verse." Pulling out all the cosmic stops,
Coyne does his best Jon Andersen (of
tists struggle to devise acure. They're
good and noble, right? Maybe not — Yes) and wails, "Looking at the space that
"they're just human, with wives and chil- surrounds you, /love is the place that
dren." They probably have mortgages, you're drawn to." It sounds like Close to the
too. Do they want the cure, or is "the Edge, but it's better. It's about something.
If The Soft Bulletin were an LP, it
prize" fame and fortune? Will they rid
the world of adisease or unwittingly cre- would be time to flip the record. That
ate a nightmare like Thalidomide or would be fitting, because the last songs

through the walls and down the hall to
greet me like old, dear friends. Even
though I'd never really sat down and listened to this CD carefully, rd already fallen in love with it. Iknew its melodies,
chord changes, and moods as if I'd written
them myself. (I wish.) Somehow, without
my knowing it, they'd gotten to me.
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Undercurrents
look at salvation-by-science from amore
subjective point of view. "What is the
light?" fades to the dark, quiet thumping
of 'hie Observer," an instrumental that
gently cycles through asimple, plaintiff
melody like Erik Satie's Gymnopédies. It's
tranquil, sad, and wistful. Something's
wrong, and the observer —whoever that
is — knows it.
Judging from "Waitin' for a
Superman," the observer must be the
comic-book hero watching humanity
holding up the sun. "Is it gettin' heavy?"
Coyne asks. "Well, Ithought it was already as heavy as could be." Science has
bitten off more than it can chew, and we
need help —"It's agood time for asuperman to lift the Sun into the sky." Trouble
is, aspoonful weighs aton, and thaes too
much even for Superman. He wants to
help, but can't. Coyne relays the bad
news: "Tell everybody waiting for a
superman /that they should try to hold
on as best they can. /He hasn't dropped
them, forgot them, or anything — /it's
just too heavy for asuperman to lift"
The Soft Bullet(in) is packed with existential gunpowder. It would be nice if
Clark Kent's Superman could lend a
hand. But, on second thought, Coyne's
really waiting for asuperman, an übermensch —the confident, clear-eyed Prometheus of the future that Friedrich
Nietzsche (of "God is dead" infamy)
predicted. That's more like the illumination Coyne received in "The Spark that
Bled." Armed with knowledge, we can
lift up the sun and rearrange the solar
system the way we want it. We don't
need God. But now the prophesy has
failed. We're struggling — bleeding —
and we can't hold out much longer.
Science is either too much for us or it's
not enough.
As the album plays out, Coyne turns
inward, away from objectivism and science, to find asubjective abyss of despair
and disappointment "Suddenly Everything Has Changed" looks at those
moments when amemory catches you
off guard. Like Superman encountering
kryptonite, you withet It can happen
anywhere, anytime. Bass and drums
churning below him, Coyne sings,
"Putting all the vegetables away /that
you bought at the grocery store today. /
It goes fast. /Think of the past." The
song balks, the bottom drops out, and
you're floating in anxiety. A great love
that died? A betrayal? You fill in the
blank. Whatever it is, equations, calculations, and scientific heroics are irrelevant
Eventually you recover. The sonic
loose ends begin to meet, minor chords
turn major, and your spirit is restored.
Stereophile, January 2000

the struggle for knowledge that pulls us
one way (side 1), the struggle for love
and inner strength that pulls us the other
(side 2). The credits roll, and we emerge
into the brisk night ait There is no plot,
great line, or scene to mull over because
this bulletin is, well, softer and more
impressionistic than afilm. What hangs
in the air are sounds and songs that portray the dangers, dramas, and dations
I've listened to
(check out "Buggin'") of ordinary life.
The Soft Bulletin at least
I've listened to The Soft Bulletin at least
30 times in the last few months, and I'm
30 times in the
still finding feelings and ideas to toy
with. There are no grand answers here.
last few months, and
Like any good work of art (yes, art), this
album orients and disorients you. It
I'm still finding feelings
doesn't preach. When it's over, Inever
know quite what to think — about life,
and ideas to toy with.
that is.
About audio and music, the truth is
A garbled chorus of voices counsels a
depressed, dragging friend in "The obvious: Audiophiles are the fortunate
Gash": "Is that gash in your leg /really soldiers in Coyne's relentless battle bewhy you must stop? /Cause I've noticed cause we can squeeze every sound and
all the others, /though they're gashed, idea from this album. Will it show off
they're still going." We're all soldiers your system's sonic capabilities like an
here, and afriend (a "wounded mathe- audiophile recording? No. But play it for
matician," the subtide says) is giving up. your friends anyway. You might get hit
Coyne throws a hardball that would by the softest bullet You might not want
make Nietzsche proud: "explosions" and to take it out of your CD player. You
121
"wounds" are no excuse. It's all aques- might stand up and say "Yeah!"
tion of will and fortitude. "I feel like the
real reason that you're quitting /is that
you're admitting /that you lost all the
will to battle on." Coyne breaks scene
and turns to the camera to sum up the
situation: Will the fight for our sanity /
Revel
be the fight of our lives /now that we've
Audible Illusions
Aerial
lost all the reasons /that we thought that
Audio Research
we had?" Nietzsche's pep talks won't
ProAc
Mark Levinson
help anymore —he went insane, too.
Avalon
Theta Digital
Lees see. We're not saved by science,
Paradigm
Pass Labs
after all. The sun is so heavy it's about to
Proceed
Paradigm Reference
fall. Life is plagued by anxiety attacks,
and we're fighting for our sanity. What's
Pelezotaerze
left to do? Nothing but fall apart. The
battle continues as Coyne vocalizes a
Sect«) &qloote
military snare (bnrap bap bap...). "Feeling
5576 Chamblee Dunwoody Rd.
Yourself Disintegrate" is aslow, graceful
Atlanta,Georgia 30338
ballad about the impossibility of living
without love. His voice is now strong
and assured, and his overdubbed harhttp://www.soundandcinema.net
monies cascade in abeautiful end-ofPioneer Elite
the-century reply to "All You Need is
VPI
Salamander
Love." Lennon & McCartney's AquarGrado
Faroudja
ian chant of "Love is all you need" beSumiko
Vidikron
comes "feeling yourself disintegrate" as
Graham
Marantz
the song cycles and fades. Love may be
Tara Labs
Lexicon
all you need, but Coyne has good quesZoethecus
Stewart
tion: What if you don't have it? (It's onBenz-Micro
Aragon
ly amovie, it's only amovie ... )
McCormack
With acrack of the snare and aharp's
Acurus
Kimber Kable
Denon
optimistic glissando, we're back into
Kimber Select
alternate mixes of "The Race for the
ATI
Magnum Dynalab
Prize" and "Waitin' for aSuperman" —

"Driving home the sky accelerates /and
the douds all form ageometric
e...."
Then it happens again, and again in the
third verse: "Putting all the dothes you
washed away. /As you're foldin' up the
shirts you hesitate..." Everything has
indeed changed. Grab aProzac and hold
on. We're going down.
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In the first of two articles, Stereophile's
German correspondent Markus Sauer
offers some turn-of-the-millennium
musings on what is important when it
comes to music reproduction.

t

his journal has seen anumber of thoughtful ruminations on what it is that attracts us to music or to
agiven audio component, and how we should
describe that attraction. The "Letters" pages have
been filled by readers who have taken us to task for not
adhering to rigorous scientific methods in the evaluation of components, those rigorous scientific methods
usually being equated with double-blind listening.
Other readers have praised the magazine for its stance
that an educated listener in afamiliar, relaxed environment will be more accurate in his or her assessment
than an average of trained and untrained listeners in
unfamiliar, stressful circumstances. Overall, sonic descriptions from diverse reviewers in different publications
show aremarkable consensus of observation (not opinion).
The value judgments, however, differ to amuch
greater degree. One reason will be the differing horizons
,ev
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of experience. Iwould have more confidence in
areviewer's ability to place digital components
correctly in asonic hierarchy if he had auditioned agood proportion of the available gear
than if he hadn't. The other reason seems to be
that when two people hear the same system
under identical circumstances, their appreciation
of the system's balance of strengths and weaknesses will still differ. Their emotional reactions
may well be radically different.
The truly troubling aspect of this oft-repeated
observation is not that people react differently to
the same musical stimulus — that's only to be
expected. But when several listeners each play
music they like on the system, their reaction
should be more uniform. But it isn't. What irks
me is that, while we seem to be able to agree
pretty well on how asystem sounds, there seems
to be no consistency of emotional reaction to
this sound, even though reaction to the same
music played live would probably be reasonably
consistent. Putting it another way, there is no
easily ascertainable relation between component sound and
emotional response.
Let me illustrate what Imean from my own experience.
Several years ago, Ihad aNaim Nait II integrated amplifier
in my system that worked quite well with the speakers I
owned at the time, the Epos ES 14s. The ES 14's electrical
demands, especially regarding current, could not be met
fully by the low-powered (20W or so) little Naim, resulting
in restrictions in loudness and dynamics, and abass that
could have been tighter. Yet this was, emotionally, aquite satisfying combo. At the time, Itried (for several weeks each)
two pre-/power-amp combinations: the German one cost
about eight times as much as the diminutive Naim, the
American one about 10 times as much. Both amp combinations had been very well reviewed in the international press.
The power amps had far superior control over the speakers,
the bass went deeper, the treble was deaner and more
extended, the system went louder, Iwas hearing details the
Naim had hidden — in short, the sound, as defined by the
usual list of categories, was better in almost every respect.
Yet both combos left me emotionally cold. The degree of
analysis these amps allowed was far greater than the Nairn's,
but music just didn't reach out and touch me anymore.
Objectively, both combos were "better"; in areview situation,
the expensive amplification obviously was experienced as
observationally better, too. But so what?
This experience, which came at atime when Iwas first
starting out as areviewer, precipitated aminor crisis. Could
Ihear as well as areviewer had to? Did Ilack adequate experience in setting up demanding systems, and thus couldn't
get the expensive combos to perform as well as they could?
Were the speakers incompatible with the amps, or did the
expensive amplification just tell me what was wrong with
my front-end? In retrospect, I'm sure that my setup was at
least adequate. Ihave heard the same amps under different
conditions, in other systems, and could recognize the sonics
as coming as close as possible, given different room conditions and source components, to those Ihad achieved in my
own system. But I'm also convinced that my emotional reaction was correct. Both combos just weren't as well adjusted

to my preferences as the integrated amp. But
how could that be? Shouldn't more money buy
you more audio fun?
Subsequent experience of agreater number
of other components has shown me that, no,
there seems to be no reliably observable
relationship between price and musical satisfaction. The reason seems to be that it is possible
to take components in different directions, optimizing aspects of performance that do count for
me, and others that don't.
In the July 1994 Stereophile (p.19), I"outed"
myself as a triode-and-high-sensitivity-loudspeakers man. For the last five years or so I've
been trying to understand what it is that attracts
me to their sound, but have yet to come up
with acoherent answer. Let's not beat around
the bush: Triodes and their paraphernalia go
against almost every convention the High End
has acquired in the last two decades or so. They
don't have many watts, let alone adecent power
bandwidth; their measurements are often
abysmal; their high output impedance wreaks havoc on an
unsuspecting speaker's amplitude response; being transformer-coupled, their phase response is much less flat than
that of most decent solid-state gear; and it is extremely difficult to design astable triode amp that doesn't use capacitors
or transformers to decouple the amplification stages inside
the amplifier, which means they won't be as transparent as
really good solid-state stuff.
In the course of my convoluted thinking, Ihave begun to
question, among other things, the current state of the art of
hi-fi design and hi-fi journalism, and their impacts on the
public's approach to component selection. Idon't seem to be
alone in this. Ihave found that there has been, in recent
years, an undercurrent going in much the same direction of
general unease with the state of the high-fidelity art. Ihave
read many articles and think pieces, and heard many offhand
comments, all of which indicate that others are searchingjust
as hesitantly and erratically as Iam.
There has also been an observation that kept bothering me.
In the great objective vs subjective debate, Stereophile has done
as much as any magazine to show that the objectivists' position
is really untenable. That position can be summed up as follows: All important differences between hi-fi components can
be measured; most differences that can be measured don't
actually matter because they are below the limit of audibility,
as proven by double-blind listening tests; thus, at least for
amplifiers, all competently designed amps sound the same.
This position —which seems to be aspecialty of the American
audio engineering establishment, at least —seems quiddy on
its way to extinction because it runs counter to the direct
experience of anyone who takes the trouble to go into adealer's
for ademonstration.
Yet there are millions of people out there who buy what,
in our enlightened eyes, passes as junk, as lo-fi or no-fi: rack
systems, boomboxes, cynical mid-market efforts with amaximum of bells and whistles, and so on. If you demonstrate a
high-end system to these people, sure, they'll hear the difference. But to the eternal dismay of high-end dealers and manufacturers alike, these people will not then go out and buy a
decent system. They return to their modest home systems
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The Arcam Alpha 9CD, with its 24-bit Ring DAC, received worldwide recognition as
one of the great values in high-performance CD players. At $1,599 it was compared to
units selling for several times the price. One of its greatest strengths was (and
continues to be) the fact that abuilt-in upgrade path allows owners of entry-level
Arcam CD players to upgrade to full Alpha 9status at no cost penalty.
That upgradeability, admittedly an impressive feature, also imposed some minor design
limitations. What could the Arcam engineers do with the dCS Ring DAC chip if
backward compatibility were not an issue? Enter the Arcam FMJ CD23 CD player
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With the
introduction of
the new Delius
DAC, dCS has
made owning a
high-performance
24/192 Ring DAC
more affordable
than ever. (Of course
affordable is arelative
term. We are talking about being more affordable than the $12,000 Elgar!) Given that
the Delius still requires asizeable investment, it would be only prudent to investigate
the competition. When you do, here are five questions you should ask:
ils the unit 192kHz capable? If not, will there be an upgrade? When? How much will
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and Compact) Acoustic Energy delivers ahome
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home theater packages...continued at
www.asigroup.com/january/aegis.htm
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and are quite content with them, even though
their ears have been opened and they now know
that there are much better systems out there to
be had.
In many cases this may be because these people's interest in music is not high enough to justify an expensive system. Yet we all know there
are alot of people out there who love music,
have decent record or CD collections, make
enough money, and still can't be bothered about
the High End. The usual lament is that they
have either been corrupted by the mainstream
press or that they have cloth ears.
I'm not so sure about that. Because the
reverse is also true: people with excellent
home systems can listen to something as humble as a car stereo (a topic that has often
popped up in Stereophile) and still have aprofound musical experience. This, to me, indicates that even for those of us who do have
considerable experience of really well-reproduced music, enjoyment is not necessarily
linked to high-end sound. It seems that much
of the high-end sound experience is just that:
an experience of sound, not of music-generated emotion, and that many expensive high-end systems are
not one iota better at generating amusical experience than
all those down-market systems.
This heretical thought points the way to another question. We, the High End, typically tell the objectivists that if
their measurements don't show acorrelation between specs
and sound, they must be measuring the wrong thing. Well
then, if there is not much correlation between how asystem
sounds and the musical pleasure to be had from it, does it
not follow that we are listening for the wrong things?
This is not intended to be an indiscriminate slashing of all
things high-end — far from it. There are many components
out there that satisfy musically. What I'm railing against is
the fact that it's very, very hard to find out which these are
from reading magazine reviews. Typically, the review runs
through alist of sonic attributes, judges this or that aspect to
be good, outstanding, or substandard, and then leaves the
reader with the recommendation to go listen for himself
When you consider that many dealers don't seem to have a
clue either, that's not really very useful.
The time has come to go back to first principles and put
to the test the underlying assumptions that are taken as
given in reviewing audio components.

tional experience. You can use music to
enhance moods or to counteract them. You can
use music to provide aframe of reference and
to literally set the mood during mass experiences; go to any concert, rock or classical, and
your feelings will be deepened by the fact that
many people around you are on the same emotional cycle (not for nothing is music used, in
practically all cultures, in group bonding experiences, be they Sufi dervish ceremonies or football games). When you're blue, playing ablues
album and sharing your loneliness and sorrow
with the performer will comfort you. Dance
music will project its infectious energy into you.
Mahler will put you through the emotional
wringer — first by being sad and grating, then
by gently lifting you up to give you atoken of
hope. Mozart will entertain you with his lighthearted tunes. Supermarkets and fast-food
restaurants play music for bringing you to a
well-defined speed in your actions, be they eatingl or wandering through aisles? And we all
know that soft music can be an important part
of setting the mood for gende seduction.
Music is not really auniversal language; different cultures link the same music to different moods. But
within agiven culture it is an important nonverbal communication tool. What you may not be able to express in
words, you may be able to share through music.
The original motivation behind the reproduction of
music in the home, therefore, has been to facilitate access to
the emotional aspects of music. When you make music
yourself your ability to express emotions will be limited by
your talent, and by your proficiency on agiven instrument
(and boy, have Isuffered in both respects). With reproduced
music, these limitations are unimportant. Ican have Led
Zeppelin, Caetano Veloso, John Coltrane, Miles Davis,
Tony Scott, Bud. Siebert, Stephan Micus, Aretha Franklin,
or Alfred Brendel play for me whenever Ilike — heaven!
If this is the motivation, then it follows that the yardstick
for judging acomponent's worth should be its ability to
communicate emotion. Is modern technology getting us
nearer our goal of emotional communication? Certain subcultures of the hi-fi community have long held that some
historical components, even though they're hopelessly
behind the sonic accuracy of modern components, have
qualities that many modern components lack. Why do
some amplifiers from the Golden Age of American hi-fi,
such as the Marantz 8or certain McIntosh models, continue to rise in value? Is modern technology evolving in the
right direction?
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Why do we listen to music?
Let's start with the basics. Why do people listen to music?
There has been considerable musicological research into
this subject, and the findings are clear.
Very few people listen to music to have their rational faculties appealed to. Bach's music may have been described as
pure mathematics, but practically nobody would want to
mathematically analyze the different tone pitches, tone
intervals and harmonies, and so on. Imean, how many people do you know who, when they want to enjoy some
music, will hook up their system to an oscilloscope instead
of to loudspeakers or headphones?
The overwhelming majority listen to music for an emo-

Expert testimony
Jurgen Ackermann is a37-year-old psychologist living in
Frankfurt, Germany. He has long been interested in music
and its reproduction, building amplifiers and speakers for
1The presence of music can make as much as a30% difference in astore's
turnover.
2The restaurant doesn't want you to linger too long, when it could use your table
to serve other customers. In the US, where the use of Muzak is much more prevalent than in Europe, patrons, when not pressed by time constraints, stay only about
60% as long in arestaurant as they do in Europe.
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listened to music, and athird questionnaire tried
himself as well as for some friends. His current
to establish the emotional base level at which
home system includes ahome-brew tube preeach participant entered into the experiment.
amp, ahome-brew single-ended triode power
These and all other questionnaires were stanamp (the power in question being all of 2W
dard forms developed for musico-sociological
from asingle 2A3 per channel), and modified
research, and had been pretested to be meaningKlipschorns. This system is seriously loud
ful and easily understandable by the participants.
when required, those sound bursts from Flim
Then the participants were played astanand the BB's Tricycle coming across as positively
dardized set of three musical pieces. These were
threatening—yet it whispers with aclarity and
tracks from Larry Conldin's Dolphin Grace (light
conviction most minimonitors fall short of. His
jazz), Sally Barker's This Rhythm Is Mine (pop),
amp is remarkable in that there is none of the
and Italian Violin Musik, 1600-1750 on Edition
hum that is generally unavoidable with directOpen Window (baroque dassical music). The
heated triodes. He has designed an indirect
tracks had been selected after apreparatory
heating that relies on very precise balancing of
experiment showed that they gave meaningful
voltages, and has made it work beautifully.
results. None was offensive to the participants;
As part of his doctoral thesis, Ackermann
strong individual likes or dislikes could not
researched the experience of music reproducinfluence the experiment's outcome.
tion in the home. He conducted an experiment,
After the first run-through, participants were
setting up three systems in aroom of the Frankgiven three more questionnaires: one asking for
flirt Hochschule für Musik und Darstellende
their emotional balance (the same questionKunst (Music and Performing Arts University).
naire as before the music began), one asking
The first system consisted of an analog record
how the participants had experienced the musiplayer, ca $4800, and atube pre- and triode
cal tracks, and one asking for their opinions on
power-amp combination worth ca $4500 (herethese tracks.
inafter called the analog system). The second system substiThen the participants were played the same tracks on a
tuted arespected CD player, ca $2400, which has been well
different system, and again had to fill out the three quesreviewed worldwide, including in the pages of Stereophile, but
tionnaires; and so on with the third system. The sequence
retained the tube amps. The third system kept the CD playof the three systems was randomized so that familiarity
er but was powered by atransistor pre-/power combination
effects, or fatigue, could not influence the overall outcome.
worth ca $11,000 (hereinafter called the digital system). The
After the third trial, the participants were asked to fill out,
components had been selected as being reasonably reprebesides the three standard-questionnaires, afinal questionsentative of their kind. The loudspeakers were held constant
naire asking whether they had amusic system at home, what
and had been selected for their ability to sound equally good
it consisted of; and how expensive the components were.
driven by tubes or transistors. If anything, the system favored
Finally, the participants were asked by the student which
the expensive transistor combo, which had been selected
of the three still-unidentified systems they would buy. The
because it was one of the best-selling combinations in its
student also took notes of the participants' behavior during
price range, and also because comparative listening tests
the tests: Did they react to the music by moving their feet?
against some other transistor amps had revealed this combo
Did they sit through the presentation, or did they talk or
to sound particularly good in the test configuration. All three
systems were played at exactly the same loudness level.
stand up while the music was playing? and so on.
The tests were not exhaustive, in the sense that further
Ackermann found 53 people from all walks of life willquestions might have shed even more light on the subjects'
ing to participate in his experiment: hi-fi enthusiasts, musiresponse to the three systems. But, as each test took about
cians, and "normal" people with no special relation to music
two hours, it was felt that this was the maximum time that
or its reproduction. The selection of participants was not
people without any interest in the outcome of the experitruly stochastic, but the sample was large enough to give
ment would be willing to be subjected to the rigors of being
meaningful results.
under very dose scrutiny (13 multi-page questionnaires to
Participants were seated in aroom before apair of loudfill out—what achore).
speakers. The part of the room behind the speakers was
Care was taken to keep exterior factors constant. The lispartitioned off with dense cloth so that the participants
tening room was not darkened, because it was felt that liscould not know what went on behind this curtain. Indeed,
tening in adark room would be too far outside everyday
they had no idea what was going on or what, if anything,
experience for most participants. It is well known that lightwas changed between trials, except that they were going to
ing conditions have an effect on people's mood (or why do
be interviewed on their reactions to several pieces of music.
you turn out the lights when you want to share alittle intiAckermann made the system changeovers without once
macy with your partner?). To keep lighting conditions coninteracting with the participants.
stant, the experiments were restricted to atime slot between
The participants were received and instructed by astudent
around 10am and 2pm, which meant that only two or, at a
who was paid for her time. This student, who had no knowpinch, three persons aday could be interviewed. The time of
ledge of things hi-fi, was instructed to sit behind the particiday at which each interview was conducted was noted; it
pants so she could not influence the participants even subwill be interesting to see if there is acorrelation between
consciously. The student first gave the participants aquestime of day and the results.
tionnaire that asked for their musical likes and dislikes. A
Giving the complete results of Jurgen Ackermann's
second questionnaire asked how the participants normally
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experiment would be way beyond the scope of
an article such as this one; besides, Ackermann
has not yet completed his statistical analysis.
But there are already some results that seem
interesting enough to warrant apreliminary
report.3
Let's start with the emotional states of the
participants. The participants began with abase
tension level of 326; with the digital system
this dropped to 2.35, and with the analog system to 1.75. Nervousness was raised from a
base level of 1.8 to 22 by the digital system, but
fell to 1.1 with the analog system. The need for
relaxation fell from abase level of 2.6 to 1.9
with the analog system, but rose to 2.9 with
the digital system. The ability to concentrate
remained constant with the analog system at
4.3, but fell to 3.6 with the digital system.
Relaxedness stayed constant with the digital
system at 4.0, but rose to 4.6 with the analog
system. This shows that the analog system
worked toward afeeling of serenity in the participant, whereas the digital system heightened
tension and stress.
Equally interesting was the response to the
question of whether the participants liked the
music they were played. With the analog system, 43 out of the 53 participants said they
liked the Larry Conklin piece, 46 the baroque
music, and 38 the Sally Barker piece. The
music was heard as interesting, emotionally
appealing, and engaging. Via the digital system,
the levels fell to 31, 33, and 33, respectively.
The same music was now more often experienced as boring. Food for thought.
The questionnaire asking for the listeners'
experience of the music gave just as interesting
results. Thirty participants sang along with the
music under their breaths when it was played
via the analog system, and only 19 with the digital system.
Forty-seven participants said they had let themselves be carried along by the analog system, 19 with the digital system.
When questioned whether the music had influenced their
movements (tapping their feet, etc.), the numbers were 30
and 25. Forty-six participants had been inspired to think
about the music by the analog system, 34 by the digital system. Forty-seven participants said the music had improved
their sense of well-being via the analog system, 31 via the
digital. Conversely, no participant said that the analog system had impaired their sense of well-being, but 16 participants said so of the digital system! This must be one of the
most astonishing, and irritating, results of Ackermarm's
experiment. How can it be that we spend alot of money on
something that makes us feel worse?!
The results of the "intermediate" CD/tube system were
consistently between those of the digital and analog systems.
At the end of the test, the participants were asked which
of the systems they would buy. Those listeners who had
some experience of things hi-fi preferred the digital sys-
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Let's put audiophilia on the couch!
It we accept that much of modern technology
has been developing in the wrong direction,
that there are many, many systems out there
that may offer beautiful sound but that don't stand achance
of providing real emotional pleasure, the obvious question
is Why? Why has something which, on the face of it, runs
counter to the needs of the buying public, been so successful? Ican't really believe the reason is mass delusion. Ialso
can't see agreat conspiracy between manufacturers, dealers,
and magazines. ("Let's spend the next 30 years convincing
the public to buy gear that will leave them emotionally
unsatisfied. We may not sell as much as we could sell, but
heck, what apower trip!") There must be adeeper reason.
Idon't know what that reason is, but I'd like to present
two ideas — one proffered by Jürgen Ackermann, one from
my own experience — that might help shed some light on
the mystery.
As Isaid, Ackermann is apsychologist practicing as apsychotherapist in Frankfurt. His approach is one of developmental psychology. One of his research models is constructed like this: When achild is born, it is living in symbiosis with its mother. When the umbilical cord is cut, the
child is cut off from its life-support system and urgently
needs to establish anew one, not knowing that there are
social-security systems that will provide it with the basic
necessities of life. The child experiences fear, the fear of

reference.

3 If you're interested in the complete experiment, contact Jürgen Ackermann
directly: DipL-Psych. Jurgen Ackerman, Varrentrappstr. 51, 60436 Frankfurt/
Main, Germany, tel./ax 069 709223.

tem, which they thought sounded better.
Those participants without such experience
preferred the analog system's sound. The conclusion Ackermann drew from this is that the
sound of modern hi-fi is the result of alearning process. When told that acertain sound is
what they should aim for, often enough people
will accept this concept of sound as their internal reference.
Another inference that may be drawn from
this question is that there was no correlation
between what the participants experienced as
good sound and which system made them feel
good. In other words, the perceived quality of
sound had no influence on whether the participants liked the music and its emotional impact
on the listeners. One participant, amusician,
even responded that he could hear absolutely
no difference in sound between the presentations, yet his emotional response was very different on the three trials, and showed complete
conformity with the rest of the participants.
Some of you will have noticed that there was
one long-term test subject: the student who
accompanied the participants during their time
in the listening room. The poor girl had to listen to the above-mentioned pieces 159 times!
At the end of the experiment, she asked Ackermann what the systems were. She said she
couldn't stand the sound of one of the systems
anymore, feeling physically attacked by its
sound. By now, it won't surprise you that the
system in question turned out to be the
CD/solid-state one.
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dying. It will try to form an emotional bond with
The Monumental MC2.000
its parents, which is called love. Many modern
Is Available From these
parents find it difficult to come to terms with the
Discerning Dealers
newborn. Emotionality is not something GodPossessing,
given, but must be learned. The child senses this
reluctance; when it doesn't succeed with its love
or even
California
strategy, it must find anew one. The usual pattern
Audio Concepts:
is that the child will pay aprice for food, shelter,
San Gabriel, CA (626) 285-0011
listening to,
and love. It behaves well, it's the joy of the parents,
Long Beach, C A (562) 434-1540
it will do as well as possible at school. At the same
time, the child will have to find anew psychologGluskin's Camera Audio/Video
an inanimate
ical pattern with its parents. Often it will idolize its
Stockton, CA (209) 477-5566
parents, especially the mother. She's the best, the
House of Natural Sound
most beautiful, the most loving. This constitutes a
North Hollywood, CA (818) 765-1991
new symbiotic relationship between child and
mother. They live with each other but alongside
Stereo HiFi Center
each other, without really interacting in away that
Torrance, CA (310) 373-6796
might endanger their fragile balance.
The child will relate to other parts of its world
Florida
in the same way, because this is the way that has
Cooper for Stereo
been found workable. As agrown-up, such aperClearwater, FL (727) 572-0052
son will also have an idealized view of among
Sound Performance
other things, technology. He or she will not trust
Coral Gables, FL (305) 446-8055
their feelings in judging ahi-fi component, but will rely on measurements or other
objectiftable criteria. Thus, anew component is desirable because it represents an
Illinois
ideal: the best there is, the best in acertain respect, the best product in its price
Audio
Consultants:
range.4 When the revered hi-fi system turns out to be emotionally unsans
g,
Chicago, IL (312) 642-5950
there are basically three ways to cope with it.
Evanston, IL (847) 864-9565
One of these patterns is aform of denial. One couple of Ackerinann's acquainHinsdale, IL (630) 789-1990
tance used to be very interested in music and hi-fi. When CD was introduced, they
Libertyville, IL (847) 362-5594
bought agood CD player and asubstantial number of CDs. Gradually, they stopped
listening to music in their home. When asked why, they said that they just didn't
Audio Image
find the time anymore. Yet their concert-going had increased. Adcermarm's interChicago, IL (773) 334-2400
pretation is that they stopped listening to music at home not because they cared less
for music, but because reproduced music in its new CD-derived form did not fulNew York
fill their subconscious emotional expectations. Consciously, however, this couple
Audio Classics, Ltd.:
was adamant that music reproduction was better than ever in their home.
Vestal, NY (607) 766-3501
The second pattern of coping with an unsatisfying system is rationalization. Some
Harvey Electronics:
people have been conditioned by dealers and magazines to believe that sound qualLyndhurst, NY (201) 842-0660
ity is what distinguishes agood component from abad one: The way out of unsatFairfield, NJ (973) 276- I
677
isfying listening must be found in abetter system. The longing for happiness, for
New York, NY (212) 575-5000
emotional fulfillment, is projected onto the next loudspeaker, the next amplifier, the
Mt. Kisco, NY (914) 241-1230
next step up on the eternal ladder — audiophile nirvana, in the oft-used phrase. As
Greenwich, CT (203) 622-0324
Gerry Rafferty sung in "Baker Street": "Just one more year and then I'll be happy."
Greenvale, NY (516) 625-4468
Of course, it never works. Possessing, or even listening to, an inanimate object
Paramus, NJ (201) 652-2882
will never truly satisfy an emotional thirst. This might explain why so many people
New York, NY (212) 228-5354
want — nay, need to sell some part of their system as soon as some review says that
there exists abetter piece of gear. The component itself has not changed, but the
idealized perception of the component has been shattered.
The third mechanism is to drop out. We've all heard someone say that, to him or
Own aPiece of Audio Heritage
her, all hi-fi gear sounds the same. What the person may mean (but not say, because
one doesn't generally talk about one's feelings, TV talk shows notwithstanding) is
that all hi-fi gear sounds equally emotionally unsatisfying. There's nothing that really excites this person in any of the gear he or she has heard so far.
Ackermann's condusion from his research has been that the general thrust of the
hi-fi industry may be at odds with the emotional needs of the buying public. He has
given talks to dealers in Germany explaining his concepts, working with them on
how to gain abetter understanding of the "hidden agenda" acustomer may carry
McIntosh Sales Corporation
with him when he enters ahi-fi emporium. His feedback is generally positive, so
661 W. Redondo Beach, Blvd.
far, but he thinks that the best use of his research could be made by manufacturers,
who might profit considerably from building components that better serve their
Gardena, CA 90247
clients' needs.
(888) 979-3737
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4This explains why so many people are not just after a"good"-sounding rig. Good is not good enough; it must be
the best at the best price.
Stereophile, January 2000
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Another mechanism might be at work here:
Modern life is depleted of direct experience.
There are no more adventures to be lived (Mt.
Everest is getting so crowded that there are literal traffic jams on the route to the top of the
world). Kids growing up in cities have no way to
develop abilities like tree climbing, which were
once considered natural. In German schools,
doctors have found that many kids can't walk
backwards anymore, because they haven't had
enough experience of their bodies relating to
their environments. In adult life, it is very rare
that we actually do something. Normally, we
push abutton and amachine does it for us.
(Hands up, all of those with power windows in
their cars.)
The result of all this is adeep thirst for experiencing one's self. Bungee jumping, canyoning,
and other fashionable sports reveal the desire of
getting to know one's abilities and limitations.
Roller coasters have to be built on ever-grander
scales, with steeper inclines and sharper descents
to catch the attention of the paying public. You
get my drift.
Life is becoming boring. We want more! In
the words of that great philosopher, Calvin: "I
think life should be more like TV.... Ithink we
should all have powerful, high-paying jobs and
everyone should drive fancy sports cars. All our
desires should be instantly gratified. Women
should always wear tight clothes, and men should
carry powerful handguns. Life overall should be
more glamorous, thrill-packed, and filled with
applause, don't you think?"5
That thirst for experience also manifests in hifi. How many loudspeaker reviews have you read
where the reviewer spoke of trouser-flapping
bass? If it is achieved, great; if not, the reviewer
will go on to say that the speaker has other, redeeming qualities. But in the figure
of speech is revealed the desire to have aphysical effect that can be experienced with
more than just the sense of hearing. Similarly, cinemas are going for ever-higher
sound-pressure levels to intensify the movie experience, and much of home theater
seems geared to just intensify the physical experience of sound effects like bombs,
car crashes, helicopters, and other such boombastic assaults on our nerves.
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the other hand, tor musical enjoyment, all of this should be irrelevant. In terms
of the evolution of man, the part of the brain responsible for the recognition of
sounds is relatively new, being located in the cerebrum. The part responsible for
emotions is comparatively ancient, being located in the brain stem. With this in
mind, researchers have conducted the following experiment.6
It's possible to numb the specific part of the brain responsible for the recognition
and critical evaluation of sounds. If aperson so treated is exposed to music, he or
she will hear nothing. Yet the listener's mood will still be influenced by the music!
This means that, for the emotional response to music, the sound, or at least the conscious experience of the sound, is unimportant!
The far-reaching conclusion: You cannot tell what your emotional response to a
component's sound will be from adescription by acritical listener, because that
response is independent of the conscious perception of its sound.
Listening
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Next month, Markus offers some answers to the questions raised in this artide
5From Bill Watterson, Calvin and Hobbes: The Revenge of the Babysa4 Andrews & McNeel, 1991. Imagine the two
heroes in achildrens' wagon on aroller-coaster ride down asteep hill fraught with perils, imagined or otherwise.
The punchline goes, "Of course, if life was really like that, what would we watch on TV?"
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6Unpublished research at the University of Giessen, Germany, related by Jurgen Ackermann.
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technically accurate, and fine-sounding as
your own.
Spotheim: Thank you. But you know,
the wife of my friend who wanted the
turntable was aballet dancet A very
musical family, very particular that
things should look nice. Iam, too, but
to alesser degree. But Iunderstood
what she wanted and promised her it
wouldn't be an ugly black box but instead something like asculpture, nicelooking, with anice feel too.
Scull: When do you do your best work?
Spotheirn: Usually the good ideas
come to me in the night. When Iwas
designing the tonearm Islept with a
pad and pen near my bed. Ilet my subconscious continue working as Islept.
That's quite common, you know.
When you should write abook, for example, all of asudden in the middle of
the night you find the right word to express an idea. And you must wake up
and write it down! Otherwise, in the
morning you will surely forget it. That's how Icame up with
the solution for the azimuth adjuster.
Scull: The traveling pivot?
Spotheim: Yes.
Scull: When Ifirst realized how the traveling pivot worked, Iwas
intrigued. And Iwasfloored by the sound. It obviously works.
Spotheim: Thank you. Iregistered apatent on it, you know.
Scull: Can you tell us, briefly, how it works?
Spotheim: Well, think about an ice-skater spinning apirouette on one skate. When he wants to slow down, what does
he do? He drops the other skate to the ice and controls the
spin, turning more slowly until he stops. But it doesn't mean
that he couldn't continue turning. He would just lift the
other skate back off the ice, you see? That is the basic idea of
how the two pivots work.
Scull: They have to be dose to each other?
Spotheim: Yes, so the second pivot doesn't hinder the travel
of the main pivot. You must understand that there is no such
thing as atrue tutipivot They all have to have an antiskating
adjustment. And the antiskate device ties the tonearm to the
base, so you end up with two pivots, or one pivot controlled by
another. In reality, atrue unipivot arm simply does not exist.
Scull: Isee Judy, you've got customers all over the globe, is that right?
Spotheim: Yes, Ieven have one in the Far East who wanted
the base-plate, usually stainless steel, to be done in titanium!
Scull: Very exotic
Spothehn: Yes, and very expensive, very crazy to manufacture. There's only one place Icould turn to for that kind of
work —only one factory that would meet me with acup of
coffee and acake, so to speak. But surprisingly, they told me
"No problem"! When Ireceived it from them, of course, I
was very curious to hear it and see how it worked. Iwanted
to make sure everything was perfect. But Ifound it so difficult to part with. [laughs] Iknew Iwasn't going to do many
like that—in pure titanium! Anyway, Ifinally sent it to my
customer, and Ireceived such anice letter back in return. He
even sent me abook written by his father.
You see, sometimes Ihave good contact with my customers,
people who really appreciate how it's made as well as how it
sounds. You know, Ilisten to every turntable and tonearm
before it leaves. Iadjust it, Ifine-tune it —I enjoy. Ilike to
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break it in a bit and Itry at least two
cartridges in every arm, for instance. I
have to know my babies, Jonathan!
Scull: [laughs] Right!
Spotheim: Icould never make La
Luce or the SpJ arm with mass production, for example.
Scull: No,Judy ....you'd better not.
Spotheim: Iwas hoping you would
ask me why Icalled it La Luce.
Scull: You take the wordsfrom my mouth.
Spotheim: La Luce is Italian, of course.
It means "the light" You could say the
name came to me from the mouths of
babes. Some local children come to my
place to play around in the yard with
the animals Ihave there—like my cat,
and the chickens and so on...
Scull: Chickens?!
Spotheim: [laughs] Not chickens...
how do you call them? Ducks!
Scull: Ah-ha. Iknew there weren't any
chickens pecking around your yard.
Spotheim: Ihave small ducks in a
pond behind the house. So one of the children was at that
time about eight years old. He liked sometimes to listen to
music because, you know, he found it so nice. He was looking carefully at the turntable late one afternoon when aray of
light came through the window. He suddenly said, in Dutch
of course, that the turntable not only made music but it also
played with the light.
Scull: Ahhh...
Spotheim: Yes, and Isaid to myself, "That's it!"
Scull: Ybu know, George Cardas is such ahippie he told me to put
acolored record on the platter and shine alight through it.
Spotheim: Well, you could use aprism...
Scull: Say, Judy, you're not an old hippie too, are you?
Spotheim: [laughs] N00000
Scull: Let me ask you—when we listen to our high-end systems,
should we be listeningfor the re-creation ofthe absolute sound in areal
space, or a
faithfid reproduction of the master tape? Or something else?
Spotheim: What the microphones picked up. It can sound
very faithful, it can be very flattering.... It depends on how
the microphones were placed, their frequency response, how
the tape was cut, and even what cutter head was eventually
used. But don't ever think that you can hear at home what
you hear in aconcert hall! That's alie. What you hear is what
the microphones picked up.
Scull: Okay...
Spotheiun• For example, take an opera singer in aconcert hall
or an opera house. Say asoprano wants to go fromforte to mezzoforte. It could be acontralto, too, but I'm thinking soprano
because the voice is very sharpened, if you know what Imean.

"i listen to every turntable
and tonearm before it leaves.
Iadjust it, Ifine-tune
it — Ienjoy. Ihave
to know my
babies."
,ylorgrea
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Scull: Mm-hmm
Spotheirn: Lees say she
drops her voice from forte
to mezzoforte, piano to mezzopiano, and then to piano
pianissimo. By the end she
may not be able to control
it completely with her
throat or her "resonance"
box. So vocalists sometimes use a little trick.
They move their heads
Spotheim's lovely
slowly sideways or downward away from the
microphone.
Scull: Ah-ha!
Spotheirn: That, of course, lowers the pressure wave on the
microphone. What you hear in the concert hall at that
moment is asound that you cannot pinpoint exactly where it
is. It moves from left to right abit, as if you recorded avocal
and mixed it alittle bit out of phase. And listening to opera,
Iheard this phenomenon on my turntable and tonearm. Not
that the voice physically moved from one speaker to the
other! No, it was staying in one place, but you could hear the
pressure on one microphone become alittle bit less than on
the other. Then it faded away or came back, depending on if
the singer moved her head away or back. So when Iheard
that on La Luce, Isaid to myself, "Well, here Ihave it!"
Scull:Judy, you got it! Your lovefor music datesfrom early childhood?
Spotheint: Yes. When Iwas very little, Iremember my first
encounter with an LP. Iwas about 13 years old, Ithink.
There was acrazy old lady who gave soirées —you know
what is that?
Scull: Mais oui, Judee!
Spotheim: Just checking. There we would sit and listen, not
more than 20 people at atime. She really didn't like inviting
children because they were impatient with classical music.
But Iwas lucky and she invited me. And that evening Iheard
for the first time Mendelssohn's Fingal's Cave. That was followed by Maria Callas' first Columbia recording of Puccini
heroines. Icame home very late in the evening, moved to
tears by her voice. That was the beginning of my love for
opera. And Iused to always hear my mother singing in the
kitchen. She had alyric soprano and would sing Brahms
lieder, for example.
Scull: Your mother camefrom amusical background?
Spothehn: She came from ahome in Russia that was very
cultured. Iremember the first time Iheard her sing the
Brahms "Wiegenlied," you know, the Lullaby .... You know,
this is painful for me to speak about even now. [pauses] It was
in the afternoon and Iwas doing my homework for school.
My mother was singing in the kitchen, washing the dishes or

Before Idesigned the
SpJ tonearm, Imade a
tonearm from bamboo
— aso-called unipivot.
It was working fantastic
with asewing needle.
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something, and Isuddenly
began to cry. And she
came and asked me what
was wrong. Iwas ashamed
to tell her Iwas crying
because she was singing so
beautifully.
Anyhow, it was about
then that Igot my first
"real" turntable and heard
Verdi's Requiem conducted
by Toscanini. Of course it
was amono RCA, but I
Luce turntable.
remember my first encounter with it. Iwas in
such astate of shock that for three days Irefused food. And
since then, of course, I've been hunting for records. [laughs] I
remember once my mother and Iwere listening to music
and talking about choral works, and she told me, "Ahh, you
don't know what achorus is until you've heard alive Russian
choir in achurch!"
Scull: Let me guess —you've heard plenty of live choral music since
then?
Spothehn: Sure. Back when Iwas living with my husband
in Geneva, the Don Cossack Choir performed in Victoria
Hall. Ireally almost fainted when Iheard that. Such massive
voices, especially the lower registers, you know, the basso.
The hall was really shaking! Iwas shivering when Iheard that,
and Ifinally knew exactly what my mother meant.
Scull: When rd mentioned the Koetsu cartridge to you earlier, did I
understand you to say you knew its creator, Sugano-san?
Spotheim: Well, you can say that the old man Sugano
knows about me. I've actually received photographs from
him. He knew me when Iwas living in Israel. At that time I
hadn't yet designed the SpJ tonearm, and rd made atonearm
from bamboo...
Scull: What? [laughs] You're so casual about it...
Spotheitn: Don't laugh! [laughs] It was aso-called unipivot. It
was working fantastic with a... how do you call it, asewing
needle?
Scull: What?
Spotheim: You heard me correctly. Imade it myself. It was
very delicate to adjust. And at that time Iwas corresponding
with Mr. Koetsu. Isent him pictures of the tonearm, and he
sent me one of his first cartridges.
Scull: Amazing...
Spotheim: It fit the bamboo nicely because the body was
made of wood, of course. Ieven have aphoto somewhere of
Mr. Koetsu holding aphotograph of me.
Scull: How did you meet your US distributor, George
Cardas?
Spotheim: Oh, that is avery nice story. At the time Ialmost
had the tonearm finished Iwas using internal armwires from
avery old tonearm, nothing special. And Icame to apoint
where Irealized Ihad to try better internal armwires. So —
this is true, every word that I'm telling you—! called avery
well-known wire manufacturer here in Holland and
explained what Iwas doing. Ididn't need much wire, Iwas
just looking for one-and-a-half meters of internal wire, and
could he please send it to me? And he asked me quite bluntly if Ihad abusiness! Isaid no, it's not at that stage yet. "So
who are you?" he demanded. Isaid here, you have my name
and address, it's not espionage, rm not trying to steal anything ... "Oh, well, we don't know you and we're not going
to deal with you!" He was very rude.
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Scull: That's unfortunate
Spotheim: He really brought tears
to my eyes. Isaid to myself; "If that's
the way I'm going to be treated by
cartridge or wire manufacturers,
well, it isn't normal." So around then
Isaw an advertisement by George
Cardas for his wires. And Isat down
and wrote ashort handwritten letter
to him. In it Ibegged for just alittle
internal armwire. Well, what do you
know, after ten days or so Ireceived
from him abig parcel with wires and
an encouraging letter.
Scull: Not what you expected.
Spothehn: No, but Iwas so glad you know, he even included solder. I
said to myself; "This man must be an
angel." And he apologized for the
wires, which were all black and not
color-coded. He gave me the idea to
color-code them with little touches
of fingernail polish at the end. And I
thought, "How deep does he think!"
Scull: [laughs] Yeah, George is deep.
Spotheim: So Itook anice piece of paper and Iput dots of
different nail-polish colors that Ihad in my house at the time
— red, pink, blue, whatever. And Isent that back to him asking what color he liked! [laughs] Idid. And Ireceived another
letter from him. He thought the pink was too old, the red too
bold... but that's how Icame to try his wire.
Also, in parallel with that, Igot another manufacturer's wire,
which Itried and wasn't very satisfied with. But when Itried
the wire from George Cardas Icould immediately hear... I
can give you an example. Ihave an original first pressing of an
EMI white-label Faust from 1959 with Victoria de ¡os Angeles.
It's amazing—they recorded it with two microphones, of
course —and on side one you have the offstage chorus as
recorded there at the Paris Opera House. I've visited there, so
Iknow how the balconies look, and Iknew the girls' chorus
was completely off to the left side. When Iheard that with the
Cardas wires, the sound came really from fat far left, and alittle bit back. Iwas amazed! From the first vowel, you can judge
precisely where the performers are on the stage. Then ltried
it with the other wires Ihad in the tonearm
Scull: At the same time?
Spotheim: Sure, Iwired up two sets of armwires in that arm
so Icould switch by just moving the pins.
Scull: Great idea.
Spotheim: With the other wire Iheard the chorus from the
left, but it wasn't very clear from where exactly on the left it
came. It was alittle bit misty, you might say. So Iknew the
Cardas was the armwire for me. Then George told me he

my customer is the
audiophile who is married
and has awife who won't
accept some

ugly black

coffinlike thing in the corner.

would like to try my tonearm and I
sent him one, and that's how we
came to know each other.
Sc-ull: Judy, do you have afew reference
recordings that you use to judge good
sound?
Spothehn: Yes, there's Schubert's
"Trout" Quintet on Discophile
Français. You know that label?
Scull: I'm afraid not.
Spodiehn: It's from the '60s and
each album is atreasure.
Scull: What's the recording's number, jf
you please?
Spotheium: I have it here...
DF740010. And there's Decca SET468A, the Ansermet memorial
album with Stravinsky's Firebird, and
asecond disc, of the rehearsal with
the New Philharmonia Orchestra.
This Firebird is the early 1916 version, by the way, and listening to the
rehearsal in that great hall, you can
hear Ansermet yelling at the
orchestra and actually hear the
record cooking, so to speak. It wasn't intended as an audiophile LP, but to hear the acoustics when he speaks, how natural it sounds...
Scull: Well, I've got asurprise for you, Judy. Ihave that album.
Kathleen is crazy for Ansermet, and we picked it up one night in the
FAçt Village for $15. My version is aLondon ffrr, though, FBD-S-1.
As you say, it's astounding.
Spotheitn: You have that recording? That's amazing! Of all
the people I've talked to around the world about it, you are
the only one who actually has it!
Scull: But of course What other reference discs do you listen to?
Spotheim: Well, London OS 25280, A Christmas Offering
with Leontyne Price and Herbert von Karajan with the
Vienna Philharmonic, recorded in 1960. All of side two is a
marvel.
Scull: Tell me, Judy, do audiophiles in Europe have as hard atime
dealing with women as they seem to in America?
Spotheim: No, Idon't think so. Franldy, it's more difficult
to find willing people on the fabrication side.
Scull: Ah-ha...
Spotheim: Yes, because it was the Netherlands and Ididn't
speak the language. Iwould go to various places to have
things made and they would just stare at me. Here was a
strange lady with strange ideas and very high demands for
mechanics, fine metalwork, and so on. It was hard to explain
myself to these people. A student who lived in my attic did
the first technical blueprints. And, so, of course, Iwas literally
shown the door at most of these establishments. But slowly I
found people who were willing to listen and help.
Scull: Who is your customer?
Spotheium: The audiophile who is married and has awife
who won't accept some ugly black coffinlike thing in the corner. And who likes things to have anice feel, anice sound,
and nice looks.
Scull: You probably keep your customersfor along time but is there
awarranty associated with the turntable?
Spotheim: [laughs] Yes — if you don't throw it on the floor,
then you have awarranty!
Scull: Judy, thank you very much for talking with me today.
Spotheitn: Jonathan, thank you!
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tthe end of the American Century, the United
States has the musical world in astranglehold —
or so it might seem. American-style rock, pop,
rap, and dance music rule charts, airwaves, and dance floors
from Finland to Malaysia, and if there's acommon language
among formally trained musicians around the globe, it's
probably jazz. Artists like Louis Armstrong, Elvis Presley, and
Bob Dylan have had aprofound impact in places like Cuba,
Mexico, and Brazil; American styles form the very foundation
of local pop in countries such as South Africa and Japan.
But while grunge may still groove in Argentina, and hip-hop
can still shock China, American music has been sounding
increasingly stale on its home turf. Across the stylistic spectrum,
the 1990s have seen little innovation, with rock, jazz, R&B, and
country alike stuck in arut of rehashed highlights from decades
past Even the avant garde —what's left of it —has been reduced
to recycling yesterday's radicalism. Interesting sounds may survive on the fringes, but insipid middle-of-the-road pop is more
dominant today than at any time since the pre-Elvis '50s.
That may be one explanation for the rising influx of world
music. Although it hasn't scored amajor US breakthrough since
Paul Simon's Graceland in 1986, world music keeps filtering in
through movie soundtracks and television commercials, and as
background coloration on more mainstream material. Tablas,
djembes, and didgeridoos are showing up in dance jams, jazz
sessions, and even hip-hop mixes, while heartland favorites like
Alanis Morissette, Dave Matthews, and Beck embrace Indian,
South African, and Brazilian styles. For those who prefer the real
deal, there are world-music festivals in cities like Houston and
Chicago, and world-music radio shows everywhere from
Charleston, South Carolina to Fairbanks, Alaska.
A measure of world music's current status is the extraordinary
success of the album Buena Vista Social Club, featuring agroup
of grizzled Cuban veterans recorded in Havana by American
guitarist Ry Cooder. Having just gone platinum after two
years, the album is selling at abrisker pace than ever, thanks
to the recent release of German director Wim Wenders' documentary movie of the same name. A fixture on Billboard's
Latin-music chart, Buena Vista nevertheless attracts alargely
non-Hispanic audience — the same educated, well-traveled
baby-boomers who appreciate artists like Cape Verdean diva
Cesaria Evora, Brazilian popster Gilberto Gil, or Malian bluesman Ali Farka Toure.
It is this audience, both here and in Europe, that defines
world music as acontemporary market niche —after all, ethnic
and international recordings have been around practically since
the invention of the phonograph. But it's only now, when
enough people have acquired ataste for the music of countries
and cultures other than their own, that record companies and
retailers have seen fit to promote aplanet's worth of folk,
pop, and classical music as if it were asingle genre.
In asense, it's becoming just that. Recordings from all over
the globe are increasingly being produced expressly for worldmusic listeners, in ways that don't necessarily reflect the tastes of
the artists' home markets. C,esaria Evora, for example, was not
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well known in Cape Verde until aFrench
producer stripped the synthesizers and
uptempo dance tunes from her sound,
fashioning adownbeat, all-acoustic mix
that swept her to worldwide =dom.
Much of the sophisticated Afro-pop
recorded by major labels in Europe has
little charm for Africans, while Brazil has
awell-established tradition of musicians
(Egberto Gismonti, Tania Maria, Naná
Vasconcelos) who appeal almost exclusively
to non-Brazilians.
In Cuba, where Buena Vista's old codgers had
been virtually forgotten before Ry Cooder arrived, some
have complained that his album glorifies their country's prerevolutionary past at the expense of its musically progressive
present. Meanwhile, in the nearby Dominican Republic, where
the rural bachata style—roughly equivalent to Buena Vista's
Cuban son—remains commercially viable, young Anthony
Santos cranks out one brilliant album after another without
raising aripple of international interest. Is it because he lacks a
high-profile American sponsor, or is it simply that Cuba is in
vogue at the moment and the Dominican Republic is not?
Certainly, world music is no less immune to the vagaries
of fashion than is any individual idiom. Afro-pop, which
kicked off the world-music movement in the '80s, is now
considered passé, while Indian music, which came and went
in the psychedelic '60s, is back in favor. Spurred by the stage
show Riverdance, Celtic music is more popular than ever, with
Gypsy and Scandinavian sounds coming on strong. Perhaps
the oddest recent phenomenon is the mini-craze for the
music of Tuya, aformer Soviet Republic near Mongolia.
Once the ultimate in exotica, Tuvan "throat singing," which
uses overtones to produce two pitches at once, has been featured on jazz, New Age, opera, and blues recordings; even
Willie Nelson has jumped in, on the album Back Tuya Future.
Today's biggest trend, however; is not the music of any particular region or nationality, but rather a tendency that's
summed up by the title of Indian violinist L. Subramaniam's
new album, Global Fusion. The disc blends European and Indian
classical influences with Australian, Indonesian, Chinese,
Japanese, and Spanish elements, but it's only one planetary potpourri among many. The band Afro Celt Sound System is an
especially remarkable hybrid, combining African and Irish traditions in amodern pop context Yet it's not as surprising as it
might seem, since the same amalgamation lies at the root of
blues and rodenioll.
In the end, such fusions may be the only true world music,
and everything else aparochial expression of aspecific culture — bluegrass and bebop no less than bhangra or baiao. As
the world shrinks, we can expect foreign styles to become
more familiar, like imported cars. The danger is that internationalization, in music as in auto making, may ultimately
lead right back to uniformity — aone-world sound as bland
and faceless as Britney Spears' latest hit.
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David Patrick Stearns
eering into the next century of serious music composition, it's hard not to feel like someone who has
had unsuccessful corrective eye surgery: where the
future ought to be looms asoupy, opaque fog.
Such is the legacy of post-modernism, the trend that refracted the past back at us, often with such astylish sense of counterpoint that we were lulled into thinking it aviable model for
the future. Instead, it used up the 20th century and is likely not
to leave much for the 21st.
Seriously, what will be left to re-dredge? There have yet to be
any neo-Morton Feldman or neo-Milton Babbitt movements,
but—after their extreme and fascinating musical experiments
left audiences baffled —those are precisely the composers
everyone is trying to escape. Even George Perle, whose skullcracking system of 12-tone tonality has yielded some of the wittiest, most engaging American music of the late 20th century,
seems to have few compositional descendants.
Distinctive, personal voices like Perle's have been overshadowed by those who, at different times, sound like different composers — the most beloved ones, of course — of the
past. As much as Iadmire Aaron Jay ICernis, Ican identify
him in ablindfold test by the way he processes influences
from Leonard Bernstein. Anytime Ihear acollision of rowdy
pop music and Arnold Schoenberg, Iknow it's William
Bolcom; only in his excellent operas, MacTeague and A View
from the Bridge, has he achieved amore integrated, homogenous voice. There's something downright cannibalistic
about the way German composer/conductor Hans Zender
has added his own Eurotrashy compositional touches to
Schubert's Winterreise And however good or bad John
Corigliano's new song cycle of settings of famous Bob Dylan
lyrics might be when Sylvia McNair premieres next year at
Carnegie Hall, the very idea of it is, to me, pretty scary.
Post-modernism has proven so powerful, it's almost like
some science-fiction blob that has just eaten Cleveland, infecting even the one true compositional innovation of recent
decades to have alasting impact minimalism. Einstein on the
Beach, which debuted in 1976, made people wonder how
composer Philip Glass could continue to grow and develop
within such narrow boundaries. The answer came only afew
years later as his hypnotically repetitive style, once so uncompromisingly bold, began to turn into musical tofu. With just a
little loosening of the structures, it could take on the sound of
anyone from Ralph Vaughan Williams — as it does in Glass's
Lew Symphony—to Paul Hindemith, as it does in John Adams'
Violin Concerto. Ilove both of those works, especially the latter, but Imore heartily respect and enjoy the work of composers who have innately identifiable voices that keep having
more to say with each succeeding piece.
On the evidence of his Brick Symphony, premiered earlier this
year by the San Francisco Symphony, Michael Torke may be
one of those voices. For certain, Steve Reich has stuck to aperStereophile, January 200G

sonal, even separatist path,
as illustrated by such recent works as City Life
and The Hindenburg, both
written in the characteristic minimalist-based, pernission-inspired style that has been his hallmark for 30 years.
Only Reich, Pierre Boulez, and Harry Partch have refused to
make their musical thoughts conform to the ensemble configurations left by previous generations: Reich has rarely strayed
far from his marimba-based ensembles, Partch made microtonal instruments out of discardedjunk, and Boulez keeps exploring new terrains of timbre with computer-generated sound.
Such innovation is what has made them among the few to give
future generations any new concepts in sound to exploit further. One could argue that the symphony orchestra has acquired an expanded percussion section in recent decades, and
God bless Evelyn Glennie for making it seem sexy. But that's a
cosmetic element, and not, it seems, ahugely significant one.
Often, it seems as if the wildest, most experimental, most
boundary-slashing century in the entire history of music is like
the elephant that gave birth to amouse. Is it any wonder so
many contemporary composers sound like their dead elders?
Ido have hopes for some of the so-called "holy minimalists," who are minimalist only in the sense that their music is
often trance-inducing and spare. This group actually draws
more from the searing, introspective collage effects of Alfred
Schnittke, whose remarkably personal musical path was narrowed and sapped of its vitality by years of premature ill
health. Mostly, though, hope comes from outside the usual
"classical" circles. It's possible that Joe Jackson could develop
into acredible symphonist, particularly since he brings his
distinctive pop-music sound with him in his serious compositional endeavors. But for the future, I'm most excited about
the new generation of theater composers.
No, Ihave not lost my mind or gone on Andrew Lloyd
Webber's payroll. Many see aparallel with what's happening
in theater today in the new role painting took at the turn of
the last century. When photography took away the need for
artists to accurately represent the outside world, painters
moved into Impressionism and Expressionism, with highly
gratifying results. Theater no longer needs to tell pictorial,
linear stories because films are doing that better all the time.
Thanks to the influence of such cutting-edge theater artists as
Robert Wilson, theater is moving toward something more
abstract, less linear, often surreal and plodess.
This new kind of theater requires an accompanying music,
and aschool of New York composers has emerged to supply
it. You might call it the Audra McDonald Crowd. As anthologized on the soprano's Way Back to Paradise CD (Nonesuch)
each of this crowd of twenty- and thirtysomething composers
has an individual voice and aseriousness that has made them
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prime commissioning candidates for such august institutions as
the Lyric Opera of Chicago. One of them, Michael John
LaChiusa, has two heavyweight Broadway shows opening this
season: Marie Christine, aNew Orleans retelling of the Medea
legend, and The Wild Party, about jazz-age dissipation. These
composers' hallmarks are aloosening of traditional song forms,
great imagination, and an urgency to communicate. And they
appreciate agood beat. Take, for example, Adam GuettePs
song "Icarus," from his Myths and Hymns (Nonesuch): The
words create acomplex portrait of unquenchable psychic
hunger that can turn you into either aCEO or adrug addict,
while the music is polytonal, with layers of recurring motives
that give the composer alarge, flexible compositional canvas
without falling into the bewildering formlessness that makes
Marc Blitzstein's art songs such an artistic dead end.
This generation has more to offer than its discography
might suggest. Jason Robert Brown's sophisticated score for
the emotionally wrenching Broadway show Parade (about an
anti-Semitic lynching in the deep South) might not have
been recorded by RCA had it not been for alast-minute, six-

figure donation to pay for studio sessions the day after the
show closed. Ricky Ian Gordon begins work on his first solo
CD at the first of the year, but still unrecorded are his daring,
experimental theater scores, which have been too seldom
heard outside the nonprofit theater-festival ghetto. Imagine
Elgar's Dream of Gerontius and Messiaen's St. Francis of Assisi,
and you have avague idea of what he's accomplished in his
opera The Tibetan Book of the Dead.
There's also Jeanine Tesori, whose musical Violet, about a
disfigured woman searching for redemption, hints at far
greater things to come. Then there's Jake Heggie, the San
Francisco-based composer whose operatic adaptation of
Dead Man Walking will be premiered by the San Francisco
Opera in fall 2000, and whose first CD, lines ofLove (RCA),
suggests aSamuel Barber with sharper teeth, acurrent sense
of humor, and alove of popular dance.
Beyond the Andrew Lloyd Webber tourist traps, this is the
sort of thing waiting in the wings. Support these composers as
might afanatic —without them, the opening years of the 21st
century could be apale rerun of the dosing years of the 20th.

My only sin is in my skin...
— Fats Waller

T

he historical evolution of African-American music—or
jazz, if you like —is often portrayed as the progression
from spirituals and the blues to ragtime and New Orleans,
swing and boogie-woogie, bebop and R&B, cool and hard bop,
modal and free-form, third-stream and third-world, rodenioll
and soul, rock and funk, fusion and the new jazz claqsicism. But
this process has never been as neat and tidy as, in library card-catalog fashion, Fve just portrayed it Nor is it, stricdy speaking, the
story of African-Americans, although that is indeed the wellspring from which its greatest innovators and most telling stories
have emerged to make the world agift of this most democratic
of musics. And while many of its popularizers have been white,
that, too, is an overly simplistic conclusion. No, the story of "jazz"
is one of freedom and form, the balance of improvisation and
composition, the interactions among differing American sub-cultures, the long, painful miscegenistic journey toward accommodation and accord —reflecting both the music's role in transforming our culture, and the role that that culture and the
American century had in defining its meaning.
Flow riverjlow...
—Bob Dylan and Robin McGuinn
This is not exactly an accepted view. Itend to see American
Stereophik, January 2000

music as a continuum of tributaries in a great stream,
spilling its rich alluvial sediment on the riverbank, where
the seeds of human experience can commingle and grow.
In discussing such issues for aprofile of him in the October
1997 Stereophile, Pat Metheny and Icharacterized all of this
shared experience as "folk music." Many of my more fundamentalist colleagues sniff at such anotion, and at me for
making it, while advocating creative hierarchies that Ican't
accept, even as Ireadily acknowledge the innovations and
greatness of our common heroes. While we may agree on
Charlie Christian, we part ways at Jimi Hendrix. Thus Louis
Armstrong is auniversal forefather, but Robert Johnson ...
Chip, are you comparing Robert Johnson to Louis Armstrong? Iam indeed.
So nty mean old spirit can catch aGreyhound bus and ride...
—Robert Johnson
Looking forward while glancing back, Istill follow the clarion call of apoor child of the New Orleans streets named
Louis Armstrong, yet my heart is also moved by the descendants of poor black and white sharecroppers like Muddy
83
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Waters and Carl Perkins, their hands cut to ribbons from
working fields of cotton. Ihonor the revelations of Dizzy
Gillespie and Charlie Parker, yet Ican't shake the prophecies
of Elvis Presley and Bob Dylan. Every day Ireturn to embrace
the timeless orchestrations and the black, brown, and beige
subtexts of Duke Ellington, while finding new wrinldes inside
old Beatles songs.
We named it, you daimed it...
—Duke Ellington
My ability to make such grand pronouncements is rooted in the
scientific breakthroughs that enable modem humans to sample
and hold our fondest musical and cinematic memories in the collective imagery of billions of freeze-frames. Thomas Edison's dearest technological children took their first baby steps in the opening stanzas of the 20th century, and have grown up to become the
modem recording and film industries. No longer do shamans and
minstrels carry the oral history of bygone eras from town to town,
down generation after generation. In short orde4 Lee De Forest's
vacuum tube and Marconi's radio helped spread the good word
about our joyous new music around the globe, while the experiences of strange, distant tribes became part of everyone's shared
experience. And with the coming of television, the transistor, and
the integrated circuit came the ascendance of the computer and
the Internet, as we arrived at the doorstep of our new millennium.
Replication makes perfection...
—Patricia Barber
Yet while this welter of technology enabled us to preserve
and reassess the breakthroughs of our elders, did we not lose
something dear in the process? First came the railroads, then
the automobile and the airplane; the superhighways and the
strip malls; one could circumnavigate the globe in adaze.
The last of the contemporary Neolithic cultures were rooted

out and exposed to progress; that which brought us closer
together and made us more equal tended to sunder oral traditions and blur distinctions of race, class, style, religion, and
place of origin. Through watching each other every night on
television, we begin to resemble what we see more than who
we are or where we come from.
Which is why, in looking toward 21st-century jazz, Ihope
to see anew age of reassessment and inclusion, of recombinant
genetics and emerging technologies. Which is why Fm discouraged by what Iperceive as the reactionary rigidity of our
new jazz classicists, so eager to rejoice in the achievements of
the good old days, even though the historical context and
shared values that nurtured all of this innovation and fostered
all of these breakthroughs is but adigital memory.
And for that blessing may we yet be thankful? Because
while all of this progress has enabled us to draw on an unprecedented wealth of historical resources, the alluvial soil that nurtured such icons as Bessie Smith, Lester Young, Hank
Williams, Billie Holiday, Sonny Rollins, and Patsy Cline no
longer exists —it's been washed away in the flood, acasualty of
progress, gone forever. In the wake of that deluge, fashion and
political correctness have deemed originality itself an aberration: Let us celebrate the past to the point where it precludes
the future —much as our European cousins did acentury ago.
His master's voice...
—HMV corporate logo
Still, tradition cuts two ways. Thanks to that self-same progress, we may choose to draw our own conclusions, to forgo
today's reigning priests and cultural middlemen and instead
return, again and again, to the recorded messages of our tribal elders, deriving inspiration from sounds that still ring true,
eternally original and profoundly blue — still capable of
fostering apersonal view. Which is why I've never had to say
farewell to them, so instead Fll say goodbye to you.

Robert Baird

U

nlike the serious and thoughtful essays above, my
meditations on music in the next century are in the
form of individual thoughts —a readable format that
also provided me with the opportunity to poke alittle wellmeaning fun.
•First, like most art forms (and, not so coincidentally, publicly
Stereophile, January 2000

traded stock) in the late 20th century, music has split and split
again. Genres have become subgernts, and those subgenres have
subdivided. Andjust as stock splits produce more wealth and more
confusion, music's artistic splits have made it aricher but more
crowded, bewildering arena, and given rise to aies ofmusic's eminent demise. ("There's no good music out there anymore...")
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But as neat and tidy as that might be to think and say, it's
wrong. They do make 'em like they used to — in fact, better
than they used to. The problem is, these days you have to
know more about music to know where to find what you
seek. You also have to keep an open mind; many of these
new sub-subgenres now borrow from widely diverse sources,
which, in the end, is what gives them vitality and makes
them worth alisten.
•Convergence will arrive and win many converts, yet home
audio gear will not perish from the earth. Some people will
want peace and no visuals as they try to listen to music.
• The labels will almost certainly try to squeeze more life
and more profit out of the CD format before abandoning it,
no doubt by offering a"new and improved" version that just
happens to cost significantly more than the current list price.
In some ways it's already happening, with SACD and DVDAudio, two formats Ipredict will fall flat. After working so
hard for so long to get the penetration rate of CD players as
high as it is — and, in the
process, KO the LP —it's
unrealistic for record labels and hardware manufacturers to think standard
CDs are going to be
blithely rejected without a
huge improvement in
sound and/or portability.
Perhaps the new format's
surround-sound possibilities will do the trick.
• Related to the above,
it's now avirtual certainty
that at some future point
CDs will eventually be
replaced as the bedrock
of any music library — by
a computer hard drive
full of digital downloads.
This revolution will take
hold as soon as the major
labels and music-licensing organizations agree
on how to control and
profit from it, and will
wreak havoc with the
traditional business model of the music industry. Almost everyone wins: As long as
they can collect royalties, artists will be out from under the
labels' stifling bureaucracy and overhead. Labels can shed
their expensive manufacturing and distribution arms. Fans
get easy access, and, instead of buying whole albums, can
select just the tracks they want.
The big problem is what happens to retailers. Music consumers have never had the tactile relationship with CDs that
they had with LPs, so fewer consumers care about actually
going to the record store to "see" and "touch" aCD before
buying it. Perhaps the retailer can be cut back into the loop —
àla the oft-proposed kiosk schemes of setting retailers up
with CD burners. If you think the music world is changing
fast now, wait and see what happens if and when retailers get
the boot.
• If Warner Bros. doesn't soon break some records and
reverse its dormancy headed toward extinction, the last
American-owned record label will be on the block.
• Unless anumber of drastic measures are immediately inStereophile, January 2000

stituted, classical music is headed the way of the dodo. While
they're the first to bemoan the state of classical sales and the
ways local governments have eliminated music education,
the major classical labels would rather put their money into
making Yo-Yo Ma and Andrea Bocelli superstars than do the
necessary groundwork themselves. For example, why don't
the big five give every school kid in America aclassical sampler? o4 on their release from the hospital, give every mother
and newborn atwo-disc sampler of the world's greatest classical works? In Georgia each newborn's mother gets afree
Mozart CD.
e Electronic music will continue to thrive, and may yet become the "next big thing" that it's been touted as since 1996.
The best part about that for audiophiles is that much of it is
very well recorded.
• Unless anew generation of Charlie Pattons and Son
Houses arises very soon from the Delta mists, the blues, too,
will become amuseum piece. Although it will continue as alive
music played by trained
musicians, most of whom
will be white, the originators and their sons —the
music's chief sources of inspiration and innovation
—will be gone, taking the
roots/soul of the music
with them.
• A tape recording of a
conversation between Elvis and Frank Sinatra will
be found in which Frank
apologizes for labeling Elvis "a cretinous goon,"
then angles for an invite to
one of Elvis' famous hoedowns, where Tuesday
Weld cavorts in white
quarter socks and white
panties (thank you, Albert
Goldman) while innocent
chimpanzees have genuine monkey sex.
• Rock'n'roll founders
Jerry Lee Lewis and
Chuck Berry will be
found to be super-saturated with pure evil, thereby solving the mystery of their immortility. After destroying 12 SUVs, several deluxe lawn tractors, and apair of limited-edition Big Wheels, fellow immortal George Jones' driver's license will be revoked.
• After being jilted by Burt Bacharach, Elvis Costello will
cozy up to Andy Williams for astirring remake of "Moon
River."
• Marilyn Manson will fall asleep with his weirdo contacts
in and end up looking permanently like amad malamute.
• There will be more technological Frankensteins, as computer geeks continue to lift vocals and instrumental tracks off
old masters and intertwine them with those of modern
artists. Think of it: Jonny Lang and Hendrix trading licks on
anew 'Wild Thing,' or Billie Holiday and Celine Dion
teaming up for anew-millennium version of "Strange Fruie'
or "God Bless the Child." If they ever find away to reverse
the process — say, Billie and Celine singing "My Heart Goes
On Forever" — you'll know (or hope) that Armageddon is
just around the corner.
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Jerry Wexler

music revolution. He discovered an
amazing array of artists, and produced records by Big Joe Turner,
called."
Icould hardly wait to meet him:Jeny Wexleç Ray Charles, Aretha Franklin,
who brought his keen ear and lifelong love of Wilson Pickett, Dr. John, Willie
black American music to Atlantic Records in the Nelson, Dire Straits, and Bob
early 1950s, andformed athree-decade partner- Dylan, to name afew. Jerry
ship with Ahmet Ertegun. They transformed a Wexler is the man.
"Rick, Ican't do the
'ate
one-room operation into ainajorforce in American music, shaping the culture by making interview."
"What? What do you
records speaficalb,for ablack audience but that
white audiences picked up on. If Wexler hadn't mean? It's been set for weeks. Fm travcoined the term 'Rhythm &Blues" in the '50s, eling out to see you tomorrow!"
Wexler said he doesn't have ahigh-end
we might still be calling it 'Race Music."
In the '60s, while the rest of the record biz stereo, and had no interest in talking about the
was looking to either coast for inspiration, Jerry subject, refusing to let me come to his house to
wasfinding incredible music at the Stax stucios listen to his setup. He cited my Les Paul piece
in particular, explaining that, unlike himself;
in Memphis, and in Muscle Shoals, Alabama,
putting Atlantic at the forefront of the soul- Les Paul is very technically oriented.
it's Jerry Wexler ... "
nD ick,"Hi,
Jerry. I'm glad you

n

Stereophile, January 2000

Above: Jerry Wexler in the studio,
waiting for the money take.
Inset: With Willie Nelson.

"But Jerry, Les Paul listens to aclock
radio, fer chrissake! And that's perfectly
legit."
89
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And the musical director was usually
Eddie Condon, who played guitar.
Never played a solo, always played
chords, but he was the get-it-together
guy who was very witty, very amusing."
\ thing called McSorley's Ale, and you
"When you started to hear these peomight even find asurprise cheroot
ple playing live, how did it hit you, as
going around without aname on it
opposed to listening to it on the records?"
There we would be, playing Louis
"Oh, man, it was like pure heaven.
Armstrong's Hot Five, Bessie
Smith, King Oliver, Fletcher You know, the best recording experience could not ever equal the experiHenderson, Jimmy Lunceford,
It .ty
wasofap
soert
opo
lef ence of hearing great musicians playing
together — especially in an unstrucla
S
l
oiose
e
y confraternity
tured situation where they weren't
interested in this music.
,
"Then, in the Village, on playing charts, so they were free, and
they could improvise. And if aguy was
52nd Street, and in Harlem,
hot—Pee Wee Russell or Albert
jam sessions were still going on. There was
Nicholas — it was nothing for him to
sort of asecret bamboo telegraph. Leadtake six or seven choruses on the blues
belly had asong, 'Midnight Special,' in
of 'Bugle Call Rag.' "
which he said, When you go to Houston,
"How did you do the listening to the
you better walk right' If you knew how to
sessions you recorded?"
walk right, you gained admission to every"Well, we would mix arecord with
thing: the after-hours joints, backstage. I
can recall virtually being under the stage at three levels of speakers. We'd have the
Café Society, nursing a50-cent beerr, and huge JBLs, then we'd have smaller
speakers, and finally in the end, we
for awhole night there was some wonderwould have aminimalist playback sysful music going on.
tem that was virtually acar radio. That
"Another very important rite was the
Sunday jam sessions at Jimmy Ryan's on was, finally, the best, the optimal way to
52nd Street It was abuck to get in, but listen to aplayback. Because that's how
don't think, do anymore: arecord-listening session. There'd be the usual
accoutrements —there'd be sandwiches, and we had afixation on a

Lady Soul: Jerry and Aretha Franklin worked
together on 14 albums.

"Please don't try to talk me into it Fm
sorry. By the way, did you lmow we had the
third Ampex eight-track? As you know, Les
Paul invented it, and had the first one. The
second one was owned by Jiggs Carroll,
Mitch Miller's contractor He kept it in his
hotel room as atoy. Mitch never used it
Tom Dowd, being our future-seeking
engineerr, he got number three. So Atlantic
Records had true stereo before anybody, by
years. Did you know that?"
"Now that's interesting stuff: You
were pioneers of early stereo."
"One thing that Ihated was that jive
stereo, where they fool around and EQ
on one side, with another EQ on the
other. The ping-pong that we started with
was so artificial, and it was gimmicky. I
mean, you have to know when you're
mixing records how you stack it fore and
aft as well as laterally-, you've got to go
north and south as well as east and west"
"That's one of the things that makes a
great-sounding record. You were apretty major record collector yourself before
you started in the music business, yes?"
'Well, `major' in the sense that my aesthetic, or innerr, life was centered around
jazz, and then blues. We're talking about
the middle '30s, when electrical recording
was just about adecade old. We all knew
each other. John Hammond, Alfred Lion,
George Avaldan, of course Ahmet Ertegun and Nesuhi Ertegun, Dan Qualey.
We hung out with each other, and the
focal point was the Commodore Record
Shop on 52nd Street, with Milt Gabledi
Also, we would get together for an
evening and have something that people, I
1Record collectors that became players in the recording industry: John Hammond, producer and an executive at Columbia Records; Alfred Lion, founder of Blue
Note Records; George Avakian, producer for Columbia; and Ahmet and Nesuhi Ertegtui, of Atlantic Records. Dan Qualey ran the Solo Art label, and Milt Gabler started Commodore Records.
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We had aminimalist playback system that was virtually acar
radio. That was the optimal way to listen to aplayback,
because that's how most records are going to be heard.
if you didn't have it and you knew Milt most records are going to be heard.
"Another thing we did at Muscle
Gabler, that was cool too. It was a
Shoals — Iknow it didn't happen anyPericlean age for jam sessions, with
where else —we would do what we call
incredible musicians. Imean, on one
stage, on one Sunday, you might see Louis porch listening. We'd have the music
Armstrong, Muggsy Spanier, Cootie playing back in the studio, and then
'Williams... I'm just naming a few we'd go out on the porch and listen to it
trumpet players who would be together from adistance. That also gave us another perspective on the music."
in one place — an unbelievable galaxy.
"That's acool idea. What kinds of
Max Kaminsky — and then you'd see
techniques did you come up
Coleman Hawkins, Chuck Berry, Johnny Hodges, Bud Freeman, Pee Wee Russell. In the
rhythm, you might have
George Wetding, Zootie Singleton, Sid Catlett, Davey
Tough — one of the greatest
ever—and Gene Krupa, Danny Alvin. And the great bass
players of the day — there'd
be Wellman Braud from
Duke Ellington's orchestra,
Bob Haggart, Pops Foster.
And keyboard men. It was
quite common to see Fats
Waller or James P. Johnson
Little Richard puts the Fear of God
coming to play, or Joe Sullivan.
into Wexler at Criteria Studios.
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Four decades of award winning sound excellence
dedicated to enriching your musical experience.
"The sense of precision and accuracy- both
phono and line stage was overwhelming,
and undeniable."
Jonathan Scull,
Stereophile, January 1998

"The combination of the VPAs with the
PL-P was altogether extraordinary in every
audiophile sense imaginable."
Jonathan SculL
Stereophile, April 1999

"The PL-P gives you aprecise soundstage and
glorious three-dimensionality
"I must regard the Nagra PL-P as the choice
I'd make if you told me Icould have only one
pre-amp in my possession."
Ken Kessler,
1-11Fi News, March :998
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Rick

Visits

What Icame up with in that particular
nothing. It was rigor mortis. Ihad
case was the best of both worlds. Idesensed acertain discomfort because
fined the Atlantic sound and what we
of the isolation setup to keep from
leakage. Icame up with this idea: I did as 'Immaculate Funk.' If you listen
to the backgrounds of an Aretha Frankfelt that he would be comfortable
lin or aSolomon Burke or aWilson
out on the floor, with all the musiPickett, Imean, they're kicking serious
dans dustered together. Leakage
butt, but they're absolutely clean.
for days, but Ihad them start to
They're immaculate. There's nothing lost.
play together, and Ihad the enWhen everything is in perfect tune,
gineer tape what was going on.
there's deep bass, and you get these
"Well, sure enough, it wasangelic sounds, and you get overtones
n't long before they hit aterrific
and undertones, and you get harmonics
groove. When we got to where it was
that emerge. So the idea that having sepready to do amoney take, we reassemHaving agood laugh with old friends Spooner
aration is inimical or harmful to sponbled
the
isolation,
everybody
went
back
Oldham and Doug Sahm.
taneity, that's just wrong."
to his hole. Ihad them put on their
"I imagine, as aproducer, there are
'phones and had the engineer play back
with to apply in production?"
varying levels of interaction, depending
the groove that they had just hit, and had
"The main role of the producer is to
on the artist and the session."
them play along with it. Then we took it
make the musicians comfortable. When
"Exactly. You gotta know when to lay
Bob Dylan asked me to record him, I out of their 'phones, and immediately
out. The Rolling Stones did asession at
stopped, counted off and they hit into it.
brought him to Muscle Shoals to do
Muscle Shoals, which all the collectors
It was fantastic! We cut four songs that
Slow Train Coming. When Ifound out he
know. They did 'Brown Sugar' and
day, with vocals. We found away. It was
was going to do all sacred music, it was
Wild Horses.' It was sort of a CIA
something Iimprovised to accommofine with me, because when Bob Dylan
operation. They weren't supposed to be
date Dylan. By the end of the week, the
calls on you and says, `I want you to do
recording here, some union deal or
my album,' you say, 'Yes, sit Where do I record was virtually finished. So ... is
something. Seeing Mick and Keith in
that of interest?"
stand and what do you want to do?'
the studio was to witness the most bril"Absolutely! Some people record
Dylan could do The Yellow Pages and that
liant record production Ihad ever seen.
records that way, just musicians live,
would be okay by me.
They knew what they wanted, and they
playing together in one room, right?"
"But something wasn't working in the
knew how to get it, and - not to be dis"But you have to avoid leakage somesession. We spent the whole day on one
respectful, but Ithink alot of so-called
how, if you want to get agood sound.
song, and we hatched adisaster. We got

Jerry Wexler: Selected Discography
Atlantic Rhythm & Blues, 1947-1974,
Atlantic 82305
LaVern Baker, Soul on Fire: The Best of
LaVem Baker, Atlantic 82311
Lou Ann Barton, Old Enough (1982),
Antone's 0021
Ruth Brown, Miss Rhythm: Greatest Hits
and More (1949), Atlantic 82061
Solomon Burke, Home in Your Heart: The
Best of Solomon Burke, Atlantic/Rhino
70284
Betty Carter, 'Round Midnight (1962),
Atlantic 80453
Ray Charles, The Birth of Soul: The
Complete Atlantic Rhythm & Blues
Recording 1952-1959, Atlantic 82310
The Genius of Ray Charles (1959),
Atlantic 1312
Ray Charles and Milt Jackson, Soul
Brothers (1958), Atlantic CS129
The Clovers, Down in the Alley: The Best
of the Cloven, Atlantic 82312
Chris Conno4 Sings the Gange Gershwin Almanac ofSongs 1956), AtlanticJazz 601
King Curtis, Plays the Great Memphis Hits,
Atlantic/Koch International 8015
Dire Straits, Communiqué (1979), Warner
Bros. 3300
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Kenny Drew, Jr., Kenny Drew, Jr. (1991),
Antilles 314-510 303
Dr. John, Gumbo (1972), Ateo 7006
The Drifters, Let the Boogie-Woogie Rog
1953-1958, Atlantic 81927
1959-1965: All-Time Greatest Hits and
More Atlantic 81931
Bob Dylan, Saved (1980), Columbia KC
36553
Slow Train Coming (1979), Columbia
KC 36120
Champion Jack Dupree, Blues from the
Gutter (1958), Atlantic 82434
Aretha Franklin, Aretha Arrives (1967),
Atlantic/Rhino 71274
Aretha Now (1968), Atlantic/Rhino
71273
INever Loved aMan (The Way ILove
You), Atlantic/Rhino 71934, Mobile
Fidelity UDCD 574
Lady Soul (1968), Atlantic/Rhino
71933
Live at the Fillmore West (1971), Adantic/Rhino 71526
Queen of Soul: The Atlantic Recordings,
Atlantic/Rhino 71063
Young, Gtfted and Black (1971), Atlantic/Rhino 71527
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Donny Hathaway, A Donny Hathaway
Collection (1971), Atlantic 33360
Ronnie Hawkins & the Hawks, Best Of,
Atlantic/Rhino 71966
Etta James, The Right Time (1992), Elektra 61347
Willie Nelson, Phases and Stages (1974),
Atlantic 82192, Mobile Fidelity
UDCD 581
Shotgun Willie (1974), Atlantic 7262
Wilson Pickett, AMan and aHafl The Best
of Wilson Pickett, Atlantic/Rhino 70287
Pretty Baby, soundtrack (1978), ABC
1076
Doug Sahm, Texas Tornado: The Best of
Doug Sahm's Atlantic Sessions (1973),
Atlantic./Rhino 71032
Carlos Santana, Havana Moon (1983),
Columbia KC 38642
Dusty Springfield, Dusty in Memphis
(1969), Atlantic/Rhino 71035
Allen Toussaint, Motion (1978), Reprise
Joe Turner, The Boss of the Blues (1956),
Atlantic./Rhino 8812
T-Bone Walker, TLBone Blues (1959),
Atlantic 8020
The Wiz, original cast recording (1978),
Atlantic 18137
-RJR
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Dealers, come visit us at WCES in Las Vegas, Alexis Park #1605.
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MCD500 CD Player
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Gyro SE
"Your ears will be as pleased as your eyes!"
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"The GyroDec remains one of the biggest bargains in Hi-Fi"
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"The standard Michell GyroDec SE is a super performer which
excels at conveying the scale and power present on modern vinyl
LPs... It may have been a long time coming, but the Spider was
well worth the wait."
-David Price, Hi-Fi World

You'll hear more from us...
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%udio Video Specialties
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Sound Advice (
Isl.Hwy)
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Butternut Audio
Essex Junction. VT
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Montreal, QC

Sound Advice (Yates)
Victoria, BC

(802) 879-3900

(514) 731-2772

(250) 388-5779

Catania Sound

Audio Two

Trutone Electronics

Santa Rosa, CA

Windsor, ON

Mississauga, ON

(707) 526-7555

(519) 979-7101

(905) 270-3440

The ORBE
"The Orbe just has to be the most desirable deck for £2000"
-Hi Fi World magazine

- Peter Comeau, Hi Fi News & Record Review
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Rick
Rolling Stones 'producers' were there,
you know, to roll joints or to supply
the blow, while Keith and Mick made
the damn records."
"How could you tell when arecord
was ready for release?"
"I'll tell you about how Iwould finalize amix. What Ifound about EQ was
that Iwould take amix on acetate, or
later acassette, and I'd put it on afairly
decent playback machine, and play it
flat. But then Iwould start to run up,
let's say, the treble or midrange or bass.
If, by doing so, anew ingredient appeared, then I knew my mix was
flicked. That mix was areject. Idon't
know if any other producer did this."
"I've never heard of this."
"See, this is idiosyncratic with me, but
it is so simple. The minute Isay it, it's
clear, right? Of course. Records, ideally,
should be so perfectly mixed that you
can listen to them flat. If you get alittle
yen for more bass, or more of the high
end, that's up to you. But they should be
perfect, absolutely flat."
"Audiophiles tend to have equipment
with no EQ controls at all, because
that's more stuff that gets in the way of
the purity of the signal."
"That's very interesting. See, Ididn't
know that because, as Itold you when
we first started to talk, Rick, I'm not an
audiophile, I'm amusic lover."
"They're not mutually exdusive, necessarily. Do you listen to your own records?"
"Not much. What Ilike to listen to is
obscure records like the Bear Family, or
what the Japanese put out. They'll put out
an outtake from aRuth Brown session
that I've forgotten about totally. You just
love to hear the forgotten tapes — the
flops, too, because the flop doesn't mean
that it wasn't afantastic record. When the
four-CD Aretha box came out, Iwent
through it once,just for recollection's sake.
Then Iput it away. Ican't listen to Whaed
ISay' or 'Respect' or 'Funky Broadway'
harclly any more. If Ilisten to Pickett, Ilike
to hear arecord called 'Soul Dance Number Three,' which wasn't ahit, but which I
think is the best Wilson Pickett record
ever made ..."
"Isn't that one of the ones you wrote?"
"Yeah, Ico-wrote it, but that's not
why Ilike it. Dig that rhythm pattern on
it! Times one of the toughest grooves I
ever recorded with Pickett. Igot some
records from England — the Ace Records are the greatest. Man, it's such a
pleasure. Forgotten artists like Carmen
Taylor... One of the most telling aspects
of the aesthetic experience of enjoying a
piece of art is evocation. And when you
get to be my age, to recall great moStereophile, January 2000

Jerry Wexler now: another lifetimeachievement award.

ments is some of the best experience
that you can enjoy. So Ilike to hear these
flops and B-sides and obscuros."
"Do you listen to music often?"
"I got it going pretty much all day, every
day. At night, I'll only have instrumentals.
I'll just, you know, put aselection on, and
let it roll. Would you be interested to
know what Fve got in my changer now?"
"Sure."
'Lees see... Here's Chet Baker and
Strings. Well, Ilove Chet Baker's vocals,

Visits

mixture. It has nothing to do with old,
recent, antiquarian, modern, or what."
"What do you hear in the change
from 78s to LPs, and from the sound of
LPs to CDs?"
'Well, Iknow that the purists like vinyL I
know that But when Ilisten to aCD, let's
say of Louis Armstrong, Hot Five or Hot
Seven, Ihear music Inever heard before!
How can that be denied? Iknow about the
warmth and so on. What about the fact that
awell-remastered CD will put you in
touch with sounds that never existed on the
record before? I'm acollector, and I've
heard the original Okehs, in perfect condition, on 78, and then Fve heard them
remastered on vinyL On aCD, you definitely hear elements that were obscured
before. Though Iknow there's one major
record company that has been absolutely
sinful in some of its transfers to CD. Ithink
we all know which one that is."
"Okay. What's the best part of making arecord?"
"Let's say you cut a hit with Ray
Charles or Aretha Franklin or Wilson
Pickett. To me, the moment while the
money take was actually being played was
the magic moment —not the playback, not
the gold record, and not the Grammy. It

think a lot of so-called Rolling Stones "producers"
were there to roll joints or to supply the blow, while
Keith and Mick made the damn records.
don't get me wrong, but Idon't want to
hear him singing when Fm asleep. These
are all Koch International reissues...
The Legendary Buster Smith. He was one of
the great influences on Charlie Parker and
almost alegend, because he made virtually no records. John Lewis and Sascha
Distel, An Afternoon in Paris—great. Next
is arecord Iproduced, Ihaven't heard it
for years: King Curtis Plays the Great
Memphis Hits. Fm crazy about this record.
It only sold about 30,000 LPs. Never did a
damn thing. We did this session over a
weekend, without going to sleep. He
plays all those Memphis hits: Otis Redding, Rufus Thomas, Booker T and the
MG's. King Curtis is an underappreciated
saxophone giant. Don't you think?"
"Oh, absolutely. Jerry, when you listen, do you just sit and listen, or... ?"
"I do both. Sometimes it turns into
Munk Sometimes it turns into serious listeningg. My best listening is in the car. I've
got the Gil Evans/Miles Davis Sketches of
Spain in there. A Lee Wiley album. Bill
Evans live. Ithink I've got an early Henry
Red Allen, from 1929. It's just awhole
WorldRadioHistory

was when it was literally happening live in
the studio that would press your button."
"I'm at apretty big disadvantage here,
Jerry. All those records... I'll never
know what they sounded like live."
"Rick, it's like going to Lutèce, and
André Solmer would put out agreat meal
for you. Unfortunately, you weren't in the
kitchen when he was putting it togethet
but it was there for you to enjoy. Imean,
you're not there when Kandinsky is doing
some piece of art. You're not there for
Monees water lily. This apotheosis is only
available to the people who are there at that
time. There's some great damn records that
you want to hear over and over again,
because they sound pretty good."
"True. I'm curious ... You're someone
who's certainly an appreciator of fine food,
wine, art, and music. So why not hi-fi?"
"I can't explain it. Ihave no idea.
Maybe somehow, unconsciously, Iwanted what Iwas hearing back to resonate
with the majority, because Iwas in the
business of trying to reach amass market. You know, to me, that's how records
are supposed to sound."
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Don't even think of listening to another loudspeaker
until you hear this amazing story...

This story is true. The people,

replaced his expensive monitor speakers and their match-

the events and the astounding

ing woofers. And the mega-watt, mega-dollar electronics

conclusions are real.

had been replaced with aflea-power integrated amplifier.

My name is Jim Smith. I've
been a music lover and audio

Iput on one of my LPs. The music hit like atidal wave.
It just washed over me. Even CDs.

perfectionist since 1970. Most of

For the first time, Iwas experiencing the emotional

that time, Iran ahigh-end shop

impact of live music—from ahigh-end audio system! Fas-

devoted to providing musical ac-

cinating and involving, every piece of music spoke to me

curacy. Ialso made hundreds of

vividly, in away I'd never experienced before.

live recordings. And that's how
Idiscovered...

The Big Shoot-out
Next day Icalled Bill, my partner. We decided to get a

Live Music Was Causing a

pair of these German speakers to see how they compared

Problem

to Bill's "killer" high-end speaker system.

Compared to live concerts or

When the Avantgarde UNO Hornspeakers arrived, we

recording sessions, high-end

set them up immediately. Stone cold, with no break-in,

sound was apale shadow of the

they blew away his big ($78,000) system! At $8,970, this

live music experience. Even the

wasn't supposed to happen. Bill was flabbergasted. Iwas

very best high-end demonstra-

stunned.

tions Iheard didn't come close
to the emotional impact of alive
musical event.
As audiophiles, we struggled
to replace the natural emotional
response to live music with (expensive) improvements
in "focus," "transparency," "soundstage," "slam," etc.
But it never seemed to be enough. Being an audiophile had
become alot like work. Where was the fun?
Then, in the fall of '98, afriend told me about aformer
client who had gotten off the "improvements" merry-goround. He was actually having fun! When aconservative
guy makes radical claims, you listen. We drove down to
Gainesville. Florida, so Icould hear it for myself.
A Night to Remember
My former client still had his reference turntable, but
a pair of stunning horn speakers from Germany now
IIUDJO ART—With six vibrant colors available in German
automotive metallic finishes, you'll enjoy just looking at them.
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literature, atechnical overview, test reports,

Everyone who heard them was dazzled.
Finally, IGOT IT Music played through

and achallenging article called "The Concert

the Avantgardes made people smile, made

Experience."

them dance, made them FEEL the music.
Just like live!
IKnow Exactly What You're
Thinking

SEVEN
SECRETS
TO
BETTER
SOUND

get Seven Secrets to Better Sound—vital information I'll bet no one has ever shared with
you.
To get your FREE InfoPak, call Toll-Free
at 1-800-944-9537. Call me now, and I'll in-

Listen, Iknow what some "experts"
say. Iwas one of those guys who dis-

Plus, as long as my supply lasts, you'll also

clude our "Top Ten" list of CDs from our refer-

Avantgarde-USA

liked horns. To me, they were hopelessly

ence library. You'll have the whole package at

colored. But not the Avantgardes...

your door in afew days.

They're wonderfully transparent, astonishingly quick,
detailed and smooth. They can create an incredible soundstage. They're the only high-end speakers I've heard that
realistically reproduce live music's dynamic nuances—the

Where to Hear the Hornspeakers
To find out where you can hear the Avantgarde Acoustic
Hornspeakers, call me Toll-Free at 1-800-944-9537.
If there's no demo site nearby, please visit me here in

major source of music's emotional impact.
In fact, they do all the "audiophile tricks" supremely

Atlanta, Georgia. Call the Toll-Free number above to set a

well. But once you hear them, you'll forget about that

time and get directions. In the Atlanta area, call 770-777-

audiophile stuff, because with the Avantgarde Horn-

2095. Dancing attire is optional.

speakers, It's About the Music...

Thanks for listening,

Seritk

But Don't Take My Word For It...
The Avantgardes—UNO, DUO, and TRIO—are receiving rave reviews worldwide from experts who never
even liked horns before. Check out excerpts from tust three:

Jim Smith, President

UNO—"The way the UNOs reproduce music is so exciting and full of life that soon Iforget the loudspeaker
and just enjoy the musical event."
—M. Eichelsdorfer, Stereo, Germany
DUO—"So, to conclude, these speakers are simply the best
Ihave ever heard in my domestic system. Nothing else

It's About the Music...

has come close to recreating the power and finesse of a
full organ, or bringing afull orchestra into the living room,
and conveying the emotion of asolo performance."
—Chris Beeching, Audio Quarterly, UK, Issue 03 1999
TRIO—"They are unquestionably the finest loudspeakers Ihave heard in my home and, without any doubt,
one of the best loudspeakers in the whole blooming
world...and from an engineering standpoint the most
remarkable."
—Jonathan Valin, Fi, USA

Avantgarde-USA LLc
1

le

6445 Calamar Drive
Cumming, GA 30040
770-777-2095

FREE Avantgarde InfoPak
Find out more about the amazing Avantgardes. Call
me to request your FREE InfoPak. It includes descriptive
WorldRadioHistory

Toll Free: 1-800-944-9537
E-mail: hornguys@aol.com

Description: Line-level preamplifier with
optional phono stage. Inputs: 3 pairs balanced (XLR), 5 pairs single-ended (RCA,
optional), 2 pairs phono (XLR or RCA), 2
Controller/DC cable connectors, ground
terminal. Outputs: 2 pairs balanced (XLR),
2 pairs single-ended (RCA), 1pair recordout (XLR), 2 pairs record-out (RCA). Controller connectors: IEC AC mains receptacle, ground terminal, 2 Controller/DC
cable connectors, three 3.5mm mini-jacks
(for IR input, trigger out, trigger in), 3
Mark Levinson Link communications connectors, 6-pin R.1-11 RS-232 port, two 8pin R1-45 control ports (PHASTLinkTMcompatible). Maximum voltage gain: 0, 6,
12,

or

18dB

(line

stage);

40,

60dB

(optional phono stage). Volume control
range: 80.0dB. Gain resolution: 0.1dB
steps above 23.0 on display (-57dB),
1.0dB

steps

below

23.0

on

display

(-57dB). Input overload: 2V on XLR, IV
on RCA (gain set to +18dB); 4V on XLR,
2V on RCA (gain set to +12dB); 8V on
XLR, 4V on RCA (gain set to +6dB); 16V
on XLR, 8V on RCA (gain set to OdB). Frequency response: 10Hz-40kHz, ±0.1dB.
Input impedance: 100k ohms. Output
impedance: <10 ohms on XLR, <20 ohms
on RCA. Maximum output (main outputs): 16V on XLR, 8V on RCA. THD+noise:
<0.001%. Crosstalk: <-120dB, any input
to

any

output,

<-140dB,

input

unterminated;

input terminated.

Residual

noise: 20Hz-20kHz; <-120dBV, input terminated. Mains voltage: 100V, 120V, 220V,
230V, or 240VAC at 50 or 60Hz (factoryset).
Dimensions: Controller: 19.5" W by 3" H
by 13" D. Preamplifier: 19.5" W by 3.2" H
by 11.4" D. Shipping weights: Controller,
60 lbs; preamplifier, 46 lbs.
Serial

number

of

units

reviewed:

1052/1046 (auditioning) & 1420/1318
(measuring).
Price: $14,950; optional phono modules
add $2500. Approximate number of dealers: 75.
Manufacturer: Madrigal Audio Laboratories, 2081 South Main Street, Middletown,
CT 06457. Tel: (860) 346-0896. Fax: (860)
346-1540. Web: www.madrigal.com.
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I

've always wanted to review one of
Madrigal's Mark Levinson products,
and finally my prayers have been
answered. The chosen victim? The
No32 Reference preamplifier. Note that
"Reference" moniker. The No32 is the
first Mark Levinson preamplifier to carry
such appellation. They're not kidding.
Power supply matters
When phono was the primary source
and all circuits were single-ended, aseparate power supply was the most obvious
characteristic of ahigh-end preamplifier
design. Even today, many low-gain line
stages use an external power supply,
despite the fact that, as Madrigal points
out, balanced circuitry is generally less
sensitive to noise. In fact, the company
feels that the cost of the additional chassis far outweighs the benefit. They prefer reaching their technical and performance goals with properly implemented balanced circuitry, relay switching,
and microprocessor control.
The No32 takes an evolutionary step
forward by packaging the power supply,
control circuitry, and display together in
one chassis: the "dirty box" Reference
Controller The audio circuitry, more sensitive to noise, comes in aseparate chassis:
the "clean box" preamp itself. AC power
supplies, microprocessors, LED displays
—anything that generates noise —is thus
physically separated from low-level audio
signals. The only element the audio circuits are exposed to is quiet, regulated
DC power and the audio signal itself.
Two master supplies are located in
the center section of the sleek-looking
Controller. One supply is dedicated to
control and communications, the other
to the audio circuits. A combination of
inductors and capacitors pre-filters the
AC line and isolates the two master supplies from each other. The supplies use
custom-designed transformers with
multiple secondary windings to improve
isolation between circuit blocks. Separate rectification, filtering, and regulation circuits supply DC to the control/
communications circuits, aDC supply to
aLevinson No25 phono preamp, for
the optional phono modules installed in
this unit, and to the 400Hz oscillator cirWorldRadioHistory

cuits used in power-supply regeneration.
An external ground terminal is provided
for systems in which the AC mains
receptacle lacks aseparate ground pin.
AC power regeneration refers to the
DC supply feeding the voltage gain
stages. This supply is derived from an
Stereophile, January 2000
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AC source generated within the device
itself. This technique is expensive but
very effective, according to Madrigal. In
the No32's Controller, a400Hz oscillator generates the AC source for the preamplifier's audio power supplies, replacing the 50/60Hz reference provided by

your local utility. One advantage to
operating at 400Hz as opposed to 60Hz
is that the transformers operate more
efficiently and thus generate less heat.
Another advantage is that the filter
capacitors are charged more quickly,
yielding asmoother DC supply from

the filter caps. Equivalent filtering from
a60Hz supply requires larger capacitors, and thus higher ESR (Effective
Series Resistance) at high frequencies.
Because 400Hz oscillators and powersupply components are commonly used
in aircraft electronics, high-quality parts
99
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the volume control and the optional
phono modules receive additional local
supply regulation. "Liberal use of local
bypass capacitors assures an optimal
electrical environment for critical audio
circuit components."
Why is it so easy to believe them?
Inputs
The No.32 sports eight inputs: three on
balanced XLR connectors and five on single-ended RCAs. The optional phono
modules include two additional inputs,
either balanced or single-ended. As alluded to before, unused inputs have both their
signal and ground connections open to prevent noise from seeking apath through
the preamp's well-grounded chassis.
An R/C network hinged at 1MHz
provides RF filtering for each input.
An instrumentation-grade 1-switch
topology keeps the No32's inter-input
crosstalk "exceptionally low." Even with
adjacent inputs unassigned and unterminated, isolation is greater than 120dB.
With other source components connected,
as would usually be the case, isolation
improves to arather stuffing 140dB. Madrigal proudly points out that that's about 100
times quieter than their "already excellent"
No380S. The special relay switching
scheme, circuit layout, and shield bars tied to
the system ground are responsible for the
high level ofperformance.
Circuitry
The No.32 is the first Mark Levinson

product to use Arlon 25N® circuit
boards in the active preamplifier and
phono-module circuits. Madrigal explains that this material offers superb
dielectric properties and was chosen
after extensive listening tests. A quick
visual inspection of the left- and rightchannel circuit boards reveals them to
be symmetrical, but only in ageneral
way — individual parts are not mirrorimaged to the opposite channel.
"The layout was developed by hand
for electrical rather than visual symmetry. We have learned that this is the only

Mark Levinson No.32 Reference phono modules

way to approach circuit layout, using
exhaustive listening tests as the measurement of success — to understand this
point is to recognize the beauty of the
circuit itself." That's devotion.
Single-ended signals have their common-mode noise (ie, noise present on

both signal and ground) rejected at the
input stage. Fully balanced instrumentation amplifiers are used in the gain
stages, and each input can be separately
adjusted for 0, 6, 12, or 18dB of gain.
This allows the volume control to work
in its optimum range even with sources
of substantially different output levels.
Optional phono modules
Phono modules can be installed in the
No.32 for analog diehards like me. The
channels are separately enclosed in mumetal shielded boxes that slide into the
preamplifier chassis on either side of the
channel divider wall. The positioning is
anything but accidental; it's optimized
for the power supply and signal path, and
being close together allows for easy connection of toneami cables. Each phono
module is fitted with two independent input connectors to accommodate systems in which two tonearms
or turntables are in use. Phono
modules are available with each
input configured for either singleended (RCA) or balanced (XLR) connectors. The review module had two
pairs of RCA inputs so Icould run the
Forsell and the SpJ/La Luce turntables!
Each phono input's settings are independent of the other, allowing custom
setup and optimization for two different
analog sources. Adefeatable infrasonic filter, resistive and capacitive loading, and
gain can all be selected independently for
each input. A fine trim adjustment for

Nos.32 & 380S

A

fter 1reviewed the "S" revision of
the previous top-of-the-line
Mark Levinson preamplifier, the
No.380 (Stereophile, November 1997,
Vol.20 No.11), Ibought the review
sample. Naturally, therefore, Iwas
interested in hearing how the $14,950
No.32 Reference stacked up against
the $6495 No.380S. So Iarranged to
use the review sample of the No.32
for afew weeks before sending it to
Jonathan's Manhattan loft. Ileft the
preamp warming up for two days
before Idid any serious listening, and
the formal comparisons were performed just before it was time for it to
be shipped.
From the outset, it was obvious that
this was aLevinson product. If components from companies like Krell and
Theta max out in the areas of punch and
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dynamics, those from the Madrigal
design department focus more on envelopment, pulling the listener into the
sound rather than thrusting it forward at
him or het So it was with the No.32.
With the preamp connected to the
Levinson No33H monoblocks, these in
turn driving B&W Silver Signatures, I
was totally immersed in the music. The
sound was smooth without being mellow, detailed without being unduly
highlighted, powerful and quick without
making me feel I had swallowed
amphetamines.
But as Jonathan found, it was in the
area of transparency — in his words,
"the enormous amount of unforced
information passing through its circuits" — that the Levinson excelled,
and it was in this area that it dismissed
the '380S. Until Iheard the No.32, I

WorldRadioHistory

was happy. But against the '32, the
No.380S sounded less informative,
more "gray" — as if afine screen was
washing out some of the sound picture's inherent contrasr, as if the system's color saturation control had
been backed off anotch.
Don't get me wrong—the '380S still
does almost everything Ineed from a
line-stage control preamplifier. It still
develops that expansive, enveloping
Levinson soundstage, and most of the
time after the '32 had been sent chez 10,
Ienjoyed my music as much as ever.
But every now and then Iwould flash
on how the No.32 had brought out that
little bit more detail, had interposed
itselfjust that little bit less on what Iwas
experiencing... and how, without the
'32, my musical life was just that little
bit more gray.
—John Atkinson
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or insufficiently damped from same,
trust me —you'll hear it with the B3.
And that goes for the rest of your playback chain. Cable alittle bright? Cover
your ears! Get that unique Hammond
tonewheel character right and pleasing,
and you're saying something. The Hammond sound was simply incredible
Volume control
through the No.32/1Clirnair kombo, all
The No.32 Reference introduces Madrilashed up with Synergistic Research
gal's new active attenuator. The attenuaDesigner's Reference Active Shielding
tor modules are constructed on their
and Nordost SPM Reference on the
own four-layer Mon boards, where local
With the No.32, Madrigal
Utopias: extended, linear, powerful, yet
power-supply regulation and bypass
perfectly integrated into the rest of the frecapacitors make for clean power and
has institutionalized
quency spectrum. And yes, withjust ahint
optimum isolation. An array of precision
of sweetness at the very top, like acherry
resistors provides attenuation in 0.1dB
the art of engineering
perched on that dessert you'd better not be
steps down to -57.0dB, at which point
thinkin' of eatinl Yummy.
the steps increase to 1.0dB. In total, this
tweakage!
But despite its hewn-of-a-piece prehardware provides for more than 65,000
sentation, Iwas floored by one special
steps, allowing the No.32's "stepped
characteristic of the No.32: the enormous
attenuator" to act —and sound —like a
amount of unforced information passLet's get audiophile. Soundstage width,
continuously variable control. Optimal
ing through its circuits, from the quiet
depth, and "population," as it were, never
volume was always acinch to find, even
between the notes down in the noise
though one has to lean on the remote
sounded better. Not overall as screamingfloor to the most impressive of crescenly transparent as some preamps manage,
and hold the button down for longer
dos, and from the deepest bass fundathan usual as the display moves up or but Icame to understand that the No.32
mentals through to the top of its treble
put its many talents into the totality of its
down in 0.1dB steps. But it's churlish to
extension. As aresult, of course, palpacomplain — repeatable and precise set- presentation, so transparency as an end in
itself was out; the No.32's version of bility — aquality Imuch prize — was
tings make for happy reviewers. If you're
much enhanced. In that way, the No.32
transparency was dictated more by the
in ahurry, spinning the knob on the
overall balance of its presentation. For proved arather intimate component: no
Controller steps through volume setsecrets. Ihad the sense that the floodinstance: The audiophile concept of "air"
tings in amore lively manner.
gates were open, the signal flowing un—the sense of the original acoustic —is
impeded, the quality of the source cominextricably tied up with transparency...
Outputs
ponents allowed to pass through and
and with speed, pace, tonal color, harThe No.32's output contains high-perreach me utterly unmolested.
monics, bloom, decay, and so on. In this
formance buffer amplifiers that, MadriGiven this superb level of informaregard, the totality of music as presented
gal claims, feature low noise and distortion, so much about individual recordby the No.32 was astonishing.
tion, low output impedance, high curings became more clear and available.
The ambience of the Green Mill in
rent capability, and broad bandwidth.
Chicago, the club where Barber got her The Barber club date glowed with a
Two pairs each of balanced (XLR) and
start, was beautifully rendered; Ialmost gorgeous, full palette of midrange tonal
single-ended (RCA) connectors are
colors, sandwiched between apowerful,
available at the main outputs. Single- felt apart of the proceedings. Check
your system's bass prowess with that involving bass and sweet, open highs.
ended and balanced outputs are indeInterestingly, especially in the midrange,
involved acoustic bass solo that kickpendently buffered to allow simultaneIexperienced this rainbow of tonal
ous use of both connector types without starts "Use Me." Feel the pull and release
of the strings during the long sustain just color in the "cool" sense rather than
sonic compromise. Buffered record out"warm" or "euphonic" — very attracbefore the familiar riff emerges. Feel
puts are provided on one pair of baltive, and not quite like anything I'd ever
yourself pulled into the moment as the
anced (XLR) and two pairs of singleheard before. Not analytic, you underpercussion comes up, followed by Barended (RCA) connectors.
stand, or dry, just there—and, IconjecWith the No.32, Madrigal has insti- ber's voice and strong stage presence.
ture, unchanged from the source feed.
tutionalized the art of engineering Musically, her take on "Use me" is wonThis enormous level of utterly naturderfully considered, the acoustic perfecttweakage! To their heroic efforts, jaded
al detail was evident throughout the
ly set up by the No.32. Engaging, rich,
though Imay be, Idoff my hat.
audible frequency range. I've been exrife, extended, airy, smooth, and oh so
palpable, the unforced detail rushed ploring deep-bass performance and en32 and Reference to go
through the JMlab Utopias at an incredi- joying myself groovin' along to agreat
Ibegin my description of the No.32's
film soundtrack called Run Lola Run
bly high level. Pace, speed, leading-edge
sound by simply saying... Patricia Bar(TVT 8220-2): technoid Art of Noise
definition, and pitch differentiation
ber. Her new album, Companion (Premarries Morcheeba, and David Lynch
come no better than this.
monition/Blue Note 522963 2), is just
and Angelo Badalamenti eve away the
Interesting audiophile tidbit: The
phenomenal. It's her first recording
bride under the watchful eye of a
sound of the Hammond B3 in its upper
with the Hammond B3, and it's the
registers can be extremely revealing of a moody German director thrown in for
best yet from engineer Jim Anderson.
laughs. Listen to one of my favorite
What ababe! What atalent! 'What a system's ability to deliver the goods in
tracks, "Casino," and enjoy the splendid
recording! [It's this issue's "Recording of the the treble. If your tweeter's at all touchy
midrange for abit. Commercial releases
or hard, too close to its breakup mode,
Month."—Ed.]

balance allows the rapidly-getting-spoiled
owner to compensate for the small channel imbalances found in many cartridges.
Couch potatoes rejoice! It's all doable
from the remote control while you're sitting on your can in the listening chair!
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Start with "Use Me," that ol' Bill Withers warhorse. For the sheer enjoyment of
it, groove to the long acoustic-bass exposition. At first, you might not have adear
idea where it's going (although I, for one,
was content to follow the musical exploration with much anticipation and enjoyment). Then, suddenly, out pops that
familiar tune: "If it feels this good getting
used ..." Yeah, baby.

WorldRadioHistory
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should all sound this good. But despite
the complexity of the score, just before
the 3:00-minute mark, a crescendo
begins whose stunning sonic boom
doesn't crest until around 3:54. How's
the quality of that bass in your system?
The No.32 passed awfully deep and
powerful bass, but not the single-note
sonic depth charge some equipment
dishes out. Rather, its fundamentals
and full palette of tonal color, shading,
control, and pitch differentiation down
at the bottom were so well rendered
they almost imploded my chest!
Above, that wonderful and engaging
midrange physically pulled me into the
music, while the gorgeous highs beckoned me on seductively.
There's some primeval connection
between sound and emotion. Iwas feeling it deep. Somehow, the level of my
involvement was tied in to that spectacular level of detail. It gave my little
audiophile brain more than enough
information to achieve that immersive,
goosebump-inducing sonic state I
crave — that all of you reading this
crave, Ipresume.
As Ihad with the new Patricia Barber
recording, Inoticed afew molecules of
darkness at the very top of the range that
seemed apart of the No.32's presentation. But, as before, slightly tuning the
high frequencies by rotating the flanking
ASC Studio Traps to show abit more
reflective surface to the Utopias' drivers
opened up thatjust-"objectionable" (only
to amaniac) touch of somberness.
With sudden inspiration, Ispun Jon
Hassel's Fascinoma (Water Lily Acoustics
WLA-CS-70-CD), one of my favorite
releases from producer/engineer/analog maven Kavi Alexander. The smooth
and heady detail I've noted enhanced
this purist recording's acoustics immeasurably; the palp factor was enormous,
allowing an easy, plush acoustic to
develop, especially in the midrange,
where, it is said, music "lives."
Why even put it that way? Because I
think the idea of "where it lives" is
important, and relates to that primitive
sense humans seem to have for sound
and music. It's alive! The closer acomponent gets you to that feeling, the better it is, in my book. Iwas completely
captivated listening to "Secretly Happy"
from Fascinoma. At that point, I'd have
told anyone how happy Iwas!
Spoiled. K-10 and Iare so spoiled.
Studio Traps or no, Ifound the very
top of the No.32's frequency band ahair
less alight and bright than those of some
other preamps. But again, the beauty of
the overall gestalt was perfectly served.
WorldRadioHistory

My toes wriggled with pleasure during
the flute solo on "Happy," the track's
analog hiss very much apart of the total
sense of ambience —almost, Ithought,
appropriate to the music.
Although alot of people gasp at the
depth typically heard from our system,
to me the No.32 sounded only medium-deep. This in itself means nothing
except to be taken note of. Each manufacturer has its perspective, its take on
the ideal listening position — row B,
row M, whatever —and, Isuppose, they
consciously or unconsciously tune for it.
Or perhaps it's aresult of the characteristics of the circuit. The Nagra PL-P
sounded very much front-and-center, as
did the Classé Omega preamp. The
YBA 6Chassis sounds more mid-hall in
perspective, the BAT VK-50SE somewhere in between.
The No.32's view was, like everything associated with it, carefully
thought out and presented. The resultant sound was intimate and seductive
in that way. The listener is cordially
invited in to enjoy the musical experience. Iimagine the No.32 saying, "No
no, not to worry; if you can afford me, I
expect you'll enjoy it."
Analog doings
Ipicked up AJazz Portrait ofFrank Sinatra
(Japanese Verve UMV-21) for four
bucks at alocal street fair. Score! Recorded in Paris on May 18, 1959 "under
the personal supervision of Norman
Granz," with Oscar Peterson on piano,
Ray Brown on bass and Ed Thigpen on
drums. Ican't remember "seeing" and
hearing Oscar so totally enjoying himself making music. It was as if the
No.32's phono section allowed me to
hear the very weight and momentum of
his hands and arms, his very body behind the keystrokes. Ifound it easy to
experience his movements as he jived
around, stabbing joyfully at the piano.
Man, it was organic!
Ifollowed with my fave, Bags Groove
(OJC-245), with Miles and company,
then the delicious Ellington Jam Any in
Stereo (original six-eye Columbia CS
8127). Greedy for more, Ispun Miles'
Ascenseur pour l'échafaud (Fontana 836
305-1) and Johnny Griffin's Studio Jazz
Party (Riverside RLP 9338).
Almost sated, Ispun Basic Jam #2
(Pablo 2310-786) from that same
heavy-duty street-fir score. Ifound the
ability and ease of adjusting cartridge
loading on the fly totally fabulous, and
settled generally on 330 ohms to sufficiently damp the soupy roar of RFI that
exits between the Empire State Building
Stereophile, January 2000

and the World Trade Center — atorture test if ever there was. Nor did 330
tamp down the top end too much. This
was fine with the Grasshopper W GLA,
and, depending on the time Iwas listening — late nights and weekends were
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slightly less noisy — lk ohm sounded a
shade better with the Clearaudio Insider and the Koetsu RSP.
But all cartridges loved the No.32. On
the Basie disc, the No.32 set up awellpopulated, airy souncistage. The naturalness and shimmer, the elegance of the
sonic edifice the No.32 created were
wonderfully palpable.
Ireeled from the joy of all this sonic
nirvana. Iwondered—what have Idone
to deserve this? I'm sure many of you
will shout "Not enough!," and Ialmost
might agree. Ican't remember the last
time Igorged on vinyl like this or
enjoyed it so deeply. Kathleen had to
force me to shut down the system and
go to bed.
It definitely adds up to more than 32
Ihave afriend, aJuilliard graduate with
agreat pair of ears. (His taste in cigars
isn't bad either.) His first reaction on
hearing the No.32 Reference at full tilt
was to drop his jaw at its ease of presentation. After afew more minutes:
"Hey, this is the one! Where can Iget
it? When can Ired it?" he wailed.
Iknow what he means. Audio is hell.
Except in the best geai; greater apparent
detail is often thrust at the unwary listener as thin, bright, overetdied sound —although I'm bound to note that, in the
High End, this is becoming far less the
case than ever. Compared to only afew
years ago, outstanding performance is
available for quite modest prices. (And
kudos to the industry for the convergence of solid-state and tubed sound, if
at varying levels of overall refinement.)
But when you shell out the long green
for gear like the Mark Levinson No.32
Reference preamplifier, you get aproduct that delivers on that promise of More
and Better like nothing I've heard to date
—a true Reference product whose name
matches its performance. Bravo.
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GCD-750 has discrete, regulated power
supplies for the analog stages, digital circuits, and each of the four DACs. The
attention to detail is obvious, and the
parts and construction qualities are very
good, given the reasonable price.
Digital signals are routed to aCrystal
CS8412-CP input receiver, and on to
the Pacific Microsonics PMD-100 for
digital filtering and HDCD decoding.
From there, the signal is split into right
and left channels for conversion and
amplification; from the D/A conversion
onward, each channel is atrue differential design. There's amatched pair of
DAC chips for each channel, followed
by differential amplifier stages carefully
designed and laid out to ensure that the
left and right signal paths are identical.
The analog stages themselves reflect
the "less is more" approach that Adcom
adopted in the Nelson Pass-designed
GFP-750 preamp: asingle, passive gainstage coupled to alow-pass filter. Like
the GFP-750's, the CD player's output
devices are discrete, high-current MOSFETs biased to run in class-A. The output section's speed, states Adcom, gave
their designers "the ability to `tune' the

dithering of the system to smooth out
harshness without losing essential detail,
maximizing the musicality of the original recording."
The GCD-750 is nicely equipped in
terms of features as well. There are
those balanced outputs —a big plus in a
$1250 player —in addition to acoaxial
digital input, which allows you to use
the GCD-750 as aprocessor for another
digital source. All of the standard transport, play, and programming functions
are available via front-panel pushbuttons and aremote, and there's another
nice touch: apolarity reversal switch.

products from ASC and EchoBusters
completed the setup. Prior to any serious listening, Iran the GCD-750 continuously for aweek, using the music
and burn-in tracks from the Sheffield/
XLO Test &Butn-in CD (Sheffield Labs
10041-2-T).

System and setup
For most of the review period, my system consisted of the GCD-750 and its
companion GFP-750 preamp, apair of
Mark Levinson No.20.6 monoblock
power amplifiers, and Thiel's CSZ2
loudspeakers, all wired with MIT MI330 Shotgun interconnects and MH750 Shotgun speaker cables. Tiptoes
and isolation products from Bright Star
supported the gear, and AC was delivered and conditioned by MIT, Nirvana,
and PAC systems. Room-treatment

Use and listening
The Adcom GCD-750 performed flawlessly throughout the review period. All
of its functions were intuitive; Inever
felt the need to consult the manual for
operational instructions. The player's
remote also controls the GFP-750 preamp (input select, volume, mute, and
balance), making the player/preamp
combo aparticularly user-friendly setup.
Iused the GCD-750 in both balanced and unbalanced configurations,
and though the differences were subtle,
Ipreferred the balanced mode. Dynamics, air, detail, and speed were all improved, and the noise floor was lowered
slightly, with no obvious tradeoffs in
other areas.
At first listen, the Adcom came across
as asolid, consistent performer fully
competitive with the good-sounding

The Adcom's frequency responses
from the balanced (top traces) and
unbalanced (bottom traces) outputs are
shown in fig.l. Slight lifts in energy can
be seen at both the top and bottom of
the audio band; though the absolute
error is small, asufficiently wide frequency range is covered that these
might well be audible. There was no
additional response error with preemphasized discs. Channel separation
was very high, any crosstalk being
unmeasurable below lkHz, and rising
to -110dB at 20kHz.
Fig2 shows aspectral analysis of the
Adcom's output while it decodes data
representing adithered 1kHz tone at

-90dBFS. The top pair of traces was
made with the Adcom's digital input fed
16-bit CD-standard data—no spuriae
are visible, and the noise floor is basically that of the signal dither. The lower
pair of traces are with the GCD-750 fed
24-bit data. The noise floor drops by
12dB, which is excellent resolution, and
no power-supply spuriae are unmasked
by this drop. Fig.3 shows asimilar spectral analysis, now extended to 200kHz
while the player decodes a-1LSB offset. (The player's DACs mute when fed
digital silence.) Audio-band noise is low
in level, though the broad ultrasonic
peak centered on 90kHz indicates the
presence of anoise-shaping digital filter.

Measurements

The

Adcom GCD-750's maximum
output levels were very slightly higher than specified, at 3.1V unbalanced,
625V balanced. Channel balance was
excellent at better than 0.04dB. Output
impedances were suitably low: 54 ohms
unbalanced, 151 ohms balanced. These
figures were measured at 1kHz; by
20kHz the source impedances had risen
somewhat, to 82.5 ohms and 197 ohms,
respectively, but neither figure will lead
to HF rolloff with real-world preamplifiers. Error correction was among the
best Ihave measured, the Adcom coping with gaps in the data spiral up to
2tnm in length on the Pierre Verany test
disc without muting.
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and spuriae, 16-bit data (top) and 24-bit
data (bottom). (Right channel dashed.)
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Fig.3 Adcom GCD-750, 'h-octave spectrum of
—1LSB, with noise and spuriae, 16-bit data
(right channel dashed).
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players from Ultech, CAL, and Arcam
that Ihave used. As its personality began
to emerge, Iwas first struck by the excellence of its performance at the frequency
extremes. On the bottom, bass drums
were reproduced with power and slam,
and the characteristic skin and body
tones came through clearly after the initial impact. A great example of this was
the taut, booming, cannonlike bass drum
running throughout Rirnsky-Korsakov's
Russian Easter Overture, from David Zinman and the Baltimore Symphony's
Russian Sketches CD (Telarc CD-80378).
The GCD-750's bottom-end performance wasn't all bombast and speed.
Listen to Rob Wasserman's subtle
underlining of Rickie Lee Jones on
"Chuck E.'s in Love" from her live solo
disc, Naked Songs (Reprise 45950-2).
Although the bass line was much softer
than Jones' vocals and guitar, there was
no hint of diffuse or "one-note" bass.
The instrument's image was detailed
and solid, the notes distinct and sweet.
They started and stopped precisely, and
their characteristic pitch and harmonic
structures were nicely reproduced.
The Adcom's performance at the top

end was similarly excellent for aplayer in
this price range. One test Iuse frequently
is the brushed-cymbal work on "What a
Diffrence aDay Makes," from Ernestine
Anderson's Never Make Your Move Too
Soon (Concord Jazz CCD-4147). A top-

notch player like the Wadia 830 will do
four things: locate the image precisely,
realistically reproduce the interaction of
the cymbal and the surrounding air, capture the balance of metallic shhhhh and
underlying bell-like ring, and, finally,
clearly communicate the circular movements of brush against cymbal.
The Adcom scored about aB+ on the
cymbal test. The image was solid, the
interaction with the surrounding space
very natural. Compared to the moreexpensive Wadia's airy realism, the Adcorn lacked abit of air and extension,

and the cymbal's bell-like undertone
was slightly overemphasized with respect to its metallic shimmer. Similarly,
the brush's circular motions were much
clearer through the Wadia than through
the Adcom, where those movements
were reproduced more as cyclical variations in amplitude.
The GCD-750, however, did amuch
better job on the cymbal than either the
Ultech or my Parasound CDP-1000,
both of which sounded dull in comparison. The cymbal movements — even
the amplitude changes — were smeared
to the point of indistinctness.
A second area of strength for the
Adcom was its reproduction of dynamic
transients. The leading edges of the
GCD-750's transients were cleaner and
sharper than with players like the Ultech, Parasound, or Arcam, and the
swings between loud and soft were larger. Whereas the Ultech would reproduce atransient as, say, pp to fi;the
Adcom expanded this dynamic range to
from ppp toff.
Dynamic transients were astrong
point of the CAL CL-15 as well, but I'd
give the edge to the Adcom. Whereas

The Adcom's linearity (fig.4) was
superb, any error in the amplitude of the
dithered 500Hz tone remaining below
2dB to below -110dBFS. But because of
the presence of ultrasonic noise, it is hard
to make out the discrete voltage steps in
the shape of an undithered 1kHz
sinewave at -9031dBFS (fig.5).
Despite the simplicity of the player's
analog circuitry, its harmonic distortion
was very low in level. Fig.6, for example, shows the '750's unbalanced output
spectrum while it decodes data representing afull-level 50Hz tone. The second harmonic is the highest in level, but
at around -83dB (0.007%) it will be
innocuous. Looking at the balanced

output (fig.7), the even-order harmonics drop as expected, leaving the third
harmonic the most prominent. Again, at
-96dB (0.0015%), the third harmonic

should have no effect on sound quality.
Intermodulation distortion (fig.8) was
also negligible.
Nothing in the measurements sug-
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the CAL excelled — hands down — at
the louder end of the spectrum, the
Adcom seemed to better balance things
across the decibel range. With the U!tech, Iwas constantly turning the volume up, looking for more punch and
impact. With the CAL, Iwas constantly
turning it down, then missing the subtle
microdynamics. The Adcom seemed to
strike just the right balance.
The Adcom's handling of transients
really shone on intimate, simply recorded
live discs. Naked Songs had awonderfully
edgy, live feel with the Adcom. Another
great example was Steve Forbert's Be Here
Now Solo —Live 1994 (Rolling Tide).
Certain subtleties really make that recording come alive: the changes in Forberes
voice as he moves around the microphone, for example, or the detail inside
the guitar notes — the snapping strings,
the pitch variations of bent strings, the
scuffing of Forberes fingers against
strings. The Adcom reproduced them
beautifully. Toss in the added dimensionality and image density of HDCD discs,
like Tj Mahars cover of "Honky Tonk
Women" from Paint It, Blue (House of
Blues 51416 1315 2), and the Adcom's

dynamic performance was tough to beat
Just before deadline, Mobile Fidelity's
reissue of The Who's Live At Leeds
(Mobile Fidelity UDCD 755) showed
up to really make the point. On the
Ultech, "Summertime Blues" was con-

together — or as together as avintage
Who concert ever came. The controlled
chaos jelled into aripping, coherent,
onstage riot, Keith Moon's explosive
drumming—his barely controlled chaos
smack in the middle of everything —
somehow holding it all together.
The GCD-750's
The GCD-750 turned in asolid performance by most other audiophile crisoundstage was large —
teria as well. Its soundstage was large — a
bit more so in terms of width than of
abit more so in terms
depth, though it was certainly no slouch
in the latter department. The soundstage
of width than of depth,
width was consistent from front to back,
with none of the narrowing that occurs
though it was certainly
with some players. Images were solid
no slouch in the
and nicely detailed, correct and consistent in size. The specificity and stability
latter department.
of their positioning within the soundstage were excellent, and consistently
fused and disjointed to the point where I reproduced across the soundstage, with
wondered if something was hooked up
no shrinkage or loss of detail at the rear.
incorrectly. The Who didn't seem to be
The Adcom had a well-balanced,
playing together, or even aware of each
mid-hall perspective somewhere beother. And poor Keith Moon ... he'd
tween the CAL CL-15's front-and-cenbeen replaced by some indecisive highter seat and the Ultech's more distant
school imitator, playing his own song in
view. Similarly, the Adcom's soundstage
another room.
extended from the plane of the speakers
With the Adcom, the pieces all came
rearward, whereas the CAEs projected

Measurements
gests why BD was bothered by arelative
lack of transparency, but something was
revealed when Imeasured the GCD750's jitter. Imeasure jitter by playing a
specially prepared CD-R with known
low time-base error, and which contains
adiagnostic signal consisting of ahighlevel tone at one quarter (11.025kHz)
the 44.11cHz sample rate, the ISB toggling on and off at arate of 229Hz. To
look at the spectrum of the player's output Iuse a dedicated FFT analyzer
developed by British audio engineer
Paul Miller and run on aNational Instruments DSP PC card.
The Adcom's jitter results are shown
in fig.9. The absolute level of the jitter is
only average, at 438.5 picoseconds
peak-peak. (The best players these days
routinely achieve less than 200ps of
measured jitter under these test conditions.) The highest-level pair of sidebands (indicated by red "5" markers) are
at ±229Hz and thus are data-related.
But — very unusually — this graph
makes apparent alarge number of sidebands (marked with purple numeric
markers) that are not related to the data
on the CD-R. These also appeared
when the player was driven by an exter110

nal data source, when they actually
increased slightly in level. The sidebands
are spaced at 85Hz intervals, and
though Ihave no idea what causes them
— intermodulation, perhaps, with some
internal clock signal — Isuspect that

they're related to the player's lack of
ultimate transparency.
In all other respects, however, the
Adcom GCD-750 appears to be awellengineered design.
—John Atkinson
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Adcom
more in front of the speakers and the
Ultech's was more recessed, its leading
edge slightly behind the speakers.
The GCD-750 seemed to lighten the
weight of voices and instruments abit,
as if there were either aslight suckout or
adiminishing of dynamics in the lower
midrange and midrange. On the Rickie
Lee Jones CD there wasn't as much
chest behind the voice, and her guitar
didn't have quite as large or as resonant
a body as with other players. Saxophones just didn't seem to dig as deep at
the bottom of their range or to honk as
authoritatively. Massed strings were
sweet, without ahint of metal or edge,
but seemed alittle too light, with more
string tone and less body resonance.
The one area in which the GCD-750
fell short of the competition was in overall transparency. It wasn't immediately
apparent, but time and direct comparisons pointed out that there just wasn't as
good asense of air and space around
instruments as there should have been. It
was nothing as obvious as a"sandy" or
"liquid" texture, but something more
akin to ahaze or light smog—not obvious until you see it from adistance or it
bums off.
The Wadia 830's absolute crystal clarity was startling in comparison — as I'd
expect from aplayer three times the
GCD-750's price. However, both the
Ultech UCD-100 and CAL CL-15 also
sounded more transparent than the
Adcom. The comparison with the
Ultech was particularly interesting because the Adcom unquestionably sounded faster, more dynamic, more precise,
and more sharply focused. With the
Ultech, however, the spaces between
images opened up and the ambience

cues that describe the surrounding space
flowed down to envelop the instruments
in asingle coherent image. With the
Adcom, there was adiscontinuity: the
ambient envelope seemed to sit on top
of the instruments and soundstage without filling in between the instruments
and weaving everything together.

The Adcom GCD-750
is avery nicely equipped,
well-built CD player, and
more than competitive
at its $1250 price.
The lack of transparency contributed
to alack of dimensionality and inner
detail as well. The Adcom's detail was
good, just not on apar with the best of its
competition. With the Ultech or CAL,
Rickie Lee Jones' guitar and voice —particularly her breathy, almost spoken passages — had a dimensionality, avivid
detail and texture, that the Adcom didn't
match. They seemed to hang more naturally in space, and to truly and properly
interact with the surrounding air.
Grumiaux's performance of Mozart's
Violin Concerto 1, with Colin Davis and
the London Symphony (Philips 4383242), provided another good example. The
Adcom did agood job of locating the
images on the soundstage and of illuminating the hall boundaries. With the
Ultech, the images weren't as specifically
sized and located, but there was more
depth and dimensionality, and the coherence and openness made the soundstage
and hall seem more expansive.

Associated Equipment
Analog source: VP! TNT IV
turntable, JMW 12" Memorial tonearm, Grado Reference cartridge.
Preamplification: Sonic Frontiers
Phono-1 phono preamp, Adcom
GFP-750 line stage, McIntosh
MX110 tuner-preamp.
Power amplifiers: Mark Levinson
No20.6 and VTL Ichiban monoblocks, VAC Renaissance 70/70.
Loudspeakers: Thiel CS72, Meadowlark Kestrel.
Cables: MIT MI-330 Shotgun and
MH-750 Shotgun, Nirvana S-L and
S-X, JPS Superconductor 2, Kimber
Bi-Focal L, Synergistic Research De-
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signer's Reference, Belkin Platinum
Synapse.
Accessories: MIT Z-Systems, PAC
Super IDOS, and Nirvana AC isolation and AC delivery systems; Nordost ECO3 and Music Fidelity DiskSolution CD treatments; EchoBusters and ASC room-treatment products; Sheffield/XL° Test and Burn-in
CD, Stereophile Test CD 2and Test
CD 3, Mobile Fidelity Sound Check
test CD; Bright Star isolation systems,
Tiptoes; Synergistic Research A/C
Master Couplers; Bright Star, VPI,
and Merrill equipment stands.
—Brian Danikroger
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All of the above caveats and criticisms
apply to the "Saturn" movement from
the Mehta/LAPO performance of
Holst's The Planets (London/Classic
CSCD 6734) —but even so, the Adcom
blew away the competition on this
piece. True, I'd have liked more weight
and, yes, more dimensionality and transparency. However, the Adcom's dynamics and bottom-end power and precision
ave "Saturn" the ominous, expectant
tension that it needs. With the Ultech's
softened transients and bottom end, the
tension, the expectancy, the ominous
power ....just weren't there.
Summing up
The Adcom GCD-750 is avery nicely
equipped, well-built CD player, and
more than competitive at its $1250
price —just what I'd expect from Adcom. Its strengths include good overall
balance and superb dynamics, and it
extends its excellence much further
toward the frequency extremes than
does its competition. It also includes a
great set of features, including HDCD
capability, adigital input, and true balanced outputs. On the minus side, it
doesn't quite match the best in terms of
transparency, dimensionality, and reproduction of low-level and inner deuil.
Compared to the Adcom, the best
player I've heard — the Wadia 830 — is
noticeably better in every way. HDCD
helps close the gap, but it's still pretty
wide. At $3250, the Wadia is also much
more expensive, hence not particularly
relevant to someone seriously considering the Adcom.
What is relevant is that the GCD-750
is more than competitive with the best
similarly priced players, like the CAL
CL-15 and Ultech UCD-100. I'd unhesitatingly recommend it to someone
shopping for aCD player in the sub$2000 range. The GCD-750 is asolid
performer with its own set of characteristics. Whether or not it works best for
any particular listener will depend on
their system and listening preferences.
If Ihad all three, I'd be tempted to listen to rock on the CAL, jazz and largescale classical on the Adcom, and chamber music on the Ultech. Forced to pick
just one, I'd opt for the Adcom. I'd miss
that last bit of transparency and dimensionality, but the GCD-750 offers the
best sonic compromise and the best
combination of features, performance,
and price. And although this answer was
not easily come by, it's based on time,
experience, and careful analysis —which
is alot more straightforward than choosing between logic and compassion.
la
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Basis Debut Mk.V turntable

A

sit did for so many other designers and manufacturers of specialty audio gear, the current occupation of Basis owner/designer A.J.
Conti began as ahobby and personal
quest. Alongtime audiophile and homebased dealer of brands like Krell and
Quicksilver, Conti decided to build his
own "killer" turntable using afluiddamped suspension.
Armed with abackground in mechanical engineering studies at both RPI
and Northeastern, and work experience
that included high-energy laser and
aerospace (missile and helicopter) R&D,
Conti set about designing his dream
'table. Once he was ready to build it, he
figured he'd make a few extra for
friends. Krell's Dan D'Agostino heard
the finished product and immediately
bought one. Within afew weeks, the
first run was spoken for, and Conti
found himself with orders for 50 more.
That was more than adecade ago; the
rest, as they say, is history.
Over the past few years Conti has introduced the physically smaller, less expensive, and thus far more popular
2000 series of turntables, as well as the
entry-level 1400. But the $8200 Debut
MILV ($10,600 with vacuum platter) is
the most recent updating of Conti's
original design.
The Debut consists of two main
components: a1"-thick cast acrylic base
incorporating the four suspension towers of solid, aircraft-grade aluminum,
and a2"-thick cast acrylic main chassis
that supports the bearing, the platter,
and the interchangeable armboard. The
main chassis is suspended from the four
towers by thick, semi-sealed, siliconedamped spring cartridges ingeniously
designed by Conti.
To suspend the main chassis, you
insert the cartridges one at a time
through the tower bottoms, which you
expose by carefully hanging one foot/
tower at atime over the edge of your
stand. Then, using aspecial threaded T
tool, you pull the spring cartridge up
into the tower until the holes drilled in
it line up with openings in the tower.
Insert two tiny steel pins and you're
done. Pulling up the spring with one
Stereophile, January 2000

Basis Debut MicV vacuum turntable

hand while inserting the pins with the
other is abit tricky, but Imanaged to
install all four suspensions without
dropping apin. (Basis supplies extras in
case you accidentally drop one into the
tower. If you do, it won't come out, but
it won't affect performance either.)
When you're finished, you fit four
threaded feet into the bottom of the
towers; then, using aspirit level, you
level the base.
Once you've mounted the 19-lb platter and the 9-lb annboard, the effectiveness of the hanging-suspension system
becomes apparent. The Debut's suspension is atrue low-frequency (3-4Hz)
isaation system that works both horizontally and vertically, and behaves
much like far more complicated and
costly air-suspension systems.

applied to the outside of the platter. A
heavy, very effective record clamp,
machined of aluminum and fitted with
alocking collet, is available for $250.
The bearing/sleeve itself is afairly
standard ball-bearing/oil-well design
fitted with apair of bushings. What is
somewhat unusual (and desirable) is the
system's low center of gravity, achieved
by hollowing out the platter's center so
the bearing goes way up inside — about
below the record-playing surface.
The result is adesign that uses aheavy

19 lb platter
But back to that 19-lb, 2"-thick platter:
it's solid acrylic, with brass inserts of various diameters that add mass and break
up resonances. The Debut Mk.V's platter is balanced at high speed on the
same machine used to balance racing
crankshafts. There is also an aluminum
insert placed around the 1
5
e-ctiameter
center hole that accepts the bearing
assembly and through which the spindle protrudes from the top of the platter
When the platter is riding on its
matched bearing, the claimed eccentricity spec is ±0.0005" —which Aj. Conti
confirmed for me with adial gauge

16" D. Weight: 90 lbs.
Serial number of unit reviewed:
991708.
Price: $8200, $10,600 with vacuum holddown platter. Approximate number of dealers: 60.
Manufacturer: Basis Audio, 26
Clinton Drive, Unit 116, Hollis, NH
03049. Tel: (603) 889 4776. Fax:
(603) 889-5402. Distributed by
Musical Surroundings, 5856 College Avenue, Suite 146, Oakland,
CA 94618. Tel: (510) 420-0379.
Fax: (510) 420-0392. Web: www.
musicalsurroundings.com.
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Description: Belt-drive turntable
with fluid-damped spring suspension. Speeds: 33 1
/
3rpm, 45rpm.
Rumble, wow & flutter: not specified. Basis record clamp: $250.
Dimensions: 22 1
/
2"W by 71
/
4"H by
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Debut Mk.V's bearing components

surface to measure) — only after it's been
attached to the motor shaft using aspecial cylindrical-fit adhesive. Conti claims
the adhesive never goes "off round,"
while screws invariably cause uneven
pulley placement on the shaft.
Drive is via aflat belt,which rides on
acrowned 33%rpm and 45rpm pulley
combo. Conti and many other designers
believe such asystem is measurably and
sonically superior to the 0-ring drives
found in some other 'tables — including
the VP! TNT and Simon Yorke S-9, my
former and current references.

platter while maintaining very low horizontal bushing force.
The Debut "floated" a
Some designers achieve the same low
center of gravity more easily by inverting
big, three-dimensional
the bearing, with the well pointing
soundstage of
downward. However, this places the
point of contact — apotential source of
well-defined images
noise — doser to the record-playing surface, and forces the system to be run dry.
against asonically
All critical surfaces of the bearing
shaft are ground using the same tool in a
"black" backdrop.
single sequence. This ensures that the
center spindle, the bearing bushings, and
the hole at the bottom for the tungstenAs he ran me through the Debut's
carbide ball are all precisely centered technology, Conti continually stressed
within afew ten-thousandths of an inch. the difference between good design and
good execution: "You can spec and de9-lb armboard
sign agood pulley, but if you can't exeLike its platter, the Debut Mk.V's solid cute, what's the difference?" By "exeacrylic armboard is fitted with various- cute," he meant being sure to spec the
diameter brass inserts, as well as with pulley roundness on the actual motor
three tiny holes for aligning with the shaft used to spin it.
three small metal locating pins at the
In its design and construction, fien'
bottom of the armboard well. Once the finish, and overall look and feel, the
armboard has been lowered into place, Debut exudes quality and design ingethere is absolutely no play. According to nuity .... though Iwondered whether
Conti, the pin is 0.001" smaller than the the fixed-motor, spring-suspended
hole. The resulting fit features 0.0005" plinth design, wherein any chassis move"maximum uncertainty" — ie, as good as ment changes the distance between the
certain — and ensures perfect, repeat- platter and the motor pulley and thus
able cartridge alignment when you changes the belt tension, would result in
swap armboards.
the slightly edgy, sharp sound Inoted
That was my experience. Iremoved when Ireviewed the SOTA Cosmos
and reinstalled the armboard many 'table close to adecade ago.
times; the overhang remained precisely
Playing off-center records on the
locked in place.
Cosmos resulted in arm displacement
sufficient to set the suspended plinth
Motor drive
swaying like aporch glider, though the
The Debut Mk.V features asquare- movement was barely perceptible.
cased AC synchronous motor mounted When Imentioned this phenomenon
to the top of the acrylic base with three to Conti, he countered that platter-pulelastomer discs sandwiched between. ley eccentricities in 'tables machined to
The motor case fits into alarge square lower tolerances than the Debut would
cut out of the bottom of the upper cause greater speed problems — even if
plinth, with the aluminum double- the physical distance between the motor
stepped pulley protruding from asmall pulley and platter remained fixed. Iconhole in the plinth.
vinced him to measure the deviation
The pulley is spec'd — to the same from true round of the Simon Yorke's
±0.0005" tolerance as the platter/bear- platter and pulley, and though the numing assembly, and using the belt-riding bers were impressively low in absolute
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terms, they were considerably greater
than the Debut's.
Final setup and use

Turning the tops of the Basis Debut
Mk.V's towers raises and lowers the
plinth in each corner without affecting
spring tension. To level the platter; you
begin with the plinth centered vertically
in the tower cutouts, then adjust the corners until you've centered the bubble of
aspirit level placed on the platter in the
approximate path of the stylus. Slip on
the belt, plug in the motor, and, once
you've affixed and set up your tonearm,
you're ready to play tunes. The entire
setup, not including cartridge alignment,
can be done in less than an hour.
Idid much of my listening using the
Graham 2.0 unipivot arm, which required an acrylic mounting collar to raise
it enough to allow sufficient VTA adjustability. Iused anumber of familiar
cartridges: the Parnassus D.C.t, Grado
Statement, Crown Jewel SE, EMT TU2, and one unfamiliar one, the Transfiguration Temper Supreme (currently under
review). Iauditioned the Debut in both
my old listening room and my new one,
using the Audio Physic Virgo and Sonus
Faber Amati Homage loudspeakers.
The sound of luxury

During the more than two months it
took to get my new listening room sorted
out, Ilistened to no other turntable but
the Debut Mk.V. It ran precisely at 33%
and 45rpm without outboard power supply —a tribute to its precision machining.
Without immediate reference to my
Simon Yorke 'table, Iwas impressed by
the Debut's freedom from "mechanicalness" and its overall balance and control,
which seemed to simply let the music
pass through without coloring or compressing the sound in any easily identifiable manner. The Debut "floated" abig,
three-dimensional soundstage of welldefined images against a sonically
"black" backdrop. This is what you expect from an expensive turntable, and
the Debut did not disappoint.
The Debut's sound was anything but
bright or edgy, leading me to conclude
either that the old SOTA's inferior
sound was due to other factors, or that
sound quality due to the Debut's extraordinary accuracy of machining was
compensating for any speed instability
caused by plinth displacement.
After months of listening to hundreds
of familiar records, Ifound the tonal
balance of the Debut to be as dead-neutral as I've heard from aturntable. Bass
was well defined and controlled, but I
Stereophile, January 2000

felt that low-frequency extension was
not quite as deep or powerful as what
my sonic memory told me Iwas used to
from my reference Yorke. sa, overall
bass performance was among the most
satisfying I've experienced, and certainly
better than that of the TNT Mk.3 I
reviewed three years ago (Stereophile,
November 1996). While the Debut's
extension wasn't as deep or as powerful
as the TNT's, its overall control, focus,
texture, and "tunefulness" of bass were
clearly better. (Harry Weisfeld has made
several improvements to the TNT,
including anew bearing/plinth interface which, he claims, solves the focus
and pace problems.)
Moving up to the midrange, Ifound
the Debut to have plusher, airier, more
liquid mids than the Yorke. Though the
Debut's rendering of solo violins and
voices was gossamerlike when appropriate, the 'table could also be full-bodied and firmly fleshed out. The Debut
imposed less of its own character on the
midrange than any turntable I've heard,
with the exception of the far more expensive Rockport Capella Ireviewed
many years ago for another magazine.
The Debut delivered afine balance of
detailed, delicate, yet naturally smooth
highs, which on good recordings sounded
neither etched nor soft. This is the area
where, in my experience, great analog
performance at almost any price stomps
all over the best 16-bit/44.1kHz digital.
Did the Debut have any weak suits? I
heard two that continually gnawed at
the edges of my great listening pleasure.
The biggest consistent problem Iheard
was alack of tight image focus and solidity compared to what Iremembered
getting from the Yorke. The other was,
despite the absolutely "black" sonic
backgrounds the Debut provided —
blacker than the Yorke's — Ifound I
couldn't "see" into the picture as well as
Icould with the Yorke. It sounded like a
combination of lack of focus and the
sensation of haze-inducing stored energy being released.
The big showdown
Two weeks before sitting down to write
this review, Ichose adozen discs to use
in adirect shootout between the Basis
and the Yorke: Classic's 45rpm version
of Belafonte At Carnegie Hall; Pomp &
Pipes, aReference Recordings potboiler
from 1994; Conjure, an American Clavé
recording from 1984 featuring Taj
Mahal, Olu Dara, David Murray, Allen
Toussaint, Arto Lindsay, Steve Swallow,
and many other musical luminaries;
Classic Records' reissue of Red Rodney:
Stereophile, January 2000
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Parnassus D.C.t, Transfiguration Temper Supreme cartridges.
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1957; an original "six-eye" pressing of
Duke Ellington's Piano in the Background;
an original RCA Living Stereo pressing
of the Heifetz/Munch recording of
Beethoven's Violin Concerto; Nojima
Plays Ravel, another Reference Recordings LP, from back in 1989; Classic's
Ray Charles/Cleo Laine Poe and Bess
reissue; an original British Immediate
pressing of the Small Faces' Ogden? Nut
Gone Flake, aGerman pressing of the
Beatles' Magical Mystery Tour in true
stereo; alacquer of Who's Next; DCC
Compact Classic's reissue of a 1958
Everest recording of Appalachian Spring,
and Analogue Productions' essential
issue ofJanis Ian's Breaking Silence.
In two day-long marathon sessions, I
listened to tracks from each disc on the
Debut using the Graham/Transfiguration Temper Supreme combo. Then I
moved the Graham to the Yorke and,
thanks to the Wally VTA device, was
able to precisely duplicate the VTA setting. Ithen listened to the same tracks
again. To avoid an extra variable, Iran
both 'tables off wall power instead of
using the VP! SDS or the Walker motor
drive. Finally, Imoved the Graham arm
back to the Debut and listened one last
time. All volume levels were precisely
matched throughout.
First, these are both great turntables.
They delivered uncolored, dynamic,
rhythmically lithe and fundamentally
correct renditions of what was pressed
into the record grooves. But there were
differences.
The deep-bass wallop on the Small
Faces and Beatles albums went deeper
and was rendered with greater solidity
and authority through the Yorke, but
the differences were only slight. Both
offered superb control and "slam," and

J1
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both presented the textural and tonal
character of the bass as only agreat
turntable can.
The Debut easily bettered the Yorke's
performance in terms of presenting jet"black" backgrounds behind the music...
but then, so had the TNT. Despite that,
the Yorke allowed me to hear farther
into the sonic backdrop, and offered
marginally better image solidity, threedimensionality, and overall focus. There
was more "there" in Harry Belafonte's
voice, and the live recording had a
greater sense of ultimate transparency.
On the Heifetz recording, both 'tables
delivered an astonishingly present yet
silky-smooth rendering of the solo violin
between the speakers, but here Icould
understand how one man's focus might
be another's edginess, one man's "detail"
another's "unnatural etch."
The amazingly present sound of Red
Rodney's trumpet on "Stella By Starlight," while convincing with both turntables, struck me as slightly more open
and less colored from the Debut —
though, again, not as well focused. Tommy Flanagan's not particularly well-recorded center-stage piano had more body
and better focus through the Yorke.
Throughout these intense listening
sessions, while the balance tipped back
and forth in certain areas, overall there
were three clear-cut if minor differences: image focus and edge definition,
bass extension, and transparency and
resolution of low-level details. The
Yorke offered marginally superior bass
extension and greater overall transparency and resolution of inner detail.
While the Debut delivered "blacker"
backgrounds, the Yorke consistently
sounded more transparent and rendered
low-level detail with greater clarity.

Millennium 6000, Musical Fidelity
Nu-Vista, Electra Glide. Speaker cables: Yamamura Millennium 6000,
QED Silver Spiral. AC cords: Yamamura Quantum, Electra Glide.
Accessories: Sounds of Silence Vibraplane active isolation platform, Finite
Elemente Pagode and Zoethecus
equipment stands, A.R.T. Q dampers,
ICasser Black Diamond Racing
cones, Walker Valid Points, Hannonix
feet, Shakti Stones, ASC Tube Traps,
FtPG BAD and Abbfusor panels.
—Michael Fremer

Stereophile,
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One example from adisc Ididn't use
in the final comparison was Mobile
Fidelity's 200gm edition of the Bee Gees'
amazingly well-recorded Trafalgar. On
"How Can You Mend aBroken Heart,"
there's a "lonely" trumpet mixed to
sound way in the backdrop behind and
to the left of the left speaket (I like the
Bee Gees. Sue me.) Through the Yorke,
the trumpet was "there" in 3D space. It
wasn't as far back through the Debut,
and was enveloped in abit of haze.

EQUINOX

The Basis Debut Mk.V

"A startling improvement
in sound! We use it in both
of our reference systems,
it's Wireworld Equinox Ill_
It makes our previous cable
sound broken."

is clearly among a
handful of the world's
great turntables.

by

WIREODRLD®

—Gerard Rejskind,
Ultra High Fidelity #53

The issue of image focus and edge
definition is somewhat thornier; depending on the rest of your system, you
might prefer either 'table. The Yorke's
image focus was clearly sharper, but if
your system develops too much edge
elsewhere, you might find it unrelenting
and overly detailed compared to the
Debut, which might sound more natural, relaxed, and less "hi-fi."
These were the same issues Idealt
with when deciding whether to jettison
the TNT Mk.3 in favor of the Yorke.
The Yorke won out because of its far
superior bass extension, solidity, and
rhythmic authority. It was amuch closer
call between the Yorke and the Debut.
Conclusion
The Basis Debut Mk.V is clearly among
ahandful of the world's great turntables,
and is well worth the asking price, both
for its build quality and sonic performance. It is smartly designed and well
built, reasonably compact, and comes
complete with avery sophisticated suspension system that is both rugged and
easy to set up. A stethoscope search
demonstrated complete isolation of
both motor noise and external vibrations from the main plinth. What's
more, the Debut's machining tolerances
are probably closer than in any of the
like-priced competition. In my experience, the Debut's only competition in
terms of build quality comes from the
far more expensive Rockport line.
Icould easily live happily ever after
in the analog domain with the Debut
Mk.V. But Iwonder what it might
sound like with aplinth and/or platter
made of some material other than
acrylic...
FA
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Larry

Report

Greenhill

ProAc Response 3.8 loudspeaker

I

fyou've read Stereophile regularly
over the past decade, you know that
ProAc Audio's Stewart Tyler has a
winning formula for designing loudspeakers. In review after review, this
magazine's writers have celebrated the
sonic profile he has created for ProAc
speakers: aspacious soundstage with a
big, coherent image; adean, grain-free
midrange; extended highs that don't
intrude on the music; and tight, tuneful
bass response.
Jack English found both the $6500/
pair Response Three (Stereophile, September 1991, Vol.14 No.9) and the
$18,000/pair Response Four (March
1994, Vol.17 No3; May and June 1994,
Vol.17 Nos.5 and 6) truly Class A recommended loudspeakers. Hearing
Jack's Response Threes triggered Corey
Greenberg's review of the $3000/pair
Response Two (July 1992, Vol.15 No.7),
wherein he said, "leave the audionuts to
their speaker-angst and audition the
Response Twos." Two years later,
Michael Fremer fell under the ProAc
spell, claiming that the $4500 Response
2.5 "makes great music, totally free of
grain, crispies, and edge" (January 1996,
Vol.19 No.1). Wes Phillips was forewarned of the spell but succumbed anyway, stating that his September 1994
review of the ProAc Response One S
(Vol.17 No.9) was "such an over-the-top
rave that John Atkinson felt obliged to
audition the speakers himself before running my report." Four years later, Wes
reviewed the $2000/pair Response One
SC (March 1998, Vo121 No3), advising
readers to "pair the ProAcs with triodes

and you'll up the seduction factor —this
ProAc is touched by magic."
What's going on here? My betters
appear to have begun atradition of positive — even gushing — reviews of

Description: Three-way, floorstanding,
reflex-loaded dynamic loudspeaker.
Drive-units: 1" (25mm) soft-dome
tweeter, two 7" (175mm) carbon-fiber
bass/mid units (each with 1.25" voicecoil). Crossover frequencies: 500Hz,
3kHz. Crossover slopes: 12dB/octave,
18dB/octave, 18dB/octave. Frequency
response: 40Hz-25kHz, ±3dB. Sensitivity: 88dB/2.83V/m. Nominal impedance: 8ohms. Amplifier requirements:
50W minimum, 250W maximum.

Dimensions: 49" (1244mm) H by
9.25" (235mm) W by 13.5" (343mm)
D. Plinth & spikes add I" to height.
Weight: 85 lbs (38kg).
Finishes: Ebony, black ash, walnut,
natural oak, mahogany, cherry, rosewood, yew, bird's-eye maple, burr
oak veneers.
Serial number of units reviewed:
190R-L (both; matched pair).
Price: $7200/pair. Approximate number of dealers: 45. Warranty: 5years.

ProAc Response loudspeakers. Ihad to
see for myself, so Icontacted Richard
Gerberg of Modern Audio Consultants
(ProAc's US importer). Gerberg obliged
by having apair of the latest Response
loudspeakers, the 3.8s, shipped to me
for review.

ProAc Response 3.8 loudspeaker
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Three point eight
The Response 3.8 is athree-way, floorstanding tower loudspeaker with three
transducers — one tweeter and two 7"
midbass drivers — arranged with the
tweeter on top. The cabinet is just over
4' tall but less than 1' wide, and abit
over 1' deep. The midbass units are in a
reflex alignment, each has aport, one at
the top and one at the bottom of the
Response's rear panel. The dual-bassdriver array is said to produce better
bass control and extension. Besides the
two reflex ports, the rear panel features
four rhodium-plated speaker terminals
for biwiring, and abrass plate for the
unit's serial number and specifications.
The 3.8's drivers are made by ScanSpeak and SEAS to Tyler's exact specifications. The SEAS tweeter uses aspecially coated silk dome and a1", aircooled voice-coil. The 3.8s' imaging has
been optimized by offsetting this
tweeter to one edge of the enclosure
baffle to reduce the effects of sidewall
reflections—the 3.8 comes in mirrorimaged pairs. The instruction manual
advises that the speakers be placed with
the ProAc grille badges (themselves offset to the opposite side from the tweeter), toward the outside."
The two midwoofers use the same

Manufacturer: ProAc/Celef Audio
International Ltd., Highpoint nouse,
Riding Road, Buckingham Industrial
Estate, Brackley, Northamptonshire
NN13 7BE, England, UK. Tel: (44)
1280-700147. Fax: (44) 1280-700148.
US distributor: Modern Audio Consultants, 112 Swanhill Court, Baltimore,
MD 21208. Tel: (410) 486-5975, Fax:
(410) 560-6901. Web: www.proacloudspeakers.com.
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Scan-Speak 7" carbon-fiber-impregnated paper-cone woofers with 1.5" voicecoils that Michael Fremer so admired in
the 2.5. Having the woofers built to
ProAc's specifications allowed Stewart
Tyler to dispense with the drinkingstraw port-loading used in earlier ProAc
designs. Highly braced and carefully
damped, the cabinet varies in thickness
to reduce standing waves, and is packed
with bonded acrylic fiber. The Response's 85 lbs, while not featherweight,
can be moved around aliving room by
one person.
The biwirable/bi-ampable rhodiumplated Michell binding posts are finely
machined, very substantial, and bolted
directly to the crossover board. The crossover itself uses silver capacitors and highwattage ceramic capacitors through-holesoldered to ahigh-grade fiberglass printed-circuit board. Multistrand oxygen-free
copper wiring is used throughout. The
crossover rolls off the lower midbass driver at 12dB/octave above the lower midrange. The upper midbass driver works in
tandem with the lower woofer from the
lowest frequencies up to 3kHz, where it
crosses over to the tweeter with a
18dB/octave (third-order) low-pass filter
slope. The tweeter is rolled off below
3kHz using the same third-order filter.
Ifound the review samples' ebony
veneer exquisite. Every millimeter of
the Response 3.8 reflects attention to
detail, from the countersunk hexbolts to
the massive cabinet. The first-rate
fien'finish of these elegant cabinets contribute to asuperb visual presentation.

duced loud output, with little evidence
of overload, when powered by the
100Wpc Mark Levinson No334 power
amp. The No.334 was the best match
for the Response 3.8s, producing a
transparent, solid, dynamic sound without being edgy or analytical, and with a
bass response that was both controlled
and eminently detailed. The bass lines
on Massive Attack's Unfinished Symphony
(Circa WBRX2), for example, were
taut, driving, and solid, with just the
right amount of punch.

January 2000

efficient...

massively

musical!

The Response's 85 lbs,

while not featherweight,
can be moved around a
living room by one person.

Final adjustments included comparative nearfield (8') and farfield (16') listening, low-frequency signal-generator
sweeps, phase checks, pink-noise listening, and adjustments to my listening
position for optimal soundstage and
imaging. For all tests and music sessions,
Iremoved the speakers' grilles.
The Response 3.8's deep-bass output
fell off smoothly from 39 to 31Hz, with
no doubling. Playing the channel-identification and phasing tracks on
Stereophile's Test CD 3 (Stereophile
STPH006-2), Icarefully positioned my
blue velvet listening chair in the
nearfield until Icould hear the in-phase
pink-noise signal as a focused sonic
image about 4' above the floor. SoundSetup
staging was optimized when speakers
My listening room is 26' long, 13' wide,
and listening chair described a7' equiand 12' high, with asemi-cathedral ceillateral triangle (measured from the
ing. One long wall is covered with
tweeter centers).
bookshelves, while the other has abay
After Iwas satisfied with the speaker
window. The Response 3.8s faced the
placement, Iattached ProAc plinths and
full length of this narrow room, the
spikes to the bottom of the cabinets, as
opposite end of which opens into a25'
by 15' kitchen through an 8' by 4' doorrecommended in the owner's manual.
So equipped, the Response 3.8s' tweetway. Iplaced the Response 3.8s where
ers sat 44.5" above the floor, their axes
the Revel Salons (March '99) had
sounded best: 63" from the rear wall just above my seated ear level. The
and 36" from the side walls, sitting on a speaker's tonal balance changed slightly
when Iplayed pink noise and stood up
circular area rug, their offset tweeters
during the "sit down, stand up, walk
positioned toward the speakers' inside
around" test.
edges, closer to apoint midway between the cabinets.
Sound
Although the Response 3.8's rated
The ProAc Response 3.8's suggested
voltage sensitivity of 88dB/2.83V/m is
retail price of $7200/pair makes it asubabove the average for speakers reviewed
stantial investment —you can buy many
by Stereophile, Ihad to set the volume
control of the Krell KBL preamplifier a fine loudspeakers for half this price. In
the past year I've reviewed five loudbit higher than usual when driving the
speaker systems that I've recommended
3.8s with the Bryston 7B-STs power
strongly, and only two cost as much or
amplifiers. In any case, the speakers proStereophile,

Coherent...

L Integral,-

Let no crossover
come between
you and your
music!
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ProAc
more. What makes the 3.8 so special?
The most consistent impression Ihad
of the Response 3.8s was of their incredible spaciousness and openness. Other
top-grade loudspeakers can generate a
wide, deep soundstage, but the 3.8s did
so effortlessly, and at both low and high
volume levels. Then there's the allimportant factor of listener involvement: If aloudspeaker can pull me into
the music—as the ProAc Response 3.8
did time and again — Iknow that it's
doing asuperb job.
Two very different CDs revealed this
characteristic in quite different ways.
The first was Keith Johnson's superb
recording ofJohn Rutter's Requiem (Ref-

erence Recordings RR-57CD), with
Timothy Seelig conducting the Turtle
Creek Men's Chorale in Dallas' Morton
H. Myerson Symphony Center. On the
wonderful "Lord, Make me an Instrument of Thy Peace," the Response 3.8s
reproduced the Myerson's acoustic.
Individual voices were clearly demarcated in astartlingly realistic manner. I
could easily track each voice, as well as
the pipe-organ underpinnings, and
could understand every word — more
easily and clearly than through any
comparison speaker other than the
Revel Salon.
The other CD that illustrated the
Response 3.8s' spaciousness was Diana

Response

3.8

Krall's Love Scenes (Impulse! IMPD233). This recording features amuch
more intimate acoustic, best revealed in
Krall's rendition of the well-known
Gibbons-Dyrenforth standard, "Garden
in the Rain." While this track lacks the
cavernous depth of soundstage heard on
Rutter's Requiem, there is an effortless
openness and spaciousness, especially
for astudio recording. Krall's piano is
spread from speaker to speaker, with
Russell Malone's soft, amplified guitar
to the left and Christian McBride's bass
dead center. Krall's voice —soft, sweet,
with just atouch of awhiskey rasp —
was placed just above and about afoot
behind the 3.8s. Her voice had tremen-

Measurements
correlates with the slight impedance
arry Greenhill observed that the
anomaly. Fig3 also shows that the lower
ProAc 3.8 didn't sound as sensitive as
he was expecting from its 88dB sensitiv- port is better behaved in this respect,
and that the twin woofers peak quite
ity specification and my own (B-weightsharply in the 50Hz region. Not shown
ed) estimate of 84.5dB/2.83V/m.
in this graph is the fact that, whereas the
While this is below average, the 3.8's
upper woofer extends out to the upper
impedance plot (fig.1) revealed it to be
an easy load for the partnering amplifier crossover point, the lower woofer starts
to drive. The amplitude drops below 8 to roll off above 300Hz, being 6dB
down an octave higher. This gives abass
ohms only briefly in the upper bass and
alignment that gently slopes down with
mid-treble, and the electrical phase
increasing frequency.
angle is also low.
Note, however, the slight discontinuity in the impedance traces in the
150Hz region, which implies the existence of some kind of cabinet resonance. Investigating the panel's vibrational behavior with asimple accelerometer revealed that what resonant
modes did exist (fig2) were high
enough in frequency to have only minimal subjective consequences.
However, the upper of the two ports
did have apeak in its output at this freFig.1 ProAc Response 3.8, electrical impedance
(solid) and phase (dashed). (2 ohms/
quency (fig3), so it is probable that this
3133m,3• 13,03.3 Rego..

To the right of fig.3 are shown the
upper-frequency responses of the upper
midwoofer and the tweeter. The
crossover appears to be set at 2.5kHz,
with symmetrical acoustic slopes. The
tweeter has agently rising on-axis response all the way to 301cHz, but it is
very directional above 15kHz. This
results in amore or less flat response
when averaged across a30° horizontal
window (fig.4). In fact, the ProAc's
midrange and treble regions are both
quite flat; only an excess of midbass

3 Imp.... 0.31103 ,331 • .33.3 .01 33 3,30
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Fig.3 ProAc Response 3.8, acoustic crossover
on tweeter axis, corrected for microphone
response, with sum of nearfield woofer
and upper and lower port responses
plotted below 400Hz.
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1000.0

-1.64 dB, 414 Hz (106), 0.000 msec (1)
Fig.2 ProAc Response 3.8, cumulative spectral-decay plot of accelerometer output fastened to side
wall. (MIS driving voltage to speaker, 7.55V; measurement bandwidth, 2kHz.)
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Fig.4 ProAc Response 3.8, anechoic response
on upper-midrange tweeter axis at 50",
averaged across 30° horizontal window and
corrected for microphone response, with
the complex sum of the nearfield woofer
and port responses plotted below 400Hz.
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MagleHanar®
...ihiTEPhiET
LOUDSPEAKERS

X150

"BUZZ"

CRITICS AND CONSUMERS AGREE...MAGNEPLANARS OFFER EXTRAORDINARY MUSICAL VALUE
Go to www.magnepan.com and click on "Reviews." We'll connect you to independent uncensored consumer
reviews. Sometimes outrageous, opinions expressed on the internet are varied, but one common theme persists-Magneplanars represent musical value.
"At an unbelievable $1475 the pair,
this one (MG1.6/QR) is going to knock
WHAT THE CRITICS SAY
'em dead."
"...the really down-to-earth components
*Harry Pearson, The Absolute Sound,
July/Aug., '98
that gave me the year's biggest thrill
and the greatest, buck for buck, musical
"...that's what the (MG)1.6's are--the
satisfaction...were two new speaker
best sound you can buy for fifteen
systems from the re-invigorated design
hundred dollars."
mind of Jim Winey. They were the
*Jon Valin, Fl magazine, July '99
Maggie® 1.6's...and the newer 3.6's..."
*Harry Pearson, The Absolute Sound,
Issue #121

"...the newest model from Magnepan,
the two-way, quasi-ribbon-sporting
MG12/QR--which sells for the
astonishingly benign price of $950 per
pair--are among the most musically
realistic sounding speakers I've heard
of late.

"In my 20 years of involvement in the
audio hobby, Ican't think of another
product that has offered as much
performance for as little money as the
MG1.6/0R. Highly, very highly
recommended."
*Brian

*Wayne

Damkroger, Stereophile,Jan., '99

Ir

imam

Garcia, Fl magazine, March, '99

*Quotes

reprinted with permission

III MAGNEPAN 1645 Ninth St., White Bear Lake, MN 55110 -800-474-1646 -FAX-651-426-0441
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ProAc
dous richness and timbrai verity. The
qualities heard on this recording - a
clean, neutral midrange, effortless dynamics, and "highs that never called attention to themselves" (see JA's article on
the ProAc Response Four Signature,
Stereophile, May 1994, Vol.17 No.5) were heard again and again as Isampled
my pile of most-played CDs.

The realistic, riveting quality of
Krall's voice illustrated another characteristic of the Response 3.8 - its frequency balance. Free of anomalies and
colorations, the 3.8's timbre was rich
but natural. Willie Nelson's voice on
"Getting Over You" and "What Was it
You Wanted," from his Across the Borderline CD (Columbia CK 52752), was

Response

3.8

clear and free of grain, honk, or hollowness. This midrange purity enabled me
to follow vocalists even when they had
loud instrumental accompaniment.
Whether it was the chorus singing Rutter's Requiem, Sinead O'Connor duetting with Nelson on "Don't Give Up"
on Across the Borderline, or Emmylou
Harris' thin, birdlike voice above bass-

Measurements

energy -this resulting from the coincidence of the woofers' and ports' outputs
in the 50Hz region -breaks the speaker's otherwise excellent measured performance. But it is likely that careful
positioning in the listening room can
compensate for this bass behavior.
Fig.5 shows the 3.8's horizontal dispersion, referenced to the tweeter axis.
(The off-axis behavior on the tweeter
side of the asymmetrical baffle is shown
at the front of this graph.) The narrow
directivity in the top audio octave can be
seen in fig.5 as well, as can anarrow offaxis notch on the tweeter edge of the
baffle. There's actually an excess of
energy off of the other (badge) edge of
the baffle in this region, which will
make the speaker sound too bright if
the room's side walls are close and
reflective. In the vertical plane (fig.6),
the drive-units' polarities have sensibly
been arranged to place the inevitable
crossover notch above the 43"-high
tweeter axis.
In the time domain, the step response
(fig.7) reveals the tweeter and woofers
to be connected with the same positive
acoustic polarity, while the cumulative
spectral-decay or waterfall plot (fig.8)
implies adean, grain-free presentation.
Other than its bass tuning and horizontal mid-treble dispersion, which
might make room optimization alittle
trickier than usual, the Response 3.8 is a
well-engineered design with, as LG has
pointed out, an impressive pedigree.
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Fig.5 ProAc Response 3.8, lateral response family at 50", normalized to response on tweeter axis, from
back to front: differences in response 90*--5" off-axis on badge edge of baffle, reference
response, differences in response 5*-90° off-axis on inside (tweeter) edge.
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Fig.8 ProAc Response 3.8, cumulative spectral-decay plot at 50" (0.15ms risetime).
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"The Legend room is among
very best-sounding Iheard at
the Hi Fi '99 show."
-Greg Weaver, SoundStage

Magnum Dynalab Ltd.
8Shathearn Ave Unit 9,
Brampton, ON, Canada, Loi 4L9
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(800) 551- 4130
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575 Kennedy Road,
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ProAc
synthesizer grunge on "Deeper Wells"
(Spyboy, Eminent EM-25001-2), Icould
easily understand the words being sung.
This understanding, plus the Response
3.8's clear, transparent mids and highs,
allowed me to be effortlessly swept into
the music.
Although I've emphasized the
Response 3.8's phenomenally clean
midrange, its bass response, too, was outstanding. Commenting on the ProAc
Response 2.5's bass, MF said, "But for
the very bottomy bottom, the Response
2.5 gave me all the bass anon-organ-loving music lover could want." (January
1996, Vol.19 No.1). Well, Michael, things
have just gotten even better. The deep
pipe-organ pedal chords on "Gnomus,"
from Jean Guillou's organ transcription
of Mussorgsky's Pictures at an Exhibition
(Dorian DOR-90117), shook my room,
set cabinets vibrating, and provided plenty of bass room-lock.
The same deep, solid, massive pipeorgan notes were heard on César
Frank's Pièce héroïque, from Marcel
Dupré's Recital CD (Mercury Living
Presence 434 311-2). The soundtrack
from My Cousin Vinny (Varèse Sarabande VSD 5364) had slam, punch,
and drive. The very low synthesizer
pulses on the Casper soundtrack (MCA
MCAD-11240) and the pipe-organ
chords on Elgar's Dream of Gerontius
(Test CD 2, Stereophile STPH004-2)
were heard as clearly through the Response 3.8 as through the $15,000/pair
Revel Salon, which gives the finest deep
bass of any floorstanding loudspeaker
I've had in my listening room.
Stand-up bass was superb, producing

vibrant, energetic, finger-snapping
pulses that gave popular music real
pace'n'rhythm, as heard from the title
track of Natalie Merchant's One Fine
Day (Columbia CK 53146), or from
Diana ICrall's Love Scenes. Bass-drum
beats had asolidity, speed, and impact

ProAc's Response 3.8
will reveal the beauty
of choral music, small
instrumental groups, and
film soundtracks as will
few other transducers.
that were startling, almost scary. Even
when Iknew the drum was about to
play — as at the beginning of "Assault
on Ryan's House," from James Horner's Patriot Games soundtrack (RCA
66051-2), or the beginning of "Prelude
and Aztec Dance" from Reed's La Fiesta
Mexicana (Fiesta, Reference Recordings
RR-38CD) — Istill was startled every
time Iheard it over the Response 3.8.
While the Response 3.8 had the
same effortless dynamic range other
reviewers found in other ProAc speakers, it did not share the exceptional
freedom from compression of more
expensive loudspeakers, such as the
$15,000 Revel Salon. Signs of compression were evident when Idrove the 3.8s
with the Electrocompaniet Nemo
monoblocks in my large listening
room: David Hudson's didgeridoo lost

Associated Equipment
Analog sources: Linn Sondek
LP12 turntable, Lingo power supply,
Ittok tonearm; Spectral moving-coil
cartridge.
Digital source: Krell MD-1 CD
transport, Adcom GDA-700 DIA
processor.
Tuners: Day-Sequerra FM Reference Classic; Rotel RH-10; Magnum
Dynalab MD-102, 205 Sleuth RF
amplifier.
Preamplification: Krell ICBL, Mark
Levinson ML-7A with L-2 phono
section, Margulis and Duntech MX10 moving-coil preamplifiers.
Power amplifiers: Mark Levinson
No331.5 and No.334, Bryston 7B-ST
monoblocks and 9B-ST 5-channel,
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Electrocompaniet Nemo monoblocks.
Loudspeakers: Snell Type A Reference, Dynaudio Contour 3.0, Revel
Salon, B&W 805 Nautilus. Subwoofers: Velodyne FSR-18 and
HGS-18, Paradigm Reference Servo
15, Snell SUB-1800 (2).
Cables: Interconnects: Bryston Balanced, Krell Cogelco Yellow balanced, PSC Pristine R30 silver-alloy
balanced, Randall Research singleended, Mark Levinson HFC singleended (with Camac connectors), Silver Starlight 75 ohm digital coax.
Speaker cables: Mark Levinson
HFC-10, PSC Pristine R-50 biwired
double ribbons.
-Larry Greenhill
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Response

3.8

some its raw, throbbing edge on "Rainforest Wonder" (Didgeridoo Spirit, Indigenous Australia IA2003 D); the timbales' explosive snap on Tito, from
Arturo Sandoval's Hothouse (N2K10023), was smoothed; and the throbbing, churning bass/synthesizer vortex
was blurred on Emmylou Harris'
"Deeper Wells." The good news is that
Inoticed this compression—and it was
just detectable — only slightly below
the level where the Response 3.8's midbass units bottomed out, which they
did with minimal disturbance.
Ifound the Response 3.8 to be very
demanding of associated electronics.
The loudspeaker came fully to life only
when Ibiwired it with PSC ribbon
cable and drove it with asingle Mark
Levinson No.334 in stereo mode. The
comparison amplifiers —Bryston 7BSTs, Electrocompaniet Nemo monoblocks, the Mark Levinson No331.5 —
produced excellent, clean music that
was just too polite. The Response 3.8/
No.334 combo, on the other hand, had
a special synergy: exciting, dynamic
sound, neither edgy nor analytic, with a
bass response that was both controlled
and eminently detailed.
Summary
I'm happy to report that Inow know
what all the fuss was about: The ProAc
Response 3.8 proved to be just as special
as I'd hoped it would be. Iknow now
why our reviewers — me included —
have fallen under the ProAc spell. The
Response's 3.8's many strengths made
for an exceptional review experience.
Driven by the Mark Levinson No.334,
the Response 3.8 generated the "exceedingly rich-sounding sonics with a
lush sense of presence" that MF heard
from the Response 2.5. You can look
long and hard for another loudspeaker
that will create as clean and neutral a
midrange and as neutral and open atop
end, with the ability to resolve the most
complex vocal passages.
The ProAc Response 3.8 is highly
recommended, and with the same level
of enthusiasm my reviewer colleagues
have greeted Stewart Tyler's other
loudspeakers with over the past decade.
I'm nominating it for inclusion in Class
A in "Recommended Components."
Other loudspeakers may play louder,
but, driven by the Levinson No.334,
the Response 3.8 will reveal the beauty
of choral music, small instrumental
groups, and film soundtracks as will
few other transducers. Am I bewitched? Go listen to the ProAc Response 3.8 and let me know.
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Parasound HCA-3500 power amplifier

j

ust in case you didn't know
this when you bought the
Parasound HCA-3500, it
says on the cover of the owner's
manual: "Designed in California, USA by John Curl." Described as an "audio design legend," an appellation with which
he seems quite uncomfortable,
John Curl has certainly been
around the audio business longer than most. He's been employed by or has consulted for
some of the biggest names in
consumer and professional audio — including Harman/Kardon, Ampex, and Mark Levinson — and was the designer of at
least two classic products: the
Mark Levinson JC-2 preamplifier and his own Vendetta Research phono stage, still considered by many people to be the
best phono stage ever built.
In recent years, Curl has
been a consultant to Parasound, and was responsible
for the revision of the Parasound HCA-2200 amplifier to Mark II
status, which took it from an initial negative review in Stereophile to aFollow-Up
that described it as aproduct that "succeeds in spades" (Vol.17 No.3). In discussing the HCA-3500, Curl is refreshingly candid and hype-free, saying that the
Parasound's parts are of good quality, but
not at the cost-no-object level, and admits
that the amp's build quality does not rival
those of Krell or Mark Levinson. He sees
himself as aconservative designer, concerned with evolutionary improvement
and attention to detail rather than "revolutionary" circuit topology
Description and design
The HCA 3500's build quality may not
be quite in the Krell/Levinson league,
but it's hard to see how it could be better
at the price. The look is more pro/industrial than audio jewelry, with an impression of solidity and toughness. This big,
hefty amplifier has handles fore and aft
and weighs nearly 100 lbs. Its aluminum
chassis is much thicker and less resonant
than that of the similarly priced Rotel
Stereophile. January 2000

Parasound HCA-3500 power amplifier

RB-1090 (reviewed elsewhere in this
issue). The XLR balanced input jacks are
Neutriks, with two sets of gold-plated
RCAs for noninverting and inverting
operation, and two pairs of gold-plated 5way binding posts of the plastic-knobbed
variety There are separate IEC AC jacks
for each channel (two 12-gauge power

Description: Solid-state stereo
power ampiifier. Power output:
350Wpc into 8 ohms (25.4dBW),
500Wpc into 4 ohms (24dBVV), both
20FIi-20kHz. Power bandwidth:
2Hz-150kHz. Current capacity: 120A
peak per channel. Slew rate:
>200V/us. THD: <0.025 010 at full
power, <0.025 0/c at typical levels. IM
distortion: <0.03%. TIM: unmeasurable. Dynamic headroom: >1.5dB.
Interchannel crosstalk: >95dB at
1kHz, >80dB at 20kHz. Input impedance: 100k ohms. Input sensitivity:
1.4V for 100W output, 2.25V for full
output. S/N ratio (IHF A-weighted,

WorldRadioHistory

cords are included) with two
power switches, emphasizing
the HCA-3500's dual-monophonic operation. Each channel
has its own power supply, based
on a 1.4kVA toroidal transformer and featuring 97,6001)1
capacitance, edging out the
Rotel's 125kVA/88,000p.F. The
filter capacitors are low-ESR
types, with multiple polystyrene-filin bypass capacitors. The
circuit boards are double-sided
glass epoxy.
The HCA-3500 is ahighbias class-A/AB design, maintaining class-A operation up to
15W into 8ohms. The circuit
is direct-coupled, with no inductors or capacitors in the signal path, and features aDC
servo with a0.5Hz rolloff. The
input stages are class-A, with
matched J-FET pairs; the
high-voltage driver stage uses
hand-picked MOSFETs, and
the output stage has eight
complementary pairs of 15
amp/60MHz transistors per channel.
Proprietary Music Activated Bias circuitry enables full bias only when music
is playing. After music has stopped playing for about aminute, bias is reduced
to atrickle, thus minimizing power consumption and heat.
Although the HCA-3500 includes

input shorted): 115dB. Voltage gain:
31dB. Damping factor: >1000 at
20Hz. Wall supply power requirements: 10A per channel.

Dimensions: 19" W by 71
4 "H by 18"
/
D. Weight: 100 lbs.

Serial numbers of units reviewed:
244181, 248170.
Price: $2195. Approximate number
of dealers: 280. Warranty: 10 years
parts, 5years labor.
Manufacturer: Parasound Products,
Inc., 950 Battery Street, San Francisco, CA 94111. Tel: (800) 822-8802,
(415) 397-7100. Fax: (415) 3970144. Web: www.parasound.com.
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Accessories
of the Year

"...the hottest of the newer cable kids on the
block was Harmonic Technology."
Shannon Dii-kson, Stereophile
May 1999

"Elevate Your Musical Experience"
ELEVATORS, the
Worlds
Best
Porcelain
Isolators. Improve
noise floor and
dynamics.
Get
Your cables off the
floor. Coated with
a non conductive
glaze to reduce
noise.
\\\

DiscSolution
Optical
Enhancing
Fluid for CDs,
DVDs,
and LaserDiscs
Treats 200 discs.
Improve the
sound and
picture of all your
favorite discs.
Microfiber Wipe
included.
A serious
upgrade for
only $29.95

11111
disc
¡Dilution

the Choice is Crystal Clear.
Single Crystal Wire for Superior Audio and Video
13100 Kirkham Way, Unit 212, Poway CA 92064
( e)
)
HAVIK)1,41r.
TV:11M ,A ,AT

phone 858 486-8386 • fax 858 486-6633
www.harmonictech.com • e-mail harmonictesan.rr.corn

PS 300

"You will have to go find your socks!"
PS Audio's P300 power plant. Plug in
your front end gear and be transported
to a new level of ease, clarity and
dynamic contrasts.
$995 Shipped to Your door

DH Labs Silver Sonic

Silver Sonic 1Meter
Interconnects ONLY $99.95

Visit our website,browse
our products. Order
online or call toll free at
1-877-994-5505
g()))

www.AudioNut.com
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Parasound
balanced inputs, it's not an internally
balanced design. There are multiple
protection circuits that guard against
DC at the amplifier's input, speaker
impedance overload, excessive temperature buildup, and possible internal malfunction. Front-panel Left and Right
channel-status indicators turn from
green to red if there's aproblem; the
protection circuits normally reset when
the fault condition is remedied.
Grounded
Tracking down noise caused by ground

HCA-3500

loops in an audio system is often atricky
business. You can have asystem that's
perfectly quiet, and then you add anew
component, and all of asudden there's
buzz/hum.
This was the case when the Parasound HCA-3500 was introduced to my
system. The HCA-3500 driven by the
CAT SL-1 Ultimate preamplifier resulted in what sounded like AC noise —
low enough in level to be masked by
music most of the time, but audible
from the listening seat between CD
tracks. (Mechanical hum from the trans-

formers was exceptionally low.) The system was dead quiet with the CAT driving the Rotel RB-1090 or the Bryston
9B-ST Itried all the usual remedies —
checking connections, lifting/reconnecting AC grounds, plugging components into the same outlet/different
outlets, changing interconnects — to no
avail. The noise was still present when I
plugged the PS Audio Ultralink Two
digital processor directly into the HCA3500, which might be taken to indicate
that the problem was with the amplifier.
But when Iused the Parasound AVC-

amplifiers, but still low enough to have
relatively little effect on the measurements with asimulated real load (see
below). The signal/noise readings (ref.
2.83V, rounded to the nearest dB) were
98dB from 22Hz to 22kHz, 89dB from
10Hz to 500kHz, and 100dB A-weighted. (The corresponding balanced values
were 96dB, 88dB, and 98dB.)
The Parasound's frequency response
is shown in fig.l. Not much worth commenting on here, other than the slight
mismatch in channel balance. The
10kHz squarewave (fig2) is excellent,
with afast risetime, abare minimum of
leading-edge rounding, and no overshoot or ringing. (The lkHz squarewave, not shown, produced avirtually

textbook result.) The crosstalk in fig3 is
sufficiently low in level to be audibly
irrelevant.
The THD+noise percentage vs frequency curves in fig.4 indicate that the
amplifier's distortion into 2ohm loads
is notably higher than into 4 or 8
ohms, but is still respectable even into
this low impedance. The waveform of
the distortion content into 2 ohms
(fig.5) shows aheavily second-harmonic content. (The 4 and 8 ohm results
were essentially the same, though with
ahigher noise content because of the
lower distortion into these higher
impedances.)
Fig.6 shows the distortion spectrum
of a50Hz input signal at an output of

Measurements

nless otherwise noted, all measurements presented here are for the
unbalanced configuration.
Following its one-hour, '/3-power
pretest, the Parasound HCA-3500's heatsinks were moderately but not excessively hot. Its DC offset measured anegligible 1.5mV in the left channel, lmV in
the right. The amp is noninverting, input
to output —in the balanced mode, pin 2
is positive — and its voltage gain into 8
ohms was 28.5dB (27.9dB, balanced).
The HCA-3500's input impedance
measured 47.4k ohms (67.6k ohms balanced). The maximum measured output impedance was 0.55 ohms (1kHz, 4
ohm load) — a slightly higher value
than we normally see with solid-state
STERECEPHILE
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Musical Fidelity's New
A300 Integrated Power Amp

"No mg you play,
no matter how fast, complex
or furious should faze your system."
—Hi-Fi World, September 1999

Musical Fidelity
components are
available in the
US exclusively at
Audio Advisor.
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Audio Advisor, Inc.
4717A Broadmoor SE Kentwood, MI 49512 Phone (800) 942-0220 (616) 656-9585
FAX (616) 656-9592 www.audioadvisorcom/sf

.0 AA, AUDIO ADVISOR, and design are registered trademarks of Audio Advisor, Inc.
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Parasound

HCA-3500

However, over time, and
with numerous comparisons
between the HCA-3500 and
the Rotel RB-1090, Icame
to feel that the Parasound
Sound
had aslightly forward sound,
Tom Norton had used a
with abit more upper-midParasound HCA-3500 as a
range/treble grain. These
subwoofer amplifier to drive
characteristics showed up as
the Whise Profunder 624
asomewhat etched quality
subwoofer (reviewed in the
on voices, massed strings,
July/August 1999 Stereophile
Parasound HCA-3500 power amplifier
and the upper harmonics of
Guide to Home Theater), and
trumpets, making the sound ever so
bass drum in the intro to "Dein ist mein
he reported that the amplifier perslightly fatiguing over time.
ganzes Herz," on Thomas Hampson's
formed exceptionally well in this role.
Although Ibelieve that, on acomparIndeed, the HCA-3500's attribute that I new operetta CD (EMI 5 56758 2),
ative basis, these differences are real,
sounded abit mushy and diffuse with
found most impressive was its ability to
the Rotel, but acquired amore solid they must be interpreted in asystem
extract bass from the speakers. With the
context. The Dunlavy SC-IV/A is one
foundation and better focus when
HCA-3500 in the system, the low-freof the world's most accurate reproducplayed through the Parasound. The SCquency response of my Dunlavy SCers of music, but Iwouldn't describe its
IV/A is afairly difficult load in the bass,
IV/As was about as good as I've heard:
sound as inherently sweet or forgiving.
its impedance dropping below 4ohms,
deep, tight, and powerful.
If there is any kind of upper-midrange
so the HCA-3500's ability to drive this
In this area, the HCA-3500's perforor treble hardness in the system, or
load so effectively is atestament to its
mance was clearly superior to that of the
indeed in the recording itself; the SCexcellent current capability
Rotel RB-1090, and seemed to essentialAlthough the HCA-3500 could earn
IV/A will certainly tell you about it.
ly match the Bryston 7B-ST ($50001
its keep as asubwoofer amp, it was cer- The HCA-3500 would be a better
pair), the previous bass champion in my
match with aspeaker that has amore
tainly no one-trick pony. Performance
system. (That is, if memory serves. Ino
forgiving tonal balance, such as the Aerthrough the rest of the frequency range,
longer had the Brystons around for
ial Acoustics 7B, which Ireviewed in
while not as outstanding as the bottom
direct comparison.) Heard without refStereophile in July 1999 (Vo122 No.7).
end, was never less than creditable, parerence to the Parasound, the RotePs bass
ticularly when price is considered. The
was actually pretty good, but as driven
Conclusion
sound was wide-ranging, dynamic, deby the Parasound, the Dunlavys seemed
tailed, and had much of the finesse that I Cost-conscious audiophiles often comto go lower, with better control. The
plain about how high-end audio seems
associate with multi-$k amplifiers. The
to be dominated by products with prices
HCA-3500 provided tons of detail, and
that could provide asubstantial down
had exceptional delineation of depth
Associated Equipment
information. Dynamics were outstand- payment on ahouse. Ithink they have a
ing, the sound of the speakers driven by point. However, what tends to get overAnalog source: Linn LP12 turnlooked is the fact that there are also
the Parasound amplifier having ahigh
table (fully updated), Linn Ittok
some outstandingly good buys on the
"startle factor," and cranking up the voltonearrn, AudioQuest AQ-700Onsx
marker, correcting for inflation, you can
ume resulted in the sound just getting
cartridge.
get much more for your money today
louder, with no sense of dynamic comDigital source: PS Audio Lambthan you could even 10 years ago.
pression at high levels. The Rotel RBda II transport, Muse Two NinetyThe Parasound HCA-3500 is acase in
1090, which has aslightly higher rated
Six digital processor, Illuminati
power output, sounded abit compressed point. Priced at what, in ahigh-end conOrchid digital link.
text, is avery reasonable level, the HCAat levels that the Parasound took in stride.
Preamplifier: Convergent Audio
3500 offers performance that in many
However, Ishould note that the volTechnology SL-1 Ultimate.
ume levels I'm talking about were voy ways approaches that of the cost-noLoudspeakers: Dunlavy Audio
object blockbuster amps. The HCAhigh; Iwouldn't want to listen at such levLabs SC-IV/A.
els for more than afew minutes. At a 3500 scores well by almost all of the criCables: Nordost Quatrofil and
teria important to sound reproduction,
more sensible volume, the HCA-3500
TARA Labs The Two interconnects,
especially bass and dynamics, falling beshowed its dynamic capability by effecNordost S.P.M. Reference and TARA
tively communicating the music's ebb and hind the competing Rotel RB-1090 only
Labs The Two speaker cables, TARA
in the purity and sweetness of its upper
flow (what some call "microdynamics").
Labs Decade power cables.
midrange and treble. Given my priorities,
The HCA-3500's tonal balance was
Accessories: Argent RoomLenses
the balance of virtues presented by the
generally quite neutral, the amplifier
(5) room treatments, PS Audio
Rotel is doser to what Iwant from an
imposing little of its own sonic personP300 AC synthesizer (used with
ality on the music — which is as it amplifier, but this does not prevent me
preamplifier, analog and digital
from appreciating all that the Parasound
should be. When Ilistened to the
sources), Bright Star Little Rock
has to offer. In the right system, with
Parasound on its own, without direct
atop CD transport, Nordost PP4
comparison to other amplifiers, Ihad a speakers and other associated equipment
Ti and PP4 Al Pulsar Point compohard time identifying asonic character that lean toward the sweet side of neunent supports, Arcici Suspense
tral, the Parasound HCA-3500 is capable
that Icould ascribe to the HCA-3500
Rack, PolyCrystal amplifier stand.
rather than to some other component of topnotch performance and represents
—Robert Deutsch
outstanding value.
in the system.
the HCA-3500 incorporates
the modified grounding
scheme.

Stereophile, January 2000
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Equipment
Kalman

Report

Rubinson

Digital Recordings Audio-CD

II

had been with Stereophile only six
months and feared my tenure was
over — Ithought Iwas losing my
hearing. There was pain, ringing, and
stuffiness. Icouldn't listen to anything.
With great fear, Isubmitted to afull
ear/nose/throat workup, part of which
was atest of my hearing by an audiologist. Isat in asoundproof booth wearing apair of ancient Koss Stereophones,
indicating with awave of my hand
when Iheard asound. With an inferred
pat on the back, the audiologist told me
that my hearing was normal and advised that Itake sinus meds as needed.
But aglance at the audiogram was
not reassuring: Tested frequencies
ranged from 50Hz to 8kHz, with wide
intervals between them, and the intensity scale had 3dB intervals — amuch
less stringent regimen than we audiophiles demand.
But did Ireally want to know more?
How embarrassing it would be to find
out that my hearing was severely limited in bandwidth, and/or highly nonlinear! Moreover, at the advanced age of
57, asignificant degree of age-related
HF rolloff (presbycusis) should be expected, especially since I've spent most
of my life in New York's cacophony.
The upside of abetter test might be an
insight into why Ipreferred certain
components. The downside was that, if
it turned out that my hearing was really
poor, I(and others) might discount my
subjective evaluations. But, since knowing is usually better than wondering, I
obtained acopy of Digital Recordings'

Description: Digitally generated
CD for testing hearing in the
20Hz-20kHz frequency range.
Price: $39.95. Approximate number of catalog dealers: 4.
Manufacturer: Digital Recordings
Advanced R&D, 5959 Spring Garden Road, Suite 1103, Halifax,
Nova Scotia B3H 1Y5, Canada.
Tel./Fax: (902) 429-9622, (902)
425-1154. E-mail: info@digitalrecordings.com. Web: vvvemdigitalrecordings.com.
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With aDiscman and agood pair of headphones, Audio-CD allows you to test your own hearing.

Audio-CD, aDIY audiology test tool,
and subjected myself and friends to it.
(The Digital Recordings website has
some useful information and links
about hearing loss.)
How it works
Developed by Dr. Marek RolandMieszkowski, the Audio-CD permits
useful evaluation of hearing thresholds
with only aCD player and apair of
headphones. It presents calibrated
bandwidth-specific chirps of increasing
amplitude at each of 24 frequencies,
from 20Hz to 20kHz. A separate track
is provided for each frequency, and the
chirps are presented only in the left
channel. A neat feature of this CD is
that each succeeding group of chirps is
1dB louder than the preceding group
and played 1second later. If you look at
the track/time counter on your CD
player just as soon as you hear something, the time counter (0 to 1:20) will
indicate the intensity threshold (0 to
80dB) for the frequency on that track.
Write down the track number and
time indication and jump to the next
track. When you've tested the left ear,
reverse the headphones to test the right.
You are instructed to have ayoung
subject —with, presumably, good hearing —listen to track 2and adjust the volWorldRadioHistory

urne until the tones are just barely audible. In this age of overdriven portable
CD players, finding such ayoungster
may not be easy. On the other hand, the
Audio-CD tests relative, not absolute,
thresholds, so the initial setting is not
very critical. (It can also be used to test
absolute values, though that requires
additional calibration equipment)
Certain other conditions must be
observed. First, your CD player and
headphones must play the low-frequency tones on the test tracks with no additional clicks or noises, which could indicate aliasing or excessive harmonic distortion. None of the players Itried,
from an ancient Magnavox CD473 to a
new Meridian 800, had any problems
with the test. Second, avoid anticipating
the tones— don't stare at the timer display. My most consistent results were
obtained when the subject couldn't see
the display at all and another person
recorded the results. Finally, and most
critically, you need extreme quiet so
that any background noise will not
mask the lowest intensities.
It was impossible to find acompletely quiet place in New York City. For
the initial tests, I used the trusty
Sennheiser HD600 headphones. However, from about 100Hz to about
1000Hz, the NYC audiograms (fig.1,
Stereophile, January 2000

Good
sound
man's
best
friend.

"At Overture, our goal is to
provide our customers with the

AVANCE
Dollar for dollar, you can't buy abetter loud speaker.

best possible performance at the
best possible price. When we
auditioned the Avance speaker
line, we were excited to find a
level of performance and value
that exceeded our expectations."
Terry Menaker, President,
Overture

OVERTURE

THE WORLD'S PREMIER AUDIO AND HOME THEATER STORE

Wilmington, De1aware •800-838-1812 •302-478-6050

www.overttutaudio.com

Where your purchases are always sales tax fire
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The envelope, please
The results in figs.1 and 2are presented
as curves of threshold intensity with the
vertical axis inverted. Thus, the lower
the data point, the lower the spl threshold at that particular frequency and,
conversely, the higher the absolute sensitivity. Note that this is not agraph of
frequency response. The Audio-CD
gives only a measurement of one's
thresholds of signal detection, not of
signal sensitivity. It is not intended to
test whether one's hearing has alinear
dynamic response above the hearing
threshold. (I didn't try it, but Iimagine
that, with an accurately calibrated gain
control, one could use the Audio-CD
for assessing sensitivity.)
The red traces in figs.1 &2show that
from 20Hz up to about 21cHz, my hearing proved similar to that of the "ideal"
threshold curve provided with the
Audio-CD. Above that, my thresholds
are elevated afew dB (fig2, red trace),
138
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Measured hearing thresholds: Reference (black); Subject 1with
Sennheiser HD600 headphones (blue); Subject 1with Sennheiser
HDA200 headphones (green); Subject 2(red). Scores above 80 in
both graphs indicate that the subject made no response.

Subject 1, blue trace) had 10dB+ higher
thresholds than those made in quiet,
rural Connecticut. After consultation,
Sennheiser provided aset of calibrated,
closed-back headphones, the HDA200s, which Iused for the balance of
the tests. With the HDA200s Iobserved consistently lower thresholds
across the 100-1000Hz band, which I
attribute to the masking effects of lowlevel ambient noises. The slightly elevated HF thresholds with the HDA200s (compare the green Subject 1
trace with the blue Sennheiser trace)
are probably due to the slight HF
rolloff seen in the HDA200's calibration curves on the Sennheiser website
(www.sennheiser.com/headphonesdynaniic/hd200.htm). There were, fortunately, no significant left/right sensitivity differences in the subjects tested.

100

Fig.2 Difference between measured hearing thresholds and reference threshold: Subject 1with Sennheiser HD600 headphones (blue); Subject 1
with Sennheiser HDA200 headphones (green); Subject 2(red).

but with sensitivity maintained out to
about 18kHz. The Digital Recordings
website says that "an upward deviation
of more than 10dB from an `ideal'
threshold indicates ahearing loss," and
characterizes losses in the 10-24dB
range as "slight." So, except for the
range above 12kHz, my hearing (Subject 2in these graphs) is close to ideal,
especially considering my age and usual
haunts. Above that, the loss is "slight."
In fact, some of this apparent loss is
probably due to the HDA200's rolloff.
Most satisfying was that my curve is relatively smooth, without troughs or
peaks. In other words, my hearing loss
is aminor one that could be easily compensated for with afirst-order shelf
boost from about lkHz up, something
that's child's play with the Z-Systems
RDP-1 digital equalizer that Ireviewed
in July 1998.
Accurate compensation for my
threshold curve with the RDP-1, using
low-noise components and sources,
made everything sound as forward and
intense to me as it did to others in the
room. Perhaps, over time, Imight
adapt to such acorrection and find
greater listening pleasure, but the probable concomitant would be that live
music would then sound muffled.
Considering the slightness of my
hearing loss, that's too high aprice.
Even without compensation, I'm quite
conscious of subtle background noise
levels; now Ican attribute this to the
effect of in-band and out-of-band frequencies, and their ability to mask lowlevel HF information with my reduced
thresholds.
On the other hand, had my test
results indicated agreatly raised threshold in amoderately narrow band of
frequencies, compensation might have
been more useful. For example, Itested
WorldRadioHistory

afriend (Subject 1, blue and green
traces in figs.1 & 2) who is an avid
music lover but who has suffered from
considerable high-frequency loss over
the years. In his case, the loss is so substantial that he is nearly always aware
of it and cannot make an adequate psychophysical compensation. His clinical
audiology results were as sketchy as
mine (same lab), but, using the AudioCD, we were able to get results that we
could transfer to acustom fixed equalizer with aboost of about 48dB(1) centered at 8kHz with 24dB/octave
slopes. With this filter, music began to
sound abit more as he remembered it.
With such afilter the sound was unlistenable for others and dangerous even
for the subject. Peak limits were
required to prevent further hearing
damage.
Why do you want to know?
Within our little world of audiophilia,
it is important for each of us to have
some idea what our ear-brain mechanism is doing. Only then can one have
any idea of how capable one is of assessing, to say nothing of offering opinions
about, sound quality. In our noisy
world, it is all too common that abrief
exposure to very high signal levels results in temporary or permanent hearing loss due to the destruction of the
irreplaceable hearing transducers —the
hair cells of the inner eat
Digital Recordings' Audio-CD can tell
you whether there are significant gaps
in your hearing. Narrow-bandwidth
gaps disturb the natural balance of musical voices; you might search forever for
asatisfying system or, indeed, asatisfying concert experience. Don't you know
someone who just keeps turning it up,
louder and louder, to no avail? Do you
really want to know why?
Stereophite, January 2000
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The Ultimate Speaker Interface
Introducing the MIT Oracle V2 Speaker Interface...
Modular Design, Fully Upgradeable, Unparalleled Performance
-Bruce

Brisson and the MIT design team have given us what we have
been looking for in an "Ultimate" speaker interface. Unequaled clarity,
dimension, and musical realism in a fully upgradeable design. The Oracle
Series is a stunning achievement"
Terry Menacker—President of Overture

The MIT Oracle V2—
The Oracle's modular design allows for future upgrades as technology advances, and your needs
change, protecting your investment and allowing for years of future-proof performance and enjoyment. The Oracle Series is available in three versions staring at $2995.00.

Hif Owit 1
/
2

Please stop by to audition the "Oracle" with the world's finest audio components,
or call us at 800-838-1812

4OVERTU RE
THE WORLD'S PREMIER AUDIO/VIDEO AND HOME THEATER STORE
Wilmington, Delaware •(302) 478-6050 •(800) 838-1812 •www.overtureaudio.com
The Home of Tax Free Shopping
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»NOME ¿P CD MD'S FOR 2000!

Point-&-click webstore now open! We will match all
Pictures, descriptions, sound bytes,
advertised prices!
secure, searchable and much more! www.elusivedisc.com

Most Other Audiophile LP's & CD's Also Available: Alto, Decca, EMI, Verve, Ect.

GROOVE NOTE RECORDS PRESENTS:
Jacintha/Autumn Leaves:
The Songs of Johnny Mercer
Featuring: "Here's To Life"
GRV-1006

0201 XRCD2: Sampler

0202
0203
0204
0206
0207
0046
0051
0043
0038
0039

btá me/We as dual lavar Me

"Legendary K.C. Bluesman!"
Joy McShann/What A
Wonderful World
GRV-1005

xrcd&.xrcd2

Ja •
enese Im •
arts now available!
0045
0036
0047
0048
0049
0031
0050
0044
0052
0054
0055

John Coltrane: Senin' The Pace
Modern Jazz Quartet: Concord
Sarah Vaughan: Crazy & Mixed Up
Basic & Peterson: The Time Keepers
Ti9er Okoshi: Color Of Soil
Miles Davis: Bags Groove
Bill Evans Trio: Sunday At The Village...
Steve Miller: The Joker
Sarah Vaughan: How Long Has This...
Johnny Griffin: Little Giant

Ernie Watts: The Long Road Home
The Bill Evans Trio: At Shelly Mann's Hole
Miles Davis Allstars: Walkin'
Kenny Burrell & John Coltrane
Kenny Dorham: Quiet Kenny
Ella Fitzgerald: Take Love Easy
Wynton Kelly: Kelly Blue
Tina Turner: Private Dancer
Hiroko Kokubu: Bridge
Ernie Watts: Classic Moods
Sonny Rollins Quintet: Plays For Bird

Over 105 titles now available including 24 titles from the Three Blind Mice label,
35 Japanese imports and more on the way! Contact us for acomplete list.

LP
2059
2067
N.A.
2066
2061
2060
2065
2062
101/
2069

sIIN

416418LE il ¡RC 2/

"Best Album of HIFI 98"
Jacintha/Here's To Ben
GRV-1001

vc

/Geld
/1126
/1130
/1133
/1129
/ 1127
/N.A.
/1128
/N.A.
101
/1132

CD
1800 LP's la Gold CD's Now Only $22.99'
Jethro Tull: Original Masters'
Judy Collins: Best Of....
Metalica:Master Of Puppets
Van Nolen: Van Halen
Nat King Cole: Greatest Hits'
Paul Simon: Paul Simon
Linda Ronstadt: Greatest Hits Vol 2
Paul Simon: There Goes Rhymin" Simon
Frank Sinatra: 57' In Concert'
Joni Mitchel: Blue
102/ 102 ESinatra: The Summit' 00ble CD' et LP_s

1st time on CD!
Illinois Jacquet/Birthday
Party GRV-I003
The following DCC Gold CD titles are now OUT-OF-PRINTill $25:00
These all -analogue, direct to 2-track albums, recorded on vintage
Many other titles now out of print! Call for complete list befar ethey're gone!
Neumann tube microphones are available as 180g 2 LP Sets
GZS-1031
CCR: Cosmos Factory
GZS-1062
Blondie: Parallel Lines$35
GZS-1056
Pat Benatar: In The Heat Of The... GZS-1064
CCR: Green River $30
(1 LP cut at 45rpm) for $29.99 or as 24K/24Bit Gold CD's for $24.99
GZS-1070
CCR: Willie & The Poor Boys
GZS-1063
Miles Davis: Workin'
Elusive Disc Exclusive North American Distributor /Dealer inquires invited.
'A Blues classic is born!'
Roy Gaines/I Got The
Bone Blues GRV-1002

Vivants Production: 180g Import LP:

VPLP003 The Police /Oudandos D'Amour Classic Police
featuring the smash hit "Roxanne" now on 180g Vinyl!
VPLP003A Muddy Waters /Folk Singer The Legend is
back! Best Blues LP ever! Don't miss this classic recording!
VPLP002 J.J. Cale /Naturally
This is J.J's finest album. The
"Blues-Master" singer/songwriter at his best!
VPLP001 Al DiMeola, John McLaughin & PacoDeLucia /

$29.99

Friday Night In San Francisco Live! I3est Guitar I,p e‘ er!!!

EMI UK MILLENNIUM 180g LPs

EUROM4631
EUROM4691
EUROM4641
EUROM4621
EUROM4651

David Bowie: Alladin Sane
Deep Purple: Book of Taliesyn
John Lennon: Walls and Bridges
Queen: A Day At the Races
The Band: Music From Big, Pink

EMIM47863
EMIM21185
EMIM47864
EMIM21184

Rolling Stones: Sticky Fingers
Steve Miller: Fly Like An Eagle
Rolling Stones: Exile On Main St.'
Heart: Dreamboot Annie

$29.99

EUROM4661R.E.M.: Document
EUROM4671 Frank Sinatra: Come Dance With Me
EUROM4701 The Specials: The Specials
EUROM4711 Talking Heads: Stop Making Sense
Ejilorn4ro TfuL This Woî

EMI U.S. MILLENNIU

LP's $22-$47*

EMIM2 I
276
EMIM99176
EMIM21692
EMIM47867

REM: Document
Wings: Band On The Run'
Grand Funk: American Band
Rolling Stones: Some Girls

f"„tra

$Call

SONY MASTERSOUND GOLD CD'S

23.99

SIMPLY VINYL 1809 LP's
SVLP* Aerosmith: Pump, Toys, Rocks, Vacation
SVLP* Bob Dylan: Blonde, Nashville, Times, more!
SVLP12/50 Eagles: Hotel, Hell Freezes Over
SVLP Fleetwood Mac: Pious, Rumors, FleetwoodMac

All titles now OUT-OF-PRINT!

64410
66226
64368
52944
64426
64274

DiMeola: Friday Night in SF
Carole King: Tapestry
Fronk Sinatra: The Voice
Robt. Johnson: King of the Delta Blues
Roger Waters: Amused To Death $40.00
Duke Ellington: Black, Brown & Beige

SVLP• Nirvana: Unplugged, Utero, Nevermind
SVLP30/46 Steely Dan: Aja, The Royal Scam
SVLP24/25 Frank Zappa: Weasels,Burnt
SVLP68 Pearl Jam: Ten

—
Order Before The re Gonell
64403 Miles Davis: Kind of Blue
CALL FOR
57206 Willie Nelson: Stardust
COMPLETE
64408 Dave Brubeck: Time Out
LIST
53814 Billy Holiday: Lady In Satin
64421 Simon&Garfunkel: Bridge Over...
64425 Stevie Ray Vaughn: Couldn't Stand...

PREMONITION RECORDS - CD's: $14.99 / LP's: $27.99 *$29.99
PREM-1919 Patricia Barber: Split (CD & 180g LP) (1ST ALBUM)
PREM -737* Patricia Barber: Cafe Blue (CD & 180g LP) LP OUT OF PRINT!!!
PREM-741
Patricia Barber: Modern Cool (CD & 180g) LP NEW!!!
162/179 Livingston Taylor: Ink
24/96 DVD's: $26.99 (14
165/175 Rebecca Pidgeon: Four Mary's
CD's: 613.99
166/176 John Faddis: Remembrances
164/174 Dave's True Sto: Sex Without Bodies
NA /171 Super Audio Collection & Pro Test Disc
155/177 Sara K: Hobo
156/178 John Basile: The Desmond Protect
185/195 Sara K:No Cover
184/194 Chuck Mangione: The Feelings Back

RDS

MOBILE FIDELITY

756
757
758
736
737
752
743
723
753
744
536
548
574

Art Garfunkel: Breakaway SACO
Duke Ellington: Blues In Orbit 'SACO
Roy Orbison: Lonely and Blue SACO
Joe Cocker: Mad Dogs & Englishman
Moody Blues: Question Of Balance
Rob Wasserman: Trios
Tony Bennett & Count Basie: In Person
Stevie Ray Vaughn: The Sky Is Crying
Johnny Winter: Second Winter
Mahavishnu Orch: Inner Mounting...

Gold CD's/SACD's: $22.99*

748
755
735
741
742
747
754
749
750
751

Guns & Roses: Gn'R Lies
wgzwe'enva=16
The Who: Live At Leeds
CATSTEVENS
Tom Petty: Full Moon Fever iktAtidTI. H".#
John Hiatt: Slow Turning
B,S&T: Child Is The Father...
Toto: TotolV
The Who: Who's Next
The Pointer Sisters:The Point
Counting Crows: Recovering The Satallites
Joe Sotriani: Surfing With The Aliens

MFSL Out-Of-Print Gold CD Sale!!! $29.99
Elton John: Hanky Chateau
B.B. King: Live At The Regal
Aretha Franklin: INever Loved A

MFSL SERIAL #50

208
216
238
201
202

570
564
565

Joni Mitchell: Wild Things Run Fast
Robert Cray: Strong Persuader
Tom
:Hard Promises

UNDER 200G LP Sale!!!

Getz/Gilberto
247
Billie Holiday: Body & Soul
Dave Brubeck: All Together for the first... 258
Nirvana: Nevermind
Joan Baez: Diamonds & Rust
262
Peter Frampton: Frampton Comes Alive
Muddy Waters: Folk Singer
213
Allman Brothers: Brothers & Sisters
Pink Floyd: Atom Heart Mother
Most other Anadisq titles available, please calll

eltiNNie 1?eCtIrtIS Audio DVD's Only $29.99/$46.99
DAD1032 Star er ' ys :• Cr
DAD1011 Jo nLee Hoo er: Boom Boom
DAD1031 Ellington/Armstrong: Great Reunion
DAD1021 Prokofiev: Alexander Nevsky
DAD1030 Music By Ernest Bloch
DAD1026 Lou Donaldson: Lou Takes Off
DAD1023 Dr. John: Plays Mac Rebennack
DAD1014 Terry Evans: Blues For Thought
DAD1028 John Coltrane: Blue Train
DAD1016 Hank Mobley: Roll Call
DAD1007 John Lee Hooker: Mr. Lucky
DAD1018 Gershwin Collection:(2 Disc Set)
DAD1008 Glory: Original Soundtrack
DAD1033 Casino Royale Soundtrack
DAD1029 Antill: Corrobree
DAD1020 Muddy Waters: Folk Singer
DAD1025 Ravel: Works For Orchestra 2Disc set DAD1022 C. Adderl :Somethin' Else
CItINNie Records LP/CD Sale! $12.99 or 10 for $100
LSC2134 Reiner: Overture! Overture!
CSCD6009 travels y: Petrus a.
LSC2135 Prokofiev: Cinderella Suites
CSCD6012 Rimsky-Korsokov: Tale of Tsar..
15C2183 The Reiner Sound
CSCD6013 Debussy: Iberia
LSC2285 Walton: Facade Suite
CSCD6023 Ravel-Debussy: Ma Mere Laye
LSC2298 Borodin: Symphony #9
I—P
26-8, CSCD6038 Tchikovsky: 1812 Overture
LSC2322 Shostakovich: Symphony #1
CD's CSCD6079 Debussy: La Boite A Joujoux
LSC2336 Sibelius: Finlandia
can be CSCD6191 Mendelssohn: Symphony #3
LSC2400 Ballet Music From The Opera
• ._. LSCD2225 Witches Brew
LSC2405 Sibelius: Sym.#5/Karelia Suite more‘i LSCD2313 Venice: Solti
LSC2418 Elgar: Enigma Variations
LSCD2322 Shostkovich: Age of Gold...
LSC2419 Dvorak: Slavonic Dances
LSOCD6007 Harry Belefonte: Returns..Hall
LSC2450 Schuman: Carnival...
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Rotel

most of the time the power drawn from
an amplifier is less than awatt, and it's
that first watt that is critical to musical
reproduction. "If the first watt doesn't
sound right, why would you want 399
more of them?" Presumably, it's easier
to get the first watt right if the amplifier
has to produce only 40W, not 400W
(or, in the case of certain single-endedtriode tube amps, 5W).
To an extent, this argument makes
sense. With greater power comes
greater circuit complexity and more
output devices to be matched. Smaller

RB-1090

can be qualitatively better; unfortunately, the majority of today's speakers require substantial power, and many audiophiles want to play their systems at
levels outside the capabilities of lowpower amplifiers. What would be good
to have is ahigh-power amplifier that
sounds like alow-power amplifier except when it comes to maximum loudness capability. And that just about
describes the RB-1090. Put another
way, the Rotel engineers have assuredly
got that first watt right.
Use of the term "listening fatigue"

has fallen into disfavor among audiophiles, but Stereophile founder J. Gordon
Holt did include it in his book, The Audio
Glossaty. Gordon defines listening fatigue as "a psychoacoustical phenomenon whereby prolonged listening to
reproduced sound which is not noticeably dirty nevertheless causes increasing
physical and psychological discomfort."
Listening fatigue is something that
sneaks up on you, and acomponent that
produces low listening fatigue often
doesn't have as much immediate appeal
as one that provides greater detail and

amplifier, but low enough that any
effect on the amplifier's frequency response with areal load will be small.
The signal/noise readings (ref. 2.83V,
rounded to the nearest dB) were 94dB
from 22Hz to 221cHz, 86dB from 10Hz
to 5001cHz, and 94dB A-weighted. The
corresponding balanced values were
82dB, 75dB, and 83dB.
The amplifier's frequency response is
shown in fig.l. Only the small (less than
0.1dB) dip at 5kHz distinguishes the
response with a(simulated) loudspeaker
load from that with pure resistance. The
101cHz squarewave (fig2) is as good as
any we've seen, with afast risetime, only
aslight rounding of the leading edge
(some rounding is virtually universal

with modern amps), and no overshoot
or ringing. Like the S/N readings, the
crosstalk in fig.3 is slightly worse in balanced mode, but nevertheless low
enough to be audibly irrelevant.
The THD+noise percentage vs frequency behavior is shown in figs.4 and
5. Measured distortion is higher in balanced mode (an unusual finding, presumably due to the extra circuitry), but
nevertheless still respectably low. The
THD waveform in fig.6 into 4 ohms
indicates apredominant third harmonic,
plus noise. Fig.7 shows the distortion
spectrum of a50Hz input signal at an
output of 2/3 rated power (469W) into 4
ohms. The only distortion artifact above
—80dB (0.01%) is the third harmonic at

Measurements

A

fter running for one hour at 1
/
3
power, the Rotel RB-1090's case
was quite hot, but not abnormally so.
DC offset measured 1.8mV in the left
channel, 1.1mV in the right. The amplifier is noninverting, with pin 2positive
in its balanced mode. Voltage gain into 8
ohms measured 28.8dB (22dB balanced). Unless noted otherwise, all
measurements were taken with the
amplifier running in unbalanced mode.
The RB-1090's input impedance
measured 332k ohms (47.9k ohms balanced). The maximum measured output impedance was 0.16 ohms, at
20kHz into a4ohm load, this decreasing to less than 0.1 ohm at 11cHz. This is
not unusually low for a solid-state
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Fig.1

Rotel RB-1090, frequency response at
(from top to bottom at 6kHz): 2W into
4ohms, 1W into 8ohms, and 2.828V
into simulated loudspeaker load, (0.5dB/
vertical div., right channel dashed).

Fig.3 Rotel RB-1090, channel separation vs
frequency (from top to bottom): R—L, L—R,
balanced; L—R. R—L, unbalanced (10dB/
vertical div.).

Fig.5

Rotel RB-1090, THD+noise (%) vs frequency
at (from top to bottom at 4kHz): 1W into
8ohms and 2W into 4ohms, balanced;
2W into 4ohms and 1W into 8ohms,
unbalanced (right channel dashed).
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Fig.2 Rotel RB-1090, small-signal 10kHz
squarewave into 8ohms.
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Fig.4 Rotel RB-1090, THD+noise (%) vs
frequency at (from top to bottom at 4kHz):
4W into 2ohms, 2W into 4ohms, 2.83V
into simulated loudspeaker load, and 1W
into 8ohms (right channel dashed).
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Fig.6 Rotel RB-1090, lkHz waveform at 2W
into 4ohms (top), distortion and noise
waveform with fundamental notched
out (bottom, not to scale).
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high-end •

accessories

PATRICIA BARBER:
MODERN COOL
After the wild success of Patricia Barbers
Café Blue (Record to Die For twice! -available on Music Direct LP or CD), the dreamy
chanteuse follows with Modern Cool. It's
Barber's clear-headed reductionism at its
finest. CD, $14.39, or 180-gram LP, $29.99.
Patricia Barber Café Blue
Café Blue IGnIrll

Audio Prism Ouietline Filters
$27.50
Audio Prism Power Foundation 3
$599.99
Audio Prism CD Stoplight
$16.99
Black Diamond Racing cones 131
$59.99
Custom Power Cord Co. Model 11
$269.99
An incredible power cord value
Ensemble Tubesox
$64.99/pr
Highwire Powerwrap
$49.99
Lightspeed 6400 line conditioner
call
McCormack Micro Headphone drive.. $794.99
back in production!
MS8 Technologies Link OAC
$31499
Nordost ECO3 anti-static spray
$39.99
Rega Planet CD Player
call
Rightway Audio Suspendors (each)
$29.99

Ultimate Field Optimizer
This is the one audio tweak you cannot do
without! The UFO dissipates the magnetic electrostatic ghosts that inhabit all audio equipment and cabling. One treatment restores your
system's high frequency extension, dynamics
and transient response. Music Direct's most
highly recommended accessory. UFO $299.99

analog
accessories
•

$14.99
$24 99

Music Direct carries the best in analog
accessories. Call for products not listed.

feabure CDs

The following domestic and import CDs
are just asampling of what we carry.

Holly Cole (Canadian Pressings).. ..$18.99 ea
Dear Dark Heart
Treasure (limited)
It Happened One Night
Don't Smoke In Bed
Temptation
Girl Talk
Airto Moreira Killer B's (British)
$21.99
Dead Can Dance (British)
$21.99
Into The Labyrinth
Toward The Within
Charlie Haden/Chris Anderson: None But
The Lonely Heart (Naim)
$17.99
Audioquest
$12.99
Chesky Records
$13.99
Clarity Recording
$14.99
Classic Records Gold CD Sale
$12.99
DCC Gold CDs
$22.99
Dorian xCDs
$13.99
JVC XRCDs
$25.99
Mobile Fidelity Gold CDs
$22.99
Reference Recordings
$13.49

Audio Prism Waveguide
This incredible sonic advance from Audio
Prism eliminates cross channel noise on
power cords, interconnects and speaker
cables down to DC frequencies. The Wave
guide is light-years ahead of ferrite-based noise
eliminators. $149.99
SCE Harmonic Recovery System
$449.99
Sennheiser H0600 headphones
$349.99
Sennheiser H0580 headphones
$199.99
Shakti Stone
$199.99
Shakti On-Lines
$99.99/pr
Signet Cleaning Tools Ipkg of 4)
$11.99
TOS Passive Audiofile Processor
$394.99
Tekna Sonic C-10 Vibration Absorber ....$99.99
Vans Evers Pandora power cord
$299.99
XL0 TPC wipes (pkg of 101
$9.99
3M Vacuum Tube Dampers
$3.99 ea
3M Damping Sheets
$4.99 ea

Grado The Statement phono cartridge
John Grado introd£es the finest fixed coil phono
cartridge in the word! (and maybe the finest
cartridge of any design) This low output
(.75mV) cartridge delivers alush, warm tonal
balance that is exceedingly natural without
being bloated. Its high frequency extension
is the equal of any moving coil. Best of all, you
can tryout The Statement with Music Direct's
unique cartridge demo program. $2499.99
Aesthetix Carridge Demagnetizer
Alison Orbitrac 2

$17999
$34.99

Benz Glider cartridge
call
Disc Doctor record brushes
$34.99/pr
Disc Dr. Miracle Record Clog Fluid $21.99/pt
Grado Reference Platinum cartridge
call
Gruv-Glide II
$21.99
HiFi News Test LP
$24.99
Hunt Brush
$19.99
KAB Speedstrobe
$84.99
KAB Record Grip
$29.99
LAST record preservative
$26.99
Lehmann Black Cube phono stage ...$694.99
Milty Zerostat
$59.99
Music Hall MMF-2 turntable
call
Nitty Gritty ID record '
,
leaning mach. $219.99
Record Research Lab:: LP-9
$24.99
Ringmat 330XLR
$79.99
Shure v15VxMR
call
Shure Stylus Force Gauge
$17.99
Sumiko Blue Point Special
$239.99
Sumiko HS-12 Headshell
$29.99
VPI 16.5 Record Cleaning Machine .$429.99

the fine prinb
We're open Monday to Friday, 9to 6central
time, Saturday, 10 to 3. For acatalog, leave
your name and address on our voice mail.
There is a$5 charge for catalogs mailed
outside North America, refundable on your
first order.
In addition to items featured here, we
cony aone of the country's largest inventories
of domestic and import vinyl, CDs, and other
products from: Acoustic Disc, Analogue
Productions, Alto Edition, Audioquest,
Chesky, Clarity, Classic Records, DCC,
Decca, Delos, DMP, Dorian, First Impressions
Music, GRP, Harmonia Mundi, Mapleshade,
John Marks Renee, JVC XRCD, MCA
Heavy Vinyl, Mercury, Mobile Fidelity, Naim,
OJC, Reference Recordings, Sheffield Lab,
Sony Legacy, Talare, Water Lily.
Music Direct also features accessories
and hardware from: Arcici, API, Audio Prism,
Audioquest, BedinI, Benz Micro, Black
Diamond Racing, Bright Star Audio, Creek,
Echo Busters, Grado, Last, Lightspeed, Marigo, Monster Cable, MSB Technology, Nitty
Gritty, Perfectionist Audio, Rega, RingMat,
Roomtune, Sennheiser, Shakti, Shure, Solidsteel, Sovtek, Sumiko, Svetlana, Synergistic,
Target, Vans Evers, Vessalab, VPI.

musicdirect

long-playing records
compact disks
audio system accessories
Triphazer Every addio system regardless of price suffers from the
same basic physics problem called frequency skew. This distortion
of frequency over lime causes smearing of images, production of
non-musical artifacts and thin bass. The incredible new Triphazers
restore this skew to its proper place in time by delivering the high,
mid and low frequencies to your equipment in step. The result is
precision 3-D imaging, lower noise floor and incredible dynamics.
Amust have for music lovers Triphazer Level 2, $599.99/Pr

Bedini Ultra Clarifier II This new and improved Ultra Clarifier uses
adual magnetic beam to direct twice the clarifying power to your
compact discs. CDs treated with the Clarifier sound fuller and richer
with more top end information. The table-top design is easy and
convenient to use and includes abonus CD cleaning kit. Attention
current owners of Ultra Clarifiers! Call Music Direct about our
Clarifier trade-in program. Bedini Dual Beam Ultra Clarifier $179.99
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800.449.8333

1327 W. Washington Bled ,
suite 102
Chicago, Illinois 60607
in Illinois: 312 433-0200
fax 312 433-0011
e-mail: md@amusicdirert.com
http://www.amusicdirect.com

secure web ordering!

Rotel
more punchy dynamics. Ibelieve listening fatigue is aphenomenon all audiophiles have experienced from time to
time, and is amajor cause of eventual
dissatisfaction with equipment that initially seemed exciting to listen to. Solidstate electronics have ahard time keeping listening fatigue in check without
giving up the detail and transparency
that audiophiles crave. (Tube amplifiers
are less prone to induce listening fatigue,
but have problems of their own.)
The level of listening fatigue engendered by the Rotel RB-1090 is one of

the lowest I've encountered in asolidstate amplifier. In this respect, it reminded me of amplifiers from Rowland and
YBA — pretty good company for a
$2000 amplifier! With the RB-1090 in
the system, Icould listen to music for
long periods and feel little inclination to
change amplifiers.
The RB-1090's other major strength
was its harmonic accuracy: the ability of
an amplifier to preserve the distinctive
timbres of voices and musical instruments. Many solid-state amplifiers —
even some very expensive ones —have a

RR- 1090

problem in this area, giving music a
somewhat unnatural, "electronic" quality.
Not the RB-1090. Trumpets sounded
like trumpets; violins sounded like violins
rather than synthesized versions thereof.
Voices had much of the "rounded" quality they have in real life, with sibilants neither softened nor artificially enhanced.
Of course, no component can create
this sort of natural quality if it's not contained in the recording, and an amplifier
is part of asystem of sound reproduction
in which every component is dependent
on the contributions of the rest. Though

Measurements
150Hz (-74dB, or 0.02%). Fig.8 plots
the IM distortion of a19+20kHz waveform at 383W into 4ohms. Again, only
one component is higher than —80dB:
the artifact at 18IcHz (-72.4dB, or about
0.025%). The distortion at power into
8 ohms (not shown) is even lower.
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Fig.7 Rotel RB-1090, spectrum of 50Hz
sinewave, DC-1 kHz, at 469W into
4ohms (linear frequency scale).
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These are very fine results.
Because the RB-1090 is rated only
into aminimum power of 4ohms, and
also to avoid thermal risk to our testbench load, I ran the continuous
THD+noise vs output power curves
only into 4and 8ohms. As fig.9 shows,
there is clearly no shortage of power
with this amp. Ialso ran discrete clipping
measurements with acontinuous signal,
but only into 8ohms, again because of
test-load limits. Into 8ohms, both channels driven, the Rotel clipped (1%
THD+N, to the nearest watt) at 407W
(26.1dBW) in the left channel (power
line 114V), and 410W (26.1dBW) in the
right (power line 114V). With one channel driven, clipping occurred at 437W
(26.4dBW, 116V line).
John Atkinson tested the amplifier
into lower impedances using a low-

duty-cycle 1kHz toneburst generated
by the Miller Audio Research Amplifier
Profiler. The results are shown in fig.10,
and even though the amplifier is working harder into 2ohms (blue trace) and
1ohm (green trace) than it is into 8
ohms (black) and 4 ohms (red), the
overall distortion level is gill very low.
The clipping characteristic is quite
"soft," with arelatively gradual increase
in THD up to the 1% point. This will
make the amplifier tend to sound more
powerful, except the big Rotel doesn't
need help in that respect: with the
toneburst and one channel driven, it
delivers 527W into 8 ohms and a
whopping 2825W into 1ohm!
Altogether, asolid set of test-bench
results from the Rotel RB-1090.
—Thomas J. Norton
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Fig.8

Rotel RB-1090, HF intermodulation
spectrum, DC-22kHz, 19+20kHz at 383W
into 4ohms (linear frequency scale).
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Fig.9 Rotel RB-1090, distortion (%) vs continuous
output power into (from bottom to top)
8ohms and 4ohms.
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Fig.10 Rotel RB-1090, distortion (%) vs IkHz burst output power into 8ohms (black trace), 4ohms
(red), 2ohms (blue), and 1ohm (green).
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Associated Equipment
Analog source:
Linn
LP12
turntable (fully updated), Linn Ittok
tonearm, AudioQuest AQ-700Onsx
cartridge.
Digital source: PS Audio Lambda H
transport, Muse Two Ninety-Six digital processor, Illuminati Orchid digital link.
Preamplifier: Convergent Audio
Technology SL-1 Ultimate.
Loudspeakers: Dunlavy Audio Labs
SC-IV/A.
Cables: Nordost Quatrofil and
my reviewing system is more expensive
than the typical one in which the RB1090 is likely to be used, there was no
indication that the amplifier was being
outclassed by the other components.
In keeping with Rotel's avowed
intention to offer "Balanced Design,"
the RB-1090 neglected none of the
other amplifier characteristics that
audiophiles value. Detail was good
without being overly analytical. The
soundstage (again, very dependent on
other components, especially the speak-

TARA Labs The Two interconnects,
Nordost S.P.M. Reference and TARA
Labs The Two speaker cables, TARA
Labs Decade power cables.
Accessories: Argent RoomLenses
(5) room treatments, PS Audio P300
AC synthesizer (used with preamplifier, analog and digital sources),
Bright Star Little Rock atop CD
transport, Nordost PP4 Ti and PP4
Al Pulsar Point component supports,
Arcid Suspense Rack, PolyCrystal
amplifier stand.
-Robert Deutsch
ers) was deep and wide when the
recording had those characteristics; the
ebb and flow of music was rendered
with subtlety, and the bass had
admirable firmness and good extension.
Rotel vs Parasound
Much of my time with the RB-1090 was
spent comparing it to the similarly
priced ($2195) Parasound HCA-3500,
reviewed elsewhere in this issue.'
Designed by the legendary John Curl,
the HCA-3500 features full dual-mono

construction, with even bigger transformers and higher power-supply capacitance than the Rotel (1.4kVA/97600g
vs 1.25kVA/88,000p.F). Although the
Parasound is rated at 350W to the
Rotel's 380W, the Parasound seemed to
have more dynamic headroom: it sounded more comfortable playing music at
very high levels — higher than Inormally listen — where the Rotel started to
sound abit compressed. The Parasound
was also superior in controlling the
Dunlavy SC-IV/As' woofers, bass having greater extension and punch.
In all other respects, however, the
Rotel's performance was comparable or
better. Both amplifiers allowed the
Dunlavys to create asoundstage that was
wide and deep. Both excelled at presenting detail, with perhaps aslight nod
going to the Parasound. Where the
Rotel moved ahead was in its avoidance
of the sonic characteristics that lead to
listening fatigue. It's not that the Parasound led me to cover my ears and run
screaming from the room—far from it.
But, over time, Ibecame increasingly
aware of some of the upper-midrange/
treble grain lending aslightly overetched
quality to voices and instruments. The
Rotel was relatively free of this effect,
with the result that Iwas able to listen to
it comfortably for longer periods.
The Rotel's tonal balance was sweeter and, to my ears, more natural than
that of the Parasound, at least in the
context of this particular system. Both
amplifiers represent outstanding value,
and both are capable of excellent performance in the right system, but my preference is for the Rotel.
Conclusion
Rotel has areputation for offering highvalue products, and the RB-1090's performance is certainly consistent with this
reputation. You get alot of amplifier for
your $1999. However, Ithink its appeal
is more thanjust value for money. While
the performance of a cost-efficient
design cannot be expected to fully match
that of state-of-the-art efforts, the RB1090 concedes so little to the latter in the
areas of performance that are most
important for musical enjoyment that it's
worth considering—even if your equipment budget can stretch to include one
of the high-priced super-amps.
1These comparisons were not level-matched — the
Convergent Audio Technology SL-1 Ultimate preamp
changes volume in steps too big for that — but involved
prolonged listening to each power amplifier at avariety
of levels. In my opinion, level matching is critical only
for rapid A/B comparisons; more relevant to the way
components are actually used by people are comparisons that involve long-term listening.
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Point-&-click webstore now open! Many limited time
offers, act now!
Pictures, descriptions, sound bytes,
secure, searchable and much more! www.elusivedisc.com

Also available: Grado, K.A.B., Orbitrac, Shakti, Record Research Labs, etc.

e

Give Life to the Music with Vibrapods!
,
:e11) imw.elfeeL ,
(L ,ccë,-, LAILD©Lz,i.e,if At $6.00 each and a30
day money back guarantee...You can't go wrong! 5 models offered!

Harmonic Recovery System
Restores
Harmonics!

$499.99!

Improves
Dynamics!

BENZ-MK:RO MC CARTRDGES
RUBY II 0.3 or 0.6mV SCALL WI Trade$CALL
REFERENCE 0.4mV $CALL W/ Trade SCALL
MC H20; MO.9; L0.4 SCALL W/ Trade$CALL
MC GOLD 0.4mV
$350 W/ Trade SCALL
MC SILVER 2.0rnV
$350 W/ Trade$CALL
MC-20E11 2.0mV
$150
PHONOMENA PHONO STAGE NEW! SCALL
BenzJAesthetix Cartridge Demagnetizer
"Everyone who's into analog is sAi
sure to want one of the cute

battery-powered cartridge

Kau

THE GLIDER
Factory
Authorized
Trade-in Sale!
$750 Or

1.0 &
2.0mt•

Output
CALL - With Trade
Available
rN
riçied So Good For So Little!
"This is akiller canridge....more lifelike.
more holographic, more involving,... more musical.
...the Glider is way recommended." -

demagnetizers from Aesthetix.".
30 Day Money Back Guarantee!
V, arcs Goa Repot
Elif
earn., Morn tr Lonnor Boo.00ll.
Price
Restores harmonics & improves dynamics of any stereo/home theater system.
Lonnie Brownell. Stereophile, Aug.
HRS makes your CD's sound better than ever by providing ahigher level of
focus, timbre, texture & dimension. Installs easily between your CD player or BASIS Turntables ilt Accessories
Preamp & your system. Experience what the reviewers are raving about.
Models 1400, 2000 thru 2800 and Debut.
"The sound was richer, fuller, more dynamic. The soundstage was wider &
Available with Rega RB250, 300, 900 and
deeper -more dimesional. I'm keeping the HRS & have asecond unit on order."
Graham 2 0 Tonearms. Package prices are
Sam TeNg, Stereophile, Aug.'98, Vol. 21 #8
Model 1400
available for all models!
$Call
"It adds alevel of vibrancy & substance to the music that is completely intoxicating"
Sound Stage Magazine... July '98
•
"It unlocks the music! Favorite recordings sound like new-found treasures!"

ANALOG

Nathaniel Rosen...world famous Cellist

AudioPristin

*Nate Tie Wave Outdo

"The unpros omen, in do,,,
"Clarity. dynamics. imaging. and
dynamics...in an already superb
apparent power all improved
reproduction...impressed even the
substantially. so much so I
Shaman's designer. Vincent Brimzese.
deemed the Foundation Ill an
We aren't crazy! Stereophile's Bob Deutsch, Brian Darnkroger,
"essential component" and
mailed AudioPnsm acheck " and ahalf-dozen other audionuts were Mere...they heard it too.
Barry
www.sierrophile.com
&wry Willis. Skirophile. 1>ec 98. I
No. I:

Foundation

StepUght Pens, IlladdigM Mats, Ise Bearings and Oulietline Filters,:

NITTY

SCALL

GRITTY - "I've

eECORD CARE PRODUCTS

tried better tables, arms, cartridges, preamps, cables, and isolation
schemes. -none hase oser gis en me the kinds of improvements in noise
reduction, clarits, and elimination of mid-to-treble ringing that these recordcleaning machines has e....lf sou listen to records, mu need srecord-cleaning machine. Period." -Corèv Greenberg, Stereatihile, May '94, VoL17 95

MOM. 1.0 - Manual application
«
1
rx!r1.11,C,rotating while vacuuming.

ii]

lined,

are also
available in
Solid Oak Cabinet
or 220v version

All models

"...cm.

r5

Vinci Md grain

Cabinet-ITEM #-ANIT1.0....$CALL
MODEL 1.6 - Auto scrubbing, &
rotation, slide-out waste fluid tray.
NUTT murn,CD MASTER
Vinyl Woodgrain Cabinet-ITEM #-ANIT1.5....•CALL
(CD Cleaner)
$39.99
MODEL 1.5F1 - Auto fluid application, scrubbing, & rotation. Vinyl Woodgrain Cabinet
e•
ITEM #-ANIT1.5F1
SCALL
411: 1t1teMINI-PRO 1 - Wet scrubs & vacuums both sides si
mu ltaneousl
y.
Wood grain Cabin et
ITEM #-ANIT1 .5FI
KALI.
Record Brush,Vac or Capstan Kit: ... $14.99 Puair 2Cleaning Fluid 16oz
$15.99
Dust Covers:
$19.£19, $22.99 & $38.99 1/2 gal. Pure 2436.99 /1gal.Pure 2 $59.99

THE LIFTim p,1

Protect your stylus! Lifts

any tonearm automatically!

Gold
S99.99 sterecphile
Chrome
$89.99
New! The L' er $39. 99

U tra Cari ier:
U aClarifier II

r,„,11

Image, teemed mum
& palpable, &
highs sounded more refined & 'acct. Ihe
ha,, definite', insprmed
it an, deep., &
tlabter bith better pItch-dilTrrantialion....
Jonwhoor Scion.
h-1, V. 1,1 is .2

99.99
149.99

CD Clarifier:
34.99

oudiotruth iSt audioquest cables!
Interconnects available: Jade, Turquoise, Topaz, Coral. Opal &Onyx.
NEW CABLE
Speaker Cables available Type 4, GR8, CV4, Argent, Clear SE, Sterling SE & Dragon SE. LINES!
All Digital & Video Cable also available!
PT-6 & PT-8 Tonearms
$CALL Binding Post Wrench
$7.99
UltraConnect 2: (w/deaners) Ultra-high-purity contact cleaner. No residue
$29.99
Record Brush: Anti-stat Carbon Fiber
$14.99
RF Stoppers: RF & Digital Noise Filter (set of 4).Juniors: $31.99
Seniors: $49.99
S-4 Silver Toneann Cable: NEW!!!
All Power Cords also available!
SorboGel Little Feet:(set of 4) $39.99 New!
SorboGel Big Feet:(set of 4) $59.99 New!

Creek Phono Stages: 081-1-8/9 Headphone Amps: 081411 ACall

Purist Audio System Enhancer Disc

The ultimate burn-in and demagnetization Disc!

Gruv-Glide II -

NOW ONLY $129.99

sterocartx

euggars

Improves sound, removes static, improves tracking records and

RECORD SLEEVES

styli last longer

$21.9.

INNER -$30/100 OUTER -520/100 JPN Rescalable -$30/100

1.1.5.11.

TURNTABLES:

ROLLING

PENDLETON,

IN

BARREL RD.

46064

#

SALE!!!

HW-1 9.11t Turntable w/ Audioquest PT-6 Arm*: $Call
•Add Sumiko Blue Pt. Special': $Call
ERE expert
•Add Benz-Micro Glider': SCall
cartridge installation
Add The LIFT & get it installed for FREE'
upon request
Pirase ask

about our Fbckage Prices For àél, VF1 Turntable Models!

11W-19_1UNIOR -A totally dead-solid acrylic platter, precision machined for direct
coupling to records, with reflex clomp and dustcover.
Fully Upgradeable to HW-19 Mark Ill ($599) /HW-19 Mark IV ($11991
H12 MARK W -Stainless steel chassis, acrylic motor & armboard, black acrylic
1016 planer and spring suspension
FIW-IBAIAPJLIY -TNT bearing & spindle assembly. 20 lb black acrylic planer.

SCALL
$CALL

SCALL
ARIES and NEWI ARIES BASIC -Near TNT performance! Requires only a 22' x 16
space. Aries Features TNT 3 platter, bearing & motor. Aries Basic features HW19JR platter,
bearing, 2 piece clamp & TNT 3 motor! Both with black acrylic finish & upgradabliltyl. OCALL
TNLIUNIOR -Huge sound stage is balanced by a solidity only available from super
tables. Now affordable to a larger audience. 21 lb. Stainless steel motor assembly.
OCALL
•CJU1

TNT SERIES 3.5 & 5 -The ultimate in turntable technology.

12111&11611:
THE MAW MEMORIAL 10 & NEWI 10.5
VPI has designed an
oll-out affordable tonearm reference that is extraordinary in its
ability to entrad information from an LPs grooves. Soundstage is
wide & deep with air & separation between instruments. Feeling of
image solidity & top to bottom coherency is unmatched. Also
available in 12 & 12.5 version for TNT. 5-star rated in TAS issue 106!
10 and 12 versions fully upgradeable to new 10.5/12.5.
NEW LOWER PRICE! ASK ABOUT OUR ARIES/JMW COMBO!
CLEANING MACHINES: stareq• lik
" have lotoul the HW-16.5 to he an outstanding
poyernier. The record surfaces are microscopically clean & are so pristine they look new!" 4udio Magazine

H%V-16.5
110 or 220volt
Semi-Automatic
Ltd. Time Offerl II

ACCESSORIES:

JMW
MEMORIAL
TONEARM

Features: Self-euniamed liquid pump; Applies
liquid and scrubs record at same time; Bidirectional cleaning; pushbutton controls; "The
most deluxe record cleaner on the market!"

FPN-17F -SCo11111
FPN-17F 220v -SCall
Fully automatic, Bidirectional cleaning!!
Cooling fan

Ltd. Time °Beall
POWER LINE CONDITIONER -Speed controller and power filter GREAT UFrduadi
$399.99
SYNCHRONOUS DRIVE SYSTEM -New flagship speed controller and power filter
$Call
1-1W-19 STAND ALONE MOTOR
SCALL STROBE DISC -Set turntable speed
$17.99
CARTRIDGE ALIGNMENT GAUGE$14.99 CROSS CHECK LEVEL(Newl) $9.99

SUMIKO

SALE!!!

CARTRIDGE & TURNTABLE
CARTRIDGES:
TURNTABLES:
Blue Point Special Cartridge
$CALL NEW! Pespective, Wood Classic, Model 2„KALI
Blue Point Cartridge
SCALL Pro-Jed 6.1, 1.2 Turntable
KAU.

ORDER TOLL FREE. oe
1-800-782-3472.
1022

'96. VoL19

ORDER BY FAX 765) 778-2669
E-MAIL: ElusDiscogaol.com
WEB: www.elusivedisc.com
Re,ommended Componen,
FOR INFO (765) 778-2715
WorldRadioHistory
Vol 14. 8/11/..nd 0,4 .17. Vol 20,10
"ALL In Stock orders shipped in 24 hrsl"

1150+pagel$3® U.S A. /$5® INTL.
CATALOG I FREE WITH ORDERII
DOMESTIC SNIPPING:
Methods available: U.S. Priority Mail, UPS Ground, 3-Day Select,
2nd Day Air, Next Day Air. Cost is based on number of items and
total weight. Call, E-Mail or Fax for quotes

Equipment

Report

Shannon

Dickson

Arcici Suspense Rack

A

functional equipment rack that
emphasizes performance without sacrificing an attractive appearance ranks just below speakers and
other core components on the musthave lists of most serious audiophiles.
An acceptable stand not only offers an
efficient means of arranging the growing number of components comprising
today's audio/video systems, but also
provides agood focal point for grappling with the deleterious sonic effects
of vibration on electronic gear —particularly source components.
Since Ilast visited this topic in these
pages four years ago ("Bad Vibes," November 1995, Vol.18 No.11), 1averitable
forest of higher quality anti-vibration
platforms, stands, and accessories have
appeared. The Suspense Rack, from
venerable Arcici Inc., is one of the better examples of improved design wedded to attractive looks to form asolid
foundation on which to assemble one's
system. Indeed, the Suspense Rack's
graceful aesthetics mask some astute
engineering choices, and should make it
awelcome addition to the décors of
many multi-use living rooms.
Form and function

Ardci's industrious Ray Shab created
the hybrid suspension system for the
Suspense Rack by modifying his popular Air Head standalone isolation platform. (Similar to products from Townshend and Bright Star, the Air Head was
originally designed for Arcici by Texas
audiophile Bob Riggje.) At first glance,
the Suspense Rack's four clear acrylic
shelves seem to be simply attached to
the four steel angles that form the vertical corners of the stand—but looks can
be deceiving. This outer frame is bolted
solely to two open-sided boxes ofjatoba
wood at the top and bottom to create a
rigid structure, but one that lacks the
imposing industrial look of typical sandfilled tubular-steel stands such as Arcici's long-established Lead Balloon.
The lower, inverted box is equipped
1For further insight into the effects of vibration on
audio systems, please see the above article in the
"Archives" of our website: www.stereophile.com.
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Arcici Suspense Rack

with reinforced corners to stabilize the
stand, while the upper section—the
modified Air Head — contains three
small inner tubes that act as air bladders.
These provide the vertical pneumatic
isolation for the system by floating an
acrylic-covered heavy steel plate. The
air pressure of each inner tube, and
hence the leveling of the top plate and
supported component, are adjustable
via individual Schrader valves on the
side of the box.
The key feature of the Suspense
Rack's design is that the four acrylic
shelves are not connected to the outer
steel angles — or to any other part of the

frame! Instead, they're suspended from
four thin, threaded steel rods that extend up through the bottom of the Air

Description: Five-level equipment
stand with hybrid pneumatic/pendulum suspension.
Dimensions: 48" H by 24" IN by
24" D. Shipping weight: 170 lbs.
Price: $2290. Approximate number of dealers: 21.
Manufacturer: Arcici Inc., P.O. Box
704, Islip Terrace, NY 11752.
lel./Fax: (516) 581-7006.
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Head and past the inner tubes to attach
solely to the upper steel plate via countersunk 1-nuts. The corners of each
shelf are notched to fit around these
loosely hung rods without touching
them, while the bottoms of the shelves
rest on special Navcom-foam gaskets
glued to the top of adjustable "speed
nuts" to supply an added degree of
inter-shelf isolation. These lockable sliding speed nuts allow easy adjustment of
shelf height and level, and are abig improvement over the threaded 1-nuts
used on earlier versions of the stand.
This clever adaptation of the Air
Head employs the combined mass of
the top plate, the four acrylic shelves,
and all supported components to load
the pneumatic suspension and lower its
vertical resonant frequency to nearly the
practical limit for this type of design:
somewhere between 6Hz and 8Hz.
Furthermore, with the stand's center of
gravity suspended below the top plate in
loose pendulum fashion, asignificant
degree of lateral isolation is provided for
the entire system — unlike most innertube platforms (such as the original Seismic Sink), which rely primarily on the
vertical action of the suspension. Deleterious vibration is common in the lateral plane, so effective bidirectional isolation can add clearly audible enhancements over that afforded by unidirectional systems. The lower center of
gravity also helps to stabilize the top
platform, making it agood location for
digital sources and some turntables.

robust quality of the inner tubes means
that you'll rarely need to add air. Keep in
mind that, even though each supported
component benefits from the stand's bidirectional isolation, the sonic impact on
aparticular system will vary based on the
inherent vibration sensitivity of the components, their weight distribution, which

nor turntable isolation, however, Irecommend using aSuspense Rack for all
digital and line-level components, then
springing for aseparate solid stand to
support afully active, bidirectional, pneumatic isolation platform such as the
Vibraplane, Newport's Benchtop, or
Immedia's Noise-Block.
Also, as effective as the Suspense Rack
If you're moving up
is at isolating vibration traveling into the
stand, it's almost as efficient at confrom the average rigid
taining vibration generated within supported gear. As aresult, the more persisstand or purely decorative
tent among you may want to suppleequipment rack, the sonic ment the Suspense Rack with Symposium platforms, Bright Star sand bases,
Vibrapods, or other such devices mountimpact of the Suspense
ed between the components and isolatRack should be avery
ed shelves to help dissipate onboard resonances. But don't go overboard here,
pleasant surprise.
and first try the Suspense Rack alone; its
design already includes afair amount of
shelf they're placed on, air pressure, and
inherent damping.
other factors. Just don't over- or underIf you're moving up from the average
fill the inner tubes while experimenting rigid stand or purely decorative equipwith these variables. Ifound that leveling ment rack, the sonic impact of the Susthe top plate so its bottom edges cleared pense Rack alone should be avery pleasthe upper box by approximately 1
4 " ant surprise. Based on my experience
/
worked best with my gear.
with awide variety of gear when all
Be cautious about putting large amsource and line-level components were
plifiers on the same stand as low-level placed on the stand, you'll likely hear
source gear —the proximity of an amp's
greater openness, and an overall presenlarge power supply to aphono preamp's
tation that is relaxed yet more dynamic. I
delicate analog circuits could cause probalso heard consistent gains in midrange
lems. And while the Suspense Rack's
and upper-frequency clarity, resolution
upper platform is stable enough to supof fine detail, and delicacy of rendered
port turntables with built-in suspensions,
harmonics. Image specificity and soundstacking one compliant suspension atop
stage delineation were also improved.
another can give unpredictable results.
Any reader who owns an older SusIssues of setup and sonics
Suspensionless turntables are likely to
pense Rack should remove the top
It's not terribly difficult to assemble the
benefit most from being placed on the plate, deflate one of the four inner tubes
Suspense Rack, provided you follow the
top platform. For die-hard analog fans
that came with older samples, then
clear instructions provided, and the
with very deep pockets who want supe- move the third tube to the front center
of the upper box and tack it down with
RTF silicone before refilling it with air
and replacing the plate. The stand will
Associated Equipment
still support plenty of weight with three
Analog source: Immedia RPM-2
AT1504 four-channel amps, LFD
inner tubes rather than four, but with
turntable and tonearm, Sounds of prototype multichannel amps.
this modification you'll experience a
Silence Crown Jewel and Lyra Da- Loudspeakers: Audio Artistry
welcome improvement in low-frequenCapo cartridges.
Beethoven Grand four-way all-active
cy solidity and articulation. A threeDigital sources: Muse Model Eight system.
point support also makes leveling the
DVD/CD transport, Model 296 24Cables: Harmonic Technology baltop plate abit easier.
bit/961(Hz processor.
anced Truth-link and Pro-11 interWhether you're looking for an elePreamplification: Jeff Rowland
connect and speaker cables. Cardas
gant turnkey equipment rack that will
Design Group Cadence phono stage
Golden Reference interconnects and
improve the sound quality of your sysand Coherence II line stage, BAT
speaker cables.
tem as much as or more than some
VK-40i phono line stage, Muse
Accessories: Audio Power Ultraelectronic upgrades, or are an inveterate
Model Three, Z-Systems rdp-1.
Wedge power conditioners, Richard
tweaker searching for asuperior founPower amplifiers: Jeff Rowland DeGray's Power Company Power Endation on which to assemble and apply
sign Group MC-6 multichannel and hancers, Symposium Ultra Platforms
carefully selected anti-vibration accesModel 6 monoblock amps, Ampand Rollerblocks.
-Shannon Dickson
sories to extract the maximum degree
Speaker Gamut stereo amps, AT!
of musical nuance from your system,
the Arcid Suspense Rack is sure to fit
the bill.
gà
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Pre-owned & New HI-End
203 Mamaroneck Avenue
White Plains, NY 10601
Buy, Sell, Trade, Consign
914-421-0069: Phone
914-328-3852: Fax

THE

Sony CDP-C 900
$195
XA7ES
$1595
Theta Cobalt
$195
DS Pro Basic II XLR $895
Pro Prime IIA
$695
Wadia 12
$995
Analog
Ariston w/Magnepan Arm $395
Basis Debut Gold
$3795
Clearaudio/Souther
$3395
Denon DP-11F w/Cart $149
Goldmund Reference $14995
Krell KSA 150
$2395
Linn LP-12
$Call
FPB 300
$6295
McIntosh MR-71
$895
300 i
$1895
MR-65 B MPX
$695
Marantz 88
$2595
MR-66 MPX
$595
McIntosh MC 225
$895
$1295
Naim 02
MC 60
$895
$395
Nakamichi BX-300
MC 250
$395
$75
Pioneer TX-9500
MC 2100
$495
$695
Rotel 0-10 Ph wNol
N.E.W. DCA 33
$795
$Call
Triplaner VI
OCM 500
$1495
$Call
Walker Procenium
Parasound HCA-1000 $295
Perreaux 2150B
$675 LEI
$395
Fosgate 4
$695
PS Audio 200c
$895
3A
$225
Quad 303
$295
Lexicon CP-2
Rowland Model 5 gld $2995
$595
CP 1Plus
$2995
VAC PA 90C-1's
$275
Onkyo ASV 620
$2695
VTL 225's
$2695
$1595 Vidikron TGS-200
White Audio A-100
Speok

$Call
Adcom GFA's
$Call
Aragon 8008
$2495
ARC VT-130
$249
ARCAM 8P
B&K M-200 Sonata
$1295
BAT VK-60
$2995
VK-200
$2595
Counterpoint NPS100A $895
Forte Model Three
$575
Golden Tube SE-100
$1295

TONSweATriC welcomes 97(erhn', i?ocvlandanofbaclia lo

AKG K240 DF
$49
$895
B&W 803 II w/Snd Anch $1795
$275
$1195
P6 Rosenut
GTP-550
$449
$1349
Clements Ref 1
Audible Modules 3
$949
$349
Dalquist DOM -9
B&K MC-101 w/ph
$475
$1395
Dunlavy SM-1
BAT VK-5
$2795
Eggleston Andra Demo $8995
CAT SL1 Mk I
$1995
Epos ES II
$395
SL1 Mk II
$2495
Gallo Ultimate
$2695
SL1 Mk Ill
$3395
Genesis Servo 126
$895
Carver C-20 V
$295
$249
Cary CDP-1 Active
$349 KLH Model Five
Magnepan MG-.5 QA
$495
SLP-70
$Call
MG-1c
$395
Classe CP-60 w/Ph
$2595
Mission
704
$449
C-J
$Call
765
$595
Krell KBL & KPA
$2495
Platinum Trio
$2295
KSL
$1095
Ref 1
$2195
PAM-7
$895
Duo
$1649
Levinson 380S
$4549
Solo
$1295
Luxman TP-114
$149
Polk Monitor 7C
$225
McIntosh C-26
$349
PSB Stratus Gold
$1195
C-28
$595
Rogers Studio 3 NIB!
$595
Melos MA-111B
$695
Sennheiser HDC-451-1 $149
Maestro
$1195
Velodyne F-1200 R
$795
NAD 1600 pre/tuner
$249
Von Schweikert VR1000 $695
Parasound PLD-1100
$395
Wilson Puppy (White) $2895
P-SP 1000
$449
Cables-n-things
P.S. Audio 4.6
$349
Quad 34
$195 Bybee Pro w/pure pwr $1249
Ultra Quantum spkr $595
Quicksilver Pre w/Ph
$995
Quantum Force
$295
Reflection Audio 0M-1 $3995
Cardas Gld Crs .5mXLR $295
Digital
Kimber
1030
1.5mRCA
$1095
Allis Reference
$595
$175
A/A DDE-v.3.0
$395 MIT Term 3 15' Spkr
M1-330 + II 15m RCA$189
DAC-IN-THE-BOX
$95
MI-330 + II 2m RCA $249
Adcom GDA 600
$395
MH 750 + 10' Spkr
$449
GCD-750
$795
Z
Center NIB!
$1195
Aragon D2A Mk11
$495
$89
Assemblage DAC 2
$349 Music Metre Calibre
Signature
$129
CAL Delta
$495
$3995
Sigma II
$395 NBS Master 5m XLR
M/S II 15'
$449
Camelot Arthur upgrades $495
Nordost
B1
Hvn
12'
spkr
$349
Classe CDP-1
$1795
$Call
EAD DSP-1000 Mk 111 $395 Omega-Micro's
Forsell Air Ref Trans
$3395 SW Virtuoso 1.5m XLR $295
Virtuoso G 1m RCA $249
Forte F 50 A
$695
Krell Studio
$995 Transparent Cable
Digital Link Ref 1m
$695
KAV 300 CD
$2195

Adcom GFP-555

Digital Link 1m
Meridian 518
$1095
Ref 1.5m XLR
Metronome CD-1
$1095
Ref 1.5 m RCA
NAD 502
$175
Parasound DAC 1000
$295
Ref 2m XLR
Sonic Front SFD-1MkI I $895
Super 1m RCA
T-3/P-3 Combo
$Call
Ultra 1m XLR
SFD-2 Mk II
$2395 Valid Points Kit
UJB
$249 XL0 Sig 10' Spkr

www.tria.com

$295
$1595
$895
1895
$295
$949
$Call
$1495

Our

yrowiny list' ofsuper,enew proofucl

7o celeerale we con/mue our special
:2"?zre/ierse any oy.eYezleyuz,bazen/
fofeziény
,I:500 oz.
more anorrecezbe one CDIree./
•See the calendar of events in this issue for details on our January 22nd seminar. Hope to see you here!

CLASSIC
Ci
Cldi
eL
e

rC
IL

CDse,v-

.2.9 Sanoryne///ner.,

irtaeter tape ..otuta »"
.
Gold CD's ltd titles $12.49

$23.95
$22.95

LP
CD

C

r F

—j
X

eirj)!;4,:ub

RECORDS/CD

Single CD
4 or more

$26.95
$25.95

We are authorized dealers for:

/1H I
-

Artua /10.1
Non-Signature Phono Stage

METRONOME

4i
1
le

OudioPrism

NEW 24/96 Tube DAC
NEW CD-1V Mk11
call

Single Crystal Cables

GD-

II

I 11

Lehmann
audio
I:

JEFF ROWLAND
DESIGN

Ill

GROUI

SONIC FRONITIEF4'

Music Hall
Giddring /Creek
kill

MMF 5 NEW
MMF 2
4330R
All models avail

roc.tr.cLaio

CD6 Special!
$395
New CD300 &CD500 now
in stock
$Call

ar.44u1
%

Atat

LI v AN.

Iiireg
fáti

IND mi

$449!
$269

AC o U S TIC

$Call

THORM

$539

M SB

TD295 NIB!

$695

Link DAC 24/96 ... $359
All models available -call

WITTY &NUTTY'

van

den Hul

Frog demo avail...SCall

RECORD CAM PROauCili

Weeia DIGITAL

All models available -call
for price and descriptions
Gr.."
elide' Wok 'Alit

Comelier,' Audio Tedwoloir
NEW SL1 Ultimate and
JL1 Deluxe Edition now
available.
Call for info.

VIM

111L

wee

-..-

twitelaitre--

Remember:
You're never too old to play with toys!
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Trades and
Consignments welcome.

*distribution

regulated-please cal ,
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WHEATON
New

Triplaner VI!
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Mo orCard
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Ill POWER LIRE

P
RODUCTS

Borrow the

Ui

POLYCRYSTIll DEFILER

on THE

has made us the
force in better

Noise Sniffer

PLIMET

RUCKS
Arcia
Atlantis
PolyCrystal
RoomTune
Salamander
SolidSteel
Sound Anchors
Target

from the Library.

Audio Power Wedge •Audioprism •Bybee
Chang Lightspeed •PAC IDOS •Quantum •Tice

Ui

flUDIO DESK SYSTEME

or ten years,
the Cable Library
try-at-home service,

1#1 in RoomlEns
nsc STUDIO TIME

DULLER ID THE SECTOR

Townshend

sound through
componentcable matching.
Our empire of
Powerline Products
is out of this
world. And we
have the most
comprehensive
galaxy of Room
Acoustics, Racks
and Resonance
Control Products,
and all the Tubes
and Accessories,
this side of Uranus.

O
EHLER in THE G
RLD
HY '

RESOURCE C
OOTROL
AudioPoints •DH Labs •Harmonix •Mango •PolyCrystal
Shun Mook •Signal Guard •Symposium •Tovvnshend •Vibraplane

THE

CABIE
limeCOMPAIlY

Room flcousTics

Argent RoomLens •ASC/Acoustic Sciences
Combak Harmonix •Echobusters

Strike back against
mediocre sound.
Discover awhole
new dimension
of proven
expertise at The
Cable Company.

RoomTune •Shun Mook

Good people. Good advice. Great systems, one customer at a time.
PO Box 579 •Point Pleasant, PA 18950
1•800•FATVVYRE •215.297.8824 •Fax: 215.297.8661 •Email: fatwyre@fatwyre.com •www.fatwyre.com
WorldRadioHistory
All major credit cards •FREE consultation •FREE Newsletter •Most orde rs ship FREE!
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Follow-Up
Shannon
Yamaha @PET RP-U100
personal receiver
Paralleling Yamaha's introduction of
this new class of PC receiver — see JA's
full review in the December 1999
Stereophile — and spurred by the rapid
growth of the MP3 phenomenon, major
players from the virtual 3D world,
including Spatializer Inc., SRS Labs, and
QSound, have joined the fray with
"stereo-enhancing" plug-ins for popular
MP3 software players. Spatializer and
SRS now offer competing plug-ins for
the popular Winamp media player,
StreamFX and Wow-Thing, respectively. Spatializer also has a version of
StreamFX for the Xing media player,
and SRS claims their Wow-Thing will
soon be compatible with products other
than Wmamp. Instead of focusing on
MP3-specific players, QSound has so far
tailored their IQ plug-in for streaming
audio via separate versions for the Real
Player G2 and Windows Media Player;
thus, their product wasn't directly comparable to the StreamFX and WowThing for this Follow-Up,
Iused my custom-built computer system to audition the Yamaha RP-U100
and the software plug-ins. It includes an
Asus P3B-F motherboard, 550MHz
Pentium III, 256MB of SDRAM, IBM
22GB-720ORPM hard drive, 3DLabs
Oxygen VX1 graphics card, LymcONE
24-bit/96kHz pro soundcard (for recording and measurement work), 48x
CD-ROM drive, B&W's gorgeous new
LM-1 shielded speakers, and the
Windows 2000 Professional Release
Candidate 2operating system.
Of the RP-U100's six venue options,
including Church, Movie, and Game, I
found the Jazz, Hall, and Live algorithms best suited to most music, which
is what JA found in his review last
month. But only after adjusting such
parameters as initial delay, reverb level,
virtual room size, surround-channel
delay, liveness, and overall applied effects
could Icreate a believable 3D space
around my chair without distracting colorations. Don't worry about fine-tuning
1 Relevant URLs: www.spatializer.com, www.wow
thing.com, www.qsound.com, www.winamp.com,
www.xingtech.com/mp3/.
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Patricia Barber's version of "Ode to
Billy Joe" (Café Blue, Premonition
PREM-737-2), and "Chan Chan," from
the Buena Vista Social Club (World
Circuit/Nonesuch 79478-2). Encoding
MP3 at 320kb/s preserves much better
timbre and fine detail, and fewer artifacts, than the more typical 128kb/s rate;
the only penalty is the need for more
data storage. My comparisons of these
MP3 tracks through the various DSP
options of the Yamaha RP-U100, and
through the alternate software plug-ins
via the receiver's direct unprocessed
path, resulted in the following observations and caveats.
While the fine-tuned Jazz and Hall
algorithms of the Yamaha presented the
fewest artifacts and the most natural
tonal, spatial, and dynamic renditions of
these songs overall, it took considerable
initial effort to dial in all the interrelated
parameters.
Both the StreamFX and Wow-Thing
plug-ins opened up the constricted
soundstage endemic to closely spaced
PC monitors, while conveying decent
imaging and areal sensation of envelopment. However, both of these plug-ins
reduce gain by different degrees relative
to each other and to the unprocessed
sound, to allow greater post-processing
headroom for the EQ and spatial effects.
Unfortunately, this made direct comparisons between the two, and with the
direct sound, very difficult. The Wmamp version of StreamFX was quieter
than the Wow-Thing; a reasonably
accurate evaluation required subjective
gain leveling with Wmamp's built-in
preamp control.
Even so, after adjusting both algorithms to their "bese settings in my system, Ifound that the StreamFX produced aslightly more cohesive soundstage perspective and a more natural
timbre, particularly in the upper midrange, than did the Wow-Thing. The
Caveats and opinions: To evaluate the
Wow-Thing seemed to emphasize
success of these spatial-expansion algoupper-midrange transients more than
rithms in providing amore rewarding
did the StreamFX, making it sound
PC-based music experience, Ifirst used
the excellent Music-Match 42 all-in- more exciting initially — an effect readily apparent when Ilistened to the fingerone software media player/recorder2 to
snaps on "Ode to Billy Joe" and the
encode several CD test tracks to the
highest currently available MP3 rate of
320 kilobits per second. Songs included 2www.musicmatch.com.

for each song —just find asetting you
prefer for agiven recording style and
type of music. Yamaha also includes a
Virtual Dolby Digital option, optimized
for nearfield two-channel playback of
Dolby-encoded material such as DVD
movies; it worked well. Ifound less
effective an HP3D surround effects filter for headphones. And, for some
tunes, Istill preferred the unprocessed
direct path through the Yamaha.
The software plug-ins associated with
the Wmamp or Xing media players use
small GUI control panels to vary the
degree of spatial and timbral processing
applied to MP3, WMA, or WAV files.
These algorithms are fully compatible
with the Yamaha receiver, so long as
you turn off Yamaha's onboard DSP
functions and use the algorithms simply
as extra options for computer-based
MP3 playback.
The StreamFX and Wow-Thing algorithms are quite flexible in their parameter settings. Each includes an amalgam of its company's popular tools for
stereo enhancement and spatial envelopment, combined with their proprietary
bass-boosting systems: VIBE from
Spatiali7er, TruBass from SRS. The idea
behind these bass techniques is to fool
the nonlinear ear-brain system into sensing phantom low-frequency fundamentals (which small speakers can't actually
produce) by selectively boosting higherfrequency harmonics, which generate
intermodulation distortion effects in the
ear canal, which in turn are interpreted
by the brain as the missing low-bass fundamentals —all resulting in an impression of deeper, richer bass. But make no
mistake: These techniques are no substitute for moving real air with afull-range,
low-distortion bass system. They do,
however, serve their intended application reasonably well.
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colorful percussion instruments on
"Chan Chan." The Wow-Thing's
TruBass had abetter range of adjustment than did StreamFX's VIBE bassenhancement feature, which was too
easy to overload, thus making the bass
sound less articulate. Interestingly, I
found that the version of StreamFX for
the Xing player sounded more dynamic
and clean than its counterpart for the
Winamp. It also had a graphics EQ
module in place of the VIBE option.
Either the Xing API is superior to
Winamp's engine, or perhaps Spatializer just did abetter job with their Xing
algorithm. Keep in mind that your
mileage may vary based on your setup
and tastes.
Finally, don't compare the PC audio
experience to that from your high-end
stereo system — these are two very different contexts. Still, in each case what
you're trying to do is create abelievable
illusion. Judge the success of the
Yamaha RP-U100, the software plugins, or the combination of the two,
based on their ability to enhance your
enjoyment of nearfield computer-audio
reproduction. On that score, I'm confident you'll find the improved spatial
quality presented by these products an
encouraging step in the right direction.
—Shannon Dickson

SimAudio Celeste
W-40705e power amplifier
The SimAudio Celeste W-4070Se
power amplifier is the direct descendant
of the W-4070, which Steven Stone
reviewed in December 1995 (Vol.18
No.I2, p.169). Like all Celeste amplifiers, it features SirnAudio's "Renaissance" technology, the key elements
of which are a balanced differential
design and zero global feedback (they
do use local feedback on the output
stage). If your preamp offers balanced
output, the W-4070Se has XLR input
connectors; if not, there are also RCA
jacks (which are what Iused).
So what, you might ask, is new,
besides the subtle name change? Well,
there's the faceplate —back in '95, Celeste amplifiers were instantly recognizable by their distinctive capsule-shaped
fascia and cases. Looking the W-4070
straight in the face was like gazing at the
profile of aContac cold capsule. I, for
one, liked it.
Turns out that others didn't, so the
people-pleasing Simians monkeyed
around with the amp's look, changing
its front panel to amore customary rectangular design, though the case still features the rounded heatsink endcaps.
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Looking through my listening notes,
Also, the once-optional mains switch on
two primary themes emerge: definition
the rear is now standard, providing two
and power. Drums of all kinds were
ways to get turned off: (There's asmall
rendered convincingly, with astartling
power button on the front, too.)
initial snap (definition) followed by an
There are other, more substantive
appropriately weighty depth (power).
changes. For starters, the W-4070Se's
power rating is higher — 80Wpc into 8 The drum kit on "Mess," from the Ben
ohms (formerly 70), 160Wpc into 4 Folds Five's The Unauthorized Biography of
Reinhold Messner (550 Music B 69808),
ohms (was 140) — and can be bridged
had athree-dimensionality that was as
invigorating as it was surprising — I
The W-4070Se's
hadn't expected such a well-recorded
drum sound from a modern, cheap
presentation was
(under $8 new!) pop LP. The familiar
up-front but not an
timpani in the opening of Richard
Strauss' Also sprach Zarathustra (Zubin
affront; performers
MehtilLAPO, London CS 6605, LP)
had asimilar there-they-are presence.
remained on the stage
Whenever the drums would talk, this
native had to stop and pay attention to
(where they belong),
what they were saying —they could not
be ignored.
not in my face
Tom Waits' growly, gravelly voice on
"Take It With Me," from his latest, Mule
(where they don't).
Variations (Enigma LP 865474), was up
front and down low. It resonated in my
for 310Wpc into 8ohms (was 280). The
own chest — a new sensation for this
power supply includes a larger translad, but one that felt oddly right: anothformer and several new bypass capacier demonstration of power. My "view"
tors. SimAudio also changed the values
of Tom was startlingly precise — that
of certain capacitors in the gain stage.
definition thing again.
They claim that this alters the time conThe W-4070Se's presentation was upstant, which in turn affects the DC offset
front but not an affronr, performers
servo circuitry — presumably for the
remained on the stage (where they
good. Highly torqueable (and goodbelong), not in my fare (where they
looking) WBT binding posts have
don't). The detail that comes with such a
replaced garden-variety five-ways. Finperspective wasn't over-the-top, edgy, or
ally, the price has changed, from $1595
harsh, but simply revealing. In contrast,
to $1995. Owners of the original Wthe presentation of the VTL ST-85 on
4070 can have theirs upgraded to "Se"
"Knights in Shining Karma," from
status for $500, with aone-year warranty; anew W-4070Se comes with afive- XTC's Apple Venus (Cooking Vinyl
COOK 172, LP) was more mid-hall...
year warranty.

Associated Equipment
Analog source: Linn Axis turntable and Basik Plus tonearm, Benz
Micro Glider and Lyra Lydian Beta
cartridges.
Digital source: EAD CD-1000
Mk.II CD player.
Preamplification: Anthem PRE1L preamplifier and PRE-1P phono
section.
Power amplifiers: VTL ST-85,
Audio Alchemy 0M-150 (fitted with
dual power supplies).
Loudspeakers: Joseph Audio RM7si Signatures on Lovan stands.
Cables: Interconnects: Legend
Audio Lemaa, Synergistic Research
Looking Glass and Alpha. Speaker
cables: Cardas Crosslink 1. AC cords:
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Audio Power Industries Power
Enhancer, Power Link.
Accessories: Audio Power Industries Power Wedge 100, 116; Nitty
Gritty Model One LP cleaner;
Record Research Labs Vmyl Wash,
Buggtussel LLC Vinyl-Zyme Gold
record-cleaning fluids; Hunt EDA
record-cleaning brush; Record Research Labs LP #9 stylus-cleaning
fluid; Sumiko FB-1 Fluxbuster; Audience Aural Enhancer, Bright Star
Audio Big Rocks; Michael Green
and DH cones; G-Flex M1 Balls of
Steel; Salamander audio racks;
RoomTune CornerTunes; homemade sound-absorption panels.
— Lonnie Brownell
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Read this...
Of course we sell the best in solid state and home
theater. But in Tubeland we do what no other dealer in North
America does. We don't do tube gear as an afterthought in the
corner. We sell the finest brands and through great relationships with manufacturers we seek out special buys and pass
these savings on to you.
AUTHORIZED DEALER: Audible Illusions, Balanced
Audio Technology, Rega, B&K, PSB, Manley, Sunfire, Benz,
Sonic Frontiers, Golden Tube, Golden Theater, Tannoy,
Grado, Anthem, Coincident Speaker Technology, Chang
Lightspeed, Basis, Meadowlark, Kimber, Nordost Flatline,
Ah!, Speakercraft, Magnum Dynalab, and others by order.
We stock and show most every model!
Can changing tubes to a premium NOS (New Old
Stock) make an improvement equal to a component
change? Yes. We have by far the largest inventory in the U.S.
of premium tubes from lost inventories made long ago by companies like Telefunken, Mullard, and Amperex to name a
few. Test gear including a $21,000 Spectral Dynamics FFT
Analyzer, Tek 570 curve tracer, and our custom built TM-100
Lab Precision Tube Matcher. Done one at a time with headphones. Time consuming? Yes. Obsessive? Maybe. Worth it?
Absolutely.
We re-tube more BAT's, CAT's, ARC's, SF's, & C-J's than anybody. That is why new and seasoned audiophiles as well as the
best recording engineers and world-famous musicians come
to Upscale Audio. Want to learn more? Go to our web site.
"My other tube discovery showed, yet again, how much those of us in Tubeland
rely on good, no make that great dealers. I've mentioned Kevin Deal of
Upscale Audio before in this column, and here he's come through again."
—Tom Davis,

Positive Feedback Magazine

AUDIO
rare

tubes

•

highest fidelity

2504 Spring Terrace •Upland, CA 91 784
VOICE [909] 931-9686 •FAX [909] 985-6968
www.upscaleaudio.com

AHlTioeb '99 CD Player with 6922 TUBE Output Stage
Includes a dedicated power supply • MAFtANTZ based, modified in Holland
Finest grade Burr-Brown op-amp for lowest noise •Quality Teflon insulated
•
ures erfect s stem matchip
"My guess is that you'd have to spend on the order of another kilobuck to find a
CD player with comparable resolution and clarity."
Dick Olsher. Enjoy

$475

www.enjoythemusic.com

So what are you waiting for? Call or order
on-line at www.upscaleaudio.com

Upscale Audio
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is the exclusive U.S. importer. Dealers inquire.
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At Last, On Time
Seventy-three-year-old Weepin' Willie (Robinson)
may very well be the best classic R & Bsinger
you've never heard of. Unless you happen to live in
the Boston area where Weepin' Willie is something
of alocal legend.
Lending strong support for Willie's recording
debut is one of the brightest new blues lights to
emerge in recent years, Susan Tedeschi. Mighty
Sam McClain co-produced the album (along with
Joe Harley) and also contributes his patented
brand of soul singing and songwriting.
Along with Jimmy D. Lane. who joins
in on one track with his blazing
guitar, At Last, On Time proves
the wisdom of the phrase
"better late than never!"
LP .AAPO 2009 $25
CD .CAPO 2009 $16

ings Available Fm APO

Mighty Sam McClain and Susan Tedeschi pain Weepin' Willie on* first recording.

LAW, ROCE .
JIMMIE! er
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APO 2001 Jimmy Rogers
Blue Bird

L
SLI:nn,

APO 2003 Jimmy D. Lane
Long Gone

C.

vis ,

APO 2004 Hubert Sumlin
IKnow You

APO 2005 Jimmy D. Lane
Legacy

APO 2006 Jimmie Lee
Robinson
Remeramir Me
(Recorded at BFIS)

APO 2007 Little Match
Soin Back
(Recorded at Be

Add 55 95 shIpiAng and handlIng
lar arry size order in 9le continental U.S. (UPS Ground).

PO. BOX 1905, SALINA. KS 67402-1905 • PH 785-825-8609 • FX 785-825-0156 • SHIPPING: $5.95 UPS Ground any order in the continental U.S.

ACOUSTIC ACOUSTIC SOUNDS, INC. -The world's largest distributor of audiophile LPs and CDs
SOUNDS To Order Or For AFREE Catalog Call 1-800-716-3553
•www.acousticsounds.com
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APO 2008 Eomot RaSun
Three Days Walkin'
(Recorded at BHS)

Follow-Up
or maybe it was the performers who
moved back. Andy Partridge and company seemed to be playing in a"blacker"
background—their sound was "rounder," more set off from the acoustic environment and each other. This was not a
bad thing; in fact, it was quite seductive.
With the W-4070Se, the attention to
detail added some air and sparkle that
brought the band forward into the light,
but again, not in an overdone way.
Whether you prefer this presentation or
its opposite is amatter of taste.
More testimony in support of the
sense of power conveyed by the W4070Se: Using alkHz test tone, Ifound
the level produced at the speaker terminals for both the ST-85 and W-4070Se to
be within 0.001V with the identical volume setting. This is seriously good news
for your humble tester: level-matched
comparisons are dead simple, Even so,
the W-4070Se seemed to play slightly
louder! My ears couldn't believe my eyes,
so Ichecked the readings again —yes,
they were matched, and yes, the Celeste
sounded louder.
Not too surprisingly, the W-4070Se
was rhythmically with it. Listening to
Morcheeba's Big Calm CD (Sire 310202), the vibe was laid-back, but the beats

were nonetheless driving and insistent.
Through the 0M-150 the pace seemed
even more languorous, as if it was playing at 32rpm (if it were an LP, Imean —
for aCD, that'd be really slow).
Inever had an opportunity to hear
the prior, non-Se amplifier, so Igave
Steven Stone's review aonce-over to see
what he liked and didn't, and to figure
out what (if anything) had changed:
"... delivers the fine details of musical events without screwing them up."
sa true.
"Slightly thin." SS noted that the W4070 sounded that way only in comparison with other amps, and class-A amps
at that. Not anymore — either way,
"thin" is not where it's at now. Besides
the aforementioned Tom Waits track,
Leonard Cohen's extremely chesty
vocals on "(Ain't No) Cure for Love,"
from Fm Your Man (Columbia FC 44191,
LP), were the very definition of "not
thin"; likewise for the power of the full
orchestra on the Zarathustra recording.
"Dimensionality was good, but not
great." That's what Td say, too. Lateral image placement and (here's that word
again) precision were outstanding, but that
front-of-the-stage perspective didn't allow
for as much depth as some amplifiers

(such as the VTL ST-85) can provide.
"Extension at both frequency
extremes was fine." Once again, SS and
Iare in violent agreement.
"A sense that the amps were laboring
slightly' when going for heroic SPLs with
the hard-to-drive Sound Lab A-3s? No
comment Ididn't have any hard-to-drive
speakers on hand, but the W-4070Se
played quite loudly without losing its
composure driving the fun-loving Joseph
RM-7si's. However, audio feng shin must
be observed—careful system matching is
always a must. Mating the W-4070Se
with low-sensitivity, current-sucking
speakers in abig room would not be the
road to sonic nirvana.
Checking the scorecard, it would
appear that the most major of Steven's
minor quibbles was dealt with, while performance elsewhere backslid not awhit,
and SimAudio has even managed to jack
up the power rating atad —just what
you'd hope to find in aproduct update.
The Celeste W-4070Se was ajoy to
listen to —it provided detail in away that
was involving instead of fatiguing, and
provided the kind of control and power
that give music a solid foundation to
stand on. Very highly recommended.
— Lonnie Brownell

The Easiest Way To Get High-End Audio!
You do enough running around already. The last thing
you need is to turn your search for high-end audio and
video gear into yet another chore. Take aseat instead
and browse the Audio Advisor website at www.audioadvisor.com/sf for the kind of selection and information you
won't find in any walk-in store. We feature over 1,500 of
the most in-demand, must-have audiophile components,
racks, accessories, and more.
Order online via our secure server.
Or cruise our site for detailed
product info, then call
(800) 942-0220 to talk to

aselection of music reviews and audio news
you won't find anywhere else.
For 20 years, Audio Advisor has been
serving over 200,000 satisfied customers in more than 100 countries.
We're the largest direct mail and
online retailer of high-end audio
gear. Visit our website or call
us and you'll see why.

Go to: www.audioadvisor.com/sf

one of our resident experts.
Besides our vast product inventory, the Audio Advisor website also

Audio Advisor, Inc.

features daily updates of terrific
deals on demos, "B" stock items,
and discontinued products. Read

4717A Broadmoor SE
Kentwood,M1 49512
Phone (616) 656-9585
(800) 942-0220
FAX (616) 656-9592

about our newest products, then cruise

® AA, AUDIO ADVISOR, and design are registered trademarks of Audio Advisor, Inc.
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People are unique. As much as we may
seem alike superficially, our tastes, moods
and styles vary as do the sands in the
desert. That's why the cookie-cutter,
one-size-fits-all sales approach just does
not work. Bringing together people with
the audio/video system of their dreams calls
for aspecial sensitivity to our individual
traits. That's why at Sound by Singer

a $10,000

invest

'Delivery *Super System Set-up 'Custom Instal
'Audio/Video Cabinetry 'Home/Office Trials

we custom tailor our business to fit your
needs, not the other way around.
Here are three ways that we make owning
the world's most enjoyable audio video easy.
How to Buy a$40,000 System for a
$10,000 Investment
-Nobody can get the gear you want into
your home easier than Sound by Singer.
Our Leveraged Buy-In Program lets you
get what you want now with alimited
initial investment. You can buy your dream
state-of-the-art component surrounded
with blue-chip demo components (fully
warranted, of course) which you can trade
in item by item towards your next desired
component for up to two years from the
date of purchase. Our payment plans fit
your needs and your planned expenditure.
Real Values for Used Equipment
Trade-Ins
-Tired of trading in equipment at 25%
of retail value? Sound by Singer has away
to help realize cost savings of up to 45%
and help save the world at the same time.
Call for details and aquote.
The Best Customer Demonstrator
Plans in the Business
-Our customers don't have to regret the
road not taken. With our Zero Error
In-Home Demo Plan, you select the two
products you really want to compare.
Buy both and evaluate them for up to seven
days in your home and return the one
you don't want for afull refund. With
our Preferred Customer Demo Plan, we
can arrange an in-home Demonstrations
for any of the components we have on
the floor.
At Sound by Singer, we make your
audio dreams come true!

Now 6Months 0% Interest Financing

AUTHORIZED DEALERSHIPS: ACOUSTIC ENERGY, ADA, AMX, API Power V
PHYSIC, AudioQuest, AUDIOTRUTH, AVALON ACOUSTICS, B & K, BASIS, E
BYBEE, Cal Audio Labs, Cardas Audio, CARY AUDIO, Chang Lightspeed, CL
CONVERGENT AUDIO TECHNOLOGY, Creek, Crestron, DAY SEQUERRA, DC
Elite by Pioneer, Epos, FANFARE, FAROUDJA, FORSELL, Gallo Acoustics, G
DESIGN GROUP, INNERSOUND, Jolida, JIM LABS UTOPIAS, KLYNE AUDIO
INDUSTRIES, KRELL MASTER REFERENCE, Linn Products, Loewe, LYRA CARTRID(
MEADOWLARK, Monster Cable, MUSE, NAD, Parasound, PolyCrystal, Protoi
SCHROERS & SCHROERS, SIRIUS, SME, Solid Steel, Sonance, Sound Anchors, St
SYNERGISTIC CABLES, Target, THETA alcrrAL, TRANSFIGURATION CARIRIDGI
Amplification, Vandersteen, Velodyne. VERITY PARSIFAL,
WELL-TEMPERI
Bold Listings available in New York City exclusively at Sol
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ASC
Audio Control
Audio Prism
Audio Research
Balanced Audio
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B&W •
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SME
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Sumiko

you'lljust want to own it. Your vinyl is reborn.
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Tice Audio

H
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Wilson Audio
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ooks about music have always
added to my listening experience.
And what better time to review
the new additions to the shelves than
chilly January, when we're either packing
on those unsightly papa-bear LBs or
waiting for the next Sportscenter to
come on ... or perhaps settling in with a
good book?
For occasional leisurely dippings-in,
there's Alan Reder and John Baxter's Listen to This! Leading Musicians Recommend
Their Favorite Artists and Recordings (1999,
Hyperion, 466 pages, $16.95). Rock,
blues, and jazz musicians are the focus,
from Dave Alvin, Peter Buck, and Dr.
John to Sonny Rollins, Laetitia Sadier
(Stereolab), and Lucinda Williams. The
premise was simple: Ask 101 musicians
to name their favorite artists and records,
and also to rate their own catalogs. Not
surprisingly, the latter is often the more
interesting pat. Sonny Rollins, for example, at first refuses to cite asingle album
of his own that he likes: "I'm still praying
to make that record where Imake the
breakthrough and I'm serious." It took
Reder and Baxter four years to put this
odd collection together, but it was worth
it. Despite its unwieldy, unsexy title,
Listen is agas to browse through.
Much as I love music reference
books, which Ican easily justify spending almost any amount of money on,
The Encyclopedia ofRecord Producers (1999,
Billboard Books, 891 pages, $24.95), by
Eric Olsen, Paul Verna, and Carlo Wolff
really knocked my socks off. Here's a
book I've needed desperately for
years—just how much Ididn't realize
until Imade acopy of this tome my
own. This book is the result of an idea
that every music person Iknow wishes
he or she had had: create abiography of
500 producers, followed by adiscography of their most important recordings.
From Lou Adler to Tappa Zukie, this
compendium is reasonably complete.
However, as is always the case where
hard decisions must be made, there are
regrettable omissions. Stephen Street is
there, for example, but Craig Street is
not. Richard Bennett is out, as is ECM
chief Manfred Eicher, which to me is a
huge oversight any way you slice it. In
general, trimming the amount of aging,
Stereophile, January 2000
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all taken from performances on PBS's
Austin City Limits series, this relatively
slim volume is primarily achronicle of
the venerable half-hour music showcase. A chronology in the back lists
every show, from the 1975 pilot starring
Willie Nelson through the end of the
1999 season. Longtime Austin music
writer John T. Davis does afine job on
the book's brief but sweet text, detailing
the show's rise and continuing appeal. A
At any given moment
foreword by Lyle Lovett and the lyrics
in recent years
of the show's theme, Gary P. Nunn's
"London Homesick Blues," complete
there have been
this loving tribute.
At any given moment in recent years
five or six just-published
there have been five or six just-published musical biographies worth readmusical biographies
ing. While I'm finally savoring Laurence Bergreen's superb Louis Armstrong
worth reading.
(1997, Broadway Books, 564 pages, $16),
two new music biographies are, for my
money, the year's best.
ume's entries are too brief and lack meanThe second volume of Peter Guralingful details, San Antonio writer Ramiro
nick's history of Elvis Presley, Careless
Burr does provide astarting point for anyLove: The Unmaking ofElvis Presley (1999,
one interested in learning more about this
Little, Brown, 766 pages, $27.95), is
exploding musical movement.
everything that Albert Goldman's infaRolling Stone Press has finally pubmous Elvis exposé was not: unflinchlished the long-awaited revision of its
jazz guide, now titled The Rolling Stone ing, unflappable, salacious only when it
has to be, and, in the end, appropriately
Jazz &Blues Album Guide (1999, Random
bittersweet. The well-worn facts of
House, 779 pages, $25.95). Ican't throw
this one too many props without running Elvis' self-inflicted dissolution come to
face first into a conflict of interest: I life in new ways — quite an achievement in itself.
wrote several of the entries, and the
Eric Alterman's digest-sized It Ain't
book was edited by Stereophile contributing music editor John Swenson. Still, as a No Sin To Be Glad You're Alive: The Promise of Bruce Springsteen (1999, Little,
dedicated user of the slim, yellow-jacketed first edition (Rolling StoneJazz Record Brown, 282 pages, $20) is the first
Springsteen bio to roll down the middle
Guide, published in 1985), Ihave to say
of the alley. Previous attempts have
that the much larger, more compreheneither had enormous axes to grind or
sive update retains the level-headed
have slobbered embarrassingly all over
information-first, opinions-second tone
their subject. Alterman's sharp eye for
that made the original so useful.
detail and weird irony greatly enhance
If it's acoffee-table book you seek,
the mixed portrait of Bruce that emthere's one new addition to the gloss'n'erges. His goal was to measure — by
dross genre that will surprise and amaze
creeping into the guts of Springsteen's
musically and nonmusically inclined
famously fanatical fan base — why and
guests alike — which is what coffeein what ways Br00000ce! permanently
table books are really for, right? For
anyone with rootsy musical tastes,
changed rock'n'roll. For the most part
Austin City Limits: 25 Years of American Alterman succeeds, while avoiding
either canonizing or crucifying the man
Music (1999, Billboard Books, 192 pages,
$35) is as close to being an essential cof- whose soon-to-be manager, Jon Landau, once dubbed "the future of rockfee-table volume as I've seen. 'With 250
'n'roll."
color and 50 black-and-white photos,
inactive producers and adding more of
the younger, active knob-twisters would
increase this volume's usefulness.
The Billboard Guide to Tano and Regional Mexican Music (1999, Billboard
Books, 256 pages, $18.95) is a first
attempt at filling along-standing gap in
the reference shelf. While this slim vol-
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100s' Of New
Turntables! From
Brand Names That
You Know &Trust!

• 612.378.0543 • fax 378.9024 • 419 14th Ave. S.E., MPLS MN 5541i

SUMIKO
"A New Design People

are Loving!" -J. Raskin

Product Of The Year!
-Stereophile
Planar 25
12/99

Analog

J.A. Michell GyroDec MKIIII Limited

Pro-Ject Perspective

$995

Suspended sub-chassis •Adjustable fluid damping •
Visually stunning, clear acrylic plinth,

Aluminum

alloy platter with a vinyl mat epoxied to the surface
•Record clamp
minum

Adjustable cone feet

subchassis

Superior

Very stiff alu-

Swiss

bearings

"Like the 9, the planar 25 produced the kind of deep,

Female, chassis mount RCA connectors on the rear

tight, authoritative bass and rich, buttery highs Iusual-

panel to allow for the use of any interconnect cable.

ly associate with far more expensive tables." Say no
more! -Stereophile 12199
"The Rega Planar 25 with the Rega Exact Cartridge
is the cats meow! Nothing comes close to the
synergy it offers! Price to performance ratio can't be
touched. The sound is musical, transparent, revealing, open and dynamic. You won't be thinking about
upgrading you'll be happy"-J. Raskin

Wood Classic ...$749

Model 2

Most Beautifully finished

Vinyl

maplewood plinth
tonearm,
bly

Same

platter assem-

chassis

mount

and

Planar Turntables
$2750

Electronics
Jupiter/10CD Player $1795

#25 Class B $$$$ $1275

Planet CD Player

$795

#3 Class D $$$

5695

Mira 60w mt. Amp

$895

#2 Class D

$499

Brio 35w mt. Amp . $595

#78

$499

Luna 40w Int. Amp

$695

Wall Shelf

$159

Cursa Preamp

5895

Spacers 2 or 4 mm .$15

Maia 85w Amp

... $895

Cartridges

Radio AM/FM

$895

Exact Class C ... $595

Xel Speakers

Super Elys

$395

Naos Speakers ...$1795

Elys Class D

$225

Ela Speakers

Super Bias

$175

Jura Speakers

. ..$995

Bias

$125

Alya Speakers

..$695

Turntables
Basis
DebuT Vacuum MKV $10,600
Debut MKV
$8,200
2800 Active Vacuum .$10,600
2700 Fixed Vacuum ..06,900
2500 Active Suspension $5,500
2400 Fixed Suspension$4,500
2001 Active Suspension $3,000
2000 Fixed Susuension$2,000
1400 Fixed Suspension$/,400
J.A. Michell
Orbe
$4,200
GyroDec MKIIII Limited .$2,150
GyroDec MKIII
$1 995
Gyro Spider
$1 595
Mycro
$1 395
Kuzma
Stabi Reference . 55,500
Stabi
$2,400

... .$1795
. ..$1095

Stabi Basic
SI 700
Stabi S
$1,200
Music Hall MMF-2.1
.$299
Music Hall MMF-5 . .S499
Esoteric Sound
RA-6 33/45/78
$295
Technics SLBD22
..52050,
Technics SLBD20 .. .5179"
Gemini PT-2000
$369"
Gemini PT-1000
S296"
Gemini XL-500
$199"
Gemini XL-400
$149"
Gemini XL-100
$99"
Teac PA 400
$149"
Kenwood KD 492
5179'
Kenwood KD 291
5129"
Cartridges
Sumiko
Blue Point Special . $295
Blue Point
$195

Aluminum

Record clamp
chassis

mount

Includes Oyster cartridge.

RCA connectors as the

1.2

Perspective.

Includes Oyster cartridge.

ruck, technica

VIBRAPODTM 1.11011M51

OC-9
List $400
Sale $200
#9 Class B

platter
RCA

$495

mat

VIBRAPOD

$6 each

VIBRAPOD Isolators Improve
Bass Definition and Depth
Dynamics, Detail Resolution
Ambiance, Clarity
Soundstaging Video Images

orrofon

MC 25 Fl
List $450
Sale $225
ADC
XLM MK II
List $1.9.9Sale $69"

Pearl
Black Pearl

[Nrrry ciurrry-

,fek,ex

RECORD CARE PRODUCTS

audio tech'''.
440ML
List $220
Sale $100

ECC LPs

$319

J
$95
$75

'A KR favorite....Vibrapods isolate and enhance performance.
Ikeep abox of them around so
that no component goes withour-Stereophile Rec. Comp.

Creek OBH8
$200
Creek OBH8SE
$325
Oyster
$45 Creek OBH9
$249
Dynavector 10X4
$325 Parasound PPH-100 . $120
Denon DL-160
$180 Music Hall MM-Fl ...$96"
Denon DL-110
$140 O.E.D Disc Saver. ..
$76"
Benz Glider
$750 B-Tech BT-26
$49"
Benz Gold/Silver
S350
Record Care
Benz MC20E
$150
Last
Goldring 1042
$250 '1 Power Cleaner
$34"
Koetsu
$3 500-$7,500 '1 Power Cleaner
$203
Transfiguration $1,25043,800 '2 Record Preservative $35"
Clear Audio . ..525047500 '2 Record Preservative $212
London Decca .$750-$1,750 '3 Record Cleaner . 520"
Phono Pre -Amps
'3 RCM Machine Fluid
$60"
Ear 834P Chrome
.$1195 '4 Stylus Cleaner
$1e
Ear 834P Black
$895 '5 Stylast Preservative 528"
Ear 834P MM Only ... $695 '1 & '2 Combo Kit
$63
Ear MC3 Step-Up
$995 '1, '2 & '3 Combo Kit ..$83"
WorldRadioHistory
0Hr:don T-20
$450 '2 & '3 Combo Kit
$50"

TD-190 33/45/78 RPM .$570
Fully automatic. Includes cartridge.
TD-295 33/45/78 RPM, Auto
Stop, Includes Cartridge
Black Lacquer
$999
Mahogany or White ..$1100
"This is the best looking
Mahogany table I've ever seen.
Excellent fit and finish"
-J. Raskin
TD-325 33/45
$1180
New Full Suspension turntable'
'4 & 5 Combo Kit
$41"
'1, '2, '3, '4 & '5
$125
Disc Doctor
$19" pint
Disc Doctor
030" quart
Disc Doctor . .549" 1/2 gal
Disc Doctor Brush .
pr
Allsop Orbitrac
$40
Gruv-Glide
$25
Discwasher Brush .
AO Brush
$20
Hunt EDA Brush
$25
Deeca Brush
$25
Record Mats
AO SorboGell Mat
$95
Ring Mat
$90
Ultra Mat Anti-static
.$12
Gemini Mat
$6
Record Clamps
Sota Reflex Clamp . ..0189
Sota IClamp

$66

Mini Pro Fully Automatic$641
1.5F1 Semi Automat.c ..5441
1.5 Semi Automatic
$371
1.0 Manual Operation
9221
Record Master
CD Master
$51
-Stereophile Rec. Comp 419:
Mini Pro 2, 2.5FI, 1.5F1, 1.1
SSS
JA Michell Clamp
Protractor & Misc.
DB Protractor

S5i
$41

MoFi Geo Disc
531
Cardas Sweep Record. $2:
Shure SFG-2 Stylus Gauge $2
Milty Zerostat Gun
$61
KAB Strobe & Light
$8
Tweezers
$F
Tone-Arm Wrap
$21
Benz ABCD-1 Dmag
.$19!
Tone-Arm Lift's Chrome $99'
Tone-Arm Cables
Kimber Tak
$351
AO S-4
$27:
SW Maestro II
$18t
Headshell Leads
Audio Technica HL -4 . .$21
AO HL -5
$21
Sumiko HS-12

Thanks Roy

JERRY RASKINS
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Stereophile Rec.
Comp. Class C
SSS

Shure 6197xE
Shure MIME
Shure M7019X
,
C-7500
$2800
rC-5000
$2200
rC-3000 MK II .. .$1850
Libilee
$1650

XI-MC/MCP
MC-3 Turbo
MC-1 Turbo
0M-40 Super

$135
$250
$150
$275

ohmann
$1600
IC-2000 MK II ...51450
IC-30 Super MKII .5850

0M-30 Super
$225
0M-20 Super
$175
0M-10/OMP-10 .. .$80

IC-20 Super MKII .5700
IC-10 Super MKII .$525
IC-15 Super MKII .$225
IC-25FL
$225
'5-MC
$275
.3-MC _...... ....$225

0M-5/OMP-5
OM-3/OMP-3
0M-78
TM-20
TM-14
TM-7

$55
$40
$60
$149
$89
$60

1

594
$65
$25

10/99

Shure MP94E (T4P)
Shure M92E (T4P)
Shure M785 (Mono) .

Reference Class B $$$
565

Reference

$25

Reference Sonata Class C

960

$1200
$800
$500
$300

Master

Reference Platinum Class C
Prestige
Prestige
Prestige
Prestige
Prestige
Prestige

The first thing MF notice
was "how well it handled
large and small dynamic
swings.' which he felt is
what spells 'the difference

Gold ....$180
Silver ... $150
Red
$110
Blue
$80
Green . . $60
Black
$40

-BEST Buy"
Sound 4 1/2
Value 4
-Hi-Fi Choice.
Grado Gold

'The Grado brought out most
of the tonal accuracy and
excitement and, though I've
heard better, that was only
with cartridges costing ten
times the price."
-Gramophone, Black

between hearing canned
music and the illusion of
live." ..."You won't believe
your ears." -Stereophile
Rec. Comp. Class B $$$
4/99 Michael Fremer

audioquest El KIM3ER KABLE

zrzENINHEISER.
1

_It is among
the finest cartridges I've
ever heard at
any price-"
-Stereophile 3/99 M. F The
Statement
"The finest fixed-coil cartridge I've ever heard, and
one of the finest-sounding cartridges I've ever heardespecially in the midrange-regardless of design," said
MF -Stereophile Rec. Comp. 111/99 Grado Reference

Peoples
Favorite!

"

1

.
A.R. U.S.A.

New Hybrid
Integrated Amps.
The

level of

iusocal detail &
wolvement I
,
xperienced

Bring the warm sound
of tubes home at a
downright low price!

WR KR, and
ST are unanimous in calling

these

the

headphones
heard.

"The

best

dynamic

they've

ever

only ones

with

cmpared favor

JD 301A 30w Int

ibis, with some

JD 1701A 50w Int.

.. $500

which Ihave ever been physi-

if the finest

JD 15014 100w Int.

.. $650

cally or sonically comfortable,"

:tie separates"

JD 1703A 75 3 Channel $725

says KR. "

Stereophile Cover Story

JD 401A Tuner

-Stereophile

'0/99

p.

147 Chip Stern

One of A Kind
Items!
reek 5250 50w Int. Amp
is! 5795
Sale $635,
•redo RS-I Headphones
ist S695
Sale $550
Vansevers
odel a83 Parr. Cond.
ist 5575
Sale $460
odd l11 Digital Pwr. Cond.
is! $325
Sale $259"
-Double Pandora Pwe Cord .List
425
Sale 5339 ..
•
uper Companion Power Strip
ist $150
Sale $99'
ompanion Power Strip
is! $30
Sale $19"
hub« PBJ XLR Interconnect
1st $58
Sale $46 .5m pr
(tuber KC-1 Interconnect
1st $114
Sale 569"1.5m pr
irnber KC-I Interconnect

• .•

I PI.

$350

--=-1•111M11›.

HD-600
5.349"

$350
-r.... 520

List $122
Sale 574" 2m pr
AO Quartz 1.5m pr. XLR
List $260
Sale $159"'
AO Topaz 1.5m pr.
List $91
Sale $59"
AO Turquoise 3m pr.
List $65
Sale $49"
AO Jade 1.5m pe
List $32
Sale $19'
AO Video/Digital 2 1.5m
List 599
Sale $59"
AO Video S-Z 2m
List 5109
Sale $69"
AO Crystal Spk. Cable
List $285
Sale $199"10' pr.
AO Type 6Spk. Cable
List $165
Sale $99" 10' pr.
AO Type 4Spk. Cable 25 pr
List $170
Sale 5119"
AO Type 4Spk. Cable 10'pr.
List $95
Sale $79"
AO Sorbathane Big Feet . $39"
AO Sorbathane Little Feet ..$29"
AO Laser Guide
S29"

z

Rec.

Comp.

Ile 1 • 1

Sapphire ...$310 1
m pr
TOI Triode .$140 1
m pr
Tourmaline ..$87 1
m pr
Flat-conductor interconnects that DAS enthuses
over, ...has excellent RF
rejection. Impressive."
-Stereophile Rec.
Comp. 10/99 Goertz AG
& Goertz Copper

Monster AV POD 403 S
List $80
Sale 564- 2m
Monster Z300 Video F-Pin
List $80
Sale $64 -2rn
Monster M1000V Video 2m
List $60
Sale $48
Monster M1000
Video 5m
List $30
Sale 524
Monster M1000SV Video .5m
List $45
Sale 536
Monster M1000VF Video 1m
List $50
Sale $40
Monster MM5501 .5m pr
List $45
Sale $36

Goertz TO-1 Interconnect
List $105
Sale s79- .5m pr.
XLO ERS Interconnect
List me
Sale 563 3m pr.
XLO ER5 Interconnect
List $49.
Sale $39"1m pr.
XLO ER 10 Pwr. Cord 5'
List $115
Sale $79.
Creek Electronics
4330 40w In!
$495
Headphones
Sfax Classic System II
.51425
Grado
$69-5695
Sennheiser HD-600
$349.

Monster MM550I lm pr
List $50
Sale $40
Monster 2 GHZ Splitter 3 way
List $20
Sale $16
Monster 2 GHZ Splitter 4way
List $25
Sale 520
Goertz Sapphire Interconnect
List $619
Sale S449" 2m pr
Gcertz Tourmaline Interconnect
Lrst 5105
Sale 579 1.5m pr.

Koss Porta Pro
$39^-549»
Headphone Amplifiers
Grado RA-1
$350
Creek OBH-11SE
$350
Creek OBH-11
$199
0E0 MA18
$79
Power Conditioners
Panama,' 1000+
5249"
Audio Power Power Pack .s199.
Monster HTS2000
$18.9.

PBJ

$78 Im pr

Stereophile Rec.
Comp. $$$ 10/99
"Customers

tell
me
CV-4 ..$24 Stereo Foot
nothings compares to
"New cable with outstanding price to performance Kimber Kable's PBJ.
peoples favorite
ratio and aimpressive new The
cable!" -J. Raskin
look!" -J. Raskin
Accessories
Bedini Ultra Clarifier
$aar
Bedlni co Clarifier
$49"
Audio Prism co Stoplight .51gAudio Prism Blacklight
$39"
Audio Prism Waveguide . 5149"
Shakh Stone
5199"
Shakti On-Lines
$99" pr
Nontak
$40
AO Laser Guide
Kim ber Interconnects
KCAG
$440 lm pr
Silver Streak
$220 1m pr
Hero
$140 impr
578 1m pr
OTC
4TC
8VS
4VS
8PR
4PR

?timber Speaker Cab'«
$212 8pr
$122 8' pr
$118 8'pr
$58 foot
$69 8' pr
sr loot
Klmber Digital/Video

Orchid

S5125 1m

D-60
01/75
OV30
DV21

5265 In,
$165 Irn
$70 10,
$46
AO Interconnect Cables
Diamond
$995 lin pr
Onyx
$495 Its pr
Emerald
$295 1m pr
Opal
$195 lm pr
Ruby
$125 1m pr
Topaz
$79 1
m pr
Turquoise
$45 Irn pr
Jade
$29 Irn pr
AO Speaker Cables
Argent
$720 8 pr
Forest
$400 8'pr
CV-4
$188 8'pr
Type 6
$147 8'pr
Type 4
$85 8 pc
F-14
Sr fool
F-4
95 cents per fool
Binding Post Wrench
AO Video Cables
Video 3
$225 1m

'noes subject to change without notice Some pictures are representations of products.
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Ite Want Your Old Cables!

P
OWEI C
OMCeseouts

For alimited time we will be accepting trade-ins on your old
cables toward the AudioQuest and Audio Magic cables listed
below. All brands are welcome. Call today and find out how easy
it can be to upgrade your cables.

Model

Forest+ Speaker Cable
Only $399.95 8' pair

oudoquest.

•Spread Spectrum Hybrid Design
•FPC Copper & FPC-B Copper
•Single BI-Wire or Standard Prep

oudioquest
Presto-II Speaker Cable
Only $379.00 8' pair
•Multi Gauge Conductors
•Extruded Sliver Over OFC Conductors
•Heavy Silver Over OFC connectors
•For Single 111-W1re add $40

$175
$200
$225

1

$109

$120
$131
$142
$199
$224
$249
$274

$39.95
$49.95
$59.95
$69.95
$79.95
$99.95
$114.95
$129.95

Your System àOdnkhg From The Sewed
Starting under

$300

Feed it purified power with aChang Lightspeed power
filter. Many models to choose from.

Return of the Mtty Erlittryl
We are now stocking the excellent
line of Nitty Gritty record care
products. Including the fluids,
accessories, and parts.

I
NITTY GRITTY

1

e

01CORD

VISTI SO

Creek Headphone Amplifier

$199
The new version of Topaz X2 is another exceptional value. It
uses their FPC copper conductors. The Topaz stands out in i
price range due to its rich, warm sound, and lack of harshness.
And with it's rich sound, it gives up nothing in midrange and

Sale
$49.95
$89.95
$99.95
$119.95

oudioquest.
1meter
2meter
3meter
4meter
1meter
2meter
3meter
4meter

-104-•

Through the end of January
2000 we will be accepting
trade-ins on your old
interconnect toward the purchase
of the AudioQuest Opal X3 and
$195 meter pair
Topaz X2 interconnect. Opal X3 is
unquestionably the highest value interconnect in their line, and
one of our favorite $200 cables. It uses 3FPC-6 copper
conductors with aspecial air dielectric to deliver an open and airy
high end with tons of detail. It's also highly dynamic with low
bass control normally found only in far more expensive cables.
Call us for the generous trade-in value of your current
interconnect. All brands accepted.

Audio

$100

NOTE: The MIT cords come with standard molded type AC/IEC plugs. AudioQuest
models shown come with the Hubbell 5965 AC plug and astandard molded type IEC
plug. Superior quality plug upgrades ate available on all cords; Schurter IEC plugs and
Hubbell 5266C or 8215C Hospital grade AC plugs. Before ordering please visit our web
site for acomplete list of all available lengths, configurations, and plug upgrade prices.

Interconnect Cables

HCM

List

2meter
2meter
3meter
4meter

We stock Hospital
grade wall outlets!

lAUDIO
MAGIC...

high frequency detail and transparancy.

Length

MIT Z-Cord
MIT Z-Cord-II
MIT Z-Cord-II
MIT Z-Cord-II

AudioQuest ACI5Hubbell
AudioQuest ACI5Hubbell
AudioQuest ACI5Hubbell
AudioQuest ACI5Hubbell
AudioQuest AC12Hubbell
AudioQuest ACI2Hubbell
AudioQuest AC12Hubbell
AudioQuest AC12Hubbell

New CV4 Speaker Cable
Only $192.00 8' pair
•Spread Spectrum Design
•PSC Copper Conductors.
•Standard Prep only

MIT°

Buy the Creek 0BH- 11 for
$199 and get upgraded to
the OBH-2 Power Supply
plus a FREE Mogami
headphone extension cable.

Modek 1
.ta $ 2 29

Grado Headphones
SR-60

SR-80

SR-125

SR-225

SR-325
RS-2

$69
$95
$150
$199
$295
$495

Arcici •Audio Magic •API •AudioQuest •
Audio Technica •Bag End •Blue Point •Chang •Creek •
Flatline •Grado •Hafler •Lightspeed •Mogami •
Musical Concepts •Musical Design •Music Hall •
Music Metre •Nitty Gritty •Nordost •Onix •Pro-Ject •
Sumiko •Target •Tice •VMPS •WBT

Get the rest of the deals on the web at: www.hcmaudio.com
877-234-3465 • 530-891-8326 • Fax 530-345-7269
2725 Hwy 32 West, Suite C, Chico, CA 95973
e-mail: sales@hcmaudio.com
WorldRadioHistory

We ship
anywhere in
the world!

song so populat Idon't know how many commercials Imade.
Ipray to God Icould get another one o' them, cause 'Midnight Hour' was big, big, big, and 'Mustang Sally' is another
one. But the strangest thing is, Idon't have aGrammy award
for either one."
Pickett continued to enjoy astrine, of hits through 1970,
but his greatest strength is as aperformer, not arecording
artist, his erratic career since the early 1970s reflects the
music industry's inability or unwillingness to provide an
appropriate setting for his stupendous talent. He sat on the
sidelines and watched as pretenders like the Blues Brothers
and the Commitments cashed in on his style.
"I went through adepression at that time because the
records Iwas making weren't getting played,"
he recalled. "The radio, the record companies,
the industry all ignored me. And Iwas putting
out a lot of my own money to make the
records. Idon't know whose fault it was, but I
wasn't making money and they were, and that
felt bad. One has to stay on top of this shit, and
Igot to the point where Icouldn't do that. Igot
into avery bad head."
What brought him around?
"I changed location. Imoved from New
Jersey to Virginia, where Ican breathe
again. They're playing R&B again, but
it's hard to get acontract."
As far as his live performances go,
Pickett's audience has remained faithful, especially in Europe. But Pickett
has struggled to avoid the atrophy of
the oldies circuit.
"We just finished our tour in Europe
about amonth ago," he said. "We didn't do any of the new material, but I
talked about it to the newspapers. Ididn't play any of the new songs —I don't

think Iwould have got away with it, because the European
audiences are tough. They want the old Pickett, you know
what Imean? You can give them 75 minutes of that and they
still want encores. If you don't give them what they want, they
will raise hell. When you're on stage and they keep yelling
Encore!' and they won't let you leave, you better turn around
and go back up on that stage, even if the musicians are all red
and bleeding. That takes alot out of you."
Pickett has been waiting over the years for the right people
to come along and give him the kind of musical studio support he enjoyed in his heyday. He finally found asimpatico
combination in the songwriting and production partnership
ofJon and Sally liven. For It's Harder Now the livens worked
up amagical reconfiguration of Pickett's
Muscle Shoals sound, and the Wicked
Pickett returned to top form. With Jon
on guitar and Sally on bass, the session
was defined by a smoking, tightly
arranged rhythmic unit in which every
fill counts and the funk is knee-deep.
For good measure, Eddie Kramer was
brought in to put on the finishing touches. The songs, written by the Tivens
with input from Pickett, keyboardist Sky
Williams, and R&B poets laureate Don
C,ovay, Dan Penn, and Donnie Fritts, are
all outstanding.
Pickett's voice is still strong enough to
belt out ahit, but he's not sure of where
he stands in the contemporary pop world.
"I like the album," Pickett said. "I feel a
little bit shaky about it because Idon't
know what's going to happen with it.
There's alot of good stuff on it —the ballads are really good. rm just waiting to see
what happens with it.
"It's got alot of the earlier Pickett," he
explained. "I tried not to go too far back
down south with it because Iwanted to
kind of lighten it up, not go so heavy on
the horns, and get away from the Steve
Cropper, Jimmy Johnson guitar sound.
That's why Idecided to go to New York
City and cut the album there.
on [livens] had heard that Iwas
gfor aproducet so Iwent up to his
apartment in New York, where Imet and
talked to him and Sally. They wrote a
bunch of songs, along with Don Covay
and Dan Penn and Dormie Fritts, and
they sent them down to me in Virginia.
Then we all got together with my keyboardist, Sky Williams, and finished writing the material for the album.
"We worked hard in the studio —
eight, ten hours at astretch. Iwas really
impressed with the young players on
the session. They played hard and knew
exactly what they were doing, and they
were all clean — none of them drank or
took drugs or smoked."
Despite his track record and continued
success in concert, Pickett was tentative
when he went in to record the album.
"Thank God Istill have my voice and I

"Thank God
.I
still have my
VOICE and Ican hit
the high notes,

because I
was a

nervous mother
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Recording of the Month
PATRICIA BARBER: Companion
Patricia Barber, vocals, piano, Hammond B-3; John McLean, guitar; Michael
Amopol, bass; Eric Montzka, Ruben P. Alvarez, percussion
Premonition/Blue Note 522963 2(CD). 1999. Barber and Michael Friedman,
prods.; Jim Anderson, eng.; John Larson and Tom Reinholdt, asst. engs.
AAD? Tr: 58:11
Performance ****1/2
Sonics ****1/2

II

nan aviary full of extravagant mynah birds, Patricia
Barber flies alone. For asensitive lug like moi, she's the
ultimate anti-diva, the failed romantics last hope amid
the antediluvian cant of the new classicism.
Now Iain't telling you that Patricia Barber is the first
lady of song or the last word in virtuosity, but she is an original —a master deconstructionist with apropensity for sustaining musical moodscapes in arich narrative style with an
ironic, languid, Raymond Chandler kinda film-noir edge
(by way of brand-new-used Annie Ross). Harrowing and
melancholy, whimsical and graceful, tightly wound yet profoundly cool, Barber ain't your father's Oldsmobile, and
while her inspirational trajectory might suggest Joni
Mitchell, Cassandra Wilson, or Holly Cole, the irascible ambiguity of her recitatives, the spacious, hypnotic sing-song of her phrasing, and her ability to
suffuse Latin, freeform, fusion, and modern jazz in a
moody sapphire glow —all help explain why she is
an emerging star.
We deducted ahalf star from the exemplary performance and excellent sonics of Barber's superb
new live set, Companion, not out of any critical
ennui, but out of simple respect for its studio predecessor. That edgy breakthrough hit, Modern Cool, is
one of the most compelling, brilliantly recorded sets
ofjazz-hyphen songs I've ever heard. No hip nostalgia for this solid sender. "Primitive inspiration packaged in modem disguise.... /masculine resolve
with afeminine plan, /domination and submission,
/she smells the gas and lights the match," Barber
sings on "A Touch of Trash," her pissy take on the
seductive, enervating nature of fashion in both relationships and creative endeavors. This wry quality
enlightens the best originals on either album, such as
the live set's wry, cranky "If This Isn't Jazz" —the
singer's astringent, spooky send-up of political correctness, stylistic lockstep, and self-consciousness in
the jazz life ("the cities that glamour forgot").
Hey, to listen is to understand my over-the-top
enthusiasm and the unbridled word-of-mouth
Barber's inspired over the past few years. Her keyboard playing is spare, atmospheric, and devoid of
artifice, although on "Like jr Barber establishes
her credentials as aharmonically fulsome, rhythmically provocative piano soloist. Her voice has a
smoky, world-weary luster like the first light after a
storm, an effect she milks for all it's worth on her

Stereophile, January 2000

bittersweet beige confessional, "Let It Rain."
But for all the intensity and mystery of her originals, it's
Barber's ability to deconstruct and transform popular materials that most captivates this listener. Bill Withers' protagonist on the original rendition of "Use Me" comes across
as asteady soldier in the battle of the sexes, ready, willing,
and able to pay the price for pleasure. Barber exacts something much more sinister from the narrator of this unsettling, subliminal tale of sexual compulsion and submission;
her spare, dissonant Hammond B-3 break is asure portent
of doom that makes you want to shout, "Run, girl!"
Better still, Barber leaves plenty of room for her band to
shine. This electro-percussive ensemble is fluid and swinging, combustible and painterly by turns, and more than a
match for her many moods, which are what make Companion so satisfying from start to finish, and inevitably leave
you wanting just alittle bit more.
—Chip Stern
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classical

prices accompanied by a few choice
new releases. The first of these new projects is Philippe Herreweghe's St. Matthew Passion, and it marks avery auspicious beginning indeed. His soloists are
J.S. BACH
all well chosen, and many have worked
The Bach Edition: First Releases
for the conductor before. The CollegHarmonia Mundi (CDs). 1999.
ium Vocale choir sings splendidly for
Various artists, producers, and engineers.
him, as always (they also appear on a
Performance **** to *****
Sonics **** to
number of the reissues discussed below), and Bach's great chorales ring out
sanyone who bothers to read
the music-review section of loud and clear. Herreweghe's pacing is
Stereophile may have noticed, I brisk enough, but never rushed (the
/ hours), and all
2
have taken asabbatical from Bach re- work still docks in at 21
views in the last year or two. People
of the participants seem keenly aware of
the text's emotional content.
who know what Ido for this magazine
By some chance, the first piece I
are often envious of my job. Though
much of this envy is limited to "You get loaded in the CD player when Ibegan
this review was "The Contest Between
to keep the CDs!," some express surprise
Phoebus and Pan" (BWV 201, on HMX
that Iget paid for listening to music.
There is areal downside to this, howev- 2951544-45), one of the secular cantatas
er, in that former pleasures can easily from the Leipzig years in which the librettist (presumably with the composer's
become chores. Thus the sabbatical.
wholehearted support) dares to make
When Robert Baird approached me
fun of critics! As delightfully performed
about doing this piece, Iwas suddenly
by the RIAS Chamber Choir and the
eager to write about Johann Sebastian
again, and Ifeel glad now that Isat Early Music Academy of Berlin under
René Jacobs, the point of this musical
down to many hours of listening.
Harmonia Mundi has published a diatribe is to attack the "simplification"
of music for popular taste. Yet Bach
very long list of Bach recordings over
himself certainly understood simplicity.
the years, and some of the best of them
In the cantata "Ein Feste Burg" (BMV
are to be included in the new Bach Edi80, Herreweghe again, on HMX
tion, acollection of reissues at bargain
2951326), Bach is more than happy to
conclude his exegesis on Luther's hymn
by letting the original 1529 melody roll
forth in all of its power, unhindered by
any elaborateness of arrangement. Iwas
struck too, throughout my listening, by
L.
plu, hulles
the evidence that for all his justly
praised mastery of counterpoint, Bach
could certainly turn afine melody of his
PHILIPP(
11ERREWEGII,
own when he wanted to.
Lest Iseem unstinting in my praise of
these performances, let me warn you of
afew deviations from the level of excellence found on most of the collection.
For my ears, there is just abit too much
of soprano Barbara Schlick, who is present in anumber of works. Her breath
and phrasing are fine, and she can hit the
notes well enough, but her tone sounds
alittle too pinched, especially by contrast
with the glorious Agnès Mellon, who is
heard for an all-too-short 11
/ arias on
2
HMX 2951326 (Magnecat, BWV 243,
with "Ein Feste Burg").
But one less than perfect soloist is
hardly reason to condemn such amassive project out of hand, and Iwould
not try to keep you from buying discs
on which she is found. There is one
rather more serious problem, which unfortunately mars what may be Bach's
most popular works, the six Branden-

A

*****
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IS. BACH

Sonates
en trio
pour opgue
inosonaten fur Ore

burg Concertos (Orchestral Music, HMX
2908074-77). These are played by the
Early Music Academy of Berlin in what
appear to be conductorless performances. The lack oh leader at the podium is not the problem; tempos and dynamics are well chosen and presented.
Unfortunately, the brass section is just
not up to the rest of the ensemble. As a
former cornetist, Ican certainly sympathize. Natural (valveless) trumpets are
truly the Devil's instruments, and Ihold
my empathic breath whenever aperformer essays one in alive concert setting. This notwithstanding, Ihave heard
a number of recordings with period
trumpets where intonation is well under control. Such is sadly not the case
here, and Icannot recommend your
buying this four-CD set. (Instead, go for
Roy Goodman's performance with the
Hanover Band on Hyperion CDA66711-2, with fine, steady intonation
and excellent soloists. Americans can be
patriotic and do as well with the Boston
Baroque on Telarc.)
That unpleasantness over, Iwould
like to point ont several highlights of the
Edition. Kenneth Gilbert is heard at the
keyboard on several discs, one containing afine performance of the "Italian"
Concerto (HMX 2951278, with other
keyboard works), and another being a
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again and again in the texts Bach and his
contemporaries chose to set is this
theme of death-longing — an almost
erotic wish to have done with the transitory world and be joined in the embrace of Christ. In this, the Enlightenment was far more medieval than it
would have wished.
While Fm on this particular train of
thought, Iwould like to direct interested readers to the chapter in The Hunchback ofNotre Dame (non-Disney version)
whose title is usually translated "This
Will Kill That." In this chapter (a digression by Victor Hugo, to be sure), the
author argues against the whole notion
of progress. "This will kill that," he says.
"The book [specifically, the printed
book] will kill the edifice [the cathedral
of Notre Dame itself]." He refers to the
glories of Shakespeare and others of his
day as "the last rays of the Gothic sun,
now setting behind the printing press at
Mayence." To my way of thinking,
Hugo could well have included much of
Bach's work in this description. In
Bach's great religious works, the theology of the Middle Ages is not so much
lost to the Reformation as it is refined,
passed through one last cycle of purification before it is wholly lost in the age
that follows. But, as usual, Idigress.
Ihoped for at least one special
reissue of his excellent Goldberg Variations
(HMX 2951240). Davitt Moroney is surprise from this massive release,
also present, for The Art of the Fugue and Igot it. Ihad somehow man(HMX 2951169-70). Iconfess to not aged to miss the 1995 set of
having heard this latter recording, but Sonatas for Gamba and Harpsichord
Moroney's Well-Tempered Clavier (HM by Paolo Pandolfo and Rinaldo
901285-88, not yet announced for this Alessandrini (here on HMX
edition) is very fine indeed; Ithink him 2955218). Iam glad to have this
second chance to praise adisc of
asafe recommendation.
While we're on keyboard works, let absolutely wonderful playing.
me also put in aplug for the Organ Son- Bach seemed to take great pleaatas (BWV 525-530, HMX 2957055), sure in writing for "obsolete"
played in spirited fashion by John Butt instruments like the viola da
(unfortunate name, that) on abeautiful gamba, and he produced mas18th-century-style instrument at Hertz terpieces for instruments othHall, Berkeley. As befits the venue's ers had grown to scorn. I
name, this is amodel organ recording found this disc, in fact, to be perhaps
the best of the lot, with passionate perby the great Tony Faulkner.
Most Beautfiul Cantatas (5 CDs, HMX formances by both players and superb
2908091-95) lives up to its name. Her- sound to boot. In asimilar vein, and also
reweghe again directs, with some truly excellent, is Jaap ter Linden's fine rendiwonderful soloists, of whom counter- tion of the Cello Suites (HMX
tenor Andreas Scholl and bass Peter 2957216-17), which is one of the better
Kooy must be singled out. The choral period-instrument performances to be
performances here are absolutely splen- had. (Alas, as much as Ilove authentic
sound, no one touches Rostropovich in
did as well. Listen, for example, to the
chorus "Was beftest du dich meine these works.)
There is always a question in my
Seek?" (from BWV 21), wherein the
phrase "Harre auf Gote" ("Hope thou in mind as Iwrite these pieces: Just whom
God") rises up like ajoyful assertion of am Iwriting for, anyway? Stereophile is
the power of faith over the Baroque not amagazine for the old breed of clasmelancholia that often pervades 18th- sical-music "collectors," although there
century religious thought. Appearing are those of that ilk who read it. In this
4.
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case, however, Ifeel safe in assuming
that Iam not writing for that sort of
completist. Those who have loved
Bach's music for many years will doubtless have heard many of these recordings and formed their own opinions. I
think that collections like the Harmonia
Mundi Bach Edition best serve those
who have only limited experience of
classical performance and who wish to
acquire the best works of the great composers without stooping to the "Greatest Hits" or (God defend us) "Bach for
Dummies®." In this spirit, let me suggest that readers in this group try the
two-disc sampler set (HMX 290809697), which contains excerpts from many
of the above releases.
Ordinarily, Ifind samplers anathema;
the proverbial "bleeding chunks" applies
well to most of them. (If Harmonia
Mundi had real marketing sense, they
would put MP3 versions of the sampler
on their website, so consumers wouldn't
have to pay for the test spoonfuls. If they
have actually done so, Ihope they will
forgive me.) Here, however, Ithink that
the trial version is worth buying. Ihave
great faith in Bach. Those who listen
with open ears will soon be off to buy
the full versions.
—Les Berkley

PUCCINI
La Bohéme
Angela Gheorghiu, Mimi; Roberto Alagna, Rodolfo;
Elisabetta Scano, Musetta; Simon Keenlyside, Marcello; Roberto de Candia, Schaunard; Ildebrando
d'Arcangelo, Colline; Orchestra & Chorus of La
Scala, Milan, Riccardo Chailly
London 289 466 070-2 (2 CDs). 1999. Andrew Cornail, prod.; Jonathan Stokes, Philip Siney, engs.
DDD. It: 99:59
Performance ****1/2
Sonics ****1/2

oes the world need another
complete Bohéme? Especially
considering that this brings the
total to over 30, and that at least ahandful of them are real gems? Well, this set
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claims to be the first using "the new crit- aria is astunner — there's abrief mo- story of recording Wagner's Der Ring des
ical edition" of the opera, produced in ment when it seems as if he's not going Nibelungen at the first post-war Bayreuth
to bother climbing up to the high C, but Festival, in 1951: how conductor Hans
1988, which contains "no less than 181
Knappertsbusch's performances of the
amendments" to the published score. he does, and it's abeaut.
The careful — no, obsessed — listener
Simon ICeenlyside is agreat sidekick/ first three-fourths of the tetralogy were
might notice abunch of alterations in Marcello, sounding like areally neat pal, laclduster at best; how technical probtempos and dynamics, and there are and if Elisabetta Scano's Musetta is abit lems ruined the tapes of Siegfried and
three differences in actual notes, but undercharacterized, well, it makes up for parts of Die Walküre, how the Byzantine
most of us will feel, simply, that conduc- the strident ones we've all grown to negotiations among Decca, Teldec, EMI
(all three labels recorded at Bayreuth
tor and cast are doing what they normal- know and dislike. The rest of the cast is
ly do: exercising good (or poor) judg- good without turning heads. The sound that stunme4 often simultaneously), the
ment, working with rubato, etc. And, is super, my only complaint is of the Bayreuth management, and the various
yes, the addition of aflute line, which very occasional excess of emphasis at soloists and their managements, continued up to and far beyond the actual replays against the harp after the words climactic moments.
This Bohéme has won my heart; it will cording dates; how those negotiations
"Che gelida manina," is noticeable. But
-Robert Levine finally broke down completely; and how
the real question is, how good is this win yours, too.
Cushaw was told by Decca to abandon
Bohéme, and will Iwant it in my Bohéme
post-production on the one release-worVVAGN ER
collection—or as my only recording of
thy tape — of the August 4, 1951 perforthe opera?
Glitterdámmerung
mance of the cycle's conclusion, CotterThe answers: This is asuperb perforVarnay, Brünnhilde; Bernd Aldenhoff,
diimmerung. At which point history draws
mance, and it belongs in the collection of Astrid
Siegfried; Hermann Uhde, Gunther; Elisabeth
aveil across the entire affair, the tapes
anyone who loves this opera. Conductor
Hiingen, Waltraute; Heinrich Pflanzl, Alberich; Ludwig Weber, Hagen; Martha Müdl, Gutrune, 'Third
gathering dust undisturbed — even the
Chailly has always struck me more as a
Nom; Elisabeth Schwarzkopf, Woglinde; Hanna
bootle li:ers seem never to have broached
leader who makes beautiful music than
Ludwig, Wellgunde; Hertha Topper, Flosshilde;
Ruth Siewert, First Nom; Ira Malaniuk, Second
Decca's vaults.
one of particular depth, but this set is not
Nom; Wilhelm Pit, Chorus Master; 1951 Bayreuth
By now, enough lives and careers
only gorgeous, but moving and wonderFestival Chorus &Orchestra, Hans Knappertsbusch
fully, wisely paced. Though tempos tend Testament SBT 4175 (4 mono CDs), Decca/ have ended, and/or the labels have
Testament/Speaker's Comer SBTLP 6175 (6 mono
grown hungry enough, that all surviving
to be on the quick side (it's 10 minutes
LPs). 1999. John Culshaw, prod.; Kenneth Wilkinparties have at last signed on the line,
shorter than Karajan, seven less than
son, balance eng.; Paul Bally, digital remastering.
ADD/AAA Tr: 4:40:22
and — nearly half acentury after it was
Beecham, and only five longer than TosPerformance *****
recorded — the fourth complete Knapcanini), this becomes evident only in the Sonics **
pertsbusch Gütterdiimmerung is loosed
"public" moments — the Benoit scene in
Act I, the raucousness at the Café in Act
nhis autobiography, Putting the Rec- upon aworld that, had it known what it
ord Straight, legendary Decca/Lon- was missing, could barely have borne
II, and the horsing around in the final
don producer John Culshaw tells the the wait.
act—while tender moments are all the
more tender for their introspection. And
the Scala forces, with this music in their g
1
.11,1111111MIRI
blood, play it adoringly and as if it were
truly amasterpiece. So if the "critical edition" doesn't exactly make waves, it has
at least encouraged all the performers to
Jf
dust the cobwebs off their ideas; as done
here, much of it sounds fresh and new.
It doesn't hurt to have singers in their
?\ANNIVEKSAKY oFTr\ E
primes, who actually sound the ages of
.
,,IC-HARDWAGNEKFESTWALS
the characters. The two leads — opera's
Tr\E MASTaSINGERSoF
lovebirds—are glorious. The dark vein
\JRNBERG*ThE TRILOG\r
that runs through Gheorghiu's voice is
just right for the complicated Mimi —
.orlf-)E NIBELVNGS KING*
her contemplative moments are doubly
P_ARSFAL* CONDUCTOR9
effective, the doom that enters the voice
-1-+EKBE KTvoN KA RAJAN
later on in the opera is palpable, and
'
N5 KNAPPEKTSBUSC+4
even early on, while the voice blossoms
LY-9 4,,b,UGuST lÇI
ideally for this Puccini heroine, there is a
tinge of sadness. And Gheorghiu can
sing at dozens of dynamic levels, shading
her words and underlining phrases with
true feeling and always-glowing sound.
Alagna's Rodolfo is no less good; his
penchant for singing sharp is almost
under control here, he's playful and colors his tone for the giddy moments, and
whether he's railing in self-recrimination
or (as at the opera's dose) devastated, he
Wieland and Wolfgang Wagner at Bayreuth.
finds the suitable sound. His big Act I

I
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Record
This is, in two words, great Wagner.
The Brünnhilde and Siegfried, Astrid
Varnay and the underappreciated Bernd
AldenhofC are at the peaks of their
always-considerable forms. Varnay's
voice is full, rich, large, and dark-toned,
with alower register of enormous power and dramatic heft. She effortlessly
navigates this opera's three distinct
Brünnhildes: Act I's just-deflowered virgin, full of the oblivious self-righteousness of romance; Act II's betrayed and
mercilessly vengeful harpy; and the selfsacrificing, transfigured apparition of the
Immolation Scene. The more of Varnay's recordings Ihear — and this is one
of the best—the more Ithink her the
greatest Brürmhilde of the post-war era.
Bernd Aldenhoff was atrue heldentenor and alively actor, and here his lusciously "wet," ringing tone seems to
gain strength with each act. Though Aldenhoffs reading is as sunnily mindless
as Siegfried himself, his effortlessness in
this role makes as intelligent and masterful atenor as Wolfgang Windgassen
sound even more like agreat singer
trapped in apedestrian voice. Bayreuth
stalwarts Hermann Uhde and Ludwig
Weber sing the half-brothers, Gunther
and Hagen, with stentorian power, even
if Weber's interpretive choices never
push past the obvious. Martha Modl is a
heartbreakingly matronly Gutrune, but
truly excels as the Third Nom. The perfectly blended trio of Rhinemaidens is
led by none other than Elisabeth
Schwarzkopf, and there's an unexpected
treat in Elisabeth Hemgen's impassioned
Waltraute; she drives her single scene
hard enough to eclipse even Varnay.
Knappertsbusch is a wonder here.
This is by far his longest recording of the
opera, but it's even more gripping than
his careening, barely-on-the-rails 1955
performance with the Bavarian State
Opera (who sound like aband of enthusiastic sight-readers), and considerably
more so than either the 1956 or '57 Bayreuth tapings. Kna shared with his contemporary Wilhelm Furtwângler acertain lackadaisicalness of precision in
entrances and rhythm in general —
something guaranteed to bother those
raised (like me) on the Beethoven of
Szell and Toscanini, the Strauss of
Bohm, and the Wagner of Solti, Leinsdorf, and, more recently, Barenboim.
But in this recording Knappertsbusch
makes an astonishingly good case for
keeping such aloose hand on the tiller.
Much of the remarkable tension built
up at the slow paces favored here (only
Reginald Goodall takes longer) is from
being able to hear the great spaces
Stereophile, January 2000

between the choirs of brass and strings
as they move in and out of position with
the rough grace and implacable grandeur of icebergs. Transitions, entrances,
and cadences that more fastidious conductors automatically sew up neatly are
here left rent and ragged; at times the
orchestra seems to be slowly tearing
itself to pieces and stitching itself back
together at once. It is a remarkable
effect — consistently exciting, never
"slow," and always dramatically tight.
And surprising. No conductor has
built an operatic career on how he or
she conducts the first scene of Act III, in
which the Rhinemaidens reappear for
the first time since Das Rheingold. But
Knappertsbusch attacks this usually
over-mellowed music with such grinning rapacity and uncontained joy that it
fairly leaps — albeit in slow motion —
out of the speakers. Ihave 20 different
recordings of Gütterdâmmerung on my
shelves; this one made me feel as if I'd
never heard this scene before.
The sound is astonishingly good for a
live recording made in 1951 under difficult conditions. According to Tony
Locantro's absorbing and well-written
notes, Decca engineer Ken Wilkinson's
main mike was asingle RK2 condenser
hung high in the roof of the Bayreuth
Festspielhaus, supplemented by feeds
from Neumann M49s "placed close to
the orchestra and singers." The result is,
for the most part, an effective blend of
orchestral voices dominated inevitably
— given the constraints on mike placement and the Festspielhaus's nearly vertical orchestra pit — by the first and second violins and violas. But the sound is
actually avery accurate, if monaural, representation of the Festspielhaus's
unique acoustics. If the brass sound
buried at the bottom of the pit, it's because they are —Wagner wanted their
sound to be "distanced," both for dramatic reasons and so the singers wouldn't have to fight so hard to be heard.
That's what you hear here. And if Wilkinson didn't always get perfect the balance between orchestra and singers, his
tonal balances always make sense.
At times, however, the sheer volume
and complexity of sound push hard
against the primitive technology of
1951, and the technology wins. At the
eight-horn canon that begins II,ii, for
example, the tape overloads and the
result is sonic mush. But such instances
are rare; after four hours and 40 minutes, the impression Icame away with
was of adepth of true bass and aclarity
of highs that belie this recording's considerable age.

Reviews

Perhaps the most curious thing about
this artifact from the very early days of
commercial tape recording is that, in
addition to the CD release on Testament, it has also been issued on six spacious Speaker's Corner LPs, in alimited
edition of 1500 sets. The LPs sound very
good indeed, if lacking the CDs' surprisingly crystalline highs. But the pressings
aren't perfect; there were more pops and
ticks than I'd be comfortable paying
$199.95 for. Still, feeling in my hands the
heft of six brand-new LPs of abrandnew recording of aWagner opera was a
thrill I'd not expected to experience
again in this life—especially when those
12 sides of vinyl document aperformance so excellent in so many respects
that Ialready wonder how Ilived so
long without it.
—Richard Lehnert

rock
CAPTAIN BEEFHEART
& THE MAGIC BAND
The Dust Blows Forward
(An Anthology)
Warner Archives/Rhino R2 75863 (2 CDs). 1999.
Gary Peterson, David Baker, compilation prods.
AAD? 1T: 2:29:57
Performance *****
Sonics ***1/2

A

sineffable and uncompromising
as his body of work may be, it's
tempting to attribute avariety of
antecedents to the multitude of spirits
that comprise the artist Don Van Vliet:
the subconscious samplings of bohemian
beat poets; the revelatory visions of Indian medicine men and African griots;
the cultured primitivism of the modern
artist; the sophisticated ramblings of the
modern jazzman; the worldly resignation of the bluesman. These are but a
few of the clues left scattered among the
ancient burial piles by Van Vliees unruly
alter ego, Captain Beeiheart. In fact, during an otherworldly psychic conveyance
(disguised as a record-company interview conducted during one of his final
tours), when Ihad the temerity to suggest aplausible link between the Captain's vocal stylings and those of Chester
"Howlin' Wolf" Burnett, Van Vliet rose
like asequoia from his pillowed perch,
extended one hand majestically like
Moses parting the Dead Sea, and thrust
the other repeatedly into his heart while
rhythmically intoning "Me, Me, ME! I
shit de-dyer
In point of fact, whether deconstructing the blues or creating vibrant sonic
sculptures from seemingly disparate
179
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Record
found objects, Captain Beefheart cut a I
wide swath through the history of
20th-century music. You can discern
his direct influence and secondhand
smoke in everything from punk rock
and rap to the frenetic polymorphous
freedom funk of both Omette and
Steve Coleman. Now, to their eternal
credit, and right on the eve of the 21st
century, the dedicated archivists at
Rhino have chosen to make some sense
of it all with this inspired anthology, The
Dust Blows Forward —just as many of
the dear Captain's sensual and spiritual
prophecies seem to have borne fruit.
Barry Alfonso's fine essay delineates
the evolution of the music through the
remembrances of key collaborators. The
Captain himself looms enigmatically in
the mists, save for stray archival commentaries from before his final foray
into the music world (Ice Creamfor Crow),
and from whatever post-1982 parables
emerged from the contentment he then
found as apainter and sculptor.
But then, Beefheart was never one for
lingering backward glances. Even such
1967 gems as the raga-inflected "Electricity" and the primal percussive mojo
of "Abba Zaba" find him moving inexorably from the blues musics of his
youth toward the jagged, ritualistic rhythms and polytonal ensemble clash-andclangor that made his 1969 and 1970
masterpieces, Trout Mask Replica and Lick The seatbelt sign has been turned off and yo aare
My Decals Off Baby,such unsettling Captain Beefheart, circa late '60s.
experiences —as much for the giddy
freedom of his Magic Band mainstays thing I've heard to ... free rock.
And therein lay the rub. There was
(guitarist Bill Harkerload, bassist Mark
Boston, drummer John French) as for such apalpable air of oral traditions in
transition throughout Beefheares music
Van Vliees transubstantial soliloquies.
The Captain never met apun he did- that delineating his connections to the
n't like. His magical turns of phrase and blues proved irresistible, as on the 1972
painterly images alight on each individ- albums The Spotlight Kid and Clear Spot,
ual libretto like humanoid/animal hy- especially the latte?s swampy rendition
brids on atelephone wire. Beeiheares of "Big Eyed Beans from Venus" and the
songs are often about transformation of tar-pit ether of its title tune. But herein,
spirit and form, and he relishes the as on such subsequent albums as Unconprofit to be gleaned from willful ab- ditionally Guaranteed and Bluejeans and
surdity and carefully crafted confusion, Moonbeams (and "Hard Workin' Man"
be it the odd rhythmic disjunction of from the Blue Collar soundtrack), while
""Woe-Is-Uh-Me-Bop" or the conflu- Van Vliet proves amore than capable
ence of like-sounding words and dis- blues/R&B singer, the selections from
concerting images in "My Human Gets the 1978, 1980, and 1982 sessions that
Me Blues": "I saw yuh baby dancin' in conclude The Dust Blows Forward showyer x-ray gingham dress /Iknew you case him at the peak of his powers.
were under duress /Iknew you under These tracks feature his most useryer dress... /But it's alright God dug friendly confluence of musical disjuncyer dance /'n would have you young 'n tion and symmetry, with adynamic core
his big harum /Dress you the way he of young musical firebrands — featuring
wants cause he never had uh doll / guitarists Jeff Morris Tepper and Gary
Cause everybody made him uh boy /'n Lucas, and bassist/synthesist Eric Drew
God didn't think t' ask his preference." Feldman — for whom the Captain's
Damn. At the risk of trivializing the early explorations with the Magic Band
Captain's inventions, this is the closest were as mother's milk.
Stereophile, January 2000
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now free to drift off to wherever you. heart desires.

Yet for all the rabid energy, cinematic breadth, and just plain joy of his final
three recordings, there was apalpable
edge of bitterness to such runes as "Ash
Tray Heart" ("Make invalids out of
supermen, /call in a shrink and pick
you up in agirdle, /used me like an
ashtray heart, right from the start, /case
of the punks right. /someone's had
too much to think") and "Sue Egypt" ("I
think of all of those people who ride on
my bones, / that nobody hears, that
nobody sees that nobody knows —Sue
Egypt "). Van Vliet seems at once to
acknowledge his own importance as an
innovator while resiping himself to the
likelihood that he' R never receive his
due. Which is why he decided to fold
up his tent and move on.
Yes, the past sure is tense. But through
his refusal to accept atole in the endless
recycling of the formal clichés of pop culture, Don Van Vliet left behind abody of
work —fast and bulbous, tight also —
which, as represented by this superb
anthology, should keep adventurous
musicians busy well into the next century. Your Captain has spoken. -Chip Stern
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(beautifully caught here in several spots
when he kvetches at the audience), the
Cap'n cut more new paths and, most
Grow Fins: Rarities, 1965-1982
important, intersections into the thenRevenant 210 (5 CDs). 1999. Scott Colbum, Audio
pristine rock wilderness than anyone else.
Wizardry; Dave Glasser, final editing 8, mastering;
It seems completely right and organBill Schnee, remastering; John Thomas, transfers.
ic that alabel partially owned by anothAAD? Audio TT: 2:54:29. Video Tr:
Performance ***1/2
er bizarre personality, guitarist and curSonics **1/2 to ****
mudgeon John Fahey, would be the one
ust as capable of clearing aroom as to patiently compile and decode acolthey were of engrossing it, Captain lection of unreleased rarities by this
Beefheart (aka Don Van Vliet) and most difficult of all rock acts. Already
the many, many incarnations of his known for its growing catalog of wildly
Magic Band are the mother of all cult- eclectic and unjustly neglected artists,
rock acts. With the Cap'n's unpredict- Revenant has hit anew high point with
able sweet-and-sour vocals howling out collectors and esoter-a-philes with this
psychobabble lyrics over ablues-psy- ambitious pink box. Here are 110 pages
chedelia musical mélange that often fea- of notes and, best of all, five CDs of
tured odd rhythms — to say nothing of what the notes call Beefheart "odd and
his soprano sax "playing" — Captain sods": studio outtakes, demos, homeBeefheart is jagged, demanding, mad- recorded noodlings of every sound and
dening ... in the end, the kind of music variety, radio broadcasts, several film
for which there are no words remotely clips, and what appear to be audienceadequate to the descriptive task. And taped snippets of live shows — all offithat alone is one hell of an achievement. cially unreleased.
Even "finished" Beefheart albums
However, in Magic Band drummer
John French's extraordinarily cogent, like Trout Mask Replica can be shocks to
revealing, and often harrowing liner- the system, so the uninitiated should benote history of the band, told via inter- ware this set of ephemera: This seriousviews with many of the musicians who ly spiny and abstruse stuff is probably
were part of the journey, several brave too much so for anyone but the diehard
adventurers seem to have come closest fan and Beefheart completist.
The first disc, Just Got Back from the
to describing Van Vliees shaggy vision.
City (1965-67), focuses on the early
Guitarist Rick Redus: "I was really
grabbed by Don's lyrics and his picture band's blues roots, although it ends
of the world that was both nightmarish with several Van Vliet originals, like
and cartoonish at the same time. He'd "Sure Nuff nYes IDo." Electricity (disc
mix up lightness and darkness and the 2) shows the band maturing musically,
spiritual and the mundane and put his and features two versions of the title
tune as well as alive version (in muddy
own incredible creative twist on it."
Drummer Cliff Martinez: "The mu- sonics) of "Kandy Korn."
Discs 3 and 4 are home demo
sic always struck me as being, well, brilliant, melodic, angry, incomprehensible, recordings of the jams, many untitled
and all sans vocals, whose studio rewith an undercurrent of humor."
Now that the world has spun for 30 recordings became Trout Mask Replica.
more years, and Beefheart and his near- Beefheart fans will find fascinating eviest terrestrial relative, Sun Ra, now seem dence of how this version of the band
distinctly less revolutionary and infinite- worked up Beefheares masterpiece.
ly more noodly, the issue is this: Are "Frownland," "My Human Gets Me
there lasting resonances here, or is the Blues," and "She's Too Much for My
Beefheart oeuvre a historical relic of Mirror" are all here in multiple verlate-'60s experimentalism, albeit one of sions. These discs are also proof that the
oft-told legend of how Van Vliet comthe weirdest?
/ hours, then
2
Certainly bands like Devo and (partic- posed Trout Mask in 81
ularly) Pere Ubu mined the Beefheart spent ayear teaching his band the tunes,
aesthetic for their own inspiration. And is hogwash. This was aprocess if ever
Van Vliees wide-open blues-rock style in- there was one, complete with aneighfluenced scores of young bucks to walk bor who at one point wanders by to
the knife edge. That edge, of course, is complain about the noise. Disc 4also
Beefheares major legacy. He's one of the contains film clips of the band performdemonic elders of deconstructionism in ing at Cannes (1968), and in Belgium
all its hairy, to-hell-with-having-an-audi- (1969), Detroit (1971), and Paris (1973).
ence glory. Despite his lack of hits, leg- Seeing what this nebulous assemblage
endary disdain for rehearsals, and down- looked like as they played provides
right nasty, cranky, unpleasant personality much-needed visual context, and puts
CAPTAIN BEEFHEART
& HIS MAGIC BAND
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faces on this often difficult music.
The final disc, Captain Beeeart &his
Magic Band Grow Fins: 1969-1982, amix
of live material and in-studio radio
broadcasts, is the most listenable sonically, and musically the richest of the set.
Of the many highlights, abroadcast version of "Orange Claw Hammer" from
1975 with Frank Zappa on acoustic guitar shows how affecting Van Vliet could
be when he was on. A 1980 live version
of "Vampire Suite," with Van Vliet in
particularly good voice, is another example of how his expansive concept could
work when all of its many elements
jelled. And in the "Mellotron Improv,"
recorded at the Paradise in Boston in
1978, he stops and yells, "Fuck it; if
you're gonna talk, forget it" —a beautiful example of the Cap'n at his crankiest.
The musically brave and curious
should find most of their questions
about Captain Beefheart answered for
all time by acombination of this, the
Rhino set, and, for completism's sake, a
couple of the individual album reissues.
The Table of the Elements label has released the Revenant box on three limited-edition sets of two LPs each, which
retail for $20 apiece. The first is already
out of print; sets 2and 3have not yet
been released. Revenant has done Don
Van Vliet ahuge favor —this is the kind
of well-done tribute and celebration that
few artists ever receive, no matter how
much they deserve it.
—Robert Baird
PAUL MCCARTNEY
Run Devil Run
Capitol CDP 522351 2(CD). 1999. Paul McCartney,
Chris Thomas, prods.; Geoff Emerick, Paul Hicks,
engs. ADD. Tr: 40:46
Performance ****
Sonics ***

111, hat is it about Paul McCartney that makes him succeed
when he's just screwing
around, but fall flat on his face when
he's trying really hard? Among his most
engaging albums of the last decade or so
are Choba B CCCP, ahastily recorded
collection of American oldies originally
intended for release only in the (then)
Soviet Union; and Unpluyed, aloose,
unassuming jam session taped for MTV
and released on CD for alimited time.
Meanwhile, McCartney's attempts to
move into other areas — such as classical
music with his Liverpool Oratorio and
Standing Stone, and electronica with his
anonymous stint in the Firemen — have
floundered. Granted, his last conventional album, Flaming Pie, was something
of areturn to form, but such releases
have been the exceptions, not the rule.
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Want the "silence is golden" effect of agreat after
market power card, but
don't want to spend the
money? The Frighwire
Power Wrap is an inexpensive, but highly effective
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noise much better than ferrite. Normally $50, it'i; on sale
for $39.99
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MSB/Monolithic Sound Link DAC The MSB Link DAC is an incredible sonic
value by itself. blow with the addition of the Monolithic Sound modification it's
aworld beater Extensive reworking of the analog stage and power regulation
gives the MSB asmoother top end and afuller, more dynamic sound. $549.99
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'
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800.449.8333
1327 W. Washington Blvd., suita 102
Chicago, Illinois 606(17
in Illinois: 312 433-0200

Monolithic Sound PS-1 Phono Stage This new entrant to anaiog is aversatile phono amp with three gain stages and easily adjustible cartridge loading. ft can accomocfate any output cartridge, including low output moving coilsmdCamusicdirect.com
down to .2Mv. The PS-1 is dead quiet, with awarm musical presentation.
Incredibly it is priced at only $299.99. Optional upgrade power supply, RC- 1,
3199.99,
Music Direct has 30 day trials on all of its accessory/products.ordering!

fax 312 433-0011
e-mail:
http://www.amusiceact.corn
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From the new movie Play It To The Bone
(opens nationwide 1/14/00)
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AUTUMN LEAVES — The Songs of Johnny Mercer (GRV1006)
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nor himself is even worse off "Broken
bruised forgotten sore /Too flicked up to
care anymore," he screams on "Somewhat
Damaged."
Most often, these rants register as the
complaints of someone who can't or,
more accurately, won't work to snap
himself out of it. Only on the punishing
"Starfudcers, Inc." does Reznor sound
gamely vengeful instead of merely beaten. Though the song presumably lambastes Manson, the prodigy who betrayed Reznor, it coyly names no names,
NINE INCH NAILS
quoting instead from Carly Simon's
The Fragile
"You're So Vain" ("I bet you think this
Nothing/Interscope 06949-0473-2 (2 CDs). 1999.
song is about you /Don't your) even as
Trent Reznor, prod.; Alan Moulder, prod., eng.
it charges, "My god pouts on the cover of
DDD7 It: 103:47
Performance **1/2
the magazine /My god's ashallow little
Sonics ****1/2
bitch trying to make the scene." Take
that, whoever you are. Aside from that,
The black jacket and pompadour may be long
art Simpson said it best on the
gone, but the ageless Beatle still has aspark of
"Homerpalooza" episode of The Reznor has little that's interesting or edirock'n'roll in his blood.
Simpsons: "Making teenagers de- fying to say.
The album sounds fantastic — it's
Run Devil Run comes amid mitigat- pressed is like shooting fish in abarrel."
If Nine Inch Nails auteur Trent Rez- perhaps the most sophisticated piece of
ing circumstances. It's McCartney's first
album since the death of his wife, Linda, nor was using a22 to casually pick off a sonic architecture ever released that's
so the fact that it's ajoyous celebration few carp with his previous efforts, in- built from bits of acoustic instrumentaof rock'n'roll and of life in general is a cluding 1994's The Downward Spiral, and tion and unadulterated electronic
surprise, and ahappy one. The album is his soundtrack work for Oliver Stone's noise. The alternation of quiet piano or
aglance over the shoulder at asimpler Natural Born Killers and David Lynch's guitar chords and cello under the verstime, and features the sort of music (in- Lost Highway —to say nothing of his dis- es with explosive choruses and incovery and development of shock rock- strumental breaks becomes tedious, howdeed, perhaps some of the actual songs)
that inspired Macca to pick up aguitar er Marilyn Manson — he's fishing with ever, and, as with most two-disc sets these
days, some judicious editing would have
in the first place. Included are covers of dynamite on The Fragile
Perhaps the bleakest piece of popular gone along way.
classics like Gene Vincent's "Blue Jean
The Fragile is being heralded as one of
Bop," Elvis Presley's "All Shook Up," entertainment released since, oh, Franz
Chuck Berry's "Brown Eyed Handsome Kajlea's Greatest Hits, The Fragile is the feel- the most significant albums of 1999, but
Matt" (in awonderful zydeco-flavored bad hit of the year. On songs such as mostly it disappoints. Worse, it takes
version), and Big Joe Turner's "Honey "Somewhat Damaged," "The Wretched," more than an hour and ahalf to say
Husk" But there are also such wonderful "No You Don't," and "Underneath It something Kurt Cobain said better in
obscurities as "No Other Baby," by little- All," Reznor sinks into adarker mental four words: "A denial, adenial."
— Daniel Durchholz
known British skiffle group the Vipers, state than one would think possible,
and "Coquette," aFats Domino B-side. expressing anMcCartney also contributes three origi- guish, alienation,
nals, "Try Not to Cry," "What It Is," and self-loathing, 0
betrayal, :(
the title track, each of which sounds of a and
sometimes all at ?,
piece with the covers.
It seems almost silly to say this about once. Even the ;
amember of the greatest band in his- title track — a i
tory, but McCartney truly is underrated song that seems as arock'n'roll singer. Even as he edges to have some
up on age 60, he can still handle shout- sense of uplift,
ers and screamers like Larry Williams' and in which
"She Said Yeah" and Little Richard's Reznor swears
"Shake a Hand," as well as more his devotion to
nuanced material like Carl Perkins' another by declaring "I won't
countrified "Movie Magg."
The album brisdes with energy, per- let you fall
haps due to the methodology McCart- apart" — is folney chose for the sessions. He put to- lowed by the
gether aband including Pink Floyd gui- admission, "It's
tarist David Gilmour and Deep Purple too late for me."
drummer Ian Paice (unlikely choices, More common
perhaps, but they grew up with this is the notion
stuff, too), pulled the songs out of a that the world is
He may be looking up, but Trent Reznor is most definitely going down,
emotionally speaking, on Nine Inch Nails' The Fragile.
manila envelope, rehearsed afew times, amess, but Rezthen laid down the tracks. This sort of
first-take/best-take mentality served the
Beatles well in their early days, and still
works for McCartney today.
Above all, Run Devil Run recalls a
time when rock'n'roll was all about fun.
The notion gives one pause: Exactly
when did it stop being about that, and
why? Ponder that one for afew minutes,
then turn your mind off give this one a
spin, and dance.
-Daniel Durchholz
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Come hear a$300 interconnect
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interconnect- and vice versa!

At David Lewis Audio we're proud to demonstrate Synergistic Research's Active Shielding technolog ythat works OUTSIDETHE-SIGNAL-PATH to deliver alevel of musical performance that will amaze you. While other cable companies roll out new
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ever heard! Nothing can prepare you for the effects of Active Shielding'''. NOTHING!
David Lewis Audio 8010 Busleton Ave. Philadelphia PA 19512 it phone 215.725.4080
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32 JAZZ REISSUES
Joel Darn 's Garage

Sale

RAHSAAN ROLAND KIRK/YUSEF LATEEF: Separate
But Equal: The Case of the 3-Sided Dream in
Audio Color
Rahsaan Roland Kirk, tenor &bass sax, flute, trumpet
stritchaphone, manzello; Pat Patrick, baritone sax;
Cornell Dupree, Keith Loving, Hugh McCracken, guitar; Arthur Jenkins, Hilton Ruiz, Richard Tee, keyboards; Francisco Centeno, Metathias Pearson, Bill
Salter, bass; Sonny Brown, Steven Gadd, John
Goldsmith, drums; Lawrence Killian, congas; Ralph
MacDonald, congas, percussion; Milton Grayson,
Rondo H. Slade, the part of the computer
Part of the Search) :Yusef Lateef, Wayne Andre, Kenneth Barron, Willie Bridges, Garnett Brown, Myles
Chase, J.R. Chatwell, Selwart Clarke, Warren Covington, Robert Cunningham, Jerry Dodgion, Arnold
Eidus, Charles Fowlkes, Alexander Gafa, Donald Gladstone, Emmanuel Green, Alberta Kuumba Heat
Marty Kupersmith, John Mazzei, Charles McBumery,
Augie Meyer, Kermit Moore, Rocky Morales, Paul
Naumann, Joe Newman, Jimmy Owens, George
Rains, Doug Sahm, Charles Sullivan, Kenny Vance,
Frank Wess, Richard Williams, Sandy Yaguda
32 Jan 32111 (2 CDs). 1999. Joel Dom, prod.; Robert
Liftin, Gene Paul, engs. A.AD. TT: 112:17
Performance *1/2
Sonics **
CHARLES MINGUS: Mingus Moves
Charles Mingus, bass; Ronald Hampton, trumpet;
George Adams, tenor sax, flute; Don Pullen, piano;
Dannie Richmond, drums; Honey Gordon, Doug
Hammond, vocals
32 Jan 32131 (CD). 1999. Nesuhi Ertegun, prod.;
Gene Paul, eng. AAD. TT: 49:33
Performance ****1/2
Sonics ***1/2
CHRIS CONNOR: Warm Cool: The Atlantic Years
Chris Connor, vocals; 12 different ensembles, induding:
Ralph Burns, Ralph Sharon, arrangers; Harry Edison,
Maynard Ferguson, Joe Wilder, trumpet; Wayne Andre,
Mk Dennis, Al Grey, trombone; Marshall Royal, Phil
Woods, alto sax; Al Cohn, Frank Foster, Oliver Nelson,
tenor sax; Jab Byard, Hank Jones, piano; Oscar
Pettiford, bass; Dave Bailey, Ossie Johnson, drums
32 Jazz 32108 (2 CDs). 1999. Nesuhi Ertegun, others,
prods.; Tom Dowd, others, engs. A.AD. TT: 2:17:56
Performance ****
Sonics **1/2
CHARLES LLOYD: Just Before Sunrise
Including Dream Weaver and Love-In
Charles Lloyd, flute, tenor sax; Keith Jarrett, piano; Cecil
McBee, Ron McClure, bass; Jack Delohnette, drums
32 Jan 32117 (2 CDs). 1999. George Avakian, Arif
Mardin, prods.; Phil lehle, Wally Heider, engs MD.
TT: 89:30
Performance ****1/2
Sonics ***
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oel Dorn is aproducer whose 30-year
portfolio includes Grammies and gold
and platinum albums with artists like
Keith Jarrett, Roberta Flack, and Bette
Midler His latest endeavor is abudget
reissue label called 32 Jazz. Dorn's
approach, which flows directly from his
boundless, recldess passion for the music,
is to throw it all on the wall and see what
sticks. 32 Jazz has released more than 100
titles since its founding in 1995. There is
an appealing slapdash spontaneity and
-sale abundance to the label's catalog,
as in agarage sale, junk and treasure share the same driveway.
All of the music reviewed here comes
Stereophile, January 2000

from the vaults of Atlantic Records,
where Dorn was astaff producer from
the mid-'60s to the mid-70s. At his worst,
when taste and common sense utterly
abandon him, Dorn is capable of releasing stuff like Separate But Equal, two unrelated recordings by Rahsaan Roland Kirk
and Yusef Lateef packaged as atwo-CD
set The Lateef album, originally titled
Part of the Searrh, is a"time and space
radio" concept album. Lateef is supposed
to be turning a radio dial; there are
snatches of static and squeals and vintage
music, followed by Lateefs take on 20s
cowboy ditties, '50s doo-wop, etc. It is
musically vacuous and sonically hideous.
The Kirk album, The Case ofthe 3-Sided
Dream in Audio Color, was made in 1975
when Dorn and Kirk wanted to leave
Atlantic but owed the label two records.
They had only enough music for one, so
they recorded each song twice, with two
different sets of musicians. They intended atwo-record set, but ended up with
only three sides of music, and left the
fourth side blank (a Dorn-esque solution). It is very late and very inferior Kirk,
and, like the Lateef is cluttered with silly
sound effects.
On the other hand, Dorn has guts.
When he learned that Mingus Moves—a
never-reissued 1973 album by Charles
Mingus —was available for licensing, he
took it for his 32 Jazz label without hearing it, and rolled aseven. Moves is aquintet date featuring George Adams, abrilliant, unpredictable tenor/flute player
who was never sufficiently recognized in
his lifetime. The protean rhythm section
contains Mingus warriors Don Pullen
and Darune Richmond. There is also a
capable, unknown trumpet player
named Ronald Hampton. (Who is he?
Whatever became of him?) The tone is
relatively mellow for aMingus session,
but smoldering pieces like "Canon" burst
into flame when Adams solos. "Opus 3"
and "Opus 4," like all of Mingus' strongest work, are formal wholes blown into
new shapes by insurrectionary improvisation. Mingus Moves is afind.
Warm Cool is an ambitious undertaking:
atwo-CD retrospective of the Atlantic
recording career of singer Chris Conno4
which encompassed six years (19%1962) and 12 albums. Undoubtedly, a
reissue label with its shit totally together,
like Mosaic or Columbia/Legacy, would
have provided amore polished, professional package, a more comprehensive
historical overview. But 32 Jazz tries hard
to do right by Chris Connot Author Will
Friedwald was brought in to co-produce
and to write alengthy new appreciation.
The 12 original LP covers are reWorldRadioHistory
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produced, and complete personnel listings are provided.
Connors' dusky, precise, quintessentially cool vocal style is lovely to hear again,
even if the years have not been kind to the
arrangements by Ralph Sharon and Ralph
Burns, and even if Friedwald's daims to
Connors' importance are not fully supported by internal evidence. Connor is
sometimes subtle to the point of plainness
—a vanilla quality reinforced by the sonic
veil obscuring her vibratoless voice. (Gene
Paul's conscientious remastering work
was apparently unable to overcome the
limitations of the master tapes.)
At his very best, Joel Dorn is capable
of filling huge cultural gaps. It is inexplicable that Dream Weaver and Love-In, the
two Charles Lloyd albums contained on
Just Bdore Sunrise, have never been reissued on CD until now. They were recorded right before and right after one of
the largest-sellingjazz albums of all time,
Lloyd's Forest Flower, awork that crystallized atime and place. (Many children of
the '60s still smell cannabis whenever
they hear Forest Flower) And they contain
rare, important documentation of Lloyd's
early work. Not long after Love-In, Lloyd
walked away from music for most of the
next 20 years.
Dream Weaver, from 1966, is astudio
date with 21-year-old Keith Jarrett and
24-year-old Jack DeJohnette in the
rhythm section. For those who know
Lloyd only through his extraordinary
ECM recordings of the last 10 years, it
will be fascinating to hear him discovering the elements of his mature art. Here
is his flair for the dramatic (as "Autumn
Prelude," on flute, whirls into "Autumn
Leaves"). Here are the slow trances, in
which atenor sax paradoxically becomes
avehicle to stillness ("Meditation"). Here
are the epiphanies of his releases ("Dervish Dance") and his other kind of trance,
reached through obsessive flirtations
with achaos that has stillness at its core
("Bird Flight"). KeithJarrett, too, is amazing in this very early version of himself.
Much has been written about the curious, unprecedented counter-cultural
phenomenon that took place 30 years
ago, when Lloyd's quartet —an acoustic
jazz ensemble given to abstraction — became popular with rock audiences and
played rock venues on the same bill with
rock superstars. Love-In, recorded at Bill
Graham's Fillmore West in 1967, makes
the myth real. "Tribal Dance" shows how
Lloyd was able to summon the multitudes. The Fillmore crowd may not have
knownjazz, but it felt the blues, it understood rhythm, and it responded when in
the presence of rapture. -Thomas Conrad
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Asusa's Models PA-1 and PA-2 are high quality line amplifiers designed for
stereo, with performance, ease of operation and versatility in mind. Sound
dmiat features combined with affordable prices make them most attractive
choices in the selection of your next preamplifier.

PA
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-1

Line Pre-Am
Pre-Amp,

-2

Line Pre-Amp, Stereo with Gain, Balance, 5inpub-
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:+ Imagine modular
media cabinets you
can't outgrow. •
Imagine 270 CDs,
120 DVDs or 60 videos, in just one drawer. •
*: Go ahead, let ••
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run wild Design
your own media storage center.
Give us acallfor afree catalog
or visit our website for details.
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CAN-AM
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Air power!

INVISIBLE SURGE PROTECTION SYSTEM
•Increases dynamics and performance of audio systems by
providing ashort-term supply of high current to satisfy
power-hungry transients required of the A/C line by your
stereo equipment, including amplifiers.

SUSPENSE
Phenomenal
Pneumatic
Rack System

•Improves television performance and state-of-the-art home
theater systems by providing amore dimensional picture,
improved colors and less
video noise.
•Quenches A/C
line noise with
none of the
trade-offs
associated
with traditional line
conditioners.

Read the rave reviews from:
The Absolute Sound *

*

Bound for Sound
Ultimate Audio
*...superb rack...
strong recommendation."

•Displays 5components weighing up to 600 lbs.
•Virtually leak-proof.
•Includes New Speed Nuts which make assembly
and infinite adjustment an absolute breeze.
24" x24" x48" high. $2299 + $75 s/h.
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you. The very air
surrounding a
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olume XXII of Stereophile was published in 1999,
with Volume DOG covering 1998; XX, 1997; XIX,
1996; XVIII, 1995; XVII, 1994; XVI, 1993; XV,
1992; XIV, 1991; XIII, 1990; XII, 1989; XI, 1988; X, 1987;
1X, 1986; VIII, 1985; VII, 1984; VI, 1983; V, 1982; IV,
1977-81; III, 1971-77; II, 1967-71; and I, 1962-67.
All issues listed other than Vols.I & II are available from
our back-issue department—call (800) 446-3563 or visit

our website: www.stereophile.com. If issues are out of
print, they can be supplied in Xerox form, except for Vol.9
No.7 (which is available as a black-and-white reprint),

Articles & otherwise

Records To Die For
Rick Visits: Alan Parsons (Rosen)

1998 Products of the Year Presentations, The (Atkinson)

4-80

1999 Products of the Year, The (Atkinson)
1999 International CES Reports:

12-54

(Archibald)
(Atkinson)

3-154,4-69
5-67

Vol.10 No3, Vol.12 No.10, Vol.13 No.10, Vol.14 Nos.4 & 10,
Vol.15 No.4, Vol.17 Nos3 & 4, and Vol.18 No2. A full
index to all reviews and articles that have been published in
Stereophile can be found on www.stereophile.com.

2-60
1-93

Rick Visits: Mitchell Froom (Rosen)

10-133

Rick Visits: George Cardas (Rosen)
Rick Visits:Jimmy Scott (Rosen)

7-55
4-145

Rudy's Return (Stewart)
8-60
Sam's Space (Tellig) .1-53,2-39,3-31,4-45,5-27,6-27,7-33,8-27,9-33,10-41,11-41,12-39

(Damkroger)
(Deutsch)

4-71
5-63

(Dickson)

5-70

(Fremer)

4-53

Two Days in August: Sterrophiles First Jazz Recording
(Phillips, Harris, Atkinson)

(Greenhill)
(Rubinson)

5-53
4-77

Undercurrents (Reisch)
World Music —World Citizen (Scull)

(Scull)

Talking with Chris Johnson (Damkroger)

5-121
3-54

1-69,3-47,5-47,7-51,9-51,11-59
8-51

4-80,5-59

Visit to the Revel Factory, A (Greenhill)

3-82

Analog Corner (Firmer) ...1-61,2-49,3-39,4-53,5-35,6-33,7-41,8-37,9-41,10-50,1149,12-47
Astor Place (Astor)
2-57,4-67,6-43,8-47,10-59,12-53
Aural Robert (Baird) ...1-169,2-145,3-119,4-201,5-135,6-113,7-101,8-111,9-121,10199,11-151,12-151
Best Sound at HI-FI '99, The (Atkinson)
Blackjack David or the King of California? (Baird)
Brassed Off Trompeter Dave Douglas (Ouellette)

10-74
1-99
11-87

Bravo! The Best of the 1998 Santa Fe Chamber Music Festival (Atkinson)
Car Tunes (Phillips)

9-66
8-49

Dave Holland: The Ace of Bass (Stewart)

3-70

David Lewiston: World Music's Intrepid Explorer (Birnbaum)
Do the Right Thing—Violinist Andrew Manze (Buckley)

4-205
11-81

As We See It
"Farewell" (Phillips)
"High-End Audio's different futures" (Atkinson)

3-3
7-3,9-3

"High-Fidelity Music—Obsolete?" (Atkinson)
"Is the High-End relevant?" (Willis)

2-3
4-3

"Jonathan Scull's new position" (Atkinson)
"Measuring, Magazines, & the Millenium" (Atkinson)

6-3
12-3

"Mozart, Music, & HI-FI '99" (Atkinson)
"Stereophile's Web Links Database" (Iverson)

5-5
5-5

"Super Audio CD & DVD-Audio/Goodbye Gordon Holt" (Atkinson)

10-3

"Super Audio CD/Goodbye Larry Archibald" (Atkinson)
"Super Audio CD and DVD-Audio" (Iverson)

11-3
8-3

"Surround-Sound Music Recordings" (Atkinson)
"What is Absolute Sound?" (Scull)

1-3
6-3

Fine Times (Scull) .1-672-55,3-51,4-63,5-41,6-41,7-49,8-45,9-49,10-57,11-57,12-202
Fire and Ice (Phillips)

10-141

IWant More! (Scull)
In Search of the Perfect (300B) Tile (van Willenswaard)
Index to Stereophile, Volume 21, 1998

11-63
11-72
1-201

Interviews:
George Cardas (Rosen)
Bo Christensen (Bow Technologies) (Fremer)

7-55
2-121

Mitchell Froom (Rosen)

10-133

Todd Garfinlde (M•A) (Scull)
Kevin Halverson (Muse) (Dickson)

8-51
4-85

Chris Johnson (Sonic Frontiers) (Damkroger)

5-121

Tom Jung (DMP) (Scull)

11-63

Alan Parsons (Rosen)

1-93

Jimmy Scott (Rosen)

4-145

Kevin Voecks (Revel) (Greenhill)
Looking and Listening in Sin City, Part 1(LA,BD,KRJS)
Looking and Listening in Sin City, Part 2(JA,RD,SD,LGJS)

3-82
4-68
5-53

Musing on 24/96 (Dickson)
4-85
Our Kind of Town! Part 1(HI-FI '99, Scull, Robinson, Deutsch, Stem)
9-54
Our Kind of Town! Part 2(HI-FI '99, Greenhill, Reina, Stewart, Rosen, Brownell,
Scull)
10-60
Quarter Notes (Phillips)
Recommended Components
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3-123,6-115,9-135,12-161
4-92,10-76

Building aLibrary
Johnny Adams (Baird)
Sonny Clarke (Stewart)
Jacqueline du Pré (Steams)

12-153
11-155
5-137

Wynton Kelly (Stewart)

11-155

John McClaug,hlin (Stem)
Professor Longhair (Baird)
Tom Waits (Baird)
Stevie Wonder (Durchholz)

.8-113
1-171
9-125
10-203

The Final Word (Larry Archibald)
CES 1999
Choosing aSystem to Suit Your Needs and Environment

3-154
10-242

Format Wars in 1999

1-218

Groundrules of Stereophile's Review Policy

5-174

HI-FI'99
LA's "Final" Final Word
Multichannel Music
Retail and the Internet
Retail is Mail-Order Buying
Using "Recommended Components"
The Web, the High End, and JA the Antichrist
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8-146
11-194
6-154
7-122
2-178
9-178
4-250
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VIBRAPODTM

47 Labs
Audio Note
Audio Physic

I
SOLATORS
I

G IVE LIFE

To

Classic Records
Clearaudio
The Disc Doctor
Harmonic Technology

THE M USIC

STEREOPHILE RECOMMENDED COMPONENT
OCT. '99, VOL. 22, No. 10
Patent Pending and
United States Patent D412,106
THE VIBRAPCID COMPANY
"What was really telling in my going
back and forth from cones to Pods
was that, when the Pods were on
duty, Iwould forget what Iwas doing
and just sit there listening. Doesn't
that say it all?"
Bruce Kennett
Listener Magazine, Autumn 1998
5 MODELS AVAILABLE
AT$6.00 EACH AND A 30 DAY
M ONEY BACK GUARANTEE...
You CAN'T Go W RONG!

Her
Immediately You Know
It's the smallest of things.
The subtle detail, the nuance, the clarity,
the unsuspected beauty.
The touch of bow on string.
The stroke of aguitar pick.
The lightest tap of atympani from the
back of the hall.
It's the large things, too.
The fire in a soloist's technique.
The power of a soprano, rising above
the orchestra.

Mike Fredericksen Stands
Music Reference
Silverline Audio
VPI

VIBRA POD
By Appointment
Monday -Friday
Open Saturday 9 -2

ULTIMATE STEREO
623 Hanley Industrial Court
St. Louis, MO 63144

So much more than just the notes.

Herron Audio

brings life to the music.

Audio

Phone (314) 644-0900
FAX (314 Or 877) 645-6700
http://www.ultimatestereo.com
Email: sam@ultimatestereo.com

• Discerning audiophiles demand the best.
Wise audiophiles don't mind paying less.
•The easiest way to buy vacuum
tubes. Just point and click at our
secure online store.
• Clear, honest pricing and shipped at
your speed
•We stock a wide range of products
including Ei, Tesla/JJ, Svetlana,
Sovtek, Sino, and JAN Military Surplus

Check out the selection at http://

thetubestore

or call toll-free I -877 -570 0979
192
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Annual

Index

EQUIPMENT REPORTS
Accessories & headphones

Camelot Uther 2.0 D/A converter (Robinson)

Audio Power Industries Power Wedge Ultra 116 power conditioner
(Phillips)

4-189

Creek OBH-14 DAC/preamplifier (Tellig)
dCS 972 digital/digital converter (Scull)

Boltz CD storage rack (Framer)

11-49

Cartridge Man strain/stylus gauge (Framer)
OSAR Selway 8c Magruder A/V racks (Phillips)

2-49
6-105

PS Audio P300 Power Plant (Deutsch)

12-141

dCS Elgar D/A processor (Scull)
Entech 2052 D/A processor (Atkinson)

12-147
5-27
2-99
2-99
2-111

Linn Sondek CD12 CD player (Phillips)
Mark Levinson No30.6 D/A processor (Atkinson)

2-93
10-193,11-147
12-125 & 147
12-113 8c 147

RPG Diffusor Systems Room Optimizer software (Framer)
Symposium Rollerblock Series 2(Tellig)
TDS Passive Harmonic Enhancement System (Framer)

11-49
4-49
11-53

Mark Levinson No360 D/A converter (Robinson)
mbl 1611HR D/A converter (Robinson)

Yamaha @PET RP-U100 desktop receiver (Atkinson)
Zoethecus Audio equipment racks (Framer)

12-68
7-41

MSB Technologies Link D/A converter (Robinson)
Muse Eight DVD/CD transport (Dickson)

1-141,12-147
4-153

Muse Model 296 D/A processor (Didcson,Atkinson)
Musical Fidelity X-24K D/A processor (Atkinson)

4-153,10-194
2-108

Amplifiers (integrated)
Audio Refinement The Complete (Stern)
Bel Canto

sEne (Tellig)

4-177
.3-31

Bow Technologies Wazoo (Robinson)

2-119

EAR V20 (Stem)
Manley Labs Stingray (Stem)

10-147
12-85

Mesa Tigris (Stem)
Pathos Acoustics Twin Towers (Tellig)

AudioPrism Mana Reference monoblock (Scull)

9-33
9-91

Wadia 830 CD player (Damkroger)

Bryston 7B-ST monoblock (Rubinson)

.3-109

Cary Audio Design CAD-300SE LX20 monoblock (Colloms)
Celeste Moon W-5 (Rubinson)
Classé Omega (Scull)

8-69
.3-103
3-95

Conrad-Johnson MF2500 (Colloms)
Conrad-Johnson Premier Twelve monoblock (Framer)

12-95
2-114

Linn !Climax 500 Solo monoblock (Scull)

11-129,12-49
7-33
10-153

Mark Levinson No31.5 (Greenhill)
Mark Levinson No334 (Greenhill)

9-102
9-99

Mark Levinson No335 (Framer)
McCormack DNA-1 (Robinson)

9-108
3-109

McIntosh MC2000 (Tellig)
Musical Fidelity Nu-Vista 300 (Framer)

11-41
12-103

NAD 218 THX (Reina)
Naga VPA monoblock (Scull)

8-87
4-167

Pass Labs X1000 monoblock (Scull)
Rote] RB-991 (Reina)

6-95
8-75

Sonic Frontiers Power-2 (Robinson)

3-109

VAC Renaissance 30/30 Mk.III (Tellig)
Vacuum Tile Logic MB 450 Signature monoblock (Framer)
Vacuum Tube Logic ST-85 (Brownell)
YBA Passion 1000 monoblock (Scull)

6-27
2-115,4-193
2-133
1-155

Audio Research LM (Colloms)

3-86
3-90

Audio Research PH3SE phono (Framer)
Balanced Audio Technology VK-50SE (Scull)

4-193
12-77

Celeste Moon P-5 (Robinson)
Classé Omega (Scull)

3-103
7-65

Conrad-Johnson Premier 15 phono (Framer)
Convergent Audio Technology SL-1 Ultimate (Deutsch)
Jeff Rowland Design Group Cadence phono (Dickson)
Jeff Rowland Design Group Coherence (Dickson)
Lehmann Black Cube phono (Framer)
Musical Fidelity X-LP2 phono (Framer)

7-70
8-107
9-83
9-83
9-41
9-41

Nagra PL-P (Scull)
Pass Labs Aleph Ono phono (Framer)

4-171
1-163

Sonic Frontiers Phono One (Damkroger)

5-115

XL0 Limited Edition The Speaker Cable (Scull)
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1-141

1-130

5-87
6-85

Aerial Acoustics Model 7B (Deutsch)

7-93

Audio Physic Virgo (Framer)

6-59

B&W Nautilus 801 (Phillips)

1-107,5-93

B&W Nautilus 805 (Greenhill)
Coincident Super Conquest Series II (Rubinson)

10-169
6-77

Genesis 500 (Robinson)

.5-95

Hales Design Group Transcendence Five (Deutsch)

6-67

JMIab Mezzo Utopia (Messenger)
Magnepan MagnepLmar MG1.6/QR (Damkroger)

7-75
1-117

NHT 2.9 (Norton)

11-111

NHT SuperTwo (Damkroger)
Paradigm Reference Servo-15 powered subwoofer (Greenhill)

10-177
.8-103

PBN Montana EPS (Willis)

11-121

Revel Salon (Greenhill)
Snell XA9Ops (Greenhill)
Soliloquy 53 (Robinson)
Sonus Faber Amati Homage (Framer)
Thiel CS2.3 (Damkroger)
Velodyne HGS-18 powered subwoofer (Greenhill)

3-79
7-85
9-111
6-57
1-117
10-193
5-75

Complete systems
Denon D-M3 CD/receiver & Mission MS-5 loudspeaker (Robinson) ... .10-185

Phono cartridges
van den Hul Black Beauty (Scull)
van den Hid Grasshopper IV GLA (Scull)

5-125
5-129

Tonearms
Kuzma Stogi Stoneartn (Framer)

7-41

Tuners & antennae
Myryad MT100 FM tuner (Greenhill)

11-139

Turntables
Regs Planar 25 turntable (Fremer,Tellig)
Thorens TD295 Midi turntable (Framer)

12-131

10-162

Acoustic Research AR-1 (Gtrenhill)

Arcam Alpha 9CD player (Rubinson,Atkinson)
Burmester Reference Line 970 D/A converter (Robinson)
California Audio Labs CL-20 DVD/CD player (Robinson)

1-135
4-161,10-194
4-161

Loudspeakers & subwoofers

Kuzma Stabi Sturntable (Framer)

Burmester Reference Line 969 CD transport (Robinson)

2-96
2-96
11-49 & 94

Acarian Systems Alón Circe (Phillips)

CD players, MD players, D/A processors & CD transports
1-141,2-111
12-131 & 147

5-27
4-45

Interconnects, data links, AC cords & speaker cables

Wilson Audio Specialties MAXX (Colloms)

Amplifiers (preamps)
Adcom GFP-750 (Phillips)

.5-105
5-27

Sonic Frontiers Transport 3(Phillips)

Theta Jade CD transport (Colloms)
Wadia Digital 27ix D/A processor (Atkinson)
Wadia 270 CD transport (Atkinson)

9-105
0-193

12-113

Rega Jupiter CD transport (Tellig)
Rotel RCD 971 CD player (Tellig)
Sonic Frontiers Processor 3(Phillips)
Sony SCD-1 SACD player (Fremer,Scull)

Ayre V-1 (Framer)
Bryston 4B-ST (Greenhill)

KR Enterprise V'T8000 MK monoblock (Framer)
Lamm Industries ML2 monoblock (Tellig)

Naim CDX CD player with XPS power supply (Framer)
Regs lo D/A processor (Tellig)

8-79
1-53

Amplifiers (power)
Audio Electronic Supply SE-1 2A3 (Tellig)

mbl 1621 CD =sport (Robinson)

WI TNT Mic.IV turntable (Damkroger)
Well Tempered Reference turntable (Damkroger)
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7-41
1-61,3-39,5-27
7-41
2-139
8-95

El
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Best Quality Available
Best Materials/Design

k Longest

Life •Cool Running

Le iEsn°
TESLA
E34L/EL34

GE
6550A

El
6CA7

Audiophile Electron Tubes
MATCHED POWER TUBES
P/N
2A3 CHINA
6805/E184 Philp/Syl
6805/ELM Yugo/El
6CA7/EL34 Yugo/El
6L6 TESLA
6L6WGB Philp/Syl USA
Mil-Spec
E34L TESLA
EL34 TESLA
KT88 CHINA
KT88 TESLA

EACH
25.00
15.00
11.00
18.00
18.00
19.00

PAIRS
50.00
30.00
22.00
36.00
36.00
38.00

QUARTET
100.00
60.00
44.00
72.00
72.00
76.00

14.00
14.00
25.00
39.00

28.00
28.00
50.00
78.00

56.00
56.00
100.00
156.00

RN
KT90/99
211
3008 CHINA
807 RCA USA
845 CHINA
5881 Philp/Syl USA
Mil-Spec
5881/6L6WGC USSR
6550A CHINA
6550A GE USA
6550WC USSR/SVT

EACH
24.00
50.00
78.00
25.00
50.00
19.00

PAIRS QUARTET
48.00
96.00
120.00
156.00
50.00
100.00
120.0G
38.00
76.00

12.00
19.00
42.00
25.00

24.00
38.00
84.00
50.00

48.00
76.00
168.00
100.00

PRE-AMP TUBES

ARS ELECTRONICS
ELECTRONIC TUBE SPECIALISTS
71 10 DeCelis Place EPO. Box 7323
Van Nuys, California 91406

(818) 997-6279
FAX: (818)997-6158

5AR4 CHINA
15.00
LM-12AU7A El
5U4GB USAI
20.00
12A117/6189W GE/SYURCA
6AN8A
15.00
12AX7A CHINA
6AU6A
6.50
LM-12AX7A CHINA
6CA4
15.00
12AX7A El
6CW4 RCA
20.00
LM-12AX7A El
6DJ8 El
8.50
12AZ7 USA
LM- 6DJ8 El
12.00 LOW NOISE 12BH7A USA
6E07 USA
20.00
12BH7A El
6F07/6CG7 El
15.00
12BY7A SYUGE
6SL77GT FOREIGN
8.50
12E07 USA
6SL7WGTA USA
12.00
12X4 USA
6SN7GT FOREIGN
8.50
5751 GE/SYL
6SN7GT USA
12.00
5965A USA
6X4 USA
9.00
t
6267/EF86
12AT7WC PHILP/SYL
8.50
mt. 6922/E88CC TESLA
12AU7A TELEFUNKEN .... 25.00
LM-6922/E88CC TESLA
12AU7A El
8.50
7199 USSR

Ship By Fedex or UPS

MIN.ORDER

Over 100,000 Tubes in Stock

535 00

BRYSTON Brand new at Audio Nexus, Bryston offers afull line of
power amps, preamps, and integrated amps, including their newest,
the 9B ST 5-channel model. Many are critically-acclaimed, and all
have an unmatched, 20 hear warranty.
BALANCED AUDIO TECHNOLOGY In record time, their tube
and solid state designs heve established BAT as aleader in high end
electronic design. Now their marvelous tube preamps are joined by four
brand new models: the solid state VK-20 and VK-40, and the tube
VK-30 and VK-50. Now you can have an all BAT system which is all tube
or all solid state.
ENLIGHTENED AUDIO DESIGN Their new line of three home
theater processors comes with Dolby AC-3, DTS, and that fabulous EAD
sound, starting at the very competitive price of $2995. What adeal!
JM LAB Audiophile performance from small decor conscious
enclosures? Absolutely! Only JM Lab delivers the full sound of much
larger designs.

LOW NOISE

LOW NOISE
LOW NOISE

LOW NOISE

* WORLD WIDE SHIPPING *

NEW TUBES ARRIVING DAILY

AUDIO NEXUS

12.30
8.50
8.50
12.00
8.50
12.00
15.00
20.00
15.00
15.00
15.00
15.00
15.00
15.00
12.00
12.00
18.00
15.00

VISA
Prices Subject to Change

STEREO COMPONENTS
THAT HONOR MUSIC
KIMBER KABLE Always known for great sounding cables at affordable
prices, now they have the best cables in the world at any price. Come
hear the new Kimber Select series, and prepare to be stunned!
MEADOWLARK Music flows from these sleek, attractive
speakers just as it does from abeautiful songbird. The Kestrel,
Shearwater, and Heron have now been joined by acenter channel,
small monitor, and the no-holds-barred Nightingale. Starting at
$995 per pair, the Meadowlark speakers sing sweetly and clearly.
ROTEL Great sounding components at prices you can afford.
Rotel has crafted an entire line of audio and home theater products,
including a$1199 receiver with Dolby AC-3 & DTS. (Sorry, no mail
order on Rotel)
VANDERSTEEN Legendary speakers with arich tonal balance
that presents music with stunning beauty. Now the long-awaited
Model 5engulfs you in abreathtaking musical experience. Doing
home theater? The VCC-1 center channel and VSM-1 surrounds
bring true quality to surround sound.

Arcici •Audioquest •Audio Research •Audio Physic • Balanced Audio Technology •Basis •Benz •Black Diamond •Bryston •CAL •Cardas •Cary
Celeste •Chang Lightspeed •Conrad Johnson •EAD •Eminent Technology •Fanfare •Graham •Golden Tube •Grado Headphones •Jamo
Jeff Rowland Design •JM Lab •Jolida •Kimber Kable •Lehman •Lyra •Magnum •Magnum-Dynalab •McCormack •Meadowlark •Melos •NAD
Nitty Gritty •Odyssey •PSB •Richard Gray's Power Co. •Rotel •Runco •Salamander •SME •Stewart Screens •Tannoy •Target •Vandersteen •VPI

* Trade-ins Accepted * Consultations *
No dealer near you? Call for sales and expert advice!
http://www.audionexus.com

33 Union Place, Summit, NJ 0790I-We Ship Anywhere 908-277-0333
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Manufacturers'

omments

catty be used with the C340.
Ialso enjoyed Sam's history lesson. I, too,
lived through those heady days when
Thank you for your excellent and positive
"component" stereo became the hot new
review of the Nu-Vista 300 power amplithing, and every Dylanized, Beatle-crazed,
fier (December '99).
folk-rocking baby boomer coveted a
On the measurement side, Inoted that
"decent system." The music system stood
you achieved less power than we would
like ashrine in hundreds of thousands of
have hoped into 2ohms. Icalculated that
dorm rooms and studio apartments: the
if your mains voltage had been 115V at
first item to be unpacked, the focal point of
the Nu-Vista's mains socket, you would
countercultural life. What amazes me is not
have achieved about 825W. Your tonehow far we've come technologically in the
burst peak performance is more represenlast 30 years, but rather how few young
tative of the Nu-Vista's true potential.
people there are today with an appreciation
Your comment that the Nu-Vista 300
for the level of quality and performance
is like a300Wpc preamp is almost pretoward which we aspired. Today it is MP3
cisely how we formulated our original
played on $29.95 "multimedia" speakers.
design aims.
Where are tomorrow's stereophiles? HopeIhave always been ahuge fan of the
fully their love of music will lead them on
romantic sound of tubes. Iwould be the last
person to discourage anybody enamored of asimilar quest for equipment that delivers
greater musical involvement.
tube sound from purchasing anything else.
As Sam correctly points out, the early
However, as aperforming musician, Iknow
705 was the time when the offshore applithat reality is not as lush and full as tubes
ance companies started buying up the
would have you believe. With the Nu-Vista
"once-proud" American marques, and that
300 Itried to create aproduct that would
was acontributing factor in the formation
have all the power, slam, dynamic range,
of NAD, which was started in 1972 by an
and bottom-end extension of transistor
avid group of audio enthusiasts and indusamplifiers, coupled with the extraordinary
try veterans. The concept of NAD was
clarity and transparency afforded by tubes,
simple: Take advantage of the manufacturbut without overly lush colorations.
ing efficiencies the big companies had
Maybe musically you could characterbrought to the industry to reduce prices,
ize the Nu-Vista 300 as Bach arranged by
but engineer and design products that
Stokowski played on original instruments!
focused primarily on performance and
Antony Michaelson
musical sound quality rather than on fancy
Musical Fidelity
front-panel displays and impressive but
meaningless features and specifications. It
NAD C340
was and is agood recipe for products that
Editor:
satisfy by getting the fundamentals right.
What can Isay? To even be compared with
We are applying this concept to awider
amps costing five and ten times the price is
range of products than ever before: from
flattering enough, but for Sam to be
our own $2000 integrated amp in the Silver
"amazed" at how close the C340 comes to
Series, to "Music First" surround-sound
these exotic beauties is high praise indeed for
products in our Theater Series, to acompact
an unassuming little integrated amplifier.
music system in our LifeDesign Series, and,
While it is flattering to be compared to
of course, good or stereo from the C340's
such exotic gear, at NAD we live in the
Classic Series. As Sam .oints out, we sell
"dog-eat-dog" price-point jungle of the
mass market. What Sam didn't say (but I NAD only through inindent specialist
dealers that offer ahigh level of knowledge
will!) is that the "shoot-out" that we won
and personal service, and can demonstrate
at What Hi-Fi magazine, included all the
the performance of our products.
major brands —Sony, Pioneer, Yamaha,
By the way, the Lenbrook acquisition of
Denon, Maranta, JVC, and Technics — as
NAD International (we were already their
well as some specialists like Arcam and
marketing partner for the Americas) is far
Creek. The sound of the C340 may be
more evolutionary than revolutionary.
even more amazing when compared to its
Lenbrook was, in fact, one of the original
price rivals. Even the limitations Sam
investors in NM), and the current NM)
noticed when comparing NAD to the
organization still has many NAD veterans,
$5000 Pathos can often be considered
including its founder and first paid
virtues in the context of the $299 CD
employee, Marty Borish!
players and $499 speakers that will typiMusical Fidelity Nu-Vista 300
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Thanks again for the kind words and
the history lesson!
Greg Stidsen
Director of Sales &Marketing
NAD Electronics of America
Adcom GCD-750
Editor:
We thank Brian Damkroger and Stereophile for the thorough, detailed, and complimentary review of our GCD-750 CD
player. It's always gratifying when people
take the same kind of care in evaluating
our equipment that we take in engineering and building it.
We noted with particular satisfaction
that Brian felt that on balance the GCD750 offers "... the best combination of
features, performance, and price." That
pretty well sums up our mission, and we
appreciate the acknowledgment.
The Team at Adcom
B&W LM-1 Leisure Monitor
1.,inol.
B&W thanks Stereophile and Sam Tellig for
his most entertaining and favorable review
of our new LM-1 Leisure Monitor. Ironically, the best-selling product in B&W's
long (and proud) history did not carry the
B&W brand name. It was called the Solid
Monitor and was introduced here in the
US in 1991. Designed to replace the Solid
Monitor, the LM-1 improves on the attributes that made the Solid so successful,
including cost-effective acoustical engineering, application flexibility, and superb
aesthetic design.
While we feel the LM-1 is better in
every way, we were delighted, to say the
least, that ST was as impressed with the
LM-1's sonic performance as he was.
("What sound! So smooth, so sweet," etc.)
More important, ST "got" that these
speakers are all about being different and
fun. We're proud to bring music to Sam
and Marina's keetchen!
Chris Browder
Executive Vice President, B&W
Basis Debut Mk. V
Editor:
We greatly appreciate the very positive
review by Michael Fremer, and the opportunity to respond. Thanks to Stereophile/Emap Petersen and equipment editor Jonathan Scull for the continued focus
on analog products. A big Thank You also
extends to the readers and music lovers
who continue to spin vinyl, and to the
dealers who advocate it. If you still listen
to music, enjoy audio, and love stereo
195

/,Ltudio

MIVIArr

CUL,LtTICSS

Home Cinema Systems
tnYte End Audio\\1\\\.
_
We offer these fine products

Alon •Aronov + Basis + Benz Micro + Cardas
Cary Audio Designs +Genesis + Golden Theater + Grado
Jamo Hifi + Nordost + Parasound •Wadia Digital
9700 Medlock Bridge Road •Suite 176 •Atlanta, Georgia 30097
678-473-9400 *FAX 678 473 1902

F REEHOLD

Custom
Home Theater

STEREO /VIDEO

1
-lome Theater at It's Uest
91111.
IL
111111"
A:::

RUNCO
B&W

•
AV Standard
Home Theater
Standard
KAV
Multi Channel
Amp's
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imaging, you owe it to yourself to visit a
Basis dealer to hear agreat turntable/tonearrn and moving-coil cartridge!
The Basis Ovation turntable was Stereophilès Analog Product of the Year in 1993.
Since 1996 we have introduced seven new
turntables, starting at $1200, with upgrade
paths and 10-year warranties. Dubbed the
2000 series, these new models were conceived to carry on the Basis analog tradition well into the future. Obviously, the
market for quality turntables is very
healthy, and Basis will be at the forefront
for the long term.
Sterrophile readers have also confirmed
their belief in both analog and Basis turntables by voting us the No.1 analog rooms
(No2 overall) at both HI-FI '97 and HI-FI
'98, as well as two of the top five rooms at
HI-FI '99, with Vandersteen, Audio Research, and our local Chicago-area dealeg
Quintessence Audio. We know Sterrophilès
readers are looking forward to upcoming
reviews of our more affordable Basis 'tables.
It is important to note that the Basis quality of design and execution that MF enjoys is
indeed present in every model we manufacture. This is how we can assure vinyl lovers
that they will experience neutral adherence
to strict tolerances —almost fanatical measuring techniques for parts and subassemblies is present in all models, from our
model 1400 (only $1200 without tonearm)
up to our flagship Debut MILV vacuum.
Potential Basis purchasers also should
be aware that we manufacture turntables
with fixed suspensions, fluid-damped suspensions that sit under the turntable, and
the hanging fluid-damped suspension of
the Debut. We offer this diversity to allow
for the greatest range of customers, upgradeability, and to maximize performance within such environmental conditions of the listening room as floor construction and loudspeaker proximity.
Michael mentions the "ingeniously
designed" suspension cartridges of the
Debut. Iwould like to point out that the
elegance and simplicity of this setup (as
well as that of the other Basis turntables)
belie their true sophistication. Comparison with other turntable brands, both old
and new, as well as with other isolation
devices, may slip into oversimplification. I
understand that the limited length of any
review may result in less detail than some
audio enthusiasts would like, but it is dear
from the results Michael achieved that the
Debut design confirms the validity of the
fixed-motor, fluid-damped-suspension,
hanging-subchassis concept.
Our "extraordinary accuracy of machining" is not acompensation allowing the
design to work, but rather the correct execution (for which Basis is known) of a
valid design. References such as the "effectiveness of the [Basil hanging suspension
system becomes apparent" and "behaves
much like far more complicated and costly air-suspension systems" are welcome
Stereophile, January 2000

comments about the suspension, which is
indeed critical. We succeed in isolating all
potential sources of noise, both external
and internal, from the critical stylus/
groove interface. Michael makes note of
this, having confirmed it for himself with
the aid of astethoscope.
Michael states that the Debut is "deadneutral," is impressed by its "freedom from
`mechanicalness'," says it "imposed less of
its own character," and that it "delivered a
fine balance of detailed, delicate, yet naturally smooth highs" and a"blacker background." Then the comparison dissolves
into the age-old high-end debate about
contrasting balances, illustrated by Michael's comment that "you might find it unrelenting and overly detailed compared to the
Debut, which might sound more natural,
relaxed, and less
Imust ask the question: Is it possible that our "smartly
designed," "well-built" turntable —with its
"very sophisticated suspension system" and
"extraordinary accuracy of machining,"
measuring considerably better in manufacturing precision (as stated by Michael) —is
influencing the sound? Or could it be that
the "dead-neutral" character also extends
into the bass, eliminating resonances that
cause the exaggerated bass present in so
many other designs? Ican assure readers
that my goal is, indeed, to be less "hi-fi"!
In any case, the Debut remains at
Michael's for him to continue to experience the "overall balance and control,
which seemed to simply let the music pass
through without coloring or compressing
the sound..." until we install the vacuum
record-clamping system. This attribute is
another (along with superb build quality)
that we share with the "far more expensive Rockport line." At this point, only
Basis and Rockport offer this important
feature. Our entry-level vacuum unit is
the 2700, which at $6900 costs less than
the Debut reviewed in this issue. We also
offer the vacuum upgrade to owners of
the Basis Ovation, elevating Stereophilès
Analog Product of 1993 to new performance heights for the 21st century.
After all this, what does aBasis turntable
sound like? Certainly Michael's review confirms that the Debut is in the small group of
world-class turntables available. Why not
visit your local Basis dealer; have alisten to
the Basis of your choice, and you tell us!
Aj. Conti, Basis
Garth Leerer, Musical Surroundings
Parasound HCA-3500
Editor:
We are very pleased with the overwhelmingly favorable comments Robert
Deutsch has written about our Parasound
HCA-3500. Readers can get some insight
into our objectives and how our designs
accomplish the sort of sound that reviewers love. We'd also like to acknowledge
Tom Norton's thorough test measurements. It's not often that aproduct tester
WorldRadioHistory
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Because he listens to them. Gets to
know them. Learns their musical tastes,
their priorities, their budgets.
So when Steve makes reccommendations, his customers trust
his advice. They
know they're
getting the best
equipment for
their needs. Sound
good? You bet it
does. And your system
will, too. Just
listen to
Steve.
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is required to press into service asupplementary load bank to handle an amp's
prodigious output capabilities.
We are also grateful to Robert for
unearthing (irresistible pun) the obscure
ground loop generated in combination with
his CAT preamp. During product development we always test the interactions
between our products and as many components as we can muster. No such problems
were found with awide range of audiophile
preamplifiers (and surround controllers —
quite afew HCA-3500s have been sold in
multiples for home-theater sound that can
be described only as astonishing). Despite
the fact that we have received not one
report of ground-loop hum, we have nevertheless incorporated the mod he mentions
in the article into all current production.
Our special thanks go to Bryston's Stuart
Taylor for graciously sharing their solution
to this potential problem. Ihope we can
return the favor someday.
There's something compelling about
the stark simplicity of the finest two-channel sound reproduction. It allows you to
get up-close and personal with your music
with adegree of intimacy that is still magical. That's why John Curl designed the
HCA-3500 to run in 100% pure class-A
up to about 15W. This remarkable giant
simply gets out of the way of the most subtle details in almost any kind of music.
We've learned that there is avery, very fine
line between hearing amazing detail and
edginess, and it is very dependent on the
loudspeaker and interconnects, single- or
biwired. Some ostensibly great products
suffer in certain combinations. We (and
other reviewers) have enjoyed listening to
this amplifier with awide variety of loudspeakers, and we never once found it e.
We recommend asignificant break-in
period (100 or more hours) before the
HCA-3500 will reach its smoothest sound.
The second unit we shipped to Robert
arrived right before his copy deadline, and
was immediately auditioned without the
opportunity for it to sound its best.
Considering how well it performed without break-in, maybe he'll see fit to write a
Follow-Up comment in afuture issue.
Iwas also amused at your quoting John
Curl, saying the parts were "of good quality,
but not at the cost-no-object level." Well,
that's certainly true from John's perspective,
but it is not inconsistent with the fact that
the HCA-3500 does use lots of premium
parts that are carefully selected and matched
to provide an unprecedented ratio of cost to
selling price. John is fond of Parasound for
offering "more bang for the buck," aphrase
that describes this product of exquisite capability as well as our less powerful models.
For those who are interested in learning
more about Jolm Curl's design philosophy,
we recently posted afascinating interview
with John on www.parasound.com. He
talks agreat deal about parts quality and
many other topics that are important to
Stereophile, January 2000

him. Even readers not particularly interested in Parasound will find John's comments
enlightening.
Richard Schram
Parasound
Digital Recordings Audio-CD
Editor:
Iwould like to add these comments to
the review:
Audio-CD can be used with earphones,
headphones, and speakers. However, as
pointed out by Kalman Rubinson, headphones offer best separation from anoisy
environment during testing.
Our own research and independent reviews show that one can calibrate volume
level with ±1dB precision in aquiet environment and ±3dB in an average home environment. This procedure has to be done
only once for a given CD player/headphone set; the volume setting can be
marked down for future reference. Objective calibration can be performed with an
electronic multimeter (to measure electric
output signal) or acoustical couplers (to
measure acoustical signal). In this case, one
can get avery precise volume setting of
about ±-0.1dB or better. With proper calibration, Audio-CD will generate signals in
the 0-80dB SPL range in 1
dB steps at each
of the 24 frequencies. By changing the calibration point, Audio-CD can be used in -20
->60dB or in any other desired 80dB
dynamic range.
It also should be pointed out that AudioCD can be used to test and calibrate audio
equipment, and for adjustment of safe levels
from earphones, headphones, and speakers.
Hearing loss affects asignificant percentage of our population. We would like to
see people pay more attention to protection
of hearing. It must be understood that there
is no adequate technological compensation
for hearing loss today, and probably never
will be. Perception of music will be abig
casualty....
Marek Roland-Mieszkowski
Digital Recordings
Rotel RB-1090
Editor:
It's always gratifying to read a review
where the writer concludes that the product is an "outstanding value" and "worth
considering." Thank you, Robert Deutsch,
for the review of the Rotel RB-1090.
The model does use the latest in UKdesigned capacitors by Dennis Moorcroft.
It includes our own hand-wound transformers, and the complete unit is assembled in our own Rotel facility.
Our company reference to "Balanced
Design" has for the last 20 years been our
way of expressing how Rotel balances the
technical design to achieve exceptional
musical performance against the cost of
components and cabinet detail. In the RB1090 Rotel has done remarkably well to
offer so much high-quality sound for a
reasonable price.
As Robert notes, the Rotel RB-1090
WorldRadioHistory

Sim audio

"SimAudio deserves recognition as asolid state
brand of first rank, alongside well known muminaries such as Jeff Rowland, Krell and Levinson... The
bottom line is that the SimAudio flagship electronics can hold their own against competing flagship
electronics costing 6times more, even surpassing
these competing units in some sonic respects."
MOON P-5 /W-5 Internationnal audio review #80
"I can enthusiastically recommend the Moon
1-5 one of high-end audio's undiscovered gems"
Robert Harley -Fi Magazine February 1999
"I found the smoothness, coherency, holography and
overall tonal balance to be remarkable" P-5 /W-5
Les Turoczi -Audiophile Voice vol.4 no.6 1998.
"The Moon P-5 has transparency, veryllow noise
and flexibility of control. and should be oonsidered
among the finest line preamps available today
The Moon W-5 is one of those few amps that can
convey areal 'lump' with no loss of detail or focus."
Kalman Rubinson -Stereophile -March 1999
"The 1-5 is ahigh-quality integrated ampkfier that
will appeal to anyone looking for ataste of the
best" SoundStage! -Doug Schneider -May1999.
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concedes so little in outright performance
when compared to high-priced super-amps
that it is, to use the same cliché as Robert,
good "value for money"
Mike Bartlett
Rote!
SimAudio Celeste W 40705e
Editor:
SimAudio would like to express its gratitude to Lonnie Brownell and Stereophile
for an accurate and well-written FollowUp review of the Celeste W-4070Se
power amplifier. Back in 1996, when we
implemented the "Se" upgrade designation, it was our hope to achieve anew
level of sonic performance at the price
points of the three Celeste power .
amplifiers. Lonnie's observations are further
proof that we've succeeded.
Steven Stone's original review of the W4070 (December 1995) introduced Stereophile readers to a power amplifier that
broke new ground with regard to price
and performance. He identified acharacteristic best described as "lacking just abit
of fullness" in the lower midranThis
was an honest criticism that was addressed
by modifications to both the gain-stage
and power-supply sections. The end result
of our efforts is exceptionally laid out in
LB's Follow-Up; we commend him for
capturing the essence of what SimAudio is
trying to accomplish.
Finally, Pd like to address the issue of

dimensionality in terms of depth. In anutshell, we're talking about a$1999 solidstate amplifier in which certain compromises must be made. In comparison to the
VTL ST-85, tube-based amplifiers are
renowned for their ability to re-create a
three-dimensional soundscape, but often
at the cost of tonal accuracy, specifically at
the frequency extremes. This is in no way
acriticism of the similarly priced ST-85,
but rather abasic generalization in the
never-ending tube vs solid-state debate.
SimAudio is deeply committed to designing and building the finest solid-state
audio equipment at different price points,
be it the reference-series Celeste or the
state-of-the-art Moon product line. We sincerely appreciate Stereophilds efforts in helping to get the word out once again.
Lionel Goodfield
VP Marketing &Media Relations, SimAudio
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Classic Audio Reproductions
Project T-3 at HI-FI '99

Editor:
On p.67 of the October issue, it reads:
"From fellow Stereophile writers and from
the Internet 'zines, Iheard positive accounts of the Attna-Sphere Project T-3..."
etc. It should have read "Classic Audio Reproductions Project T-3." Can you please
print this correction?
John Wog].
Classic Audio Reproductions
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ASSEMBLAGE SET-300B:
,• Single Ended 3008 Output Stage for awhopping 7-8 watts of power in STEREO,
or may be wired as aMONO block for 16 watts of power.
• Zero global negative feedback.
• 4,8 and 16 Ohm output taps.
• Tube rectified B+ using 2Mullard CV378/G137s.
• Custom designed output transformers.
• Mute switch included, attenuator is optional.
• Upgrade kit available, Multi Caps, Black Gate Caps, Vishay Resistors etc...
Starting at
$79 kit; $999 Assembled

Starting at
$699 kit; $749 Assembled
+
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ASSEMBLAGE DAC 2.6:
• HDCD plus 24 Bd -96kHz sampling rate capability, with 2413R DAC resolution.
• 4inputs -AES/EBU (XLR), S/PDIF (RCA/BNC Coax, Toslirk Optical)
• Potted and encapsulated toroidal transformer; two law jitter Digital input
pulse transformers, low ESR/ESL filter capacitors; ultra-fast. soft recovery
diodes; 4adjustable and 7fixed regulated P/S stages.
• 4layer PCB with both SMT and thru-hole components.
• Analog Devices OPA604 op amp add as DC offset servo for W stage.
• 4layer PCB with both SMT and thru-hole components.
• Upgrade Kit available, Multi Caps, Sanyo-Oscon Caps, Caddock Resistor etc...

ASSEMBLAGE DAC 3.0:
• HDCD plus 24 Bd -96kHz sampling rate capability, with 24 Bit DAC resolution.
• 6inputs -I
2
S, AES/EBU 01LR), S/PDIF (RCA/BNC Coax), ST &Toslink Optical.
• Fully Balanced and Unbalanced high drive OPA627A and BUF634 0/P stages.
• Digital I/P transformer isolation on all the wired digital signal inputs, 9pulse
transformers in total, and three toroidal transformers on separate P/S PCB.
• Automatic or Manual digital Input selection.
Starting at
3, 4layer PCBs with both SMT and thru-hole components plus 1two layer PCB. $1499 kit; $1599 Assembled
Upgrd
.9,460). $399 (
,
ns-ailed)
,• Upgrade kit available, including optional DF1704 24-96k Digital Filter.
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Audio Advisor, Inc.

AUDIO
ADVISOR

4717A Broadmoor SE
Kentwood, MI 49512
Phone (616) 656-9585
(800) 942-0220
FAX (616) 656-9592
www.audioadvisorcom/sf

9 M, AUDIO ADVISOR, and design are registered
trademarks of Audio Advisor, Inc.
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Where
US dealers interested in selling Stereophile
should call (800) 446-3563; outside the US,
call (802) 388-1280. Or fax (802) 388-1290.
ALABAMA
Birmingham
Sound Decisions
(205) 945-9400
Decatur
Southern Sound
(256) 350-1582
ALASKA
Anchorage
Shimeks Audio
(907) 276-2525
ARIZONA
Phoenix
Speakers Etc
(602) 272-6696
Scottsdale
Esoteric Audio
(602) 946-8128
CALIFORNIA
Agoura Hills
Evolution Audio Video
(818) 879-1312
Bel Air
Ambrosia Audio
(310) 440-5522
Berkeley
Music Lovers Audio
(510) 558-1000
Opel Audio
(510) 848-2545
San Francisco Stereo
(510) 559-3797
Burlingame
Future Sound
(650) 342-1476
Carmichael
Dueles Sound Room
(916) 334-7000
Costa Mesa
Atlantic Stereo
(714) 646-8895
Culver City
Armadillo &Company
(323) 937-7674
Cupertino
KST Ok
(095) 007-2865474
Encino
Sound Factor West
(818) 501-3548
Gardena
Reference Audio Systems
(310) 517-1700
Hollywood
World Book and News
(213) 465-4352
Los Angeles
Brentwood Communications
(310) 476-6363
Monrovia
Brooks Berdan Ltd
(626) 359-9131
Monterey
Home Theater Xcellence
(831) 655-8000
Monterey Stereo
(408) 649-6303
Napa
Napa Valley Home Theater
(707) 258-9900
Oakland
Pro Home Systems
(510) 654-6630
Palo Alto
Audible Difference (The)
(650) 328-1081

Pasadena
GNP Audio
(626) 577-7767
Rancho Mirage
David Rutledge Audio 8. Video
(760) 776-1616
Redondo Beach
Definition Audio Video
(310) 371-0019
Roseville
Dimple Records
(916) 781-2800
Sacramento
Audio FX
(916) 929-2100
Paradyme Audio/Video
(916) 971-3600
San Bernardino
Videomart
(909) 885-3191
San Diego
Stereo Design
(619) 573-0060
Stereo Unlimited
(619) 223-8151
San Jose
Bay Area Audio
(408) 255-0735
Santa Barbara
Mission Audio
(805) 682-7575
Santa Monica
All Systems Go
(310) 393-2800
Audio Video City
(310) 453-5355
Santa Rosa
Catania Sound
(707) 526-7555
Scotts Valley
Home Theater Connection
(408) 438-5112
Thousand Oaks
Hi-Q Audio/Video Systems
(805) 374-2771
Torrance
Stereo Hi Fi Center
(310) 373-6796
Tustin
Digital Ear (The)
(714) 544-7903
Van Nuys
Audio Den
(818) 781-4700
Walnut Creek
Stereo Unlimited
(510) 932-5835
Westminster
Audio Video Today
(714) 891-7575
Woodland Hills
Shelley's Stereo
(818) 716-8500
Yorba Linda
Laser D Entertainment
(714) 693-2882

COLORADO
Boulder
Listen Up
(303) 444-0479
Recycled Audio
(303) 449-0153
Colorado Springs
Electronic Essentials
(719) 548-9500
Listen Up
(719) 633-2600
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Sound Shop
(719) 636-1684
Denver
Cherry Creek Audio
(303) 758-4434
Listen Up
(303) 778-0780
Moondance Audio
(303) 777-4449
Durango
Northstar Leading The Way
(970) 259-6722
CONNECTICUT
Bristol
Sound Unlimited
(860) 584-0131
New London
Roberts Audio Video
(860) 442-5314
Ridgefield
Lights Camera Action
(203) 438-7000
DELAWARE
Wilmington
High Fidelity House
(302) 478-3575
Overture LLC
(302) 478-6050
FLORIDA
Coral Gables
Sound Components
(305) 665-4299
Fort Lauderdale
Digital Video Connection
(954) 205-5210

Buy

Stereophile

ILLINOIS
Belleville
Audio By Us
(618) 277-9500
Champaign
Champagne Audio
(217) 355-8828
Chicago
Music Direct
(312) 433-0200
Superior Audio Systems
(312) 226-4848
Chicago Heights
Music In Motion
(708) 754-3770
Crestwood
Music In Motion
(708) 396-2000
Franklin Park
Sound Unlimited
(847) 455-6166
Glenwood
Little Guys (The)
(708) 754-8844
Morton Grove
Abs Electronics
(847) 967-8830
Orland Park
Sound and Vision
(708) 403-2500
Rockford
Absolute Audio
(815) 395-1000
Woodridge
Holm Audio
(630) 663-1298
INDIANA

Hollywood
Hollywood Sound
(954) 921-1408

Angola
Premier Sound
(219) 665-7370

Jacksonville
House of Stereo
(904) 642-6677
Margate
Good Sounds
(954) 969-2550
Saint Petersburg
Sounds Terrific
(813) 538-2266
Sarasota
Laser's Edge CD 8. DVD
Exchange
(941) 922-7827

Fort Wayne
Audio Video Lifestyles
(219) 436-4669
Indianapolis
Audio Solution of Broad Ripple
(317) 255-4342
Synergistic Sounds
(317) 726-0243
Lafayette
Sound Lab
(765) 449-4211
Terre Haute
Audio Connection
(812) 232-1663

GEORGIA
Alpharetta
Laser Video Limited
(770) 640-1399
Dunwoody
Audio Solutions
(770) 804-8977
Lilbum
Audio Alternative
(770) 931-0606
Marietta
Bertek Systems
(770) 951-8834
Martinez
Stereo Shop (The)
(706) 863-9143
Rossville
Chattanooga Valley Audio
(706) 861-0282
Roswell
Avi Home Theatre Store
(770) 640-1120
HAWAII
Honolulu
Audio Directions
(808) 941-6550
Classic Audio &Video
(808) 732-9625
IDAHO
Coeur D'alene
Audio Video Design Associates
(208) 772-3348

IOWA
Davenport
Planet Audio
(319) 344-8833
Des Moines
Audio Video Logic
(515) 255-2134
Fort Dodge
Archer TV
(515) 573-5737
Iowa City
Audio Odyssey
(319) 338-9505
Hawkeye Audio
(319) 337-4878
KANSAS
Shawnee Mission
Audioport Ltd
(913) 341-2222

MAINE
Bangor
Summit Sound
(207) 947-4434
MARYLAND
Annapolis
Hi Tech Electronics
(410) 266-0818
Baltimore
Soundscape
(410) 889-1134
Ellicott City
Gramophone Ltd
(410) 465-5500
Kensington
Soundworks
(301) 929-8600
Laurel
Audio Video Solutions
(301) 953-7242
Silver Spring
Soundstage Audio LLC
(877) 777-4434
Timonium
Gramophone Ltd
(410) 821-5600
Towson
Silver Screen &Sound
(410) 296-0202
MASSACHUSETTS
Arlington
Cameras Stereo &Video
(781) 648-8111
Ensemble
(617) 648-4434
Brookline
Audio Studio
(617) 277-0111
Chicopee
Essential Hi Fi
(413) 533-4700
North Attleboro
Audio Concepts
(508) 699-8819
Norwood
Megaplex Home Theater
Concepts
(617) 769-6400
Pittsfield
H BSStereo Systems
(413) 443-3434
Westport
Sound Images
(508) 636-3400
MICHIGAN
Allen Park
Babbage &Sons
(313) 386-3909
Dearborn
Almas Hi -Fi Stereo
(313) 584-1860
East Lansing
Quantum Leap
(517) 337-8362
Flint
Front Row Audio Video
(810) 732-2220
Kalamazoo
Home Entertainment Store
(616) 385-9888
Royal Oak
Audio Dimensions
(248) 549-7320

MISSOURI
Sedalia
Creative Audio
(660) 826-8280
St Louis
Flip's Stereo Place
(314) 842-1600
MONTANA
Bozeman
Thirsty Ear Hi Fi
(406) 586-8578
Great Falls
Rocky Mountain Hi Fi
(406) 761-8683
Kalispell
Sound Decision
(406) 755-7800
NEBRASKA
Lincoln
Sound Environment (The)
(402) 423-0363
Omaha
4Tech Electronics
(402) 334-9119
Sound Environment (The)
(402) 391-3842
NEVADA
Las Vegas
Upper Ear (The)
(702) 878-8212
NEW HAMPSHIRE
Hanover
Dartmouth Bookstore
(603) 643-1233
Nashua
Ensemble
(603) 888-9777
NEW JERSEY
Dunellen
Home Theater Shop (The)
(732) 424-8680
Franklin Park
Sound System
(908) 821-7822
Freehold
Freehold Stereo Video
(732) 866-9500
Montclair
Cohen's
(973) 744-2399
Palisades Park
Angel Audio Tech
(201) 313-5551
Ridgewood
Sounding Board (The)
(201) 445-5006
Verona
Audio Connection
(973) 239-1799
Westfield
Soundstage
(908) 233-6155
Woodbridge
Woodbridge Stereo Center
(732) 636-7777
NEW MEXICO
Albuquerque
Hudson's Audio Center
(505) 296-6978
Sound Consultant
(505) 821-9626

Wichita
Custom Sound
(316) 681-3555

Audio Video Alternatives
(248) 549-3100

LOUISIANA
Baton Rouge
Art Colleys Audio Specialties
(225) 926-0244
Metairie
Audio Resource
(504) 885-6988

West Bloomfield
Ensemble
(248) 668-1400

Sound Ideas
(505) 292-1188
Santa Fe
ASound Look
(505) 983-5509

Superior Sight &Sound
(248) 626-2780

Candyman (The)
1
1
505) 988-8933

MINNESOTA

NEW YORK

Rochester
Amalgamated Audio
(507) 286-1328

Binghamton
SGAudio Video
(607) 722-3551

Wilson Audio
(564) 888-8851
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Brooklyn
Audio House LLC
(718) 745-2834

NORTH CAROLINA
Cary
Advanced Audio
(919) 481-3880
Charlotte
Cannon Associates
(704) 375-8246

Flushing
Ultra Hi-Fi
(718) 461-4848
Ithaca
Hi-Way Hi-Fi
(607) 272-7155

Premier Audio Video
(704) 554-8300
Morrisville
Audio Broker
(919) 467-6806
Raleigh
Audio Advice
(919) 881-2005

Kingston
Burrs Electronics
(914) 331-5011
Lake Grove
Audio Den
(516) 585-5600
Liverpool
Audio Excellence NY
(315) 451-2707

OHIO
Canton
Belden Audio
(330) 493-7727
Columbus
Progressive Audio
(614) 299-0565
Dublin
Audio Encounters
(614) 766-4434
Gahanna
Genesis Audio Ltd
(614) 939-0802

New York
Coliseum Books
(212) 757-8381
Dina Magazines
(212) 674-6595
Lyric Hi -Fi
(212) 734-84344
Park Avenue Audio
(212) 685-8101
Stereo Exchange
(212) 505-1111
Union Square Magazine Shop
(212) 246-4766
Rochester
Fairport Soundworks
(716) 264-0410

Syracuse
Clark Music
(315) 446-7020
Vestal
Audio Classics
(607) 766-3501
West Babylon
Audio Visions
(516) 661-3355

Stereop hile

White Plains
Toys From The Attic
(914) 421-0069

Ubiquity Distributors
(718) 875-5491

Sound Concept (The)
(716) 442-6050

Buy

Lakewood
Play It Again Sam
(216) 228-7330
Mayfield Heights
Hoffman's Audio Video
(440) 461-3707
Toledo
Paragon Sound
(419) 882-1010
OKLAHOMA
Bartlesville
Sound Station (The)
(918) 336-2240
Tulsa
Phonograph
(918) 252-5300

DUMMY
DROP
SHIPMENTS
AVAILABLE

Call:
515-255-2134

•Audio Research •Billy Bags
•CAL •Chiro •Definitive
Technology •Dunlavy •Grado
•Krell •Lexicon •Martin Logan
•MIT •Monster Cable •NHT
•Pass Labs •Pioneer Elite •ProAc
•PSB •Rega •Santis •Synergistic
Research •Thiel •VPI •Wadia
•Wilson Audio •Z-Systems

Trade-ins & Specials at
http://www.audio-logic.com

Audio-Video
1-00•G•11•C

Local Passion ... National Reputation
3702 Beaver Ave
Des Moines, IA lo:tio
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OREGON
Eugene
Bradford's Hi Fidelity
(541) 344-9117

Salt Lake City
Audio Design
(801) 486-5511

Edmonton
Audio 5.1
(403) 432-3232

Ronny's Stereo
(541) 344-2454

Audition Audio
(801) 467-5918

Audio Plus
(780) 439-0011

VERMONT

Portland
Echo Audio
(503) 223-2292

ONTARIO

Essex Junction
Butternut Audio
(802) 879-3900

Fred's Sound of Music
(503) 234-5341
Salem
Hear No Evil Home 8Car
(503) 363-3633

VIRGINIA
Abingdon
Alpine Audio
(540) 628-3177
Centreville
Gifted Listener Audio
(703) 818-8000
Fairfax
Audio Buys
(703) 385-4464

Concord
Audio One
(416) 665-0749
London
London Audio
(519) 673-1780
Ottawa
Distinctive Audio
(613) 722-6902
Rexdale
Audio Empire
(416) 745-6866
Toronto
Brack Electronics
(416) 364-5002

PENNSYLVANIA
Ardmore
Danby Radio
(610) 649-7002
Erie
Custom Audio
(814) 833-8383
Hatfield
World Wide Stereo
(215) 368-8343
Philadelphia
David Lewis Audio
(215) 725-1177
Pittsburgh
Audio Gallery (The)
(412) 521-9500
Digital Visions
(412) 561-1115

Falls Church
High Tech Electronic Services
(703) 534-1733
Moneta
Hi Fi Farm
(540) 721-4434
Roanoke
Sound Decision
(540) 343-6993
Virginia Beach
Digital Sound
(757) 424-5850
WASHINGTON

Northern Audio Exchange
(412) 366-5055
Selinsgrove
Village ry &
Stereo Shop
(717) 374-9220
Shippensburg
Squires Electronics
(717) 532-7373
Williamsport
Stereo Shoppe
(570) 323-9014
Willow Grove
Soundex
(215) 659-8815
TENNESSEE
Franklin
Audio Video Environments
(615) 771-1141
Jackson
New Wave Electronics
(901) 668-6711
Johnson City
Soundroom (The)
(423) 928-9233
Nashville
Nicholson's Stereo
(615) 327-4312
TEXAS
Austin
Audio By Design
(512) 458-1667
High Fidelity
(512) 454-5833
Bedford
Classic Home Audio
(817) 267-6502
Conroe
lobe Systems
(409) 441-1112
Dallas
Images
(972) 980-2560
Krystal Clear Audio
(214) 520-7156
El Paso
Soundquest
(915) 779-5421

Bellevue
Definitive Audio
(206) 524-5198
Kennewick
Quick Silver Audio
(509) 783-7047
Kirkland
Acoustical Magic
(425) 825-8806
Olympia
Desco Audio 8Video
(360) 943-1393
Seattle
Hawthorne Stereo
(206) 522-9609
Madison Audio
(206) 292-9262
University Bookstore
(206) 545-4387
WEST VIRGINIA
South Charleston
Absolute Sound
(304) 768-7874
WISCONSIN
Appleton
Disc-Go-Round
(413) 733-1094
Suess Electronics
(920) 733-6464
Glendale
Sound Investments
(414) 438-1818
Greenfield
Greenfield News and Hobby
(414) 281-1800
Madison
University Audio
(608) 284-0001
Mequon
Sound Designs
(414) 242-5599
Wisconsin Rapids
Salon One
(715) 421-5910
WYOMING
Jackson
Custom Electronics
(307) 733-1600

ARGENTINA
National Distributor
Buenos Aires 141 6
94 Martinez
54 1145851413
AUSTRALIA
National Distributor
Queensland
Caxton Street Audio
617 3368 3566
BRAZIL
Blumenau SC
Sound Image
55 47 3260676
BULGARIA
Sofia
Aries Commerce Ltd
359 2954-9469
Audio Consult
359 255 4069
COSTA RICA
Curridiabat
Parlatek
506 225 8231
DENMARK
9610 Norager
hill rKlubben -Denmark
15 353 61960
FINLAND
Turku
Hifi Mesta Oy
3582 2504888
FRANCE
Quincy-Voisin
Renaissance Sarl
331 6004 6066
GERMANY
National Distributor
Frankfurt
Eclectic Audio
49 6722 8060
HONG KONG
National Distributor
Kowloon Branch
852 2392 6368
Central
YK Audio Ltd
852 2524 8775

IRELAND
County Dublin
Cloney Audio
353 12888477
NETHERLANDS
Benelux
National Distributor
Durob Audio BV
(Dept DC Publ)
31 0735112555
De Hifiwinkel
31 0402113388
Hifishop (The)
31 0135443444
De Hifistudio
31 0591611111
De Hifiwinkel
31 0246842091
NEW ZEALAND
National Distributor
Wellington
Dr Bolton Ltd
64 15688 066
NORWAY
National Distributor
Eidsvaagneset
Audio Media
-1755256214
PHILLIPINES
National Distributor
Quezon City
Upscale Audio
62 2931 3742
PORTUGAL
Amadora
Ajasom
351 214748709
SPAIN
National Distributor
Valencia
Salle Audio Elite
34 96 3527026
SWITZERLAND
Geneva
Hift Portier
41 22 /840050
THAILAND
National Distributor
Bangkok
Music World Co Ltd
662 276-5190
TRINIDAD
Curepe
Sanch Electronix
868 633 1384
TURKEY
Nisantasi Istanbul
Rkd Muilk
90 2122413411
UNITED KINGDOM
Nottingham
kVollaton Audio UK
0115 928 4147

INDIA

VIET NAM

Mumbai
Nova Audio Systems
91 22 4954260

Ho Chi Minh City
Audio Choice Show Room
381 112224322

PUERTO RICO

Houston
Acoustic Design
(713) 630-0707

Caguas
Video Laser
(787) 745-7805

Dynamic Audio Visual
(713) 266-4555
NTT Audio Video
(713) 523-3388
Lubbock
Sound Wave (The)
(806) 792-7299
Richardson
Top Communications Services
(972) 231-7777
UTAH
Orem
Reference Audio Video
(801) 221-9804

Rio Piedras
Stardust DVD Distributors
(787) 274-0146
Rio Piedras Heights
Speaker Warehouse
(809) 274-0927
San Juan
Nova Electronics
(787) 781-3870
CANADA
ALBERTA
Calgary
K8W Audio
(403) 244-8111
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GENE RUBIN AUDIO, VENTURA, CALIFORNIA —Franchised dealer for Nains, Pink Triangle,
Quad, Spendor, Roksan, Creek, Regs, Epos, ReVosc,
JPW, Dynaco, OC-9, Goldring, Meadowlark, Target,
Sound Organisation, and more. Always lots of used
gear. Established way back in 1979! (805) 658-8311, email generubinaudio@earthlink.net.

HIGH-END COMPONENTS AT DISCOUNT
prices: Aerial, B&W, Bryston, Classé, Dynaudio, EAD,
EgglestonWorks, Hales, Lexicon, Martin-Logan,
Meridian, Proceed, Revel, Thiel, Totem, Krell, and
other exclusive stereo and home-theater products. All
merchandise new, perfect, with full manufacturers'
warranties. Helm Music Company, (888) 519-9800.

AUDIOPHILE & SCHOLAR —University Audio
Shop, Madison, Wisconsin —Acurus, Aragon, Audio
Research, B&K, CAL, Cambridge, EAD, Golden llibe,
JoLida, Krell, Lexicon, Martin-Logan, Paradigm, Rega,
TARA, Thiel, Totem, YBA. (608) 284-0001.

AUDIO UNLIMITED OFFERS Accuphase, Acoustic
Energy, Acrotec, Aesthetix, Air Tight, Avalon Acoustics,
Audio Artistry, Audio Note, Audio Refinement, Basis,
Benz-Micro, Cabasse, Cary, Chang, Conrad-Johnson,
Electrocompaniet, Ensemble, Fanfare, German Physics,
Graaf Graham, Koetsu, Kuzma, LAT, Lehman,
Magnum Dynalab, Musical Design, Music Metre,
Muse, Odeon, Onix, Pathos, Regs, Samadhi Acoustics,
Spendor, Tarmoy, Totem, Transfiguration, Wheaton
Triplaner, XL0, VEA, Zoethecus, and more. Call John
Barnes at (303) 691-3407, fax (303) 922-0522. 2341 W
Yale Ave, Englewoo4 CO 80110.

"SOUND YOU CAN TOUCH," featuring Audio
Research, CAL, Classé Audio, Zoethecus, Grado, Jeff
Rowland, Kuzma, Magnum Dynalab, Martin-Logan,
Mirage, MIT, Oracle, PowerWedge, ProAc, Theta, van
den Hut Vandersteen, JF Woodworks. Audio Excellence
Liverpool, NY (315) 451-2707 Visa/MC/AmEx/Discover.
ATTENTION QUAD, KORA, ROMAN, SPENDOR OWNERS! Factory-authorized sales and/or service for Quad, Kora, Rolcsan, Spendor, and Gradient
New ESL panels, new and rebuilt ESL-63 panels,
updates, stands, and subwoofers available! Contact
Randy or Mike QS&D, (540) 372-3711, fax (540) 3723713. E-mail: qsatuld@aolcom. He: wuneasandel.com.
WE ALWAYS PAY BETTER! Don't let go of your
ARC, Aragon, Cello, Krell, Mark Levinson, MIT,
Spectral, Theta, Threshold, or Wadia without calling
us. Showroom in West LA. Call Supercc Products, Inc.,
(310) 826-3686, fax (310) 826-4356, Sennie
FANFARE FM TUNER on the Internet Visit our
website at wwwfanfarecom. See the latest FM antennas
(the new APS-14), plus tips on improving FM reception. Download our product literature. Not on the
Net? Call for our Stereo Pilot newsletter at (800) 268863Z also (716) 683-5451, orfax to (716) 683-5421. E-mail
to info@fanfarecont, or unite to Fanfare FM, Box 455, Buffalo,
NY 14225-0455.
BUY FACTORY-DIRECT. Now you can afford
incredible state-of-the-art audio cables. Better performance than cables 10 times the cost! Selected demos
available at extra savings. Call or write for information
and reviews. 30-day money-back guarantee. Tice Audio
Products, teL (561) 575-7577, fax (561) 575-0302, www.
ticeaudiacom.
WHAT YOU DONT KNOW does hurt you! Free
paper on RFI. Noise-fighting accessories, $0.50 up;
power-line conditioners, $85 up. Alternative to the
Shakti Stone, $30. Free catalog! Virtual Mode 1 Old
Coram Road, Shelton, CT 06484. (203) 929-0876,
www.vinnodecom, virtualmode@worldnetattnet
PLACETTE AUDIO: If you have been searching for
that incredibly dear, transparent, and distortion-free
sound that you can listen to for hours on end, we have
the remote-controlled preamplifiers and volume controls that can make that possible! The exclusive use of
Vishay S-102 resistors in our 125-step attenuators and
other signal paths results in the most transparent audio
components available today at any price. From $1000
to $4000. No-risk 30-day trial. Be prepared to be
impressed! Once you hear the sparkling clarity of
Vishay resistors, you won't have anything less. (208)
342-6141, www.placeueaudio.com.
AUDIO ART, EST 1976 —Edge-of-the-art audio
components dedicated to serving music. Avalon,
Martin-Logan, Vandersteen, Cardas, Jeff Rowland,
Classé, Theta, Basis-Benz, Aerial. Richmond, VA.
Voice/fax (804) 358-5300.
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PREMIUM-GRADE PARTS! Excellent selection of
audiophile-grade parts at fair prices! InfiniCaps,
Hovland, MIT MultiCaps, SCR, Black Gate, Elisa,
Nichicon, Vishay, Caddock, Holco, Mills, ICiwame, etc.,
capacitors, resistors. All types of connectors, chassis
wires, cabling, Alps, Noble, TICD, Hescfred diodes, copper-foil inductors, tubes, vibration damping sheets, isolators, Deftest Panels, hospital-grade connectors, tools,
accessories, free catalog by e-mail or post Michael Percy,
Box 526, Inverness, CA 94937 (415) 669-7181, fax (415)
669-7558, mperey@rvn.net.
OREGON'S UNIQUE HI-FI STORE: Quicksilver,
BEI, Audio Physic, EAD, Immedia, Audio Refinement, Lyra, Wireworld, PSE, Castle, Mesa
Engineering, VansEvers, Benz-Micro, IClyne, Sound
Anchors, RPM, Sumiko, ART, Yamamura, Townshend, XLO, Gallo, Audio-Tedmica, REL, Vibrapod,
Sanus, LAST, VPI, Bybee Technologies, Needle
Nectar, ASC, Nitty Gritty, and more. Used and demos
available. Trade-ins welcome. Comer Audio, (503) 6437512. E-mail:jwebeecomeraudio.com, www.corneraudio.com.
THE LEGEND CONTINUES: KONDO —Audio
Note of Japan. Direct from Sounds of Silence to you,
with no middleman and no inflated costs. World's
finest pure-silver-transformer SE tube equipment
Hand-built to order by Mr. Kondo with lifetime warranty. Call (603) 888-5104.

RATES: Private, $1.50 per word; Commercial,
$4.75 per word, $190 minimum on all commercial ads. (A word is defined as one or more characters with aspace, dash, or slash on either side.)
PAYMENT: All classified ads must be prepaid
with order, either by check or credit card:
MasterCard or Visa. MAIL TO: Stereophile,
Classified Ad Department, P.O. Box 5529,
Santa Fe, NM 87502-5529. FAX: (505) 9836327. ONLINE: classifieds@stereophile.com.
DEADLINE: Ads are due on the first working
day of the month, two months in advance of the
issue in which your ad will appear. For example,
if you want your ad to run in the March 2000
Stereophile, you must submit it by January 3,
2000. Please Note: Phone-in ads are not
accepted. Please plan on faxing or mailing in
your ads on the form provided at the end of the
section. No refunds.
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MUSICAL CONCEPTS, trusted and respected for
quality modifications. We've been making the best better since 1979. Products modified this year include
Audio Research, Boulder, Levinson, Krell, vintage
McIntosh and Marante tubes, Spectral, Rowland,
Counterpoint, Wadia, Creek, Magnum Dynalab, and
many more. Of course, we have specialized mods for
Hailer, Dyna, Adcom, B&K, Pioneer CD, and others.
New, great-sounding DVD players! Get our newsletter!
Musical Concepts, 49 Jason Court, St. Charles, MO 63304,
(314) 447-0040, e-mail: jhillig@ptimary.net.
VMPS AUDIOPHILE SPEAKER Dealer for entire
speaker line, including the FF1. FF3, and special ribbon
editions. Ihave the FFls on hand for audition on Long
Island, New York. My prices are absolutely the lowest
available. Please call for prices and/or literature. Bill,
(516) 826-3791, fax (516) 826-5870.
WE CAN HELP YOU CHOOSE excellent-sounding,
dependable audio equipment (plus video). We offer
fiiendly, knowledgeable advice, hands-on experience,
free delivery. We carry: Mirage, NAD, Cary, Nalcamichi,
Acurus, Kimber, KEF, Parasound, Kinergetics, Quad, PS,
Fried, Audible Illusions, Spendor, Target, Carver, many
more. Free catalog! Read Brothers Stereo, 591 IGng St,
Charleston, SC 29403. (843) 723-7276.
McCORMACK EQUIPMENT upgrades available
from SMc Audio. Developed by Steve McCormack
(the original designer), these outstanding upgrades are
available for all DNA amplifiers, TLC and ALD preamplifiers, and Micro series. For details, call (760) 7320352 or e-mail SMcAudio@aoLcom.
FM ANTENNA PERFORMANCE —No gimmicks,
just the finest FM-reception products on the planet the
APS-13, the finest rooftop antenna for FM in production
(Stereophile "Recommended Components," October
1999); the smaller APS-9; and the new attic-mount InTerma. View/download product literature at wwwanten
naperformancecom. (860) 643-2733, e-mail antperf@ntplxnet.
www.teduaccellentcabk.com.
PLINIUS M12 preamplifier, flawless, original condition,
$1000. (541) 388-1922.
SONIC FRONTIERS T-3 and P-3, Power-3, Line-3.
Genesis speakers: 200s, 300s, 500s. (408) 262-3422.
THOR AUDIO, CARY, ORACLE, Soliloquy, Alón,
Basis, Goertz, Citation, and much more are now available for your review in the San Francisco Bay Area. St.
Cecilia Sound Gallery is now open! We sperielive in
tube electronics and loudspeakers designed for them.
(510) 732-1204, www.SCSoundGallery.com.
LEVINSON No333, one owner, mint condition,
$4995. (410) 796-5311.
COLUMBUS, OHIO DEALER: Totem, Meadowlark, Reference 3A, Stanley Linear, Mordaunt-Short
Copland, Edge, Rogue, Eagle, Monarchy, Coda/
Continuum, G&D Transforms, MSB, Audio Refinement, Cambridge, Thorens, Harmonic Technology,
Audio Magic, Music Metre, TG Audio, LAT, Black
Diamond, Chang, Salamander. Featuring the Wisdom
Audio Adrenaline. Archive Audio, (614) 237-5699. AntEx,
Visa, MC, Discover
SNELL 1800 SUBWOOFERS (2), hardly used,
$3000. (914) 944-8398.
TNT3 with 12" JMW tonearm, mint, $3200; McIntosh
MR78, mint, Modifieri-modified, top performance,
$1600; McIntosh C-22 commemorative reissue, low
hours, $1500; two McIntosh 275 stereo amps, commemorative reissues, mint, $2000 each. Call (732) 679-5241.
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DUNLAVY: HelloHiFi is one of only three Platinumlevel Dunlavy dealers in the world. This means
HelloHiFi has all Dunlavy models in stock, including
the world reference SC-VI. No local dealer? We have
customers in every US state and 31 other countries.
Setup and personal delivery for nonlocal customers
(with no local dealer) and local customers available.
Trade-ins accepted, induding all Duntech models
(local/nonlocal). Visa/MC, COD. www.hellohcom/
dunlavy.htm4 Monday-Thursday, 1-7pm PS7; (805) 5279739, fax (805) 527-9808.

EnjoyTheMusic.com e-zinc, where you will find professional reviews and writings by Dick Olsher (was
Stereophile), Gene Pitts (owner/editor, TAO, Steven R.
Rochlin (Ultimate Audio), Bruce ICinch (Primyl Vinyl),
Lynn Olson (Positive Feedback), and many others.
www.EnjoyTheMusiccom.
ICRELL MA-250, $3200; Bryston 3B amplifier, $650;
Denon turntable, new Surniko Blue Point Special,
$375; Nakamichi 250 cassette deck, black, $125. (248)
545-1550, Monday-Friday, 9am-7pm EST

ICRELL ICAV-300 CD player, perfect, $2200. Call
Dennis, (352) 854-9545, FL, EST

SONIC FRONTIERS SFM-75 Mk.II tube mono
amplifiers, original owner, ($3700) $1650; Quad Pro 63
loudspeakers, Arcici stands, black, rare, $2400; ConradJohnson MF2300A amplifier, 250W ($3000) $1550;
Rowland Model 1amplifier, ($3100) $1500; Kinergetics
KCD-20 CD player, ($1700) $250. All excellent, split
shipping, S. California. Tony, (818) 710-0792.

THRESHOLD T2, $2500; T200, $2000; T200,
$2000. (206) 634-2585, steve@iobjects.com.

CARY AUDIO CAD-5725E monoblodcs, mint,
$1600/pair.Jeny, (914) 658-3504, e-mail lentelente@adoern

ARCAM ALPHA 5PLUS CD player, $425; Sumiko
Blue Point cartridge, $95; Sony MDR-V900 Studio
headphones, $120; JBL PSW-D12 powered subwoofez
$240; BIC C-5 A/V speakers, $99. All mint with boxes
and papers and at least 50% off list price. (209) 664-9110.

CREEK 4330R amplifier, mint, $400; Blue Circle BC3
preamplifier, ($3300) $1975; Clavis Da Capo cartridge,
11075. (606) 581-3763.

MUSE 24-BIT/96IcHz combi DVD/CD transport and
processor, plays CD/DVD/advanced audio discs, mint,
boxes, warranty, ($6750) $5250; monoblocks, $2400;
preamp, $1275. Karen, (888) 415-3081, sesinc@yahoo.com.

BALANCED AUDIO TECHNOLOGY VK-D5
CD player, low hours, $2400 OBO. (302) 324-8326,
leave message
CONRAD-JOHNSON PREMIER 12XS, $4500;
Sonic Frontiers SFT-1, $750; SFD-2, $1000. Mint. (212)
663-1159.
MdNTOSH MA6200 integrated, $700; MR74 tuner,
$325; Sonographe SA250 amplifier, $675; Bryston 2B
amplifier, $275; AR M5 speakers, $425; Synthesis
LM200 speakers, $325; Quart 350S speakers, $325;
Sony CDPX-222E5 CD player, $225. Shipping extra.
(501) 846-2706.

MODEL 1 speakers with Target stands,
$875; Acurus ACDII CD player, $285; Grace F9E
Ruby, $75; RCA videodisc player with 35 movies,
$450. Call Don, (319) 358-7556.
EAD ULTRADISC 2000 Reference Standard CD
player, latest, ($2500) $995; Sony ST-444E5 Reference
AM/FM tuner, ($395) $95; TARA Labs Master Gen.I
speaker cable, 8' biwire, ($2000) $750. Or best offer on
all above. Buyer covers shipping. Glenn, (909) 793-9667
HARMAN/KARDON 392 3-head cassette deck,
very good, $300; Harman/lCardon 161 car cassette
deck/tuner, very good, $200. (402) 897-2303.
NAKAMICHI 1000ZXL cassette deck in gold, limited
edition, 50 made, 14800. (954) 351-1255.

Audio Mart Order Form
NEW RATES: Private, $L50 per word; Commercial, $4.75 per word; $190 minimum on all
commercial ads. A word is defined as one or more characters with aspace, dash, or slash on either side.
(Telephone and fax numbers, e-mail and WWW addresses count as one word.) PAYMENT: All ads
must be prepaid with order. Visa/MC or checks are accepted. MAIL TO: Stereophile, Classified Ad
Department, P.O. Box 5529, Santa Fe, NM 87502-5529, or FAX (505) 983-6327, or SUBMIT
ONLINE: cLissifieds@stereophile.com (Faxed and e-mailed ads are credit-card only.) DEADLINE: Ads
are due on the first working day of the month, two months in advance of the issue in which your ad will
appear. For example, if you want your ad to mn in the March 2000 Stereophile, you must submit it with payment by January 3, 2000. Ad material that reaches us after deadline will appear in the next available issue.
No refunds. If you have questions, call (505) 982-141L
0 Enclosed is payment in the amount of $
for
O Iprefer to pay by check, made payable to Stereophile

words.

0 Iprefer to pay by 0 Visa 0 MasterCard
My card # is
Signature

Exp. date

Please run my ad in the following months:
Category heading:

0 General

CI CDs/LPsiTapes

0 Wanted

O Employment

Copy (Please type or print; attach separate sheet if necessary):

Name

Company

Street
State
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NESTOROVIC SYSTEM 16 Reference speaker system, ($21,000) $11,500; pair Target R2 stands, $450;
Nestorovic NA-1 Signature tube amps, $4900/pair,
EKSC (Eagle) 350W amps, $2100/pair, three Target 3
shelf stands, $175 each; four Target amp stands, $60 each;
Anodyne Atlas converter, ($3500) $1200; G&D
Reference One transport, $300; Mdntosh MR80 tuner;
$1400; Nitty Gritty record deaner, $250. (334) 928-5992.
SOUNDSTAGE AUDIO-We are an authorized dealer for Cary, Soliloquy, Norclost, Ekctrocompaniet,
Harmonic Technology, Synergistic Research, AudioPrism, Black Diamond Racing, and many more!
Soundstage Audio, 1310 Apple Avenue Silver Spring MD
20910, (877) 777-4434, load (301) 565-4011. Visit our website at wwwsoundstageaudio.com.
FACTORY-DIRECT PRICES —EXOR's new interconnect and speaker cables. Also, afantastic preamp with
superb phono (see Bound for Sound, 11/96, for glowing
review). Contact physicist/designer Paul Bono at EXOR
Industries, (913)384-0731, or e-mail exotind@aoLcomfor detaik
SOTA TURNTABLE availability includes awide array
of options for old and new SOTA owners. Availability
includes new and refurbished turntables, trade-in
options, updates and upgrades (including the Cosmos
and Comet), modifications, parts, accessories, and more.
Tonearrn and cartridge setups also available. Custom
requests welcome. Call SOTA Sales and Savicg (708)
246-9815,fax (708) 246-9778, or sotatuntrables@lewom.com.
GET THE BEST DEAL among top brands: Dynaudio, B&W, JMIab, Hales, Martin-Logan, Alón,
Gershman, Totem, ProAc, PMC, Oracle, Metronome,
Krell, Pass, Meridian, Sonic Frontiers, Classé, Bryston,

1111111w www.usedcablecom 1111111111 We buy used
cable. We sell used cables. Good Advice. !!!!!I!!!!!
AURIC ILLUMINATOR provides enhanced resolution of CDs and DVDs. Optical media are experienced
through aveil of jitter that no re-clocking buffer can
fully eliminate. Make digital sound analog! Try Auric
Illuminator, money-back guarantee. Treats 300 discs!
$39.95. (800) 565-4390, www.audience-ay.com.
AUDIO NOTE, FINITE ELEMENTE, Linn, Synthesis Nimis integrated, SAP, Empower line conditioner, imported music, and more. www.bechoicecom.
ACCUPHASE DG-28 world-class digital equalizer,
includes DAC, ($8800) $4800. David.Zigas@mind
spring.com or (617) 422-4761.
CARY USED 300SELX20, 300SEILX20, 805C latest,
2A3SE; used Pass Aleph 12, Aleph Premote, Aleph 5;
Spectron Digital One amp, $1700; IComuro 845SE,
$3900. (801) 226-1018.
SILVER AUDIO CABLES. Transparent and accurate
thanks to unique, uncomprotnised, handmade design
unmatched by off-a-spool cables. High-purity, longcrystal silver/air dielectric used throughout. Priced to
fit all budgets. Call or check website for information.
Stage III Concepts Inc., (212) 627-562& Visa, MC, Amex.
MARK LEVINSON No.38S, low hours, $3600; Thiel
CS2 2, amberwood, $1500; Bryston 3B NRB, low
hours, $750; Sunfire True Sub, $600. All in excellent
condition. (847) 360-0893.

YEA, Harmonic Technology, Norclost, Siltech... call
for the specials. (888) 427-8124, worldwide e-mail
bestofdeal@aoLcom.
REVEL ULTIMA GEM fronts with pedestal, Embrace
surrounds, Voice center. One year old, gently used,
$9950. (508) 624-4072.

WARNING !!!
Be careful with mail-order dealers
who insist on cash/personal check,
or who offer alarge discount on the same basis.
Be secure —pay by credit card.

Mart

IRANSPARENI AUDIO: Reference XL, balanced
interconnect, 1.0m pair; mint ($8000) $4100; Mark Levinson No.380S, mint ($6000) $4200; Mark Levinson
No360S, mint ($6500) $4200; Mark Levinson No37,
mint ($4000) $2200. Frank (954) 922-0505 days, (954)
454-9180 evenings.
DH LABS SILVER SONIC Unmatched quality and
value in audio cables. (561) 575-7229, wwtv.anchoraud.com.
AUDIO RESEARCH DAC 1-20, save; $1400; Proceed
PDT Il with chassis mods and X1.0 cable, $800;
Counterpoint SA-220, silver; $1600; EVS 12-position
stepped attenuators, $300; Alón V, bladc, with triwired
Black Orpheus cable, $2500. Irtric4 (860) 872-3262.
COUNTERPOINT UPGRADES. COMING DECEMBER: 24/96 upgrade for DA-10! Discounts for
early orders! Convert SA-12/100/20/220 into completely new amps! Monoblocks, octal tubes, balanced
inputs, rugged, reliable, tremendous power, fantastic
sound! Counterpoint's designer Michael Elliott services, upgrades Counterpoint (760) 945-0356. Details at
tvww.altavistaaudio.com-.
VINTAGE TUBE SERVICES. The original and still the
only service supplying genuine, properly selected and
prepared tube sets for the high-end community When
that feeling hits you that you're not getting the whole
story, call for the Year 2000 catalog and essay, "Of Tubes
and Fine Wine," or go to www.vintagetubeservicetcom, (616)
454-346Z 7091 Eva Road, Rockford MI 49341.
PROCEED AMP 5, Proceed AVE with S-video, 4
years remaining on warranty, $6500. (508) 624-4072.
AUDIO MATIÈRE AMPLIFIER and preamplifier,
Air Tight ATM2 amplifier (all with new tubes) and
Aerial 10T speakers with stands, all mint. Make an
offer at (207) 781-2037
PARAGON JUBII FF/JEM SPEAKERS, minimonitor/bass module, excellent, ($5890) $1900. Bybee
Quantum interconnects, $350. David.Zigas@mind
spring.com or (617) 422-4761.

America's Best Record Rack

The RACKIT — System

www AUDIOGON corn

Introducing AudioGon. Aplace where audio enthusiasts con spend on eternity. There's ovast showcase
with photos, so you can shop to your ear's content. Live, ongoing auctions. Avast classified section. And o
personalized homepage, so you can keep track of your own activities. AudioGon. Going once, going twice. Gon.
HIGH

END
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Modular, stackable oak units
hold all recording formats
and audio/video components
Free mail order brochure
(please mention Stereophile)

Per Madsen Design
(415) 822-4883 •PO. Box 882464
San Francisco, CA 94188
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FREE CATALOG
If you like
1-800-338-0531
to "do-it01-1
yourself"
then the
Parts
Express
catalog is
for you!
It is packed
full of prod•
ze.Z:=:
ucts like
•=Mr
raw loudspeaker
drivers from Audax, Aura, Morel,
Dynaudio, Vifa, and more. We stock
premium crossover parts, speaker
kits, cabinets, accessories, wire/
cable, and everything you need to
create your own high end speakers.
Build your own and Save big!

PART$

ELECTRONICS & MORE

CALL TOLL FREE

1-800-338-0531
SOURCE CODE: SPM

725 Pleasant Valley Dr.,
Sprinoboro, OH 45066-1158
Phone: 513/743-3000 • FAX: 513/743-1677
E-mail: sales@ parts-express.com
Web Site: www.parts-express.com

PASS X350 AMPLIFIER, 3 months new, $6000;
Dunlavy SC-N/A speakers, 3 months new, $6000.
(352) 597-7606.
WE OFFER PERFECT CONDITION with warranty: Audio Physic, B&W, Canary, CAT, Clearaudio,
EgglestonWorks, Gershman, Krell, Levinson, mbl,
MIT NBS, Sonic Frontiers, Thorens, Transparent,
Wadia, Western Electric, Wilson, and many more
high-end audio and video components. Call for inventory list or visit our showrooms at 35-62 166 Street,
Flushing, NY 11358. (718) 961-8842, fax (718) 8869530. High End Audio.
KRELL FULL POWER BALANCED 600 $7795;
FPB-300, $5495; FPB-200, $3795; Rega Planar 3,
$450; Sonic Frontiers SFD-2, $1295; NBS Statement
power cords, $1495; Mango RMX Reference power
cords, $250; Monster Cable HTS2000 Power Centers,
new, $149. Offers, trades, credit cards. (914) 216-1497
LINN KARIN PREAMP, latest model, with phono,
$2100. Linn K400 speaker cable, four 20' lengths, $500.
(360) 579-2490.
W ENTERPRISES NORTHWEST. Enter Y2K with
high-end audio and customer service at its best.
http://www.wenw.cc. Free continental US shipping
for mentioning this ad. Secured online ordering.
http://www.wenw.cc. Authorized: KR Enterprise,
Clayton Audio, DH Labs, Silverline Audio, Merlin,
Tyler Acoustics, Andes. http://www.wenw.c4 fax (503)
282-0742, e-mail wenw@uswest.net. Visa/MC.
PERFECT CONDITION WITH WARRANTY:
Krell KPS-255C, $14,500; KAV Standard, $7500; ICRC,
$2600; ICAV-250A, $2100; ICAV-250P, $1600; ICAV300i, $1600; KAV-500X5, $3000; KAV-500i, $3200;
KSA-250S, $3100; KAS, $16,000; KAS II, $9500; KSA200S, $3300. Canary Audio CA-801, $3600; CA-300,
$2250; CA-301 Mk'', $3000; CA-309, $6300. Call for
list. (718) 494-7765, e-mail MWAA1C21044@aoLcom.
AUDIO ANALOG DONIZETTI power amp and
Bellini preamp. Both new, $1300. (810) 751-4393 Wine
10pm EST
JADIS SYSTEM: DPI, $1980; JP-80MC, ($18,690)
$7200; JPS-2, ($14,000) $5800; JA-30 monos; ($9300)
$3900; Defy-7, $2800. VTL MB-150, $2200. BAT VK-

AUDIO GALLERY

when the music pleases your ears
your soul will dance
AUDIO REFINEMENT
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MCCORMACK
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MASSACHUSETT
HIGH-END CHOICE
IN BEAUTIFUL PICTURESQUE WEST
1100 MAIN ROAD
WESTPORT, MA 02790
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'NEW ENGLAND'S EXCLUSIVE DEALER
MASSACHUSETTS EXCLUSIVE DEALER '
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60, $2350. Krell KAS, ($35,000) $13,700; KSA-2,
$8300; KMA-100, $2500. Bow Technology ZZ-1 integrated amp, ($4500) $2200. C.E.C. TL 2X, $1800.
EAD Ultradisc 2000, (E2800) $1350. Accuphase D/As:
DC-61, $2300; DC-91, $5800. Gryphon BelCanto preamp, ($5700) $2500. NBS Statement 10' speaker cable,
($15,000) $5500; Statement Pro power cord, $1400.
Wadia 23 CD player, ($3000) $1250. (909) 627-3869.
THIEL CS23s, cherry, $3150; Goldmund SR/v1
monoblocks $2750; Adcom GFP-750 preamp, $950;
Denon DCD-1650AR CD player $850. All above used
only 20-30 hours, all mint (509)326-0566, PST
GUARANTEED CONDITION audio amplifiers
(Counterpoint SA-20, Solid 1MA, Golden Tube SE40,
Melos MAT1000, Pass Os), preamplifiers (Audio
Research REF1, Conrad-Johnson PV12AL, Kora
Triode, McCormack TLC1 Deluxe, YBA 1P), processors, transports, players (Denon DVD-2500), analog
(Well Tempered), theater (Meridian), speakers, and
cables. Ask Trevor for complete inventory. Toll-free
(877) 274-9983, oales@voicenetcom
DYNAUDIO CONFIDENCE 5, ($10,000) $4900;
Ayre V3, s/#1L0101N, ($3875) $2050. Brian, (805) 5799111.
VTL COMPACT 100, $1250/pair. Threshold SA4e,
$3325; 5500 II Sufis, $1995. Classé #10, $749; #4,
$550. ARC SP10 II, $2250. Rowland Coherence One,
$1250. Mark Levinson ML3, $2300. (916) 799-3238.
EUROKIT' high-end DIY turntable joined by
EurolCit 2001" and EurolCit SV"«. Also EarMax headphone amps, HRS, Richard Gray's Power Company.
Y2K sale on audiophile close-out CDs: $10, some $6.
Audio Advancements LLC, Box 2090, Branchville, NJ
07826, (973) 875-8705, e-mail audadv@earthlink.net, www.
audioadvancementscom.
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RARE NOS TUBES: Telefunken, Mallard, Ampereit
Tung Sol, RCA, and WE: 12AX7, 12AU7, 12AT7, 5751,
6922, 6550, EL34, 274A, 275A, 310A, 350B. Amps by
Eico, Acrosound, and Westrex. (801) 224-1216.

CDs, LPs, Tapes
HIGHEST PRICES PAM for classical LPs and CDs.
Will travel. Only collections of 1000+. Call Lawrence
OTook P.O. Box 138, Bearsvillç NY 12409. Tel./fax: (914)
679-1054.
TOP DOLLAR PAID FOR CD and LP collections.
No collection too large! Classical, opera, jazz, rock,
alternative, audiophiles (SFt/LSC/EMI-ASD). 150,000
titles in stock. Free brochure! Princeton Record Exchange
20 Tulane Sr., Princeton, AU 08542, USA. (609) 921-0881,
wunti.proc.com.
AUDIOPHILEUSA.COM —Addictive website for
LP and CD fans. We e-mail superb monthly lists of
new and used jazz, rock, audiophile, and much more.
Knowledgeable staff, great service. We buy choice
record collections. Free monthly catalogs. Toll-five orders:
(877) SPIN-LPS.

Wanted
TUBE HI-FI AND SPEAKERS, tube theater amps,
corner speakers, horn drivers, coaxial/triaxial speakers,
crossovers, tubes. Altec, ElectroVoice, JBL, Jensen,
McIntosh, Quad, Dynaco, Scott, Lowther, Fisher, Heath,
Eico, RCA, Tannoy, Leak, Manante, Western Electric,
etc. Also high-end ARC, Conrad-Johnson. Linn speakers, etc Also old guitars and guitar amplifiers. Sonny
Coldson, 1413 Magnolia Lane, Midwest Cit» OK 73110.
(405) 737-3312, fax (405) 737-3355.
CASH PAID FOR USED AUDIO/VIDEO EQUIPMENT. Buy, sell, and trade by phone. Dealer for
AudioQuest, Harman/Kardon, Marantz, NAD, NHT,
Paradigm, Paradigm Reference, Phase Technology,
Speakercraft, Sherwood/Newcastle, Toshiba. Stereo
Trading Outlet (Since 1984), 320 Old York Road, Jenkintown, PA 19046. Call (215) 886-1650, fax (215) 8862171. Website catalog: www.tsto.wm. E-mail: tstoesto.com.
a/d/s/ L2030 loudspeakers. Brian, (888) 353-4052.
COLLECTOR BUYING OLD TUBE HI-FI and
speakers, mono/stereo, tube theater amps, horn drivers, parts, tubes, inventory, Altec, Tannoy, Quad, Eico,
McIntosh, Marantz, Sequerra FM-1, Levinson,
Rowland, Krell, Audio Research, Duntech Sovereign,
Luicman 304S. Will travel to pick up. First or last call,
or just information, (718)387-7316, (718) 384-4667
SONY TA-DM1000ES with signal combiner and
three Sony TA-DL100 link amps with touchpads.
JohrtKP1952@aolconi or (319) 398-7625.

Employment
SOUND CITY is seeking highly motivated individuals for full-time sales positions in Audio/Video and
Custom Home Theater Outgoing person to sell wide
selection of mid-high-end specialty A/V products.
Excellent growth opportunity in direct-mail/catalog
sales or custom. North Jersey/NY area. Fux résumé to
(973) 334-6115 or call (800) 888-5343 x300.

Business Opportunities
IF TECHNOLOGICAL INNOVATION and the
excitement of the audio/video industry appeal to you
—Tice Audio would like to speak with youl As aTice
Audio partner you will be in astrategic position to
build your future with ours as we diversify into new
markets and continue our advancements in technological innovation. We have created alimited number of
opportunities for "hands-on" partners to share in our
future expansion. If you have marketing or audio/video
knowledge and the necessary financial backing ($1 million minimum), call us at (561) 575-7577, or visit our
website, www.ticeaudio.com, for more information.
Serious inquiries only.
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We Make Coming Home
Better Than Going Out

Sell Your Gear FREE on
our Internet Site .. plus
Trade-ins & Specials
www.audio-logic.com
515-255-2134
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503 to

Fine-furniture quality CD storage systems with
angled shelves &non-slip surface that hold
asingle CD upright. Solid Hardwood Finishes
and Custom Sizes available. For further
information visit us at vnvw.Storadisc.com
or call 800-848-9811
DAVIDSON•WHITEHALL
290 M.
L.
King Jr. Dr. S.
E.
•Atlanta, GA 30312
404-524-4534 •F
ax 404-659-5041
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•CLASSÉ •CLEARAUDIO •CRESTRON •DISCOVERY •DRAPER
• DUMMY • REVEL • ELAN • EQUI=TECH • ESP
.•FANFARE RI •FAROUDJA •FUSION DESIGNS •GOLDEN TUBE
•GOLDEN THEATER •GRADO •GRAHAM •JEFF ROWLAND
•KIMBEFI SELECT •MERIDIAN •MYRIAD •PHIUPS •PIONEER
EUTE •POLY CRYSTAL •PSB •Ra •REGA •SONANCE •SONIC
'FRONTIERS •',STEWART • SUMIKO • THETA DIGITAL
• TOWNSH
•TRANSPARENT CABLE • VIBRAPLANE
•VIDIKRON •
TON TRIPLANAR •ZSYSTEMS •AND MORE

310-44O422 Fax 310-440-5526
10-7 S
at 10 -5:30
2337 R
OSC0111010 R
d. S
te. 6, B
el Au. CA 90077

VISIT OUR WEBSITE: WWW.ambrosia.COM
information & large selection of pre-owned electronics
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ood Lord, it's 2000. Happy
New Year, everyone!
And what's the hot audiophile topic of the new millennium?
Looks like e-commerce to me. To what
extent can aspecialty audio manufacturer, whose business model has traditionally depended on bricks-and-mortar retailing, define and protect its market? It's
adilemma, all right. Companies such as
Equity (B&W and Rotel) are rabidly
against e-commerce. They take great
pains to track down unauthorized online
sales and the offending dealers shipping
product out the back door to these sites.
Luke Manley points out that VTEs
thumbs-down on e-commerce protects
the consumer, enabling factory-authorized hands-on audition, service, and
installation. As far as Manley's concerned, the Internet is nothing but a
huge mail-order morass. But some companies — like Audio Advisor, Ultra
Systems/Cable Company, and a few
others — manage to coexist with the
brick'n'mortar crowd. Take Sony Direct.
Like B&O, they'll sell you anything you
want, apparently competing directly
with their own dealer network.
Denon also is cautiously dipping its
corporate toe in the turbulent online
waters. As revealed by Stereophile newshounds on www.stereophile.com (reprinted in this issue's "Industry Update"),
Denon has established separate Internet
authorization agreements with retailers
handling Denon and Mission products.
Denon says they're "adamant" that the
consumer get the same level of service
and information on the Net as is (hopefully) found in stores. Denon requires: a
dedicated Net staff, live technical support
at least 12 hours aday, six days aweek; inhouse Denon authorized service; assurances that items offered for e-sale are in
stock; no auctions or shipments to resellers; prompt shipment, with access to
order tracking; and secure financial transactions. Similarly, the Harman Consumer Group has authorized several "rigorously selected" sites to sell their H/IC,
JBL, and Infinity lines.
As also revealed on our fast-breaking
website, Celestion America has signed an
exclusive deal with Hifi.com, the online
face of Cambridge SoundWorks. Philips
210

subsidiary Maranta also unfurled an exclusive agreement with Hifi.com in anotable
shift in strategy for the Dutch giant
The beat goes on. GetPlugged.com,
the front-end of KnowledgeLINIC, proffers "information" as opposed to products in an interactive environment that
puts apotential customer in touch with
anetwork of affiliated dealers and custom installers in his or her geographical
area. E-Town.com has established asimilar business model in its attempt to
bridge online and traditional retail values. Coolaudio.com, aflashy new startup, offers (among other things) desirable
European audio brands like Roksan,
Chord, and Wilson Benesch — all makers of fine products that, up to this point,
have had difficulty cracking the US market Coolaudio sells direct over the Web,
and is purportedly signing up dealers so
that consumers can see and audition
products in person. AudioCafe.com is
yet another site that apparently intends
to enter the online sales fracas.
Trying to figure out how all of this
will shake out is tough. Like many
things Internet, the value of companies
offering online sales lies in their potential for making big bucks — afistful of
dealer agreements can make a$10 million company that's losing money on the
Web actually worth $20 million to a
buyer. Hey, it's abrave new world.
Let's now shift focus. Take your typical
audio dealer. Istay in touch with the
New York audio retailers: I'm ajournalist, they provide information — even if
sometimes it's in code! Most of these retailers view the Net with ajaundiced eye.
If adealer is considering carrying two
lines of speakers —one offered on the
Net, the other not —which do you think
they'll choose? New York is a tough
market, and they all work hard to develop their customer base. But the listening
rooms are busy —audiophiles are still
I:. 1999 by Petersen Publishing Company, LLC—Vo123
No.1,Janualy 2000, Issue Number 240. Stereophile (ISSN
#0585-2544) is published monthly, $19.94 per yearfor US
residents (Canada add $13; all others add $15) by Petersen
Publishing Company, LLC, 6420 Wilshire Blvd, Los
Angeles CA 90048. Periodicals postage paid at Los Angel4
CA and additional retailing offices Canada and CSI:reg. no.
R12468-3855. POSTMASTER: Send address changes to
Stereophile, RO. Box 53117, Boulder, CO 80322-3117
Printed in the U.S.A.
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coming in, trying to get their music right.
By the same token, dealers absolutely
cannot ignore all the e-changes —they
must provide enhanced, value-added, and
more encompassing environments in
which to purchase audio or video equipment Buyers: Use audio dealers to best
effect, make them perform, insist on well
set-up auditions. But when it's time to
pay, don't drop them flat to purchase your
chésen component on the Net or to mailorder transshipped out of another dealer's
area to save afew measly bucks. My advice: Support your local sheriff.
And how about the consumer? Let's
say you live in the boonies and there are
only afew speaker lines you can actually
audition within a100-mile radius. Suddenly, the Net looks more interesting.
But it's agiant leap to buy audio components online. Typing in your credit-card
number means you're buying acomponent sight unseen and, more critically,
sound unheard. Which makes reading
equipment reviews more important to
your buying decision than ever before.
Well, there's plenty of "information"
available on the Net, you say. Question is,
what's it worth? And, of course, that calls
into question the "reviews" available on
sites that sell these items. Are they actual
reviews, or simply advertorials provided
by "content providers"? Who draws the
line between ad copy and editorial copy,
and where? We draw that line very precisely each month in the pages of
Stereophile, paper magazines having a
strong "Chinese Wall" tradition about
the separation between content and
commerce. By contrast, nothing about the
Web has been in existence long enough
to develop any such tradition.
Idon't believe anything about the
High End can be "commoditized" to
the point where afew mouse clicks can
lead to sonic bliss. The human contacts
between audio manufacturer, dealer,
and customer are of utmost importance
to the soul of the High End. You've got
to work at it, though — there are no
shortcuts. In any case, you can be sure
that we're poking around and seeing
what jumps, taking notes, and even
kicking some butt. Whatever happens,
you'll read about it here in Stereophile.
Enjoy.
Stereophile, January 2000

THULE A UDIO

.111,

$2995. Our new PR-250B Processor is
the first wfeature the hot Motorola 56362
chip. Its 100MIPs processing ability is
tempered by human factoring that so
simple, you'll be watching your favorite
lm five minutes after unpacking it.

Arriving like arefreshing Nordic wind, Thule Audio of Denmark introduces
abrand new line of high-technology, ultra high-performance electronics.
At prices that may pleasantly surprise.
Denmark has asophisticated engineering and manufacturing base that makes it
ideal for producing high-end electronics. High precision and excellent reliability are key
features of our designs. Surface Mount Devices (SMDs) used throughout our product
range are tiny, high precision components that replace bulky, older-style resistors and

$2995. The PA-250B power amplifier

capacitors. Automated machines, guided by lasers, carefully layer the complicated circuits

is similarly intelligent. 100W x5with

with aprecision impossible to replicate by hand. The end result of all this high technology

high current for theater, when used with

are designs that are unsurpassed for sound quality and are offered at afraction of what

the 250B processor, it will automatically
reconfigure itselfto 250W x2for music.

they would normally cost.

SUMIKO
SUMIXO IS THE EXCLUSIVE NORTH AMERICAN IMPORTER OF THULE AUDIO PRODUCTS
2431 FIFTH STREET, BER:XELEY, CALIFORNIA 94710

510.843.4500

843.7120 FAX
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THE THULE AUDIO DEALER MAY
BE SLIGHTLY HARDER TO FIND AT FIRST,
BUT BE PAT1£NT. THE EXPERIENCE WILL BE WORTH IT.
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"Conquering Everest" is not on the option list
for a Sport Utility vehicle ... but it is available for
your audio system. For the cost of afew SUV extras
you can experience music from the summit of Everest.
Extreme performance speaker cable from AudioQuest!
Everest speaker cable includes everything we have ever
done right in cable design, plus: astonishing new Perfect Surface
solid Silver (PSS), spiraled Counter OctoHelix construction, third
generation SST distortion-minimizing ... and it is just plain bigger!

oudioquesto
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P.O. Box 3060 San Clemente, CA 92674
USA Tel: 949.498.2770

Fax 949.498.5112 www.audioquest.com

